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Executive Summary 
Consultation was conducted with the community to gather opinion on the current customer 
service and communication standards at Council. This report summarises the results of the 
customer service, communication and perception of place consultation which was conducted 
within the Newcastle LGA, through the Newcastle Voice community reference panel.  

A survey was sent to 1682 Newcastle Voice members and had a 48% completion rate (802 
out of 1682). A wide variety of constructive comments were received regarding both the 
approach to communication, as well as the channels used by Council. Improved timeliness 
and problem-solving are of most interest to respondents.  Disseminating information in the 
complete range of communication channels, from mass media and letterbox drops to 
electronic communications and information available in public locations, is also sought.   

Service Experience 
 58% had contact with Council staff within the last week, month, or last 6 months 
 47% had contact with Council to obtain information or make a request 
 59% agree that the quality of Council’s customer service is satisfactory overall 

 
Respondents were asked to rate their level of satisfaction with the following aspects of their 
most recent contact with Council staff. Below are the results pertaining to those respondents 
who were satisfied or very satisfied. There are some areas for improvement, particularly with 
respect to solving customer requests, thereby improving follow-up: 

 74% - Response time 
 73% - Willingness to help and understand 
 73% - Professional approach 
 68% - Information provided by staff 
 41% - Follow-up 
 66% - Overall handling of the contact 

Communication from Council 
 36% of respondents said that Council keeps residents/ratepayers well informed 

about services provided 
 48% are satisfied with the level of information received about Council activities, 

though there is some concern about the type and quality of that information 
 
The top five ways the community currently gets most of its information about Council are as 
follows, in order: 

1. Local newspapers 
2. Free papers 
3. Council brochures or leaflets with rate notices 
4. Council’s website 
5. Local TV News 

 
The top five most useful communication channels are: 

1. Local radio 
2. Local TV news 
3. Local newspapers 
4. Council website 
5. Council newsletter 
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Respondents were asked to indicate if the following communication tools would be useful to 
them. Below are the results pertaining to those respondents who indicated that they would 
be useful (extremely, highly, moderately).  

 79% - A-Z Council services on website 
 75% - Quarterly printed Council newsletter; this is also strongly supported in open-

ended question responses 
 44% - Videos on Council website 

 
The suggestions for improvements to communication fall into two broad categories: the 
approach to communication and the channels of communication. Respondents seek more 
timely, honest and problem-solving communication approaches from Council.  

Council’s Website 
Council’s website is generally well-regarded, with suggestions for improvement centring 
around navigation and search issues. This reflects the complexity of a large organisation, 
with many enquiries on all manner of subjects – and provides useful guidance. 

 87% use the internet for a variety of purposes 

 55% have an ADSL/cable internet connection 

 85% have visited Council’s website within the last week, month, or last 6 months 

 50% find it easy to locate information on Council’s website 

 67% found what they were looking for during their last visit to Council’s website 

 63% found the information on Council’s website to be relevant  
 

Respondents were asked to indicate if they would be willing to increase their online 
communication with Council for the following reasons. Below are the results for the top five:  

1. Accessing information about property owned 
2. Paying rates 
3. Tracking a development application 
4. Facilities bookings 
5. Lodging a development application 

Online Secure Transactions 
A notable 48% of respondents are interested in being able to use a secure online information 
service. Those against it indicate that they would like more information first or are unable or 
unwilling to use a computer. 

Reputation/Perception of Place 
Respondents were asked to rate the Newcastle LGA on 22 elements. Below are the top five: 

1. Is friendly to live in 

2. Has good schools and learning 
opportunities 

3. Is affordable to live 

4. Has great parks, sporting facilities 
and bushland 

5. Is healthy to live in 

Public transport across the city and the state of the central business district are the dominant 
concerns which detract from respondents rating their perception of the city more highly.
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Introduction 

Newcastle City Council is committed to providing exceptional customer service to residents 
and ratepayers. Council staff provide information and assistance to thousands of people 
each year.  

 

Council is also committed to keeping residents and ratepayers informed about Council 
services, decisions and activities. Council does this through the media, the website, 
newsletters and advertisements.  

Report Purpose 
The City Engagement group has been tasked with improving customer service as identified 
by the Sustainability Review stage 1 recommendations.  The purpose of this survey was to 
gather feedback from the Newcastle local government area (LGA) community about their 
customer service and communications experiences with, and expectations of, Council. The 
survey findings will help Council identify and focus on initiatives to improve customer service 
in the next 12 months.  The survey will also identify how the community receives Council 
information. This will ensure that Council is using the right mix of communication tools. This 
community consultation will help Council: 

• Find out what is important to the community 
• Monitor the effectiveness of its services 
• Improve community satisfaction with its services 
• Plan services to meet the community’s needs and expectations.  
  

Both quantitative and qualitative data is required to better understand how the community 
perceives the current service quality. Because the customer service and communication 
service affects everyone in the Newcastle LGA, it is necessary that a large sample of the 
population be asked to be involved in the consultative process.  

It is the intention of Council to revisit this survey with respondents in 12 months time and 
benchmark future results with this report, after various initiatives to improve customer service 
and communications have been actioned. 
 

Council was also interested in the opportunity to benchmark perception of place results with 
Parramatta City Council. Parramatta City Council has been benchmarking perception of 
place with its panel since 2005. The same question was asked of Newcastle Voice panel 
members, where they ranked 22 key elements describing the Newcastle LGA. 

 

The information gained from this question will provide a better understanding on how 
residents perceive the Newcastle LGA. As a leader, advocate and service provider, Council 
could have a significant impact on specific outcomes based areas. The information can be 
used, along with input from other community consultations to focus efforts on lifting key 
areas of dissatisfaction.  
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Methodology 
Data Collection 
A survey, using a structured questionnaire with a total of 27 questions, was sent to all active 
Newcastle voice members.  The survey was developed using the following headings: service 
experience, communication from Council, Council’s website, online account and future 
communications. There were seven open-ended questions to record additional comments. 
To control order bias, the Sparq system automatically rotated the presentation of items 
within certain questions on a random basis. A copy of the survey is provided in Appendix I. 

 

A survey invitation and link to the on-line survey was sent on 10 November. Electronic 
reminders to those online members who had not yet completed the survey were sent on 17 
November and 26 November.   

 

The survey was duplicated, printed and distributed in hard copy to those Newcastle Voice 
members who requested printed surveys. The survey was mailed out on 9 November. A pre-
paid envelope was included to encourage their return.  

 

The survey closed at midnight on 27 November.   

 

Survey Area 
Residents and ratepayers from the Newcastle City Council LGA were consulted, through the 
Newcastle Voice community reference panel. The breakdown of the demographics by 
suburb is provided in Appendix II.  

 

Sample Selection 
A total of 1682 Newcastle Voice members were surveyed. This number represents all active 
on-line and off-line panel members who have previously completed the Profile Study.  
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Participants 
The breakdown of the demographics by gender, age and employment status is provided for 
the sample as well as for the respondents in appendix II. The demographic information is 
managed in Sparq. In brief, results show that: 

 67.39% of respondents are employed full or part-time 

 65.41% of respondents have lived in Newcastle LGA for more than 10 years. 

 A relatively even proportion of respondents were 25-39 years old, 40-54 years old 
and 55-69 years old (26.59%, 30.21%, 30.09% respectively). 

 10.36% of respondents live in Merewether, 5.37% in New Lambton, 5.24% in 
Mayfield, 4.74% in Wallsend and 4.37% in Lambton.  

 The gender split was 46.69% males and 53.31% female which is consistent with 
the gender split for the Australian population.  

It should be noted that being a Newcastle Voice member is voluntary, and therefore 
participation in its activities is also voluntary. The survey was open to Newcastle Voice 
members only. 

 

Representation 
Although sampling 1682 panel members represents over 1% of the Newcastle LGA 
population, the sampling frame for this survey was not statistically representative of the 
population.  

 

This is due to the fact that all active Newcastle Voice members, on-line and off-line were 
surveyed. With the exception of Inner City South and Inner City North, the other planning 
districts are underrepresented. Responses are over-represented from Ward 1 and Ward 2, 
while they are under-represented in Wards 3 and 4. Furthermore, panel members in the 16-
24 and 70+ age brackets are also underrepresented.  

 

Data Handling and Analysis 
The data handling and analysis was carried out using Sparq software. 

 

Trend analysis was conducted from the open-ended question responses. All responses are 
treated in confidence to ensure the anonymity of respondents, and edited only for grammar 
and spelling if inserted as comments into the body of the report. 
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Response Rate  
The survey had a 48% completion rate (802 out of 1682) and a 55% participation rate (931 
out of 1682). That means that 55% of respondents started the survey, but 7% did not 
complete it (129 out of 1682). Of those who chose not to complete the survey (7%), 38% 
dropped out before reaching the first question. Another 30% dropped out during the first or 
second question around the last time they had contact with Newcastle City Council or the 
purpose of their most recent contact.  

 

 48% response rate (695 out of 1437) from on-line Newcastle Voice members 

 44% response rate (107 out of 245) from off-line Newcastle Voice members 

 83% of qualified respondents (663 out of 802) wrote a comment/suggestion about 
where to find Council information 

 74% of qualified respondents (594 out of 802) wrote a comment/suggestion about 
the type of Council information they would like to learn about 

 64% of qualified respondents (517 out of 802) wrote a final comment/suggestion 
about what they thought of Newcastle 

 41% of qualified respondents (330 out of 802) wrote a comment/suggestion about 
how Council could better keep them informed about Council services and 
community events 

 37% of qualified respondents (238 out of 643) wrote a comment/suggestion about 
how Council could improve its website 
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Survey Findings 
Service Experience 
Over 35% of Newcastle Voice respondents indicated that they had contact with Newcastle 
City Council within the last week or month, with 23.07% indicating that they had contacted 
Council within the last six months.  

 

Interestingly, 8.85% of respondents (71 out of 802) indicated that they never had contact 
with a Newcastle City Council staff member. This could be due to respondents associating 
this question with Council’s Customer Enquiry Centre verses considering dealings with 
librarians, pool staff, and parking officers.  

 

Graph 1: Last Contact with Newcastle City Council 
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Purpose of Contact 
When asked what the purpose of their most recent contact was, 28.45% said it was to obtain 
information, 19.02% said it was to make a request (seeking service or information from 
Council) and 17.37% said it was ‘other’ – with the majority of these being people working 
with Council on continuing projects, such as Mainstreets and other committees, community 
groups and developers.  Only 8.89% of respondents (65 out of 802) had contacted Council 
to make a complaint.  
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Graph 2: Purpose of Most Recent Contact 
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Satisfaction with Contact 
Respondents were asked to rate how satisfied they were with the following aspects of their 
most recent contact with a Newcastle City Council staff member: 

1. Response Time 

2. Willingness to help and understand 

3. Professional approach 

4. Information provided by staff 

5. Follow-up 

6. Overall handling of the contact  

Over 66% of Newcastle Voice respondents were satisfied or very satisfied with the overall 
handling of the contact, with another 14.23% being neither satisfied nor dissatisfied.   

 

The chart below lists the level of satisfaction with various aspects of customer service at 
Council. It does not illustrate the proportion of individuals who indicated that they are ‘neither 
satisfied nor dissatisfied’. With the exception of ‘follow-up’ where 24.35% of survey 
respondents stated that they were ‘neither satisfied nor dissatisfied’, an average of 13.21% 
of survey respondents stated that they were ‘neither satisfied nor dissatisfied’ for all the other 
aspects. 
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Chart 1: Summary of Responses of Customer Service (by Aspect)  
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When asked to what extent respondents agreed that the quality of Newcastle City Council’s 
customer service is satisfactory, 58.73% said that they agreed ‘completely’ or ‘somewhat’, 
with another 20.20% neither agreeing nor disagreeing.  

 

Graph 3: Overall Satisfaction with Newcastle City Council’s Customer Service (replace chart) 
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Of the remaining 11% who are unsatisfied with Council’s customer service, the reasons, as 
articulated in an open-ended comment question, span the following subjects: problem-
solving; ‘the run-around’, courtesy, timeliness and information provided.  

Problem-solving 
Follow-up obtained the lowest rating of the customer service aspects. The concerns with this 
are reflected in the comments, with 30.49% (25/82) of respondents addressing the lack of 
problem-solving, with illustrative comments: 

  “Most dealings I have had with NCC over the last 12 months have required a 
minimum of 2 follow up calls, and only then are they started to be resolved.” 

 “The Council staff always try to put barriers in front of you rather than having the 
"what can we do to help you?" It’s ALWAYS make things as difficult as possible.” 

  “It would be nice to see a flowchart or something when you put in a DA 
application which shows the steps it takes through Council and how long these 
things can take.  It would also be nice to have some indication of how often we 
can ring to find out what is going on.” 

Timeliness 
The timeliness or speed of responses and action is of concern to a proportion of 
respondents, at 21.95% (18/82 responses), with the following illustrative comments: 

 “Unless I follow up on matters, not much appears to get done.  I am still awaiting 
response to a letter I wrote to building and planning in March 2008 - didn't even 
receive acknowledgement.” 

  “Because it took over 5 emails, to get action. It was only after threats of going to 
the media that the action requested was taken.” 

 “Majority of encounters with customer service staff at front counter have been 
good. Issues are more with phone communication, ability to contact staff (either 
not answering, out of office or leave voicemail on), ability to return calls.” 

 
The run-around 
The number of people a customer has to speak to until a request is dealt with is of concern 
to some people, at 14.07% (14/82 responses) of this question: 

 “In my case, the Council staff duck-shoved the issue. It gave me the run around, 
and only reacted to my complaint when I wrote to the General Manager 18 
months after my initial contact. It seemed that I was being ignored and was 
constantly given feeble excuses for Council inaction.” 

 “Officers then gave me the run around - not this department try this one etc etc.  
Several times contacted another department and left numbers and no returned 
calls.” 
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Courtesy 
Courtesy in dealing with the public is noted as an issue, with comments about attitude and 
willingness appearing in responses: 

 “Lack of courtesy. If the request is not in line with normal practice a very 
defensive attitude is taken.” 

 “The staff member in question was distant & stand-offish, giving no 
acknowledgement to our ongoing professional relationship, as well as ignoring 
certain protocols given the event.” 

 

Knowledge 
The knowledge of Council staff about issues, or the information provided, is a further reason 
for people to say they are ‘unsatisfied with Council service overall’, with the following 
illustrative comments: 

 “Council staff are unaware of Council policy in relation to development and 
planning.” 

 “The most common answer to a request is 'don't know'. When you do get an 
answer it is later found to be wrong. I have had one good experience this year in 
four requests.” 
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Communication from Council 
Only 35.66% of Newcastle Voice respondents said that they felt either ‘very well’ or ‘well’ 
informed about the services Council provides.  Over 39% said that they felt Newcastle City 
Could keeps residents and ratepayers ‘somewhat’ informed about the services it provides.  

 

Graph 4: How well Informed Council keeps residents about services 
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Nearly half of respondents (48.13%) indicated that they were either ‘very satisfied’ or 
‘satisfied’ with the level of information they receive about Council activities. Over 32% said 
that they were neither satisfied nor dissatisfied, as the following chart illustrates: 

Graph 5: Satisfaction with the level of information received from Council 
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Information Sources 
Respondents were asked from which source they get most of their information about 
Newcastle City Council.  Respondents were asked to select all the sources that apply to 
them, which explains why the results add up to more than 100%.  Looking at the ‘other’ 
category, 32% of respondents would prefer a letterbox dropped Council newsletter. The 
other source of information is face-to-face, either in meetings with Council staff or during the 
former community forums. Below are the ten most popular sources of information, out of a 
possible sixteen: 

1. Local newspapers (50.62%) 

2. Free papers (Star & Post) (46.01%) 

3. Council brochures/leaflets with rate notices (40.65%) 

4. Council website (33.04%) 

5. Local TV news (31.67%) 

6. Local radio (30.55%) 

7. Word of mouth (27.31%) 

8. Council brochures/leaflets in public places (22.69%) 

9. Council printed newsletters (18.95%) 

10. Weekly Lord Mayor’s column (16.21%) 
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In addition 6.61% of respondents indicated that they got most of their information about the 
Council at community consultation ward meetings and 2% of respondents indicated that they 
got most of their information about the Council at Council meetings. In comments received, 
the following comments indicate that the concerns are also about the quality of information: 

 “I do believe however that the Councillors could play a more effective role in 
communicating their position and achievements on key issues as well as seeking 
out ideas/issues from ratepayers/citizens.” 

 “I would just like Council reps to drop the rhetoric and get on with the job of 
dealing with ratepayers honestly about their concerns.” 

 

When asked using an open-ended question, about where people would like to find Council 
information, 657 comments were received, with the majority favouring the web (26.79%), 
mass media (19.94%) and letterbox drops (18.57%). There were some suggestions for paid 
advertising (in the Newcastle Herald, television and radio) and promotional material available 
at public locations, including post offices, banks, shopping centres, sporting events and 
community events. Of those respondents favouring the web (27%), there is the broad 
recognition that Council must continue to provide information in a variety of channels for 
those with no computer access. 

 

Comments about where people would like to find Council information indicate that though 
most preferred the web, navigation remains difficult for some, and quality and timeliness of 
information is not always sufficient. There is also an expectation that Council should know 
what is of interest to everyone in the community at any point in time. The following 
comments illustrate: 

 

 “In free news papers under a special heading to do with Council and what they 
wish us to know.” 

 “Sometimes I search for stuff to do with the kids on weekends and find nothing on 
line. Then I listen to the radio and Council run activities are being promoted.” 

  “I’m a tradie so I don’t like to check or go through every email each day. Radio, 
local news and paper is the best way to get information to me.” 

 “More impactful advertising in the Newcastle Herald and website.  Often the 
marketing is a little lacklustre.” 

 “Is the NCC on FACE BOOK....it is the next generation. I think the radio & TV talk 
back and news shows get the message out to the masses, it creates a word of 
mouth communication and allows the rate payers to have their say, a weekly or 
monthly talk back on the local radio stations with each Councillor would be good.” 

 “Web site should (and to my knowledge does) list all activities but sometimes 
unless you know what you want it can be a bit hard.” 
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A self-reliant 6.85% of comments indicate that the current locations for information are 
satisfactory, with the following indicative comments: 

 “I receive most of my information during work hours via Council's web site, 
electronic newsletters / bulletins and word of mouth - I am satisfied with that.” 

 “For those who wish to access Council information, I believe that current 
communications channels are quite adequate. For those people not interested in 
Council news, no amount of information will be of any interest to them.” 

 “I am happy with all the available channels of information I receive from NCC.” 

 “It wasn't until I had completed this survey that I knew where all this information 
was.  I'll now pay more attention to the local paper and look at notice boards 
more to see what is on offer. Thanks!” 

 

Usefulness of Information 
Respondents were asked to rate how useful they find eleven different communication 
channels.  Below is the list of communication channels sorted by those the respondents 
identified as ‘extremely’ useful and further sorted by those identified as ‘highly’ useful.  

1. Local radio 

2. Local TV news 

3. Local newspapers 

4. Council website 

5. Council newsletter 

6. Council brochures 

7. Displays in Council facilities 

8. Weekly Lord Mayor’s column 

9. Community ward meetings 

10. Displays and Noticeboards 

11. Council meetings 
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Graphs 6a & 6b: Communication Channel Usefulness 
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Communication Channels Usefulness (Part II)
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There is some qualified public support from respondents, with the following comments to 
illustrate: 

 “Informative advertisements in the local newspaper dealing with areas which the 
Council wants to get its message across. e.g Why has CCTV been so difficult to 
install in Newcastle as opposed to other local government areas despite a clear 
mandate from the people?” 

 “Newcastle Morning Herald - perhaps a regular feature every week = 'What's 
happening with NCC this week'. Any exhibitions need greater publicising - once in 
a tiny column in the Saturday NMH is totally inadequate. Perhaps these too could 
appear in the weekly column.” 

 “In the Newcastle Herald via a regular update but many of those in the electorate 
- and I include myself - do not always avail themselves of the varying avenues 
whereby information is disseminated.  A mail-out would be informative, but 
expensive, and many would not read it anyway.  We rather expect things to be 
done.” 
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Respondents were asked to indicate whether they thought the following three proposed 
communication tools would be beneficial and useful to them: 
 

 Videos on Council web site 
 Quarterly printed Council newsletter 
 A-Z Council services on the Council website 

 
Over 43% of respondents (43.65%) indicated that they thought videos on Council’s website 
would be ‘extremely’, ‘highly’ or ‘moderately’ useful. However, over 27% said that videos 
would not be useful.  
 
Three out of four respondents (74.82%) said that they thought a quarterly printed Council 
newsletter would be ‘extremely’, ‘highly’ or ‘moderately’ useful, with a mere 11.09% stating it 
would be either not useful or they were unsure of its usefulness.  This suggestion receives 
strong support in open-ended questions, with people appreciating the convenience and 
timeliness of information this way. 
 
When asked, nearly 80% of respondents (79.43%) said that they thought A-Z Council 
services on the Council website would be ‘extremely’, ‘highly’ or ‘moderately’ useful. Only 
5.86% stated that it would not be useful – but there is some support for this option in open-
ended comments. 
 
Information Type 
 
When asked what type of information people would like from Council, which they may or 
may not currently be receiving, 72.19% of respondents identified something they would like 
to know more about from Newcastle City Council.  
 
Council Service & Events 
Council services (22.2% of all responses) and events (13.61% of all responses) are of most 
interest with respondents, particularly as they relate to: people’s local area, families with 
young children and all types of waste collection. The high interest in waste collection 
information is noteworthy, as a Newcastle Voice September community consultation focused 
exclusively on waste collection services. The following comments illustrate the spectrum of 
interest: 

 “Stuff that is happening. Community activities. Services that help families.” 

 “What's on, where it’s at, what facilities will be available there.  Apart from 'Live 
Sites' a lot of activities are only given a rough outline.” 

 “I'd like a much better website retrieval system for archived minutes and agendas 
(the current system is appalling for this).” 

 “Recycling - exactly what we can recycle and how clean it needs to be.  People in 
our area are still putting rubbish in their recycling bins.  Also what are we 
supposed to do with broken energy-saving light bulbs?” 

 “Events - community events, family events, festivals, art/photography exhibitions, 
environmental events.” 

 “Expand the Pride of Place story, people seem to gravitate to this, explain what 
Pride of Place is. I have seen many small steps by this group gain great 
grounds.” 
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Council’s Accountability and Services 
 

A strong interest in information about Council’s accountability (13.13% of responses) and its 
services – the direct linkage between rates paid and services provided – was revealed, with 
the following types of indicative comments: 
 

 “What developments are coming up, where Council rates are being spent, where 
work is being done and planned.” 

 
 “I would like to know detailed costs of Council services and comparisons with the 

costs of outsourcing, particularly with respect to garbage collection, civil 
construction and maintenance.” 

 
 “The reasons why certain work is deferred or avoided. Why work is carried out 

that is not needed or unsuitable. Why much work is done by staff without 
supervision.” 

 
 “Truthful, transparent information on how rates and other Council revenue is 

utilised ie; how much is used on services and projects to benefit the community 
versus how much is wasted on useless Council inquiries and committees.” 

 

Council’s Future Plans 
All Council’s future plans are sought in greater detail (12.8% of responses): from immediate 
plans for the central business district/rail/derelict buildings as well as more visionary plans 
with longer horizons to embrace sustainability, community and climate change. Plans to 
increase the city’s tourism potential are also of interest: 

  “Exactly what is happening to our assets: Council buildings, Hunter Street, Post 
Office, Surf House, Newcastle Bowling Club site, Palais site, Empire Hotel site, 
Bellevue Hotel site?? 

 “Tourism opportunities, what Newcastle is doing about tourism, what Newcastle 
is doing about improving the city?”  

 “What is the 5 - 10 - 20 year plan?” 

 “Community consultation outcomes - most issues seem to have a pre-determined 
outcome already decided upon.  The community consultation process appears to 
be a ticking the right boxes exercise by Council officers as required by local govt 
laws.” 

 “What innovative strategies are you coming up with to improve 
community/culture? For example I have just returned from 3 weeks in New York 
City and observed no graffiti.” 
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Building and Development 
There is interest in all matters of building and development (9.72% of responses), from 
information about local, residential extensions to definite information about what is being 
done about large city assets and zoning changes, with the following indicative comments: 

 “What is being done about Hunter Street and the Mall. Some fresh thinking is 
needed as the appearance is getting worse each year.” 

 “Planning restrictions, without having to pay money first - eg what restrictions are 
there on placing an awning over a window? - how big, heavy, wide, etc and how 
can it be supported before a development application is required?” 

 “Progress of inner city & CBD master planning strategies & progress & approvals 
of major development sites & infrastructure.” 

 “I should like a comprehensive list on website of all applications and approvals. 
For example, there has been a hideous development completed on our street 
and most of the residents were not given any notice of the application.” 

 “I had difficulty when looking for development zones on the NCC web site and 
was directed to other websites and didn't get what I wanted. My question was: 
what are the development rules for zone 3A land?” 

 

Current Works 
Current works in a local area are of interest at 8.91% of all comments, with the following to 
illustrate: 

 “What’s happening in my ward, ie roadworks, stormwater drains being repaired.” 

 “How does Council determine where work is to be carried out eg the clearing of 
weeds and rubbish.  An example would be the area leading up to and after the 
railway bridge adjacent to the Tech at Mayfield.” 

 “Tree management and Council's responsibility/liability for footpath trees 
concerning nearby property. Council street/gutter cleaning (motorised) 
schedules.” 

 “Specific progress with plans and projects eg expected completion/stage dates.” 
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Council Website 
The majority of Newcastle Voice respondents (87.23%) said that they used the internet for a 
variety of purposes, with 3.49% using the internet solely for work and 9.23% indicated 
having no internet access.  This reflects the proportion of on-line survey respondents (695 
out of 802) compared to off-line survey respondents (107 out of 802) - 87% versus 13% 
respectively.  

 

Of the survey respondents who use the internet for a variety of purposes (87.23%), 55.29% 
said that they had an ADSL/Cable internet connection, followed by 24% who indicated they 
had a wireless internet connection to access Council’s website.  Nearly 7% (6.86%) of 
respondents stated that they have never accessed Council’s website.  

 

Of those who said they had accessed Council’s website (93.14%), the majority (84.60%) had 
visited the site recently – within the last six months.  

 

Graph 7: Last Time Visited Newcastle City Council’s Website 
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Ease of Use 
Of those who said they had accessed Council’s website (93.14%), 50.08% said that it was 
‘very’ or ‘reasonably’ easy to locate information on the site. Only 12.60% said it was 
‘reasonably’ or ‘very’ difficult to locate information at the Council website.  
 

During their last visit to the Council website, 67.34% of survey respondents said that they 
found what they were looking for, while one in five (20.37%) said that they had not. The 
types of information people had not found - but wanted to find – on the site, are as follows: 

 

Council Services 
Council services, such as library catalogues, business and recreational services, 
represented 32.72% of responses and feature highly in comments received: 

 “The process to go about planting small trees in the street nature strip/footpath 
area.” 

 “I am looking to open bar/ restaurant in Honeysuckle Precinct and I wanted some 
information. It was not available.” 

 “Information on public parks & sporting ovals that allow alcohol for end of year 
work Christmas party.” 

 Regulations about permanent parking of heavy vehicles in residential streets.(i.e. 
vehicle owned by resident, not tradesman on a job) On 14/10/09 I sent an email 
to "parkingservices@ncc..." on the Council website but have not had a response.” 

 “Information on the date of citizenship ceremonies.” 

 
Building 
Building information about development application guidelines and requirements made up 
16.05% of overall comments for this question: 

 “Regulations regarding building sites, vehicles, signs etc blocking public 
footpaths.” 

 “Building restrictions in selected suburbs/streets.” 

 “Council restrictions on installing water tanks.” 

 “What stage our lodged DA application was up to.” 

 

Events 
Events whether it is small community events, large events in Council facilities, or Council-
sponsored events generated interest with, at 11.73% of comments. It is noteworthy that Live 
Sites is often mentioned favourably in terms of its communication about forthcoming events. 

 “I gave up trying to find ‘What's on in Newcastle’ for the month.” 

 “Information on events funding/management and the provision by Council of 
portable stages etc.” 

 “Information on Environmental Action Expo (I realise that it wasn't a Council 
organised event but still an important community event, hosted at a Council 
facility).” 
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Household Waste 
Information is sought about regular waste collection, as well as other waste collection 
services, with 8.64% of comments received on that topic in this survey. This is noteworthy 
because a recent study conducted by Newcastle Voice was exclusively on domestic waste 
collection and garnered many comments to the same effect. Illustrative comments from this 
survey: 

 “Recycling service for my area.”  

 “Newcastle is the 6th largest city in Australia and yet we have nowhere to recycle 
e-waste. I have spoken to three different companies in Sydney who all say they 
would come to Newcastle.” 

 “Dates of ‘anything goes’ kerbside rubbish pick up for my area.” 

 I think I was trying to find out if there was still free green waste drop off service, 
as I'm sick to death of paying HIGH FEES at the dump.” 

 
Interestingly, the majority of the above information types already on the Council’s website. 
So the key issue does seem to be the navigation of the site and just perhaps, people’s 
willingness to search for information. Interestingly, a number of respondents (11.11%) said 
they could not find what they needed, but could not remember what it was.  
 
 
Improvements Sought 
 
When asked, 62.52% of respondents said that they found the information on the website to 
be ‘extremely’ or ‘very’ relevant, with another 24.57% of respondents stating that they 
thought the information was neither relevant nor irrelevant.  

Newcastle Voice respondents offered many suggestions for how the website could be 
improved – which reflects the results above for relevance, with 39.49% of respondents 
writing a comment (233/590 responses). A few respondents (18.03%) can not suggest an 
improvement to the website, with the following illustrative remarks: 

 “I think it’s pretty good right now, it’s well laid out and easy to navigate.” 

 “Council website does its job well.  I can imagine it being done better.  But there 
is so much information that it can be difficult to understand what people actually 
want from the website.  Catering for all needs is always a tricky subject.” 

 “The Council website is excellent.” 
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Beyond that, the majority of responses seek improvements to navigation and search 
features, presumably because they could not find something of interest to them. The 
following comments illustrate the calibre of responses: 

 “Better site map and plain language rather than public service jargon eg LEP or 
even local environment plan doesn't explain what they actually are to the average 
punter.” 

  “It is very busy with lots on the screen at one time.  When you get to a certain 
point (eg parks and playgrounds), there is no further info such as a map or 
photos or the parks. Simplify the front page.” 

 “Making the search a little easier - took a while to find info re garbage collections 
on public holiday.” 

 “Search feature was a bit difficult to master. I was not sure which of the 
departments I needed, and it did take a while and a few goes till I found what I 
needed.” 

Council services are again of interest for 11.16% of respondents to this question, with the 
following typical responses: 

 “I would like to see the Development and Building section broadened and made 
more user-friendly, ie type an address into the site and all the relevant details 
come up ie zoning constraints ie heritage area etc bushfire area.” 

 “Provide more information on changes or building work on the Council web to do 
with local area also what our local member is doing.” 

 “Would like a broader picture of Council activities without the bulldust.” 

 “I was accessing the library catalogue.  I only recently discovered I could do this.” 

The speed of the site is of concern: 

 “It doesn't seem to be structured all that well - and it is very, very slow.” 

 It seems to require an enormous amount of computing power. Every time I log on 
(either at home or work), my computer immediately starts to work at 110%, the 
fan comes on, and everything slows down.” 

Questioned by respondents is whether the information is current and accurate with 7.3% and 
4.29% of comments respectively. The following are sample comments: 

 “Keep it simple.....too much jargon and back slapping....use everyday, simple 
English terminology not public service speak.” 

 “There are some content gaps for pages that I access. e.g. Wallsend Swim 
Centre's details are missing off the site. The My Property/Living with Neighbours 
page doesn't display.” 

 “I usually look for information via search but keep getting sent to old PDF files on 
past decisions from Council.” 

A small proportion of responses seek contact information and recent Council meeting 
information on the website – as well as those supportive of more promotion of the website in 
print and other mediums. There was a recognition that this survey had proved informative for 
respondents in terms of the number of communications tools used by Council.  
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Online Secure Transactions 

 
When asked to indicate if they would be willing to increase their on-line communication with 
Council for a multitude of purposes, accessing information about a property owned was 
ranked most highly with 51.37%, followed by paying rates (Bpay) with 46.76%, and tracking 
a development application with 38.65%. 
 
Graph 8: Reasons to Increase On-Line Communication with Council 
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There is a proposal for Council to introduce a secure online customer registration system 
where all information transactions related to the provision of a service (such as the 
development applications assessment service) are managed. Respondents were asked how 
interested they would be to use a secure access online information service (i.e. an online 
account). There were a similar number of people who stated that they would be willing to 
access information about a property owned (51.37%) and were ‘extremely’ or ‘very’ 
interested in the proposed secure on-line customer registration system (47.75%). This 
indicates a need among a group of Newcastle City Council customers, who are already 
informed about the uses and merits of this type of system. 
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Graph 9: Secure On-line Customer Registration System 
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Of those uninterested in a secure online system, 25.93% (153/590) offered a comment as to 
why, with the reasons clustered into three headings: 

• people without computers 

• people reluctant to trust the security of an online system and  

• people uncertain of their need for this service.  

 

The following comments illustrate the range of reasons provided: 

 “Do not use internet much. Can see no advantage.” 

 “Not being offensive or specific and only to answer the question I believe some 
Council officers already hide behind the scenes and are reluctant to become 
involved personally with the work I present.” 

 “I have concerns about on-line security and privacy.  Would the process be 
managed and the data be stored off-shore by a foreign company? If so what 
happens if my details are leaked the company would be outside Australian 
jurisdiction.” 

 “There needs to be more confidence in Councils operations to be interested in 
that type of service.” 
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Most and Least Preferred Methods of Communication 
Respondents were asked to rank the methods of communication with Council from most 
preferred to least preferred.  The preferred methods were e-mail and Council’s website, 
followed by telephone. The least preferred methods of communication with Council were 
mail, and a secure online customer registration system.    

It is to be noted that a number of off-line Newcastle Voice respondents ranked several 
methods as “1” and several as “7”, thereby not answering the question correctly.  

 

Graphs 10 & 11: Preferred & Least Preferred Methods of Communication with Council 
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Suggestions for Improvement 
 
The suggestions for improvements to communication fall into two broad categories: the 
approach to communication and the channels of communication. There were many 
responses to this open-ended question. Over 18% of respondents (57/306 comments) report 
that communications from Council are adequate or already meeting their needs: 
 

 “I feel I am able to access the information I need to find and I think Council does 
a good job in keeping the public informed.” 

 
 “It's cool; just keep up the good work NCC.” 

 
 “My needs maybe entirely different to the needs of others.  I sort out my needs 

when they occur. There is more to life that worrying about what’s happening in 
local government.” 

 
 
Approach to communication 
 
Comments address the style and skills of Council staff in communicating with the public and 
fall into several broad headings, at 18.95% of comments (58/306). Respondents seek more 
timely, honest and problem-solving communication approaches from Council, with a strong 
demand for plain English. The following comments illustrate: 
 

 “Could you please review the language in the Council clean up brochures.  It is 
threatening and bullying.  YOU WILL BE FINED IF statements are not necessary.  
Also the MUST MUST MUST language is inappropriate.” 

 
 “Regular, clearly communicated information - cut all the bureaucratic spin.” 

 
  “I think Council and Councillors need to work together more to share the 

communication. There seems too many cross-currents occurring that seem to 
contradict each other.” 

 
 “Council staff to have a more cooperative attitude to dealing with architects and 

the construction community. Council staff to have more knowledge of Council 
policy.” 

 
 “What about news about how events went? For instance there was no publicity in 

newspapers, radio or print about the Slender Strand of Memories concert, the 
first Newcastle musical commission in over 50 years.  This was appalling in our 
sesquicentenary year.” 
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Communication Channels 
 
Mass media is of most interest, followed closely by an email newsletter and letterboxed 
newsletters, with 54.9% of all comments (168/306). The following comments demonstrate 
the community’s awareness of the need for multiple communications channels, with 
information tailored to each channel – and reflect the common wish for information to be 
delivered, rather than sought out: 
 

 “Electronic, email news letters, people could register online if you would like to 
receive Councils newsletter.” 

 
 “The present letter box leaflets for rubbish pick-up dates are essential.” 

 
 “These things need to be broadly marketed to the community by way of TV and 

radio. Everybody watches the 6 o'clock news and those that don't have the news 
passed on by word of mouth or at work the next day.” 

 
 “The quarterly newsletters are a real winner: you can put them in your hand and 

consider several issues side by side.” 
 

 “Mailing information with rates notices, through Newcastle Voice, information at 
community facilities such as libraries.” 

 
A proportion also support paid advertising – pre-booked, regular spots in some of the mass 
media channels, such as the local newspaper or television stations, with regular updates 
from Council: 
 

 “Set daily air time on local T.V. e.g. 5:55pm each evening.and set daily air time 
on local radio ABC1233 e.g at 7:15am. Especially on Fridays so that weekend 
activities may be broadcast.” 

 
  “A Newcastle City Council notice in the Saturday Newcastle Herald would be the 

best in my opinion.” 
 

Newcastle Voice is a relatively new communication channel with a specific purpose, now up 
to one year in operation. There is some interest for Newcastle Voice to be the channel for 
information about all kinds of Council information (not simply about consultations). Indicative 
comments: 

 “It concerns me sometimes, when I read in the press, Council or a Councillor 
claims that "the rate payers" want "such and such" …Is this what "the rate payers 
want......" - does the information collected via means such as "the Newcastle 
Voice" also get included?” 

  “I am satisfied about the level of communication currently in use by Council.  
Newcastle Voice is a valuable addition.” 
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Reputation/Perception of Place 
Council was interested in the opportunity to compare ‘perception of place’ results with 
Parramatta City Council, which pioneered this line of questioning. To enable benchmarking 
between the two Councils, Newcastle City Council elected to use the same established 
question that Parramatta City Council used in 2005, 2006, 2007, 2008 & 2009 with their 
community reference panel.  

 

Based on the Parramatta question, Newcastle Voice members were asked to rate Newcastle 
based on 22 different elements describing the Newcastle LGA - focusing on perception of 
place on a triple bottom line: economic, social and environmental. 

1. That is affordable 

2. That is going places 

3. Where jobs are freely available 

4. That is easy to get around 

5. Which is innovative and creative 

6. That is attractive and interesting to be in 

7. That uses technology to learn and get 
ahead 

8. That is the centre of business and 
government 

9. That feels like a real city 

10. That is a healthy place 

11. With great parks, sporting facilities and 
bushland 

12. Which values its natural environment 

13. That is clean, healthy and not polluted 

14. That values its heritage 

15. That is friendly 

16. Which is inclusive of all people, lifestyles 
and cultures 

17. Where people pull together as a 
community 

18. With good community services 

19. That feels safe 

20. With good schools and learning 
opportunities 

21. Where there is a feeling of goodwill 

22. Where neighbours talk openly with each 
other 
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Graph 12: Reputation/Perception of Place ~ Newcastle 2009 
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Although many of the results are not markedly different (reading along the ‘spokes’ of the 
chart above), the results revealed that Newcastle had higher mean scores for the following 
seven of the twenty-two elements: 

 That is affordable 

 That is a healthy place  

 That it is friendly  

 Where people pull together as a community 

 With good schools and learning opportunities 

 Where there is a feeling of goodwill 
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Although many of the results are not markedly different (reading along the ‘spokes’ of the 
chart above), the results revealed that Newcastle had lower mean scores for the following 
seven of the twenty-two elements: 

 That is going places 

 That feels like a real city 

 Which is innovative and creative 

 That is the centre of business and government 

 That values its heritage 

 Where jobs are freely available 

 Who is inclusive of all people, lifestyles and culture 

 
Sense of Community 
Community safety and the city’s sense of community has been an issue with high public and 
media interest during 2009, so the following dimensions were examined by suburb to 
determine trends, if any: ‘feels safe,’ ‘has neighbours talking openly to each other’ and 
‘where people pull together as a community’. 

 

When asked if Newcastle feels safe, only 43.27% of respondents rated that element from 6-
10 with 10 being ‘completely’ safe. There are no marked differences to report when looking 
at the different age groups, and genders. However, responses by employment status reveal 
that Newcastle Voice respondents who are retired were more inclined (45%) to feel less 
safe. Also when looking by suburb, respondents living in the following five areas were more 
inclined to answer that Newcastle was not safe, rating the city from 1-4 on this dimension: 

 Fletcher 69% 

 Islington 62% 

 Maryland 63% 

 Waratah 58% 

 Ratepayers who don’t live in Newcastle 57% - which may be informed by media 
opinion, rather than direct experience. 

 

In open-ended responses, safety accounts for just 4.92% of comments (29/590), with the 
following illustrations: 

 “Unsafe at night. I have not gone into the centre at night by myself for many 
years. I used to go regularly to shows at night.” 

 “All roundabouts should be free of greenery as it blocks the view of oncoming 
traffic. Roundabouts are supposed to be a road safety feature, not a landscape 
feature.” 

 “I wish that I could go for a walk with my family on a summer’s night and feel 
safe.” 
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Results revealed that 61.22% of respondents rated the element ‘neighbours talk openly to 
each other' from 6-10, 10 being ‘completely’.  There are no marked differences to report 
when looking at the different age groups, genders, employment status and suburb – with the 
exception of Fletcher, where 56% of respondents rated this dimension from 1-4, 1 being ‘not 
at all’. It may be that in newer communities, local ties and open conversations have not yet 
been commenced. 

 

When asked if ‘people pull together as a community’ in Newcastle, 67.21% of respondents 
rated this dimension from 6-10, 10 being ‘completely’. There are no marked differences to 
report when looking at the different age groups, genders, employment status and suburb. In 
seeking information about Council services, there is a strong interest in that information for 
people’s local communities.  

 

The difficulty with this of course is in the definition of community – sorting information by 
postcode is not sufficient – and people define their communities differently, even among 
themselves. 
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The subjects on which comments are frequent and detailed fall into the following categories, 
with a total of 590 comments. Trend analysis as to why Newcastle may lag in the dimensions 
was undertaken on the comments. This revealed the following major themes. For the full list 
of all respondent comments, please refer to Appendix V.  The breakdown of comments 
received is shown in the graph below: 

 

Graph 13: Final Comment About Newcastle 
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Central Business District 
The largest proportion, at 23% of all comments (131/590), address the central business 
district in one of the following dimensions: the state of buildings, developments, tourism 
potential, with the following indicative comments: 

 “City centre needs rejuvenation and quickly. There is a perception that it is dirty, 
slum-like especially with the derelict buildings. Hunter Street is a disgrace. I have 
watched tourists especially getting off cruise ships. What is there for them to do 
(except for the art gallery) to do in the city? I would be interested to see their 
comments on the on-ship evaluation about Newcastle as a destination. Thank 
goodness they can be bussed out to the vineyards!!” 

 “I believe Newcastle has the potential however we need to get on with developing 
the unsightly streets of Newcastle and encourage industrial and commercial 
development rather than push it away.” 

 “Newcastle CBD and East are nice, but Newcastle West is horrible. We enjoy our 
CBD apartment immensely. A butcher shop and a deli are needed in the Mall.” 

 “The city centre has been hollowed out in favour of the bland and faceless 
Honeysuckle precinct. I think Newcastle is currently up the wrong street and I'd 
love to see a return to a truly vibrant city. We need to keep the train line and to 
revive reasons for people to return to the city for work, business and play.” 

 

Great Place 
Results are reflected in the intensity and nature of responses to the open-ended question 
‘Please provide any final comment about what you think of Newcastle’, with 17.46% of 
responses (103/590 ) addressing the ways in which Newcastle is a great place. The 
following verbatim comments illustrate: 

 “I like living in Newcastle because it is small enough to have a friendly 
atmosphere where people know each other and not as much traffic as a larger 
city, but large enough to have all the services I need.” 

  “Moved here from Sydney in the 70's.  I love it.  I love the access to cinemas 
(need an arthouse one), beaches, golf courses, art galleries, restaurants.  I 
recommend it to everyone I meet elsewhere in Australia and overseas.  My 
favorite thing about Newcastle is Merewether Baths!!” 

 “Feels young, lively and progressive.” 
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Unrealised Potential 
Many comments, at 12.37% (73/590) address the city’s unrealised potential. The following 
comments have been selected to illustrate the range of responses: the pace of change, the 
decisions being made and the obstacles to change: 

 “A great place to live. Has potential to be much better if stakeholders in 
leadership positions could cut red tape to make plans happen.” 

 “Newcastle has a lot of potential, but often gets only lip service and delays. … 
Newcastle needs to reinvent itself - get rid of what doesn't work - like the tired, 
OLD, and ill-attended Mattara Festival - and embrace and RUN WITH a new 
vision of itself.” 

 “Newcastle Has HUGE potential and is a great place to live but we need to move 
forward very, very quickly and catch up to the rest of the great cities in the 
modern world. It’s about time this Council OPENS ITS EYES and look at what 
can be achieved with a WE CAN DO THAT attitude.” 

  “I believe Newcastle could take a lot more risks in environmental development.  
The latest exhibition over the weekend at city hall was appalling.  There was not 
innovative or inspiration or ideas of environmental sustainability.” 

 “I have been away from Newcastle for four years and am somewhat disappointed 
by what I have found since my return. There is an air of complacency and self 
satisfaction that does not auger well for the progress and development… Life is 
too easy in this town - people do not have to work very hard to have a good 
lifestyle - I wonder if this contributes to the air of complacency and self-interest? It 
has incredible potential.” 

 
Council’s Priorities and Performance Culture 
Council’s own role in the state of the city is reflected in two themes: its relative priorities – 
with many alternatives suggested – 11.86% (70/590 comments) and its own performance 
culture at 6.95% (41/590 comments), with the following indicative comments taken from 
survey results. The major dimension of concern about the Council’s performance culture is 
lacking speed and decisiveness. These may go some way to shed light on the dimensions ‘is 
going places’, ‘feels like a real city and ‘is innovative and creative’.  

 “From a tourism point of view I feel the city does a poor job in promoting the 
wonderful things in the city and its surrounds. I base this comment on visiting 
several Tourist Information Centres (Sydney and north to Byron Bay) and finding 
virtually no reference to Newcastle.” 

 “Council appears to want Newcastle to be developed into a city like Sydney, even 
though Sydney is highly unliveable and not at all affordable. I grew up there and 
am happy to escape its confines - I don't want Newcastle to follow its dreadful 
path.” 

  “I love Newcastle but it needs strong leadership to keep improving facilities 
without losing the aspects that make it a great place to live - the city centre needs 
to be improved without losing some of the lovely old buildings already there.” 
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 “It is a good working city.  But lets face it...why focus on the Newcastle CBD and 
try to attract shoppers when there are shopping malls that more adequately meet 
consumers needs.” 

  “Creative initiatives to develop the city are slow to be taken up or the Councillors 
collectively can't make a decision quickly.” 

  “I think that in the past 12 months we have come a long way, there is now an 
open door at NCC, which we have not had for a long time. I believe that the 
management teams are finally ready to listen and engage with the residents.” 

 “Need to attract more serious commercial and government investment. Need a 
higher commitment and action to development and growth, rather than repeated 
studies and proposals which linger, but never come to anything.” 

 “It is a great city that seems to be impaired by lengthy delays in planning both at 
the local and state government levels.” 

 
Transport 
Closely linked to the central business district, but not limited to the city peninsula’s transport 
troubles, are 11.69 % (69/590) of comments addressing transport issues in Newcastle. 
Some address the lack of public transport networks and frequencies, some lament the un-
made, un-funded decision about the heavy rail line to the centre of the city (with passionate 
supporters and detractors); others seek better cycleways and improved parking 
arrangements. The following comments illustrate: 

 “A better public transport network is essential. Newcastle is too reliant on the 
motor car. Retain the railway line into Newcastle station.” 

 “Accessibility to the beach, climate and people make it great. Rip up that rail-line 
and rejuvenate the city and it could only get better!” 

  “Public transport is a State issue but consideration of smaller buses for linking to 
major sites could be considered. As an example:  try to get to Shortland from 
Kotara via public transport early in the morning.” 

 “Too much focus on driving as only form of transport. Should work on integrated 
public transport, dense population centres and better cycle facilities - bikes are 
not allowed on buses like they are all through Europe and in Canberra - a smaller 
city than Newcastle. Why?” 
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City Culture 
The city culture of Newcastle and the coastal strip all garner comments (44/590), which shed 
light on the pride and concerns people have for the city. Comments illustrate: 

 “I think it is a city that is still dealing with changes in its persona - older 
Novacastrians sometimes appear less tolerant and able to embrace change than 
their peers in other cities.”  

 “It is a relaxed and pleasant place to live. Newcastle residents do not necessarily 
understand how fortunate the majority of people are and have a chip on the 
shoulder attitude re the supposed "Sydney gets everything" mentality.” 

 “From the conversations & media stories over the years, this city has been 
suffering a type of depression coupled with a strange embarrassment about how 
this Newcastle looks & how it’s being represented.” 

 “Too much consideration given to green and environmental issues to go forward 
at steady rate.” 

 “Newcastle & its surrounding region has always suffered a very deep identity 
crisis.  There is a deliberate avoidance or disregard of the Aboriginal cultural 
platform & the disrespecting of its First Peoples & their rights.” 

 
Heritage 
Comments were obtained on the subject of heritage: 

 “The Council is allowing too many beautiful Federation and pre-Federation 
homes to be demolished and awful multi-dwelling boxes without any character to 
be built in the place of the house that did have character. Why is the Council 
allowing the beauty of yesteryear to be lost?  These buildings should be 
treasured and preserved.”  

 “Newcastle is indeed a fantastic city but is governed by people with no vision as 
to what makes a great and vibrant city. Current pro development, anti heritage 
will rip out the soul of the city which is what it needs to attract visitors and great 
companies to the city centre.” 

 “I value the heritage buildings of Newcastle. I'm disappointed that developers and 
Council appear not to value heritage as I do.” 

  “Newcastle has excellent sporting, parklands, beaches/natural features and 
heritage sites but appears to be underused or not promoted.” 
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Parramatta vs Newcastle – Place Perception 
 
Parramatta received 539 responses from their panel members in the 2008 survey while 
there were a total of 802 Newcastle Voice member respondents for this question. For the full 
list of all comments made, please refer to Appendix V. 

 

To view the list with the means for both Newcastle and Parramatta in its entirety, refer to 
Appendix IV. 

 

Graph 14: Reputation/Perception of Place ~ Newcastle vs Parramatta 
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Customer Service and Communication at Council 
 
Newcastle City Council is committed to providing exceptional customer service to residents 
and ratepayers. Council staff provide information and assistance to thousands of people 
each year.  

 

We would like to hear about your experiences with Council to help us improve our customer 
service in the future. 

 

Council is also committed to keeping residents and ratepayers informed about council 
services, decisions and activities. Council does this through the media, the website, 
newsletters and advertisements. We are interested to learn how you receive Council 
information to make sure we are using the right mix of communication tools.  

 

Your feedback will help us better meet your needs and improve the quality of our service.   

 

Click “next” to begin 

 

 Service Experience 
 

Q1. When was the last time you had contact with a Newcastle City Council staff member? 
Please select one response only. 
 

 Within the last week 

 Within the last month 

 Within the last 6 months 

 Within the last 12 months 

 More than 12 months ago 

 Never (Go to Q4) 
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Q2. What was the purpose of your most recent contact?  

Please select one response only. 
 

 Obtain information 

 Make a payment 

 Register a cat or dog 

 Submit an application (i.e. development, parking, aged concessions) 

 Make a request (seeking service or information from Council i.e. 
pothole, tree lopping, barking dog) 

 I was contacted by a Council officer 

 I provided information requested by a Council officer 

 Make a complaint 

 Other (Please specify)  

 Don’t know/Not sure 
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Q3. How satisfied were you with the following aspects of your most recent contact with a 
Newcastle Council staff member?  

Please select one response only for each of the service aspects. 
 

 Very 
satisfied Satisfied

Neither 
satisfied nor 
dissatisfied 

Dis- 

satisfied 

Very 
dis- 

satisfied 

Don’t 
know 

Response time       
Willingness to 
help and 
understand 

      

Professional 
approach       
Information 
provided by 
staff 

      

Follow-up        
Overall 
handling of the 
contact 

      

 

Q4. To what extent do you agree that the quality of Newcastle City Council’s customer 
service is satisfactory overall? Please select one response only. 
 

  
Agree 

completely 

(Go to Q6)  
 

  
Agree 

somewhat 

(Go to Q6)  
 

  
Neither 

agree nor 
disagree 

(Go to Q6) 
 

  
Disagree 

somewhat 

(Go to Q5) 
 

 
Disagree 

completely 

(Go to Q5)  
 

  
No opinion 

(Go to Q6) 
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Q5. Please explain why you say that Newcastle City Council’s customer service is 
unsatisfactory overall. Please be as specific as possible. 
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Communication from Council 
 
Q6. Overall, how well informed do you think Newcastle City Council keeps 
residents/ratepayers about the services it provides? Please select one response only. 
 

  
Very well 
informed 

  
Well 

informed 

 

 
Somewhat 
informed 

  
A little 

informed 

  
Not at all 
informed  

 

  
No 

opinion 

 

Q7. Indicate how satisfied you are with the level of information you get about Council 
activities.  Please select one response only. 
 

  
Very 

satisfied 

  
Satisfied 

 

  
Neither 

satisfied nor 
dissatisfied 

  
Dissatisfied 

  
Very 

dissatisfied  

 No 
opinion 
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Q8. From which of these sources do you get most of your information about Newcastle City 
Council? Please select all that apply. 

 Council brochures or leaflets in public places 

 Council’s website 

 Council brochures or leaflets with rates notices 

 Elected Councillors 

 Council meetings 

 Council staff 

 Council electronic newsletters 

 Council printed newsletters 

 Free newspapers (Star and Post) 

 Weekly Lord Mayor’s column in free weekly newspapers 

 Noticeboards and displays in libraries and Council venues 

 Local TV news 

 Local radio 

 Word-of-mouth: friends and family 

 Local newspapers (Newcastle Herald) 

 Community consultation ward meetings 

 Other (Please specify) 

___________________________________________ 

 None of these 
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Q9. Overall, how useful do you find the following communication channels? Please select 
one response only for each of the communication channels. 
 

 Extremely 
useful 

Highly 
useful 

Moderately 
useful 

Slightly 
useful 

Not 
useful 

Not 
aware 

Don’t 
know 

Council 
newsletters        
Council 
meetings        
Council 
website        
Displays and 
Noticeboards 
at Council 
venues 

       

Council 
brochures        
Community 
consultation 
ward 
meetings 

       

Displays in 
Council 
facilities (i.e. 
libraries) 

       

Local 
newspaper        
Local TV 
news        

Local radio        
Weekly Lord 
Mayor’s 
column in 
free weekly 
newspaper 
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Q10. In your opinion, where would you like to find Council information? Please be as 
specific as possible. 
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Q11. Please indicate if the following communication tools would be useful to you. Please 
select one response only. 
 

 Extremely 
useful 

Highly 
useful 

Moderatel
y useful 

Slightly 
useful Not useful Don’t 

know 

Videos on 
Council web 
site. 

      

Quarterly 
printed 
Council 
newsletter 

      

A-Z Council 
services on 
website 

      

 

Q12. In your opinion, what Council information would you like to learn more about? Please 
be as specific as possible. 
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________ 

_________________________________________________________________________ 
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Council’s website 
 
Q13. Please list which of the following relates to your situation.  

Please select one response only 

 

 I use the internet, but only for work purposes (Go to Q21) 

 I use the internet, for a variety of purposes including a source of 
information 

 I do not use the internet  (Go to Q21) 

 

Q14. What type of internet connection do you usually use to access Council’s website? 
Please select one response only 
 

 Dial-up connection 

 ADSL/Cable 

 Wireless 

 Work  

 Local library connection 

 Unsure 

 I never access Council’s website (Go to Q21) 

 Other, Please specify 

_______________________________________________ 
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Q15. When was the last time you visited Newcastle City Council’s website? Please select 
one response only 

 

 Within the last week 

 Within the last month 

 Within the last 6 months 

 Within the last 12 months 

 More than 12 months ago 

 

Q16. How easy is it for you to locate information on the Council website? Please select one 
response only 

 

  
Very easy 

  
Reasonably 

easy 

 

  
Average 

  
Reasonably 

difficult 

  
Very 

difficult 

 

 

Q17.  During your last visit to the Council website, did you find what you were looking for? 
Please select one response only 

 

 Yes (Go to Q19) 

 No 

 Unsure (Go to Q18) 
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Q18. What type of information were you looking for during your last visit that you were 
unable to find? Please be as specific as possible. 
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________
_________________________________________________________________________ 

 

Q19. How would you rate the relevance of the information on the website? Please select 
one response only 

 

  
Extremely 
relevant 

  
Very 

relevant 

 

  
Neither 
relevant 

nor 
irrelevant 

  
Somewhat 
irrelevant 

 

  
Very 

irrelevant 

 

  
No 

opinion/Don’t 
know 

 

 

Q20. Please provide a comment or suggestion about how Council could improve its website. 
Please be as specific as possible. 
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Q21. Please indicate if you would be willing to increase your on-line communication with 
Council for any of the following reasons.  

Please select all that apply. 
 

 Animal registrations 

 Paying rates (b-pay) 

 Lodging a Development Application (DA)   

 Tracking a Development Application that you lodged  

 Accessing information about a property you own   

 Facilities bookings 

 Child care bookings 

 School holiday activity bookings 

 Unsure 

 Other, Please specify 

_______________________________________________ 

 

 None of these 
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Online Account 
 

Q22. There is a proposal for Council to introduce a secure online customer registration 
system where all information transactions related to the provision of a service (such as the 
development applications assessment service) are managed. How interested would you be 
to use a secure access online information service (i.e. an online account)? Please select 
one response only 

 

  
Extremely 
interested 

(Go to 
Q24) 

  
Very 

interested 
(Go to 
Q24) 

 

  
Neither 

interested 
nor 

uninterested
(Go to Q24) 

  
Slightly 

interested 
(Go to Q24)

 

  
Not at all 
interested 

(Go to 
Q23) 

 

 

  
No 

opinion/Don’t 
know 

(Go to Q24) 

 

 

Q23. Please explain why you are not interested in the proposed online customer registration 
system (i.e. an online account)?  

Please be as specific as possible. 
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Future Communications 
 

Q24. Please rank from 1 (most preferred) to 7 (least preferred) the following methods of 
communications with Council in the future. Please rank. 
 

 Using e-mail 

 Using Council’s website  

 Using secure online customer registration software (online account) 

 Through Newcastle Voice members’ portal 

 Face-to-face at a Customer Service Centre 

 By telephone 

 By mail 

 

Q25. Please provide any final comment/suggestion about how Council could better keep you 
informed about council services and community events.  

Please be as specific as possible. 
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Reputation 
Q26. We would like to find out what you think of Newcastle. To what extent do you think 
each phrase below describes the Newcastle local government area?  

Newcastle … 

 
 

Not 
at all 

1 
2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Completely
10 

Is affordable to live          

Values its natural environment          

Is going places          

Values its heritage          

Is friendly to live in          

Has jobs freely available          

Is healthy to live in          

Is easy to get around           

Is innovative and creative          

Is inclusive of all people, 
lifestyles and cultures          

Has great parks, sporting 
facilities and bushland          

Has a feeling of understanding  
and good-will in the community          

Is an attractive city          

Pulls together as a community          

Has good community services          

Uses technology to learn and 
get ahead          

Is a centre of business and 
government          

Feels like a real city          
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Is clean, healthy and not 
polluted          

Feels safe          

Has neighbours talking openly 
with each other          

Has good schools and learning 
opportunities          

 

Q27. Please provide any final comment about what you think of Newcastle.  

Please be as specific as possible. 

 

 

 

 

Thank you for being part of Newcastle Voice – and taking the time 
to complete this survey. 
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Appendix II – Demographics 
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General Characteristics of Sample 
 

Length of Time Lived in Newcastle, LGA 

 

Gender 

 

Age 
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Employment Status 
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Suburb of Residence 
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Ward 
   

  
PD as % 

LGA  
Survey sample 

% 

Ward 1 

(Carrington, Cooks Hill, Islington, Kooragang, Maryville, Mayfield, 
Mayfield East, Mayfield West, Newcastle (CBD), Newcastle East, 
Newcastle West, Stockton, The Hill, Tighes Hill, Warabrook, Wickham) 25 33.33 

Ward 2 

(Adamstown, Adamstown Heights, Bar Beach, Broadmeadow, 
Hamilton, Hamilton East, Hamilton North, Hamilton South, Merewether, 
Merewether Heights, The Junction) 25 28.80 

Ward 3 

(Georgetown, Jesmond, Kotara, Lambton, New Lambton, New Lambton 
Heights, North Lambton, Waratah, Waratah West) 25 19.20 

Ward 4 

(Beresfield, Birmingham Gardens, Blackhill / Lenaghan, Callaghan, 
Elermore Vale, Fletcher, Hexham, Maryland, Minmi, Rankin Park, 
Sandgate, Shortland, Tarro, Wallsend) 25 18.67 

 

Planning District 
   

   PD as % LGA Survey sample % 

Inner City South 15.8 28.35 

Inner City North 8 11.59 

Hamilton 18 17.20 

Mayfield 10.1 9.27 

Lambton 19.5 15.16 

Jesmond 6.2 3.81 

Wallsend 13.5 7.79 

Blue Gum Hills 7.2 5.35 

North West 3.4 1.96 
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General Characteristics of Respondents 
Length of Time Lived in Newcastle, LGA 

 

Gender 

 

Age 
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Employment Status 
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Suburb of Residence 
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Ward 

  
PD as % 

LGA  
Survey sample 

% 

Ward 1 

(Carrington, Cooks Hill, Islington, Kooragang, Maryville, Mayfield, 
Mayfield East, Mayfield West, Newcastle (CBD), Newcastle East, 
Newcastle West, Stockton, The Hill, Tighes Hill, Warabrook, Wickham) 25 32.33 

Ward 2 

(Adamstown, Adamstown Heights, Bar Beach, Broadmeadow, 
Hamilton, Hamilton East, Hamilton North, Hamilton South, Merewether, 
Merewether Heights, The Junction) 25 28.46 

Ward 3 

(Georgetown, Jesmond, Kotara, Lambton, New Lambton, New Lambton 
Heights, North Lambton, Waratah, Waratah West) 25 21.6 

Ward 4 

(Beresfield, Birmingham Gardens, Blackhill / Lenaghan, Callaghan, 
Elermore Vale, Fletcher, Hexham, Maryland, Minmi, Rankin Park, 
Sandgate, Shortland, Tarro, Wallsend) 25 17.61 

 

Planning District 
   PD as % LGA Survey sample % 

Inner City South 15.8 27.58 

Inner City North 8 12.36 

Hamilton 18 17.24 

Mayfield 10.1 7.11 

Lambton 19.5 17.10 

Jesmond 6.2 4.24 

Wallsend 13.5 6.11 

Blue Gum Hills 7.2 4.99 

North West 3.4 2.37 
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Appendix III – Topline Report 
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Service Experience 
 

Q1. When was the last time you had contact with a Newcastle City Council staff member? 
Please select one response only. 

 
 

Q2. What was the purpose of your most recent contact? Please select one response 
only. 
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Q3. How satisfied were you with the following aspects of your most recent contact with a 
Newcastle Council staff member? Please select one response only for each of the 
service aspects. 
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Q4. To what extent do you agree that the quality of Newcastle City Council’s customer 
service is satisfactory overall? Please select one response only. 

 
 
Communication from Council 
 
Q6. Overall, how well informed do you think Newcastle City Council keeps 
residents/ratepayers about the services it provides? Please select one response only. 
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Q7. Indicate how satisfied you are with the level of information you get about Council 
activities.  Please select one response only. 
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Q8. From which of these sources do you get most of your information about Newcastle City 
Council? Please select all that apply. 
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Q9. Overall, how useful do you find the following communication channels? Please select 
one response only for each of the communication channels. 
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Q11. Please indicate if the following communication tools would be useful to you. Please 
select one response only. 
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Council’s website 
 

Q13. Please list which of the following relates to your situation. Please select one response 
only 

 
Q14. What type of internet connection do you usually use to access Council’s website? 
Please select one response only 
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Q15. When was the last time you visited Newcastle City Council’s website? Please select 
one response only 

 
Q16. How easy is it for you to locate information on the Council website? Please select one 
response only 

 
Q17.  During your last visit to the Council website, did you find what you were looking for? 
Please select one response only 
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Q19. How would you rate the relevance of the information on the website? Please select 
one response only 

 
 

Q21. Please indicate if you would be willing to increase your on-line communication with 
Council for any of the following reasons. Please select all that apply. 
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Q22. There is a proposal for Council to introduce a secure online customer registration 
system where all information transactions related to the provision of a service (such as the 
development applications assessment service) are managed. How interested would you be 
to use a secure access online information service (i.e. an online account)? Please select 
one response only 

 
Future Communications 
 

Q24. Please rank from 1 (most preferred) to 7 (least preferred) the following methods of 
communications with Council in the future. Please rank. 
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Reputation 
Q26. We would like to find out what you think of Newcastle. To what extent do you think 
each phrase below describes the Newcastle local government area?  
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Appendix IV – Quantitative Analysis  
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Q24. This question asked respondents to rank seven methods of communications with 
Council 

 

Methods Rank 1 Rank 2 Rank 3 Rank 4 Rank 5 Rank 6 Rank 7 

Mail 9.48% 5.24% 10.22% 9.35% 15.21% 18.33% 32.17% 

Secure 
online 
customer 
registration 

7.73% 11.10% 14.34% 11.97% 14.46% 15.48% 24.94% 

Using 
email 30.55% 19.95% 15.59% 12.22% 9.23% 5.61% 6.86% 

Using 
Council’s 
website 

16.21% 20.32% 16.33% 14.59% 12.97% 16.08% 3.49% 

Newcastle 
Voice 13.34% 13.97% 16.08% 25.44% 13.59% 11.22% 6.36% 

Customer 
Service 
Centre 

11.72% 11.22% 13.84% 12.84% 17.33% 16.46% 16.58% 

Telephone 10.97% 18.20% 13.59% 13.59% 17.21% 16.83% 9.60% 

 

 

Methods Rank 1
Using email 30.55%
Using Council’s website 16.21%
Newcastle Voice 13.34%
Customer Service Centre 11.72%
Telephone 10.97%
Mail 9.48% 
Secure online customer registration 7.73% 

Methods Rank 7 
Mail 32.17 
Secure online customer registration 24.94 
Customer Service Centre 16.58 
Telephone 9.6 
Using email 6.86 
Newcastle Voice 6.36 
Using Council’s website 3.49 
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Q26.  

The question was presented with a ten point scale. The numeric vales from the scale (1 to 
10) were converted to an average (mean) score for all responses for this question.  

 

Elements 
Newcastle 2009 
  

Parramatta 2008 
  

  Mean Score % 
Mean 
Score % 

That is affordable 6.9 69 6.4 64
That is going places 5.3 53 7.1 71
Where jobs are freely available 4.9 49 5.6 56
That is easy to get around 6.1 61 6.6 66
Which is innovative and creative 4.9 49 6.3 63
That is attractive and interesting to be in 5.5 55 5.8 58
That uses technology to learn and get ahead 5.5 55 6 60
That is the centre of business and government 5.0 50 7.2 72
That feels like a real city 5.2 52 7 70
That is a healthy place 6.7 67 6.1 61
With great parks, sporting facilities and bushland 6.8 68 7.4 74
Which values its natural environment 6.2 62 6.8 68
That is clean, healthy and not polluted 5.7 57 6.1 61
That values its heritage 5.4 54 7.3 73
That is friendly 7.1 71 6.6 66
Which is inclusive of all people, lifestyles and 
cultures 5.7 57 7.3 73
Where people pull together as a Community 6.3 63 5.9 59
With good community services 5.8 58 6.5 65
That feels safe 5.0 50 5.5 55
With good schools and learning opportunities 7.0 70 5.8 58
Where there is a feeling of goodwill 6.0 60 5.7 57
Where neighbours talk openly with each other 6.0 60 6.7 67
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Appendix V – Open-ended Questions 
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Q2. Purpose of Contact, other - specified 
subject contact_purpose_8_other 
current projects provide helpful information 
current projects to provide customer feedback 
current projects provide contracted service to council 
current projects i work for the civic precinct 
current projects hand deliver correspondence 
current projects Attended a panel meeting. 
current projects community forum and Dog Day at Bar Beach 
current projects City Centre Business 
current projects Professional capacity - consult with officers regarding a project 
current projects Sporting club 
current projects Liaised to stage exhibition at Wallsend Library 
current projects Community Forum meeting 
current projects pick up stop pollution sign 
current projects Council workers arrived in our street to repair the footpath 
current projects to advise that I now had a pension card 
current projects event launch 
current projects to pick up a sign for a building block 
current projects Bar Beach/Empire park forum 
current projects citizenship 
current projects at a meeting 
current projects Invited to a Sustainability Review meeting with Art Gallery director 
current projects At last council meeting and spoke to a couple of council officers 
current projects Offer assistance 

current projects Put in a proposal to Councillors about A plan for 30 Years for Newcastle 
current projects I was providing information 
current projects Meeting attendance 
current projects discussed tree planting in local area 
current projects Seeking a purchase order for a job i am doing for the NCC 
current projects To obtain a 149 Certificate for sale of house 
current projects business meeting 
current projects drop of a letter 
current projects ROAD SAFETY NEED 
current projects Fat As Butter Concert 
current projects dropping off event promo 
da enquiry of submitted DA 
da Follow up an application 
da Regarding application for cycling working party group 
da follow up on completion of DA 
da enquiry regarding a DA application submitted 

da 
My comments on proposed new buildings or extensive building renovations in 
my neighborhood.  ildings or 

da submission on development in my area 
da specialist consultant on DA 
da meeton to discuss commnity bilders project 
employment job application 
employment job application 
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library borrow library books 
library borrow library books 
library library 
library join library and child reading group 
library Library Services 
library Library Book Sale 
NV Register with Newcastle Voice 
NV Blackbutt survey 
NV join voice 
NV At the Blackbutt Fair 
parking contact regarding my car being towed 

parking request for a parking officer to issue tickets to vehicles parked illegally 
parking Parking meter was broken 
parking parking inspector 
parking parking ticket 

public exhibition 
Lodged a submission in response to the public exhibition of the Code of 
Conduct 

public exhibition To ensure that my submision was received 
service request change of address 
service request For a Wedding, Town Hall 
service request garffiti removal 
service request missing street sign 
service request meeting to discuss Mall signage 
service request notify graffiti 
service request Dog complaint 
service request had a stray dog come into our place, so we rang for advice 
service request reporting a dangerous hole in our road 
service request change rego details for a dog 
service request Damaged pavement 
service request Request to have tree roots cut back 
service request notify them of a stray dog 
service request Advise Broken Carrington Bridge lights 
service request Apply for pension rate rebate 

service request 

Resolving an outstanding issue wherein a Councilk tree had blocked a storm 
water drain and. Newcastle Council were not initially responsive to my 
approaches for repairs and rectification of a problem caused by their treee. 

service request grafitti 

service request 
information about Energy Australia, and how they wreck the street scape when 
they " prune Trees" 

service request To notify flooding in civic park 
service request Incorrect Rate Notice 
service request required a JP 
social Local Government Week BBQ 
social Parent of son's friend 
social community event 
social Said Hello 
staff conversation in a work capacity 
staff conversation work at Council 
staff conversation i am one 
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staff conversation I work for council so serve the public and interact with other sections of council 
staff conversation I am a NCC Council employee 
staff conversation Conversation with beach/pool attendant 
staff conversation talk to newcastle baths attendent 
staff conversation I work for council 
staff conversation I am a Council officer myself, so I am in very frequent contact 
volunteers meeting of 355 committee 
volunteers Elderly Citz Centre Mgt Board 
volunteers Applied for a council committee 
volunteers Cycling Working Party 
volunteers Community Greening Centre Volunteer 
volunteers working on an event together 
volunteers community work 
volunteers Bushcare Officer 
volunteers Attend a Smart Arts course 
volunteers Placemaking workshop 
volunteers Discuss arrangements for Mayfield Pool celebration day 
volunteers Community Greening 
volunteers Attended the Council meeting in Ward 1. 
volunteers working as volunteer - greening centre 
waste collection My bin lid was broken 
waste collection Repair to my bin 
waste collection garbages not picked up due to new driver missed rowan lane 
waste collection bin was missed 
waste collection council didn't take green waste 
waste collection inform council re rubish in public area/council property 
waste collection Missed Garbage Collection 
waste collection drop off green waste 
waste collection Green Wste Service 
waste collection Collect garbage bin 
waste collection Green waste drop off 
waste collection Cricketers leaving rubbish on playing fields 
waste collection let them know our bin was not picked up 
waste collection garbage bin was broken 
waste collection garbage disposal question 
waste collection Replacement of a garbage bin lid 
waste collection to get my bin fixed 
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Q5. Why customer service is unsatisfactory overall 
subject Q5. Why unsatisfactory overall -  comment? 
courtesy Attitude was couldn't care less 

courtesy I felt that the infomation given, and the manner in which it was done, screamed "this 
is too hard and we will alll be better off if you don't go ahead with your plans". 

courtesy In my case the council officer was not willing to very unwilling to discuss my issue 
and even made a threat that I would be subject to negative response if I made any 
application to council in the future if I continued to object.I made his manager aware 
to which he fobbed me off with a reply to which he would metion to his collegue not 
to do it again, 

courtesy Lack of courtesy. If the request is not in line with normal practice a very defensive 
attitude is taken. Seem to be confused as to who is the customer. 

courtesy On several occasions I rang for unfirmation. I found them unhelpful and did not get 
the correct information. 
 
On another occasion I had contact re a development application. I was again 
seeking information and found the person I spoke to very rude and unhelpful. 

courtesy The girl at the depo. reception was not helpful, rude and made me feel like I was 
doing something wrong. 

courtesy The person who took my call was NOT LISTENING. They misunderstood the 
location. I had to repeat it three times. They made an assumption on which suburb I 
was referring to. They did not fully understand my complaint which was to book 
some cars parked on a median strip. I gave up and called the police instead on the 
assumption that council officers were not going to attend. The person that took the 
call sounded under pressure. She did state she was flooded with calls, Who cares, 
its their job to take calls and respond appropriately. 

courtesy The staff member in question was distant & stand-offish, giving no 
acknowledgement to our ongoing professional relationship, as well as ingoring 
certain protocols given the event. 

courtesy Too many staff have a negative mindset - just give an excuse to justify doing 
nothing, or think of a reason to stop others form doing anything.  Applies particularly 
to planning matters and maintenance issues. 

courtesy When I put out lemon tree brances Council workers left a form saying that there 
was too  much for a 6 x 4 trailer. The man I then paid to take it away had a 6 x 4 
trailer and the branches fit easily. I think the Council didn't want to handle the 
branches because of the thorns. 

knowledge Council Officer  n my experience over many ears in excess of 10 find a problem for 
customers NEVER find a solution or suggest a solution.I believe this not my opinion 
alone but that of many citizens 

knowledge Council staff are unaware of council policy in relation to development and planning. 
Council staff pass on neighbour's complaints about DA proposals to architects 
regardless of their validity under council policy. 

knowledge In dealings with the planning dept I have found a lack experience and follow up. I 
have also been spoken to with disrespect. 

knowledge Inconsistency in service provision 

knowledge inconsistent. 
knowledge information provided was incorrect. Process was time consuming and bureaucratic 
knowledge Most council staff I have ever contacted have usually been indifferent with my 

requests or complaints. 
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knowledge My contact was with general phone line staff regarding a DA issue and their 
knowledge was understandably limited. 

knowledge My recent experience with the customer service staff while handling a DA 
application was terrible. The quote I received over the phone was wrong when I 
came in to make the payment. I offer this service to my clients and having to go 
back to my client and ask more money because "Karen doesn't really know how to 
do the quotes properly" is disgusting. At 101pm the person that was helping me had 
to go to lunch so she spent the next 10 minutes handing over my enquiry to 
someone else when it would have taken less time to complete my enquiry. In total I 
was there for over an hour and it should have been less. It was apalling and you 
should be ashamed of yourselves. 

knowledge Newcastle City Council’s customer service should attend "Ethics workshop" this 
course will help the staff to develop skills and knowledge necessary to resolve 
difficult  sitiations. Topics should include: 
1. The AUSIT Code of Ethics for Newcastle City Council’s customer service staff. 
2. Implications and consequences of not complying with the code of ethics  for 
Council’s customer service staff. 
3. Expectations placed on the Council’s customer service staff by the community. 

knowledge Not understanding our application. 
knowledge My recent request I sent directly to the Lord Mayor knowing he would have to pass 

on the information.  
 
I used my personal contact, because I find I have been  sidetracked in the past. 
 
Also aware it would be instantly forwarded to the correct department. 
 
My information was about the way Enterprise Park is constantly degraded. Driven 
over by council vehicles, mown down to the grass roots every fortnight & the 
watering system sprays the paths not the grass. 
 
All this when in the distance the foreshore lawns are cut high (water saving & heat 
resisting) & immaculate, having been tended with loving care all year. 

knowledge people do not or cannot supply requested information 
knowledge Staff have given incorrect information about NCC policys and plans 
knowledge The most common answer to a request is 'don't know'. 

 
When you do get an answer it is later found to be wrong. 
 
I have had one good experience this year in four requests. 

problem-
solving 

Access for customers is best when there is open communication with members of 
Council staff. To this end the community forum method is by far superior to any 
other contact. Customers are made aware of Council attitudes and progress in 
certain areas of concern and we are able to bring forward requests and ideas for 
improvement in our area. This is a valuable tool for both council and residents and 
is sorely missed now that it has been disbanded. The method of contact using the 
Voice only gives residents access to topics that the Council chooses to bring 
forward and not the concerns of residents to actions that are required in their area. 

problem-
solving 

An issue over lopping of trees, no followup from council on a second lopping, 
despite initial payment of $450.00 

problem-
solving 

anyone who drives down our local streets [let alone hunter street] would wonder if 
we had a council at all. previous council policies and the council officers' decisions 
have driven hundreds of businesses out of our city. 
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problem-
solving 

I complained about a dog continuously leaving a property and annoying other dogs 
in the vicinity. 

problem-
solving 

I e-mailed a written submission regarding the proposed intersection at 
Durham/Howe Roads and requested confirmation that my submission was 
received.  I did not receive confirmation an on following up with a phone call was 
told that confirmation was not possible to do 

problem-
solving 

I have an underlying perception that not much has changed. True there are small 
improvements but residents/ratepayers still seem to be a burden on council. 
Community consulation is still a tick a box exercise rather than an exchange of 
ideas so both can go forward. 

problem-
solving 

I have had many issues with the builders next door polluting the gutters and asked 
to be informed if said builders were given fines and have had no response.I have 
called on many occasions and am told i will be contacted. 

problem-
solving 

I was checking on a building application for next door and the response I received 
was pathetic. 

problem-
solving 

In relation to completion of a DA dating from 2001, there has been no follow up to 
letters sent.  An insepction was undertaken in 2005, the information requested was 
provided, but the officer dealing with the inquiry has since left.  Ever since, no one 
can locate the file easily, has shown any willingness to help, or to think outside the 
square.  The issues we are dealing with should be core business for the 
developmetn assessment and building team. 

problem-
solving 

labour unions control the lot. keep labour out and things will improve. 

problem-
solving 

Lack of follow through. 
 
Unwillingness to respond to telephone messages. 

problem-
solving 

lack of honesty, openness and transparancy. Failure to provide a full response to 
the points raised. Feeling of coverup. 

problem-
solving 

Long standing problems of this area are not being attended to. When action has 
been taken for a situation it has been unsuitable action. Money has been spent by 
the council for no result or follow up. There appears to be little interest. 

problem-
solving 

Most dealings I have had with NCC over the last 12 months have required a 
minimum of 2 follow up calls, and only then are they started to be resolved. 

problem-
solving 

My most recent contact from Mark Dwyer was in response to an email from Chris 
Wratten regarding a lengthy and ongoing dispute (over 12 mths) relating to a 
development adjoining our properties in North Lambton which has resulted in legal 
action. Only recently, since Counsellor Nelmes became involved, has more urgent 
action been taken, therefore, overall I'm not satisfied with Council's customer 
service because of Council officers inaction from the outset. Please feel free to 
contact me for further information if you wish. 

problem-
solving 

Not promoted enough to the general public. 

problem-
solving 

Repeating a process to me after we have already discussed it.  Unwilling to be open 
minded and accept constructive criticism.  Unwilling to give the reason for 
unsuccessfull application.  Unwilling to learn about safe sustainable transport.  Bias 
towards car culture and stacking a cycling working party with people that don't 
implement safe solutions 

problem-
solving 

The council staff allways try to put barriers in front of you rather than having the 
"what can we do to help you" Its ALLWAYS make things as difficult as possible 

problem-
solving 

The exact complaint is never addressed, but a response is furnished to appear to a 
person not involved who has no knowledge of the exact issue at hand  that the 
issue has been addressed. when actually it was not. 
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problem-
solving 

There was no interest in helping me with my enquiry as she could not find the 
answer straight away. I got the distinct impression she couldn't be bothered helping 
me. 

problem-
solving 

They refused to help. I tried to register my dog but they refused to pursue the 
person who had sold me the dog who had not complied with Council Policy ( the 
dog was registered in the wife's name but the husband had signed the receipt of 
sale). Instead of just asking me to sign a Statuatory Declaration that I had 
purchased the dog (as my vet suggested would be the easiest way to go, they just 
refused to register the dog. I now have to make the time to go back to the people 
who sold us the dog and get a new receipt. I think the aim was to get the dog 
registered. The pig headed staff just wanted to bbe painful and were extremely 
unhelpful.  
 
I have had similar problems when submitting a DA. One of the parking machines on 
King Street was actually broken when I went to put submit my paperwork. I took my 
parking fine straight in and requested that someone come out and verify the 
problem and cancel my ticket but they insisted there was nothing they could do and 
told me to write a letter. Sorry, but I find the customer service appalling. There are 
some people who work at Council who are truly wonderful but many frontline staff 
are downright apathetic, inefficient and require some basic customer service 
training. 

problem-
solving 

Two reasons 
1. When receiving parking permits - there was a stuff up with the mail merge so that 
applications had the incorrect surname associated with the first name - while 
mistakes occur, a simple quality check would have prevented this and presents the 
council in poor light. 
 
2. While having a tradesperson working on my house, the tradie parked in the 
driveway adjacent to my property because there was no street parking - typical in 
Cooks HIll because of 9-5 workers taking up residential car parks and playing car 
movements throughout the day - however the tradie was booked by parking police 
for his driveway parking.  It was obviously a trade vehicle, my front door was open 
and hammering etc was happening within - why on earth did the parking officer just 
knock on the door to enquire - this demonstrates a level of mindless stupidity onn 
the part of the officer and a lack of empathy at the poor parking situation in Cooks 
HIll 

problem-
solving 

We made a complaint about our garbage collection - the bin is regularly only half 
emptied, and is always dropped by the truck - usually on our neighbours property 
and from a height whilst the truck is still moving. The problem was reported with the 
Council Officer promising that the situation would be rectified and someone would 
call regarding the complaint to investigate further. No phone call has been received 
and the situation continues to occur every week. 

problem-
solving 

When the answer is "I'm only a monkey and see and do" is the answer. Also the 
answers received from the so called arborist is in contradoiction to every other 
expert and he is a hiporcrite on what his duties and actions are in his opinion and 
still insists that trees wrecking council infrustructor are OK despite what other 
council staff who have to follow up and waste money and time repairing damage 
which could be prevented by removing these NON NATIVE trees from our footpaths 
and council owned facilities think of his ineffeciency 
 
No answers from E mails to the general manager have ever been answered so 
obviously a block is in the system 

problem-
solving 

Won't listen to residents' requests or inform anyone of noisy events. 
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run-around Asking for a temporary disabled parking at Ocean Baths while work is on. Told to 
contact contractor, very unsatisfactory. 

run-around Because paperwork was lost and we had to reply again. 
run-around Departments don't seem to communicate with each other regarding customer 

issues.  Therefore the issue has to be reiterated and retold each and every time a 
different department becomes involved.  Not an unusual problem in larger 
organisations. 

run-around Difficult to contact the specific person relevant to the complaint/enquiry. 
run-around Difficult to find the correct person to talk to about an issue 
run-around Have tried to gain information through website, if unable to find several times I 

havae emailed the address given in contact details. Took several months and follow 
up emails to get a response. This has happened twice. Also written complaints can 
take a while to get a response (or need a second letter)and one the person rang 
and spoke to my husband who knew nothing about the matter so I had to write 
again as I had no idea who rang him or what they said. It would be nice to know 
what problems should be addressed to what position and also improve navigation of 
website. I was looking for rules re verge gardens and fencing and was hard to 
impossible to find. 

run-around I came to the Council because I wanted to speak to a person (instead of ringing up). 
When I was asked to come in, I was handed a phone to talk to someone??!I asked 
why my rates increased by 36.3%, which is more than 10 times the 3.5% mentioned 
in your leaflet. I'm a single age pensioner with no other income and still paying off a 
mortgage. I understand that some rates had to go up more that 3.5%, but I believe 
my increase was a bit over the top. The Federal Government gave us a $30 
pension increase, and before I even got the first payment, the local council takes a 
huge chunck away in one go. And no, I still haven't been given a reason, because 
the person I had on the phone that day didn't know why. 

run-around I was passed around different departments and told conflicting story y said "you 
need to speak to x"  then x said "you need to speak to y" - only after demanding 
someone take charge did i get anywhere 

run-around In my case, the Council staff duck-shoved the issue. It gave me the run around, and 
only reacted to my complaint when I wrote to the General Manager 18 months after 
my initial contact. It seemed that I was being ignored and was constantly given 
feeble excuses for Council inaction. 

run-around the front desk information officers are excellent, professional, helpful. But ring the 
department concerned with pollution is so difficult to get a clear answer. I think they 
are under staffef. The environmental officer/inspector is excellent when you need to 
reach him but is vague 

run-around The front office staff are very useful and friendly and good at getting the enquiry to 
the correct person/department - but the next level the people who have 
responsibility - they say they are very busy or non committial in their responses. 

run-around The occassions that I have contacted council's enquiry line I have been transfered 
to multiple departments, almost always the incorrect one. Quite often i have been 
transfered to the tourism department, who are as helpful as can be but it should not 
be their job to help general council related enquiries. 

run-around The only way I can get effective answers is to speak with the General Manager's 
office 

run-around You can never seem to be able to talk to the people you need to talk to. It seems 
like you have to go through 5 or 6 different departments until you get the person you 
need and then they always have to check it with some other departments first 
before they can provide you with an answer. 

timeliness Because it took over 5 emails, to get action. It was only after threats of going to the 
media that the action requested was taken. 
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timeliness Graffiti reported - Referred to 'hotline' 2 months ago - Totally ignored. 
timeliness I emailed a letter to council via your website and over 4 weeks I am still awaiting a 

response. 
timeliness I have been trying for a couple of years to get a tennis club off the ground in 

Carrington. The initial council contacts were very unsatisfactory. It took up to six 
months to get all the relevant information. The dealings with the council have 
markedly improved since the initial dealings. 

timeliness I have had reason to contact council both recently and over the past 20years and 
have found response time to be either very slow or even non-existent on occasions. 
I have never had satisfactory outcomes. I have documentation to support this 
opinion.Lots of it! My one reason for joining Ncle Voice is that this may be a means 
of improving service for law abiding, council rate payers. 

timeliness I have sent emails etc on many occasions pointing out some issues faced with living 
in the center of Newcastle and have had no response 

timeliness It took 3 years and 3 months to approve plans for a 4 bedroom home.  Initially they 
it was 'overdevelopment of a small site.  The actually home they finally approved 
was substantially larger than the initial home submitted, but was advised that the 
planner initially looking after the application was friends with one of the neighbours 
that complained.......extremely UNPROFESSIONAL!  He should have stepped away 
from and not been involved in the application from the beginning.  3 years, 3 
months has cost us personally 100's of thousands of dollars! 

timeliness Majority of encounters with customer service staff at front counter have been good. 
Issues are more with phone communication, ability to contact staff (either not 
answering, out of office or leave voicemail on), ability to return calls. Major issue is 
the lack of opportunity to discuss issues regarding DA's before letters are sent out. 
Open communication between applicant and Council would reduce determination 
times, cost and grief. Also, consistency between Council staff has been terrible. 

timeliness Nothing ever seems to get done, very slo to acheive an outcome 

timeliness My request for information(mail@ncc.nsw.gov.au)on the 20.10.2009 was neither 
acknowledged nor replied to. However, the initial phone enquiry (Melissa)was 
helpful and professional. 

timeliness On one occasion I submitted a complaint reagarding trees in my street and never 
received a response.On other occasions I have submitted requests relating to 
garbage collection services and not received responses.Most recently, I tried to 
make enquiries regarding the community advisory panels and the email I sent to the 
address provided bounced back and I have been unable to get a response. 

timeliness Phone calls were not returned.  It took over two weeks for the coucil to write and 
post a letter (which did not need to be sent in the first place). 

timeliness Resonse time to written requests is often very slow or there is no response. 
timeliness Seeking information on a matter via email and mail promoted NO response from 

NCC.  Followed up by phone sometime later only got a polite and helpful response 
from the male reception staff member fielding enquiries who could not help me 
enough, located complaint number and attempted to contact relevant offices.  
Offices then gave me the run around - not this department try this one etc etc.  
Several times contacted another department and left numbers and no returned 
calls.  Eventually got someone to talk to and yet again it was nothing to do with 
them however they can assist - later but the issues is someone out side of councils! 
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timeliness Sent a request about a missing street sign to council via the website .... still waiting 
for an answer. 

timeliness They didn't reply to my letters - not once. 
timeliness Unless I follow up on matters, not much appears to get done.  I am still awaiting 

response to a letter I wrote to building and planning in March 2008 - didn't even 
receive acknowledgement. 

timeliness We called to get an update on our DA application and the person it was assigned to 
was very slow to return our calls.  Our architect also found that his calls were not 
returned.  There was also a mixup between council staff over what needed to 
happen next with the DA, which resulted in conflicting advice.  It was all sorted out 
eventually but was frustrating for us at the time as it seemed that nothing was 
happening.  It would be nice to see a flowchart or something when you put in a DA 
application which shows the steps it takes through Council and how long these 
things can take.  It would also be nice to have some indication of how often we can 
ring to find out what is going on.  We didn't want to be annoying but we did want to 
know what was happening so our architect could provide any additional info 
required, so we tried to contact once a fortnight. 
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Q8. Information sources, other – specified 
subject info_sources_other 
electronic email 
electronic e-mail 
electronic internet 
electronic novopulse 
electronic email 
electronic Other web sites 
face to face Newcastle City Centre Committee 
face to face 355 committee - city centre 

face to face 
Askimg Council officers on various matters as they arise 

face to face local community forum members 
face to face progress association 
face to face associates 

face to face 

Attending NCCC Meetings and making regular contact through infinitus and Ido have 
pretty good relations with ccouncilor officers through pride of place and if I want to 
know anything I will contact s councillor 

face to face Community forum meetings 
face to face Internal 
face to face Tourist information centre 

face to face 
Hunter Business Chamber adn Networking Events 

letterbox Herald Online and letter boxing 
letterbox brochures to home 
letterbox Letter drop 
letterbox never read Star and Post 
letterbox letter box drops 
letterbox Leaflets in mail 
letterbox Printed notices re rubbish collection 
letterbox letter box drop 
letterbox Flyers re pick-ups 

letterbox 

Newcastle Voice, Brochures in mail (e.g, advertising recycling days for electronic 
gooods) 

letterbox mail box 
letterbox Lealets in leter box re clean ups 
letterbox mailshots with rates 
mass media Star and Post Papers 
mass media Newspaper articles rather then ads 
mass media Stockton Messanger 
NV the voice 
NV Newcastle Voice 
NV Newcastle Voice 
NV Newcastle Voice 
NV Voice 
NV newcastle voice 
NV Newcastle Voice 
NV Newcastle Voice 
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Q10. Desired location of Council information  
subject info_location_comment 
advertising A dedicated space on the web and in the Star and other papers, that gives a 

synopsis of the various Council committees, projects, issues, and Council's 
needs - from the COmmunity. 

advertising A monthly summary in the Newcastle Herald once a month. 
advertising A weekly page in The Newcsstle Herald. How to get in touch with our 

councillars ? 
advertising Although expensive, occasional Television advertising of Events, E-waste 

drop-off etc. will reach a lot more people. 
 
More visible displays at the Corporate Counter of helpful advice to 
ratepayers such as tree problems, footpaths, neigghbour dispute resolution.  
I gave samples of these pamphlets from the City of Whitehorse in Victoria to 
a senior council officer several months ago but nothing happened. 

advertising Better presented on the website and infomative advertisements in the Local 
Newspaper dealing with areas which thee council wants to get its message 
across. e.g Why have CCTV been so difficult to install in Newcastle as 
opposed to other local governemtn areas despite a clear mandate from the 
people. 

advertising I find emailed newsletters and radio advertising most useful.  Community 
meetings are not useful at all in reaching those with full time jobs. 

advertising If economically possible, a dedicated & regular column in local newspaper 
and email 

advertising In free and paid newspapers, on radio. 
advertising TV ads 
advertising Weekly update on Council events , actions in the local newspaper 
advertising In the Newcastle Herald on Saturdays. 
advertising In the Newcastle Herald via a regular update but many of those in the 

electorate - and I include myself - do not always avail themselves of the 
varying avenues whereby information is disseminated.  A mail-out would be 
informative, but expensive, and many would not read it anyway.  We rather 
expect things to be done. 

advertising may be as an enclosure in newspapers etc of what is happening in each 
month 

advertising monthly supplement in local fre paper - 1/2 or full page. rather than pieces of 
information spread throughout the paper. 

advertising More in local newspapers, TV, adverts or the Voice. 
advertising Newcastle Morning Herald - perhaps a regular feature every week = 'What's 

happening with NCC this week'. 
 
Any exhibitions need greater publicising - once in a tiny column, in the 
Saturday NMH is totally inadequate. Perhaps these too could appear in the 
weekly column. 
 
Providing the web address/email address/contact details etc within the 
weekly column would also be helpful for those who are computer literate as 
well as those who aren't. 

advertising On the radio and in the Herald (in a special section) 
advertising Printed daily in the Newcastle Herald and on the NCC website, in quarterly 

newsletters in our rates. 
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a-z a booklet outlining the functions of the council and how they can assist you 
a-z A breif pamphlet should be made and distrbiuted to everyone in the 

community about what the council actually does. 
 
In it will be a response contact for further information if required section for 
enhancement of council awarness of operations. 

a-z Information that is online is not available to those elder or disdvantaged 
people who are Pc iliterate or do not have net access. More needs to be 
done, say annual mail out, to produce a printed book/CD of the uptodate 
info that is on the councils website. Council will not be able to full shift to 
online information only for at least one more generation change. 

a-z Prehaps a 'Residents Guide' - updated every couple of years - detailing 
parks (and facilities available), pools and their times, sporting grounds? and 
libraries, beachs (& facilities), greening centre, Summerhill etc.  Booklet to 
be available at Council HQ and libraries, visitor centre etc 

enews A digital weekly newsletter would be the best form for me. 
enews A letter or by email sent from council 
enews A weekly email showing activities for the next week with links to the 

websites 
enews An e-mail prior to Council meetings with brief agenda followed by e-mail with 

details of resolutions.  As I keep telling you, please make newsletters easy 
to read - no white type on pale blue background -  give us full strength black 
on white or yellow.  Gave up going to website because it wanted a password 
or secret hamdshake 

enews Directly relevant material should be forwarded to all affected persons. 
enews e mail 
enews e- mail 
enews electronic newsletter, rates notice 
enews electronic newsletter, website 
enews email 
enews email 
enews email 
enews email 
enews Email - cheaper, saves paper and has the ability to target particular services 

as selected by ratepayer. ie. complete a survey before signing up to 
subscription list. ie. i am not that interested in library services or seniors 
activities. But info on local development, policy changes etc should be better 
communicated. 

enews email alerts 
enews email bulletins. 

 
The voice tries but always seems to send notice of events after the event. 
example, receiving monthly notice of events in the middle of the month. 
Does not help when your ward meeting was at the beginning of the month. 

enews E-mail newsletter,Local newspaper, Local TV news 
enews Email newsletters 
enews Email newsletters 
enews Email newsletters/rates notices/mailouts 
enews Email or on line 
enews e-mail service. Newcastke voice has been a great intiative to keep me 

engaged with council activities 
enews email sms facebook 
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enews Email subscription to newsletters. 
enews Email to advise changes to website 
enews email updates 
enews Email. 
enews emailed to me in electronic newsletter 
enews Emailed to those who subscribe to the service. Summarised on a weekly 

basis. 
enews Emailed with link to council website (otherwise I wouldn't nessecarily look at 

council website on a regular basis). 
enews Emailed/delivered to me 
enews emails 
enews Emails or newsletters 
enews emails or pamphlet mailouts 
enews e-newsletters 
enews I am more than happy to receive emails about upcoming events.  I also like 

to browse at the library. 
enews I don't watch much TV or read newspapers but I listen to the radio all day 

while working and while driving. The Voice also is good so a breif one page 
emailed news page could be handy and fast. 

enews I get my rates notices elctronically therefore get no inserted information so in 
the eclectronic notices sent perhaps a link to information on the website 
could be included. 

enews I like a mixture of the web and talking to council staff regarding the particular 
matter.  Transitory information regarding the Civic precinct shows and Live 
sites I like to get by email. 

enews I'm quite happy with the e-mail newsletter, as I don't buy newspapers or 
watch a lot of TV. 

enews Impornant info SMSed to my phone (i.e rate changes) and other info e-
mailed to me...Cuts down waste of paper 

enews in an email - saves paper and you don't have to go looking for it 
enews Sent as email atttachment 
enews Sent in an email to me directly 
enews Through a weekly email that maybe links to the website where the info is? 
enews Via email in a monthly newsletter. 
enews In my email inbox. 
enews In my opinion electronic communication is the best form, followed up with 

brochures in public places where there will be widespread dispersal. 
enews In regular newsletters, e-mail, display boards in shopping centre, letterbox 

drop 
enews Information that is considered important: in my (virtual) letterbox. ideally 

electronically, linked to council webpages that include other info. The 
concept of the newpaper frontpage with the key article, but other points of 
interest listed. 

enews More internet based info - monthly emails (ie like the live sites one to say 
what's on), subscribe to council's enewsletter, facebook, newspapers, other 
publications besides newspapers like sunny days (i don't watch tv or listen 
to local radio) 

enews NCC website, NCC newsletter free to my mail box. 
enews On line newsletter and website 
enews On the internet, by email aaddressed to me - as per this response to the 

survey. 
enews on the website and through emails 
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enews probably an e mail 
face to face word of mouth :) 
face to face There are many places you can find information but I have access to a after 

hours phone number which I think is the most valuable so you can report 
safety issues around the city ie fallen fences etc 

face to face This is one answer hard to determine . An individual must be capable of 
geting and knowing the information. the phone is the most likly one, a 
person to talk to, personal and friendly . quick and easy for both parties. 

face to face Council customer services have basic information I require however on 
occasions I require specific information in regard to development and 
Council officer response. I would like easier access to the officers involved 
in the planning process and information in regard to premises. The internet 
as far as I am concerned is not adequate. 

face to face Information from Council Office, by phone when needed. 
face to face Libraries or by phoning the council 
face to face Local Community Forums at they were hell up untill August this year. 
face to face Meeting in forums (bring back monthly meetings)and matters pertaining 

towards it. 
face to face Normally if I have an issue, I'll email or contact councilors.  Most issues that 

I have normally have a complexity to it and can not be answered with a 
simple phone call, normally I require a face to face meeting. 

face to face Open discussion at group meetings such as community forums 
face to face overall the avenues of communication is satisfactory.i do believe however 

that the councillors could play a more effective role in communicating their 
position and achievements on key issues as well as seeking out 
ideas/issues from ratepayers/citizens. 

face to face Prefer face-to-face with Council Officers if it relates to DA. 
face to face At the old forum type meetings. 
face to face Community consultation ward meetings 
face to face Council Forums 
face to face customer service operator on the phone or the web site 
face to face From local Ward reps. 
face to face Genuine public briefings at council meetings non-existent. 

Confidential workshops shuts nout public,s right to observe. 
LM's weekly notice in free papers sanitised nad often misleading. 
No community forums an outrageous situation.NCC website: difficult to 
access information in "search" and very slow. 

face to face Honest and open direct communication with people who can be bothered to 
attend forums etc. 

face to face I have access to a Counncillor and a Council employee. Through the 
activities I am involved in, I find out Council information that is relevant to my 
volunteering activities. 

face to face I would just like council reps to drop the rhetoric and get on with the job of 
dealing with ratepayers honestly about their concerns. 

face to face I would like the staff to know what they are talking about when I ask them 
questions 

face to face Ideally directly from eleccted Councillors but it would be nice to receive info 
about changes that may affect me directly as opposed to Community 
members putting flyers in letterboxes etc. When this happens it seems like 
there is a cover up by council. 

free papers Free and local newspapers, radio and email. 
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free papers Free newspapers are a good option 
free papers Free newspapers delivered to households 
free papers Free newspapers, particularly the Star& Post 

On line at Council's website 
Leaflets or Message Cards in letterbox 

free papers Free Papers , Hearld possible letter drops,and local radio 
free papers Free papers, Newcastle Herald, On-Line, Lovcal TV NBN, ABC Radio 
free papers Free papers, Newcastle Herald, TV and website 
free papers freebie papers. on the web, ezine 
free papers In both the Star and Post Newspapers. 
free papers In free news papers under a special heading to do with council and what 

they wish us to know. 
free papers in free newspaper 
free papers In free newspapers, community meetings and Newcastle Voice 
free papers in free newspapers, however the post is not delivered to my address in 

islington and hasn't been for some time. 
free papers in free newspapers, rates notices, website which could be improved for 

finding information. 
free papers The "Post" and "Star". 
free papers THE STAR AND POST INFORMATION WOULD BE USEFULL IF IT WAS 

DELIVERED TO 'THE HILL' AREA 
free papers in the free newspapers 
free papers In the free newspapers and NBN TV. 
free papers Instead of Lord Mayor's comments in free papers, use the space to 

distribute information in dot point, 2-3 sentences and cover a much wider 
variety of reporting. 

free papers Local free newspapers, libraries, local shopping centres (small) 
free papers Local free Newspapers,Council website,Public library's & council office 
free papers Local free papers 
letterbox A more extensive newsletter is needed - the old format was better as it 

allowed for more depth. More ward consultation meetings on a single 
particular topic area chosen by residents at more regular intervals. Also, 
more accurate and comprehensive information on website (fyi, I had to point 
out to a NCC councillor who passed it onto NCC staff that essential content 
was missing from a NCC webpage. 

letterbox Accurate information in local newspaper and in brochures personally 
received relevant to activities in ones living area. 

letterbox All the places mentioned were very good, BUT, unless there are notices 
sent out, eg, mail or rate notices, how does one know about the venues 

letterbox am satisfied with flyers accompanying rates notices however this is not an 
adequate method of contacting renters 

letterbox As I do not listen or watch commercial media, these are not good avenues 
for me. They would probably be good for the majority. Direct information in 
leaflets and with rates is good, though more timely notification of events 
would be an enhancement. Further information is available through the 
website or by contacting the council. 

letterbox As part of rates notices, such as an overview of council duties and services, 
how to use them etc in a booklet form. I understand this would be expensive 
to print, so every 2-3 yrs the details could be updated and refreshed and re 
sent to ratepayers and public places(alternative years to improving  council 
web site perhaps?). 
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letterbox At my house - mostly in printed form 
letterbox Brochure sent to each house hold. 
letterbox Brochure with rates or Newcastle Morning Herald 
letterbox Brochure/newsletter in my mail box. 
letterbox brochures delivered to home letterbox or emails 
letterbox brochures delivered to mailbox 
letterbox Brochures delivered to our address, on the local media. 
letterbox brochures, mailouts in hard copy or email of full info 
letterbox By email and letterbox leaflets etc 
letterbox By Post and via the web 
letterbox Coming with rates notice 
letterbox COUNCIL NEWSLETTER POSTED TO MY ADDRESS 
letterbox Council newsletters 
letterbox Council newsletters to ratepayers and television news. 
letterbox Delivered in the mail, or at librarie, etc. 

 
Because I do not buy The Newcastle Herald, or receive free newspapers. I 
do not listen to local radio or watch local TV. 

letterbox Delivered to homes. 
letterbox Deliveries to mail box. 
letterbox For non-users of internet, letterbox news sheets (as with waste collection). 

For myself, I should make use of the Council website more regularly (a 
monthly reminder of some kind might help). A comprehensive cover by free 
newspapers should cover everyone provided they are reminded to read it & 
not throw it straight in the bin ! 

letterbox Glossy brochures are a waste of money. Items in The Herald or free 
newspapers are useful ways of being informed. A newsletter similar to those 
sent by Federal and State members of parliament with things the community 
should know about would be useful. Do not wish to read of council business 
driven by political agendas or about "slanging matches" between 
councillors. The latter often appears in The Herald and doesn't serve any 
purpose. 

letterbox have the council post infomation out to the rate payers of newcastle at there 
own expence 

letterbox I am quite happy with the information that comes with the rates and in the 
letter box 

letterbox I find brochures in the letter box the best way. 
letterbox I find that the letterbox drops are the most useful. 
letterbox I find the brochures we receive with rate notices helpful but I  am aware that 

not everyone receives those. I would be happy to get my information from 
the website but I am also aware that not everyone has access to the 
internet. I think Council still needs to have as broad a base as possible to 
convey information to the public 

letterbox I haven't yet seen a newsletter, so until I do I can't comment further 
letterbox I like the council news phamplets that are delivered to the house. The 

Newcastle Herald, particularly as I read it every day. 
letterbox I my letterbox 
letterbox I read what comes with the rates notice - but often the information, 

especially about entertainment, is out of date. 
letterbox I think the most useful location would be inserts in Free Papers and 

Deliveries with letterbox drops. 
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letterbox Important information regarding re-zoning etc should be highlighted on the 
rates notices as people are very unaware of the development zonings in 
their areas and if it changes. 

letterbox In a brochure delivered to my letterbox 
letterbox In a brochure in my letterbox, have to look at the mail, don't we. 
letterbox in a handout form, sent on request or email. 
letterbox In a letter or brochure mailed to residents. 
letterbox In a seperate newsletter by email or in letterbox 
letterbox In an email or leaflet sent to council areas. 
letterbox In Council brochures. 
letterbox In letter box 
letterbox In Library, occassionally, letterbox 
letterbox Sent to me with my rates notice, or in the mail by themselves. Email. 
letterbox sent to my email address and home address 
letterbox The Star, letterbox leaflets and/or via email 
letterbox Timely newsletters in letterboxes. 'sponsored'section leading up to TV news 

or TV adverts or timely section on evening TV news. Representatives 
attending local meetings of relevance, i.e. property / urban council rep to 
property council meetings or education rep to school meetings etc 

letterbox Via Email and website and also the newsletters with the rates notices 
letterbox Weekly newsletters delivered 
letterbox With newsletters and rate notices. Free newsletters are junk mail. 
letterbox With rate notice 
letterbox With rate notices 
letterbox With rate notices, Newsletter delivered, website, community forum 

meetings, radio, newspapers 
letterbox With rate payment, I would like details of all services available as well as 

contact details for various services. 
letterbox With rates notice is a good idea 
letterbox With rates notices or in local media 
letterbox With rates, letterbox, The Herald 
letterbox with your rate notices 
letterbox In my letter box 
letterbox In my letter box, or on the website, TV or radio 
letterbox in my letterbox 
letterbox in my letterbox 
letterbox In my letterbox 
letterbox In my letterbox and in Newspapers 
letterbox in my letterbox, email or phone call and personal meeting 
letterbox In my letterbox, I live in the city and get nothing from you. We do not get free 

newspapers either. I would prefer to see Council doing e.g. make building 
and landowners clean up their areas, see the carpark opposite Newcastle 
Permanent Building Society in King Street as an example. Council cleaned 
this up and the tenant was to be fined if it got messy again. It is messy and 
no one does anything about it. Disgraceful!!! 

letterbox In my mail box 
letterbox In my mail box or on the radio, the newspaper is great too. 
letterbox In my opinion the letter box drops are good for pick ups, the Newcastle 

Herald, library and web site are very useful to me. 
letterbox In newspapers - free mostly. Brochures OK. 
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letterbox in newspapers and newsletters in letterbox drop 
letterbox In our letter box (junk mail is tops) 
letterbox In our mail boxes 
letterbox In printed brochures sent out with rate notices, and on the Council Website 
letterbox In rate notices 
letterbox In rates notification, emails for those who are on the net, local free 

newspapers 
letterbox In residential letter box. 
letterbox In the local paper (Herald), my letterbox, local libraries 
letterbox included as part of rates notice, on council website, on displays at council 

venues, in council libraries, in council building, in other local centres 
letterbox Information with rate notices and in the Newcastle Herald is most useful for 

me.  I don't use many of the other sources. 
letterbox Information with rate notices is satisfactory as it reaches all rate payers and 

in free newspapers which are available to everyone. 
letterbox Initially, a notice should be sent to every ratepayer (with their rates notice), 

indicating the various channels to gain Council information. For example, I 
didn't even know there was a council e-newsletter. This channel should be 
pointed out to ratepayers via flyers etc. 

letterbox leaflets sent in the mail 
letterbox Let us know the truth of what is happening on the web site & tv 
letterbox Letter box drop 
letterbox letterbox 
letterbox Letterbox drop or public places. 
letterbox letters to ratepayers 
letterbox lettrebox 
letterbox Local news NBN and free papers. Also news letters sent to homes. 
letterbox Mail 
letterbox Mail drops are the most useful to me, the emails at work are useful but need 

to be shorter. 
letterbox Mail Outs 
letterbox Mailbox drop, local tv news, brochures at public institutions (libraries, art 

gallery, schools). 
letterbox Mailbox Drops 
letterbox mailed to ratepayers with rate notices and letterbox drops for those who do 

not receive rate notices 
letterbox More notice of ward meetings in free newspapers and other local 

newspapers (eg Newcastle Herald), flyers in letterboxes, etc. 
letterbox Newsletter drops to mail box. Newcastle Herald, local ABC radio 
letterbox Newsletter in letter box 
letterbox newsletter mailout 
letterbox newsletters 
letterbox Newsletters 
letterbox Newsletters 
letterbox newsletters (possibly via email to reduce paper waste), newspapers and 

local radio, with references to website to follow up when able 
letterbox Newsletters in letterbox 
letterbox Newsletters with rate notices, local paper & radio, Council website 

(frequently updated) 
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letterbox Newspapers - free local ones (though since we got a no junk mail sticker I 
no longer get these). 
Rates notices / brochures 
Public spaces 
Council websites 

letterbox not in junk mail papers ,they go straight in the bin 
 
tv radio letterbox drops 

letterbox Notice4s in rates butake sure they are for the coming months not notices 
that the event has already been held. More consultation with progress 
association re matters. 

letterbox Notices saent out with rate notices - Local free paper deliveries are 
haphazard e.g. No copy of Post for past 3 months and 4 copies of the Star 
in the same period 

letterbox Novopulse, brochures in public places and via post ie.rates notice. 
letterbox Pamphlets in mailbox 
letterbox papers, letterbox drops 
letterbox papers, tv and in with rates 
letterbox Pappers,mail outs 
letterbox Perhaps include meaningful information with quarterly rate notices? 
letterbox posted to me in my mailbox, on local radio, on television announcements 
letterbox proactive newsletter to my address when something ibn my area affects me 

and my family 
letterbox Rate notices. 

Letter box flyers 
E-mail 
Shopping centre notices 

letterbox Rates notice, council website 
mass media * Website. Local paper.  TV 

mass media 1233 Radio, in libraries and local papers. 
If I was concerned about something I would probably check the Council 
website & ring the council 

mass media A variety of means should be available. Relying on electronic means 
discriminates against disadvantaged individuals or groups who do not have 
electronic access. 

mass media ABC FM radio 
mass media ABC radio, website 
mass media All local media and advertised at local events. 
mass media anywhere 
mass media As is is fine. Herald/TV (NBN)/ radio 
mass media As we live in an apartment in the city we have little access to free papers. 

Our access to council actvies is in the tourist informaton centre. Maybe have 
a dedicted aea in the centre to just council activites. Local radio is also 
good. Especiall 2nurfm and ABC 

mass media as you are doing now - website, papers, radio,tv, newsletters with rate 
notices. 

mass media Because it is usually at point of need that people want a contact number and 
relevant information, all avenues of information should be accessed ie 
website, newspapers, radio etc 
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mass media Certainly in the free papers though more than the Lord Mayor's 
comments.These are often about issues which are not interesting nor are 
they particularly relevant to day-to-day issues.The LM's comments are about 
peripheral issues, not the the issues that matter. 
We only get The Herald on Saturdays so our exposure to Council's activities 
is limited there. 
The ABC radio is probably our best source of information.We enjoy one-to-
one interviews. We never refer to the council web-site and are unlikely to. 

mass media Council foyer, libraries, radio, TV, internet, newsletters posted to residents. 
mass media Daily Local Newspaper 
mass media Daily newspaper 
mass media Depends what kind of information. 

For what is happening with civic politics, I prefer to either attend council 
meetings, read it in the Herald, or hear it on radio. I would like more such 
information on local TV news, but at the moment that medium is almost 
useless for that kind of information. 
For information on what is happening with council (e.g., public exhibitions, 
council events, etc), and basic council services (swimming pools, beaches, 
parks, etc), or for copies of important council documents (policies, 
management plans, etc) I prefer to get this from the council website (which I 
think could do much better in this respect). 

mass media flyers in newspapers, website, local radio 
mass media Herald newspaper for info re Council meetings. Council newsletters for other 

info 
mass media Herald nrwspaper 
mass media i am satisfied that i can read about council in the newspaper 
mass media I am satisfied with finding information on Council's website and the various 

Newspapers.  Television and radio are also very beneficial. 
mass media I find local radio and newspapers best for me 
mass media i think for the average Joe the TV and newspaper would probably be the 

most effective. 
mass media I think that basic information should be provided by easy access to the 

people by either radio or tv most people have both available to them, and 
partake in using them. 

mass media I think the website is really effective. Radio is also good. 
mass media I would like changes in policy to be on radio, in the free paper, and with rate 

notices.  Any query I have, I'll look it up on the website. 
mass media Im a Tradie so i dont like to check or go through every email each day. 

Radio, local news and paper is the best way to get information to me. 
mass media In a more sophisticated & better designed web-site; e-newsletters; as well 

as continuing articles in the free newspapers; perhaps in a nightly or at least 
weekly news report focussing on NCC activity. 

mass media In both free newspapers and Newcastle Herald (Sat edition). 
mass media Saturday Newcastle Herald and 1233 ABC radio 
mass media saturday newspaper 
mass media Saturdays' Newcastle Herald. 
mass media specific web sites/pages. social media (facebook) 

Herald 
by email 

mass media tv and brochures 
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mass media TV News, pamphlets in windows, on stands at libraries etc. Billboards 
perhaps, to send news to people who don't visit libraries or read council 
pamphlets. 

mass media TV, ad-free papers. 
mass media tv, email, radio 
mass media TV, radio or Newcastle Herald. At my residence we do not receieve a STAR 

or POST newspaper 
mass media tv,local newspaper 
mass media TV; Newsletter. 
mass media Usual channels such as library, papers, radio and television as well as 

website 
mass media via newspaper 
mass media When seeking in formation - eg how to apply from something or change 

something relating to me, then the web site with clear stepping out of the 
process. 
When things change change - eg policy, then via the news in various 
formats 
When initiatives are being rolled out - eg curbside collection, then via a 
small flyer in the post with an outline of the process. 

mass media Herald Newspaper, NBN, Prime local news, Star and Post papers, council 
rates notices. 

mass media in local newspaper 
mass media in media,ie. local tv news or ncle herald. 
mass media In Newcastle Herald and on TV 
mass media in the Herald 
mass media In the local newspapee ie the herald and the other community newspapers 
mass media in the local newspaper 
mass media In the Local Newspaper 
mass media In the Newcastle Herald, on local TV news. 
mass media In the Newspapers as I have a distrust on spin put on events and 

information by those interviewed on TV 
mass media Is the NCC on FACE BOOK....it is the next generation. I think the radio & TV 

talk back and news shows get the message out to the masses, it creates a 
word of mouth communication and allows the rate payers to have their say,a 
weekly or monthly talk back on the local radio stations with each counciler 
would be good, (it's hard to know if they are dead or alive.) I think most of 
the rate payers would like to hear what they are doing for OUR TOWN Other 
communication that works for me...letter box drops, flyers with the rates 
notice. 
P.S. Does they NCC have a professional PR person, if they do they might 
want to have a look at their performance, if they don't have one it might be 
time to get a GOOD ONE. 

mass media Just radio, local TV. 
mass media Local ABC radio & Council web/community internet sites. 
mass media Local free newspapers. Radio 

mass media local media 
mass media local newspaper 
mass media local newspaper 
mass media local newspaper (eg newcastle herald) 
mass media local newspaper and ABC radio 
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mass media Local newspaper and ABC radio are my main sources. I would like to see 
items of interest from the Council in one specific area of the newspaper, 
dealing with problems, DA's, council decisions from meetings, and other 
pertinent matters. 

mass media local newspaper newcastle herald 
mass media Local newspaper. 
mass media Local newspaper. Newsletter with rates notice (4 times a year) 
mass media Local newspapers - email 
mass media local newspapers .local raido 
mass media Local newspapers. I don't use the free papers as I have not junk mail on 

letter box. Council rates notices and letter box drops of garbage pick ups. 
Too much printed matter often gets discarded because there is so much of it 
and just to busy to sieve thru it all. 

mass media local paper and brouchures 
mass media Local paper and Radio 
mass media local paper, radio meets my needs 
mass media local papers 
mass media Local papers. 
mass media Local papers; hear more on radio (abc doesn't seem very supportive); 

libraries 
mass media Local Press, New on TV. Up to date web site. 
mass media Local radio 
mass media local radio & TV. 
mass media local radio and newsletters 
mass media Local radio, local papers, Council website 
mass media Local radio, newspaper and enclosed with rate notices 
mass media Local radio, TV news, brochure to home 
mass media Local TV, radio and papers. 
mass media local tv, radio,newspapers 
mass media Mainstream local media - NBN news, The Newcastle Herald, local radio 

stations, leaflets delivered to ratepayers' letterboxes 
mass media Mainstream media, TV, radio, Newsprint, Website 
mass media media - print and radio, free newspapers, website, rates notices, livesites 
mass media Media, especially print. 
mass media More info on the radio. As i live in an apartment building, I do not receive the 

free newspapers and unfortunately am unable to attend council meetings. 
mass media More info.in local newapapers Less info about mayors social activities 
mass media more information in newspapers. 
mass media Morning Radio. Evening Television, including Pay TV. All newspapers 
mass media NBN-TV, Newcastle Herald, Star, Post, Newsletters, Website 
mass media Newcastle Herald 
mass media Newcastle Herald 
mass media Newcastle Herald 
mass media newcastle herald and yr website, however if i want info i will seek it 
mass media Newcastle Herald in a specific area ( ie not sporadic adverts) 
mass media Newcastle Herald 

 
Council Newsletter 

mass media newspaper 
mass media Newspaper (Herald) and Website 
mass media Newspaper / website / newsletters 
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mass media newspaper reports 
mass media Newspaper, library & Council noticeboards, billboards 
mass media Newspaper,tv 
mass media Newspapers 
mass media newspapers 
mass media Newspapers / radio / tv 
mass media newspapers could provide  more info 
mass media Newspapers could provide more information 
mass media newspapers radio t/v 
mass media Newspapers work well 
mass media Newspapers. Internet – websites. Libraries. Local papers. Shopping centres. 

bus/train/ferry notice boards. Recreation centres 

mass media Newspapers. Local radio 

mass media newspapers, bochures in libraries, on website 
mass media Newspapers, especially Saturday's Newcastle Herald. Through Councillors, 

who ought to have  presence in  local shopping centres. Currently, one has 
to seek them, not Councillors having regular community awareness 
meetings, especially at Shopping Malls. 

mass media On Channel 3 News 
mass media on council web site and on local news radio and news on tv 
mass media On the net, TV, Radio and the Herald. 
mass media On the radio (1233)and on the TV (9) 
mass media On the radio,I can hear it during the day, but on the main players ie NXFM, 

NEWFM KOFM etc 
mass media On website, newspapers, radio, email notifications, at Council facilities if 

about that facility 
mass media printed media 
mass media radio 
mass media Radio & TV . 
mass media Radio and television and newspapers. 
mass media Radio and TV 
mass media radio or newspaper 
mass media Radio, TV and council website 
mass media Read Herald daily, so that is one place. Libraries. website 

mass media 1233 radio 8.33am monday to friday 
none other Current dissemination is satisfactory. 
none other happpy with where i get it, paper, tv website 
none other Happy to continue visiting website. 
none other Happy with the web. 
none other Happy with what is available now, such as website, library etc. 
none other Happy with what we receive. 
none other have no idea other than the current system 
none other I am generally satisfied with the current sources of information. 
none other I am happy with all the available channels of information i receive from NCC. 
none other I am happy with the emails   We do not get the papers and do not go to the 

library 
none other I am happy with the level of information I receive - I get it mainly from the 

radio and word of mouth from neighbours 
none other I am quite happy with info I receive now 
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none other I am satisfied with the council information that is available now. 
none other I beleive the council does a good job getting the information accross using 

current resources 
none other I feel the current spread of sources of info adequate. I just find I go looking 

for info when I need it rather than have it constantly thrust at me. 
none other I get enough. 
none other i have virtually no contact with council 
none other I like all the current sites. 
none other I receive most of my information during work hours via Council's web site, 

electronic newsletters / bulletins and word of mouth - I am satisfied with that 
none other I think it is quite well publicised already. 
none other I think the areas used currently are probably sufficient.  I just do not access 

these areas well enough. 
none other I think you have all bases covered. The type of residents who want to know 

something they will already be accessing the media outlets you use 
none other In all areas previously mentioned. 
none other in all areas specified in your survey 
none other in all the places it currently is 

 
i feel that adequate information is currently provided in convenient ways 

none other relatively happy with current methods 
none other relevant info emailed to work or home with headlines and links to council 

sites or further information sources 
none other Same as now. Bear in mind lots of people can not use computers. 
none other same way as now 
none other Satisfied with situation. 
none other The channels are fine. The information given out however is lacking in 

detail. 
none other The current avenues are fine, would like to see more honesty and 

transparancy about what is really happening 
none other The main problem I have with council information is its all propaganda and 

warm fuzzys about how good the council is. If they can fool the public into 
thinking the council is powering ahead. The spin and waste of money is 
unnessesary, Visual results is what counts 

none other The present information is found on the most accesible venues at this time. 
none other The same channels with BETTER information. 
none other The sources provided are fine 
none other Thru here is fine 
none other where I find it now 
none other Where they currently are. 
none other Bsically they do what they want anyway, like trying to sdestory the railway 

line into Newcastle, so little or no point.... it will not be until the thing is gone, 
mark my words, they will, with the aid of developers get their way.... when it 
is gone, the mistake will be realised... the tram / train option is excellent.. 

none other For those who wish to access Council information, I believe that current 
communications channels are quite adequate. For thos people not 
interested in Council news, no amount of information will be of any interest 
to them. 

none other In one place so we don't have to find it all over the place 
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none other It wasn't until I had completed this survey that I knew where all this 
information was.  I'll now pay more attention to the local paper and look at 
notice boards more to see what is on offer.  There seems to be a lot of 
different media involved so I think if people where aware that it was there 
and were interested in having a look they would find lots of good 
information. Thanks! 

none other its ok for now 
none other Just keep doing what you are doing - only remember not everyone gets the 

free newspapers and not everyone buys the Herald. I use the internet, the 
papers, the library, what goes in my letter box as my sources 

public locations Libraries are very useful for me, as is the Council website. 
 
I previously attended the local forums and find the opportunity to ask 
questions and follow up on Council strategic ideas and plans very useful. 
Am adjusting to the new format. 

public locations a notice board in council ground floor with the weeks activities, meetings. 
This should be one week ahead. Also on notice board frequency of activities 
monthly, quarterly. 

public locations At local shopping centres; more at libraries; in my mail box. 
public locations at news agents with up to date information free to picki up 
public locations Clearly displayed in public places 
public locations Community focal points around the city designated as council news sites 

plus a more obvious link to council website 
public locations community halls eg where classes and play groups are held. I'm a mother 

so venues where most of us go to, gyms,swimming lessons,sporting games. 
public locations council libraries 
public locations in a number of local and accessible areas 
public locations Several sources. I often need to see/hear of something twice before I act. I 

think library noticeboards, backed up with take away brochures and 
reinforced with LM column or article/ad in the paper. 

public locations Shopping Centers 
public locations shopping centre kiosks/ notice boards 
public locations Shopping centre noticeboards; Post Offices - Everyone goes there. 
public locations Shopping centres, librarys, hospitals, banks 
public locations shopping centres,definatly local free papers, doctor offices anywhere you 

have to wait! coffee bars, 
public locations Shopping centres. 
public locations Shopping complexes could have stands where the brochures could be 

displayed. Dr clinics. Clubs,eg:bowling & RSL clubs. 
public locations Supermarket noticeboard. 
public locations supermarkets, parks/fields and street stalls 
public locations Would like to see a stand set up in major shopping centres 
public locations in local shopping centres and major events 
public locations In more public places, in my letterbox and in free papers 
public locations In print at Newsagencies (flyers) 
public locations In the areas of local newspapers, local shopping centre noticeboards and 

local libraries 
public locations In the NMHerald, on notice boards of council facilities (eg library, community 

grerening centre) I visit and inclusions with rates notices 
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public locations Keeping cost of providing information in mind: 
1.  At the Council Building/Office - a specialisted area/room for this 
information to be provided; this would allow the front office/desk to provided 
further information if needed.  Disadvantage for this suggestion is that there 
is limited and restricted parking available.  Maybe Libraries would be more 
favourable. 
2.  Council Libraries - First choice. 
3.  Special and important information could be communicated via the media 
or letter drop if operations work might affect residents. 

public locations Kiosk's in malls, shopping centers, as long as it is kept up to date. Radio is 
good, as people listen to it during the day, where as TV not so much. The 
Star and Post newspapers are good too. I was unaware that the council had 
a section in these. 

public locations Libraries, local newspapers and rates notices. 
public locations Libraries, on the net, maybe shopping centres, (brochure style) because so 

many people go there who wont ever go to the library, who dont have an 
internet account and who would never set foot in a council meeting 

public locations libraries, shopping centres, in the beehive foyer 
public locations Library 
public locations Library and by mail 
public locations Library notice boards however these are not always up to date. 
public locations Library, brochures, local radio/tv, local papers 
public locations library, local free papers, mail outs with rates 
public locations Library, newsletter, email newsletter 
public locations library, newspapers.important information via mail drop 
public locations local community city centre 
public locations Local libraries, Newcastle Herald. 
public locations Local library and free newspapers 
public locations Local Library and WWW 
public locations Local shopping centres as well as the places already discussed 
public locations Maybe the council should consider that everyday council information be 

accessible at the everyday places people frequent.....bank/post 
office/supermarkets....as well as the usual libraries/council offices etc  BUT  
the information being supplied should be simply set out so as not to 
confuse...easy to read and understand basic information with follow up 
contacts via phone and web addresses 

public locations More in the western areas. 
public locations Noticeboards in shopping centres. 
public locations On billboards on the main roads  goingin and out of town. 
public locations On buses. 
public locations On glass sign boards on the foreshore, hundreds of people are there, mostly 

during the weekends.  
More signboards throughout the city, shopping centres & sporting venue, 
which people frequent. 
Well placed information boards & signs showing the way to the Newcastle 
Gallery & other important Novacastrian sites. Our city does not do much to 
help visitors to find their way around. 
Give more information to the Local TV News& convince them it would also 
help their connections directly to the public. 

public locations on notice boards at council utilities 
public locations On the shopper dockets in the local areas. On high profile billboards on 

major road ways as to events that are on like the one at the entertainment 
centre. 
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public locations on the sides of council vehicles could be considered. the shopfronts of 
vacant businesses is an underutilized space. 

public locations Online and from Council being highly visible in places that are convenient to 
the public eg. would it be feasible for Council to have a permanent 'booth' at 
Westfield where people can pay their bills and ask questions? 

public locations Perhaps a noticeboard with info at large medical centres so people can read 
it while waiting ie. King St medical centre and broadmeadow medical centre. 
We go to Charlestown Medical and Dental which has lots of people, but it is 
probably in Lake Macquarie area. 

public locations Personally, I frequent my local libary and I read the free newspapers - thus, 
they are my major avenues for council information.   If I want to follow up on 
anything I heard on radio, or from friends, I would either go to the website or 
telephone the Council. 

public locations public amenities opening times etc 
public locations Public locations and noticeboards (ie. shopping centres, swimming pools, 

library) 
public locations public places like street notice boards near points of interest like near 

railways stations and theatres, shopping centres 
public locations public space 
public locations information desk in shopping centre - not all visit libraries, council venues. 
website Council website 
website Council website - takes ages to find anything - needs to be more user-

friendly, eg larger print. 
website Council website and local newspapers 
website Council website and local TV news 
website Council Website should contain all public information. 
website Council website 

One stop phone information service 
website Council website, Local newspaper, Radio, rates notice 
website Council website. 
website Council website.  emailed or posted to me. 
website Council's website is informative. 
website Council's website should be more informative in regards to the strategic 

direction of the City. 
website Councils website, information in free and commercial press. 
website I find the internet / website the best place for information 
website I have always gone to the council offices if I needed any specific 

information. If any general information is required, I usually look at the web 
site first. 

website I have used the website, but do not find it very user friendly. I prefer the web 
to any other mode of communication. 

website I prefer to look on-line 
website I use the web site mostly or ring the council. 
website I would like Council Website to be better designed and easier to use. 
website If I needed information, I would first go to the web site 
website In an easy to use and well set out web site, not what currently is available. 
website Council Website 
website Dedicated Council events website 
website A more dynamic website would help.  More impactful advertising in the 

Newcastle Herald and website.  Often the marketing is a little lacklustre. 
website At Council website, with important updates sent via email. 
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website Council Website 
website Council website 
website Find the Council Website and Newsletters most satisfactory and brochures 

in libraries helpful to non net users. 
website General improvement and readibility in Council website 
website I always look at the web first because it is medium most kind on the 

environment and I always know I am looking at the most current version of 
the information 

website I find most information I need on the website 
website I find TV and radio the most passive form of information that Council needs 

to inform me.  If I need to find something out I wil go searching on the web 
or ring up. 

website I think having access to info via a well designed website is the best option 
for me (not sure how people without internet access would feel) 

website in a well indexed, easily searchable form on the web. 
website A continuously scrolling newsboard on Council's website. 
website A more comprehensive website 
website better information on website + website better designed to include 

community activites 
website Council web site. When I use the search function I am wanting a page or 

section not every occurrence in reports and minutes of the search string.  
Other council web sites appear to have this problem.  There is no map of 
the web site but I might try using the A to Z listing. 

website Set out clearly and simply on council's website - not hidden. 
website The council's website 
website The interweb 
website The web 
website The web is the logical place for anyone under 50. 
website The Web site (but because I am not computer savvy,  i find it difficult to 

navigate) 
website The web site provides an opportunity to drill down to the level of detail 

required for different activities. Local papers are a good source of regular 
info. Other sources are a but hit or miss. 

website The Web. 
website the website is quite a useful tool and provide most of the information that i 

need 
website The website, radio and TV 
website Through website 
website via the web 
website we are a special situation as we own a commercial building in Hunter St & 

live outside the city precincts. Our agents receive info sent out with notices 
etc. 

website web 
website Web 
website WEb 
website web 
website Web is probably the best and easiest method. Its 24/7 and can be accessed 

from work, home and by phone 
website Web pages - but I have a computer, many elderly people don't. Suggest 

flyers and libraries are appropriate 
website Web site 
website Web site 
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website Web site 
website web site 
website Web Site 
website web site 
website Web site and e-mail news letters. 
website Web site does not present linkages to information as well as some other 

councils. This could be improved. Letterbox drops are the best 
communication. 

website Web site is always good. 
 
For news the email system is good. 

website Web site, council office,newspapers & flyers (for council pick up etc) 
website Web site, email, Newcastle Voice, letterbox, local shopping centres. 
website Web site, newsletter, community notice boards 
website Web site, newspapers and TV news. 
website Web site, rate notices, local tv 
website web; newsletter 
website webistes and newspapers 
website website 
website website 
website Website 
website website 
website website 
website website 
website website 
website website 
website Website 
website website 
website Website 
website website 
website Website 
website Website 
website website 
website Website 
website Website 
website Website 
website website 
website website 
website Website 
website website 
website website 
website Website 
website Website & Email 
website Website and Brochures 
website Website and by E- newsletter 
website website and local newspaper as well as relevant Council officers 
website Website and local radio 
website Website and paper 
website website and post outs of timely info 
website Website and regular emails sent to me. 
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website website if you could actually find what you were looking for. For one off or 
special items the herald or council newsletter. 

website website in an easy to navigate website 
website website is best. However a good phone service is also helpful 
website Website is the best means to find out standing informaiton.  Emails, 

brochures, local newspaper, radio and TV are good for advertising important 
changes and initiatives and upcoming events. 

website Website with meaningful search capability for more static information; 
newspaper notices and leaflets in libraries and public venues for up-coming 
events; flyers in letterbox for pick-up days, etc. 

website Website would suit me best but I find it difficult to negotiate. It can also be 
difficult to find actual contact information for individuals eg email/phone.  I 
note that the main switchboard has always been helpful. 

website Website, Community meetings 
website Website, emails 
website Website, is accessable by most of the public - but website would need a 

search function 
website Website, letter box drops (handy to be able to put notices of green waste 

collection etc on the fridge), newspaper 
website website, libraries, supermarket noticeboard 
website website, local newspapers 
website Website, Media, Library, Household letter drop, in that order. 
website Website, Newspapers, radio and public places 
website Website, printed Newsletters and printed event flyers 
website website, using a fast find index, not hanging around listening to slow videos. 
website website, with rates 
website Website. local paper 
website Websites or newspapers 
website websites, council buildings 
website when I go looking for it. I know that sounds a tad fecetious but sometimes 

the information is not easy to find. Web site should (and to my knowledge 
does) list all activities but sometimes unless you know what you want it can 
be a bit hard, 

website internet 
website Internet and emails are the best way for me - 
website internet and quarterly newsletter in mail 
website internet newspapers 
website Internet web page, TV, Radio and Printed media. 
website Internet, local (free) papers, and rates notice. 
website Internet, website 
website Internet, websites, email subscriptions. 
website local library; newcastle herald newspaper; ncc website 
website local media & internet 
website more information on council website as that is the source we use most often 

to confirm information received from others and for contact information and 
so on 

website My first point of contact is always the NCC website as problems seeking 
advice or assistance usually arrive when you try to contact staff in 
person/over the phone. 
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website My first preference is the council's web site but in the past I have found that 
the layout was not as intuitive as it might possibly be. The search was very 
basic and  retrieved large range of material that had little relationship to 
what I was looking for. This could be that the information I was after was not 
in a suitable format and / or was not identified as I would expect. 
 
I have found in the past that the displays at council facilities, libraries,etc 
may well contain ample information but unless you are actively search for 
this  it is rare that Iam even aware that there is a display / information 
available to be viewed. 

website on a comprehensive website 
website On a website and at the library 
website On council website and in local newspapers 
website On Council website, brochures, in newspapers and on TV 
website On Line primarily 
website on the council website 
website On the Council website 
website On the council website and in rates notices 
website On the Council Website and in the local newspaper - this is problematic as 

we are in Newcastle Council zone (Beresfield) but receive the Maitland local 
papers. 

website On the Council website.  Although the printed material is the best reminder, 
it's such a costly and environmentally unfriendly way of advertising things 
such as Council pick-ups.  My partner has lived in Lambton 13 years, and 
his neighbours much longer - and neither were aware of the green waste 
mulching truck less than 3 blocks from us every Saturday.  I guess a once a 
year reminder list in the free papers, an online newsletter or something 
would be beneficial.  I don't buy a newspaper, don't watch commercial tv, 
work all day so don't hear the radio, thus I rely heavily on the free papers, 
ABC radio news highlights early in the morning and pm, and local word of 
mouth. 

website on the councl website 
website On the internet 
website On the NCC web site. The ability to search the site needs a major upgrade 

and considerable information needs adding. 
website on the ncc website 
website On the web 
website On the web and in my letterbox 
website On the website 
website On the website 
website on the website 
website On the website or regular emails to rate payers. 
website On their website and in mail outs 
website On web page 
website On website 
website On website 
website on website and on radio 
website On website or Posted 
website On website/library free newspaper/ 
website on your website 
website online 
website Online 
website Online 
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website online 
website Online and at facilities used by the public.  Information in local newspapers 

that is purely informative would be useful. 
website Online and letterbox 
website Online via Newcastle Voice 
website online, and in rates notice. 
website Online. Sometimes I search for stuff to do with the kids on weekends and 

find nothing on line. Then I listen to the radio and council run activities are 
being promoted. 

website Probably online BUT the current site is not that user friendly and takes too 
much time to find everything. 
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Q12. Council information to learn more about 
subject Q12.  information type  
accountability how council is spending its money, projects and programs 
accountability what happens to our money 
accountability The staffing levels, as per admin to actual workers 
accountability the budget, a monthly statement of account would be very appreciated. 

accountability 

A clear and concise description of how much money is beeing/has been 
spent on recent changes within Council and what have been the measurable 
outcomes/savings/benefits to the community as a result of this expenditure. 

accountability 

What each Ward is getting from the rates paid. The waiting time on all 
community projects.How to get the 'correct' department on the first call to 
NCC. 

accountability 

the enormous amount of secret meetings where the public are excluded. The 
worst council for openness and transparency that are 2 key ingredients for 
essential community trust and integrity.He who pays the piper calls the tune 

accountability 

Changes to recycling services well before they occur. Proposed changes to 
built environments potentially impacting on heritage and local residents' 
amenity. Council initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 

accountability 
What developments are coming up, where council rates are being spent, 
where work is being done and planned. 

accountability 

Why so many issues affecting ratepayers take so long to deal with.The 
issues of council procedures and code of practice seems to consume more 
time of council than issues affecting ratepayers. 

accountability 

Parks for children, RSPCA and all the people who are helping animals. What 
the Councils decisions were made and where the Council is spending the 
money. 

accountability 

it is what i do not know that costs me money and time. what council is doing 
about over-staffing, poor work practices and general waste of rate-payers' 
money would be interesting information. 

accountability road maintance activities - road works; how the rates are used - more details 

accountability 
How rates are bing expended in each Ward, on roads, service outlets and 
community enhancement. 

accountability Whats going on regarding where rates money goes 

accountability 

Truthfull, transparent information on how rates and other council revenue is 
utilised ie; how much is used on services and projects to benefit the comunity 
verses how much is wasted on usless council inquiries and committies. 

accountability 
A financial statement of all departments to see where ratepayers money is 
used. 

accountability 

i would like to see newcastle council actually do something in the city. Rather 
than have meetings and discuss it. wasting time and money instead of just 
spending it on doing the work. 

accountability 

The budget reviews ie how much projects are costing eg Newcastle Ocean 
baths pavements and roads:  How much the City Centre and Newcastle 
Alliance is receiving and where the money is being spent. 

accountability 

Just ensure that it is clear and communicates with the average person in the 
community. Would like to know Council's position on various community 
projects, developments and services. Would like to know what services 
council money is being spent on. Would 

accountability 
Proposed developments and improvements in the suburb which I live.  How 
Council is spending our money. 
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accountability 

breakdown of how rate money is used.  
 
reasons given for so many consultation specialists when public or local 
businesses could possibly provide information needed. 

accountability 
Where money is spent and why. Where to dump specific goods and when - 
last electronic dump was really good. 

accountability Productivity of CBD. Where our rates are spent. 
accountability services paid for by rates 

accountability 

What council actually does? do rate payers really need local councils when 
the mayor is no longer on the main driving party for the Newcaste community, 
is this saying that councils are out of date, as council seems to only do half 
the job and dissapear? or 

accountability 

value for rates and services provided for those rates. 
 
that is what local council SHOULD be about 

accountability development, rates, services 

accountability 
entertainment, theatre, how council rates are spent,how efficient is the 
council 

accountability What Council are doing for rate payers; Up and coming events in Newcastle. 
accountability Council's response to climate change and peak oil Community building 
accountability improvement s and the rates 
accountability How the budget is allocated and why. 
accountability budget information on infrastructure spending 

accountability 

local expense sheets,ie irrelevant trips,dinner parties ,meals whilst 
meetingdrinks etc.ratepayers money,the sending so many people to training 
schools,and consultants fees.shouldwe pay for consultants.we hire people 
who have same qualifications,or should 

accountability Developments and where our rates are being spent. 
accountability council expenditure - planning- garbage services 

accountability 
Council decisions that affect locals and cost to locals. Use of State monies. 
Where they truly stand on heritage pools, parks and buildings. 

accountability How money is spent. 
accountability Where they get there quotes from for capital works, they seem very unreal . 

accountability 

More transparency of council activities. 
Future planning of individual suburbs 
recycling plant planning 

accountability 

The reasons for decisions - and the consequences of those decisions. I am 
still stunned by the desertion of the ad valorum rating structure and the 
resulting raising of rates for the majority and the huge reductions in rates for 
a minority with high value 

accountability 
How are they proposing to spend the money before they spend it to give time 
for dissent 

accountability 
why the Council put ratepayers money into investment (where it was 
subsequently wiped out by the GFC)rather than spend it? 

accountability 

More explanations on the breakdown of land rates - more details of what 
these levys are for. A mediator to the public ( independant of council ) to 
discuss both sides of particular issues as they happen - eg site 
developments, the pros and cons of the i 

accountability 

1.  Short term and long term projects/goals  
2.  Major planned works to be carried out for the year 
3.  What works may affect my suburb; improvements 
4.  Budgeting - were the previous years operations within budget 
5.  Proposed rate increases; and rea 
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accountability 

Reason why some works of council never seem tt be completed e.g.city 
baths finalisation of some road works e.g One way system on Elizabeth St 
Tighes Hill where ther has been a detour for ages. 

accountability 
Recyling, up to date decision making, events, where my money is being 
spent 

accountability 
what is happenning before it happens...... who agreed to metered parking at 
the beach??????????????? 

accountability What are rate payers getting for there money?? 
accountability how money is allocated to various projects. The approval process of DA's 
accountability Where ratepayer dollars are going. What is being upgraded. 
accountability What rates are being spent on. 
accountability Council revenue and budgets 
accountability decision making process 

accountability 

Decisions made in council meetings that impact on the community. Changes 
and improvements being made in the city for the well being of community. 
Success of council in getting State and Federal funding for local projects. 

accountability 

Finances - exactly where our money is going, and what is discretionary 
spending versus fixed spending costs. Ways to tell Council how I want public 
money spent. 

accountability Finances and general spending, up and coming events 
accountability finances; local area improvements; railway line 

accountability 
financial accountability, as there seems to be a great deal of waste (ie mall 
markets, the boulder on shortland esplanade etc.) 

accountability 

Future developments in Newcastle and why they take so long to go ahead. 
Why they are rejected.  Have a say in the matter for development not just a 
Council decision 

accountability 

How Council money is being spent. 
Plans before they are implemented (e.g., timed parking at Nobbys Beach), 
renaming streets. 
Community events. 
When meetings are held. 

accountability 

how it is spending spection 94 revenue from Fletcher development back into 
infrastructure in Fletcher. It seems that council wants to favour the wealthy of 
the east and leave us poor souls out west to dry. 

accountability 

How there could be ways of minimizing expenses without limiting services 
and grants etc.,  Using the skills and local knowledge of the council officers 
without constantly employing external consultants. 

accountability 

How they are spending s94 money. What are the major projects planned. 
what they are doing about hunter st. why arent they promoting and facilitating 
development in the inner city. 

accountability 

I dont want ANY information trying to have the council justify their being and 
poor management and decisions. I like most people in this great city just want 
some POSITIVE decisions and progress which is what the council is 
supposed to do rather than wa 

accountability I would like to be informed about progress in Newcastle CBD. 

accountability 

I would like to know detailed costs of Council services and comparisons with 
the costs of outsourcing, particularly with respect to garbage collection,and 
civil construction and maintenance. 

accountability 
More information on how Council is working to stop the wastage of 
manpower within Council and become more productive. 

accountability Plans/ideas for inner city upgrades. Council expenditure. Rationale for 
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decisions 
accountability Reasons for decisions. Overall policy, visions 

accountability 
Simplified breakdown of Management Plan - where are the priority areas for 
spending in the financial year? 

accountability 
Stragetic planning Major projecsts and approvals Council achievements 
measured against targets 

accountability 

Strategic plans plus current performance (annual achievments against plans 
and financials) - I am happpy I can get this through the website and 
Newcastle Voice. 

accountability 
The free activies that are on around the town. also the important decision the 
council makes eg re opening the mall. 

accountability 

The reasons why certain work is deferred or avoided. Why work is carried out 
that is not needed or unsuitable. Why much work is done by staff without 
supervision. 

accountability 

Truthful and up to date information on all matters that have an impact on 
ratepayers and residents. 
Publication of all details relating to the costs and expenses claims of elected 
members. 

accountability 

what initiatives are being implemented to ensure a more cost effective and 
productive council operation.what innovative strategies are coming up to 
improve community/culture.example i have just returned from 3 weeks in 
New York city and observed no graffi 

accountability What you are actually doing re: back log of unfinished projects. 

accountability Whenever a major change has occurred in council's ability to act on issues. 

accountability 

Your endeavours to implement sustainability strategies for all your services 
and how Council plans to reduce both the city's and council's carbon 
footprint. 

building and 
development development, heritage and zoning 

building and 
development 

Those items that effect the constituents and interested parties. Information on 
the Council's forward progress on such things as the Surf House, Railway 
interchange, prevention of unruly behaviour and graffiti.Too much effort is 
being used to create "spin 

building and 
development 

Economic and urban development of the City as a whole, and detailed 
information on each locality. This should also be linked to other significant 
regional centres outside of the LGA, such as Charlestown, Maitland etc. 

building and 
development planning & development services 

building and 
development 

Why they are so negative about the tremendous development opportunities 
they have killed off over a period of years? A city has to grow to survive, 
Newcastle is constantly strangled by a hand full of people , who despite 
endless surveys saying we want de 

building and 
development 

1 Council policies, plans and regulations.2 Real time details of events, 
developments.3 An open forum with question and answer section. 

building and 
development 

What is being done about Hunter Street and the Mall. 
 
Some fresh thinking is needed as the appearance is getting worse each year. 
Council should drop fees for 5 years for appropriate development in Hunter 
Street to encourage development. 

building and 
development 

Building extentions, requirments by council. How they are planing to promote 
Newcastle as a tourist destination, they could learn a lot from New Zealand. 

building and 
development New developments in the area 
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building and 
development 

Building developments, especially regarding the CBD and along the city 
beaches. 

building and 
development 

bee keeping restrictions 
 
planning restrictions, without having to pay money first - eg what restrictions 
are there on placing an awning over a window - how big, heavy, wide, etc 
and how can it be supported before a development application is required ie  

building and 
development 

Recycling,  
permits for minor building structure ie fences- should have less fee than other 
permits 
further development re buildings infrastructure and transport 

building and 
development DAs 
building and 
development 

tracking of progress of development applications should be available on the 
Council website. 

building and 
development Local DA's.  Beach and Foreshore development. 
building and 
development development 

building and 
development 

In relation to DA's approved by NCC, how does council deal with non-
compliance of conditions of consent? Is there a process which is followed 
and a time limit for compliance or does it just get filed in the "too hard 
basket"? 

building and 
development 

all. aged  care. transport changes, parking and parking meter changes,music 
festival involvement opportunitiesce opportunities,ideas, seminars, arts 
involvement and discussion,  workshops,performance opportunities, 
development proposals, discussions re ge 

building and 
development developments 
building and 
development 

significant development proposals and approvals council efficiencies steps to 
deal with derelict buildings cctv cameras to deter vandalism 

building and 
development 

planning issues. I should like a comprehensive list on website of all 
applications and approvals etc. Eg there has been a hideous development 
completed on our street and most of the residents were not given any notice 
of the application. We had to wait an 

building and 
development 

As a retiree, information that effects others in my position is most relevant.   
Others issues, include transport, free parking and building applications 
(pertaining to where I live). 

building and 
development 

Proposed development applications of/above a significant size or value -- eg. 
>$2Million. Perhaps these could have their own webpage link and would 
provide a ratepayer feedback online facility. 

building and 
development Developments. 
building and 
development building applications, procedures. 

building and 
development 

news that is relevant to me, I am newly married looking to buy locally and in 
the near future wanting to start a family - I want to know things that will affect 
me such as any local imporvements to services or new buildings being 
proposed, local education 

building and 
development 

I had difficulty when looking for development zones on the NCC web site and 
was directed to other websites and didn't get what i wanted. My question 
was, What is the development rules for zone 3A land??? no chance of getting 
this answer from the web sit 

building and How they make their development decisions 
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development 
building and 
development Online DA quotes 
building and 
development Why NCC allows overdevelopment on resisdential blocks. 
building and 
development Planning, zoning and development 

building and 
development 

Information on the upgrades to Newcastle and future upgrades ie the 
Newcastle train line and develops that will make this city more beautiful. Also 
information on how to dispose of dangerous substances ie oil, petrol properly. 
I've rung the council befor 

building and 
development 

Ongoing plans to "green' the city. More notice regarding DA's-especially 
those on or near the sensitive coastal strip. 

building and 
development Applications for development 
building and 
development 

Building developments 
Parks 

building and 
development 

Changes to zoning of suburbs. When major activities are scheduled. Parking 
situations in the city because at the moment I do not go into the city because 
of the parking problems. 

building and 
development Council land developments 
building and 
development 

Current development application decisions in my area. eg Surf House and 
Aldi development in Llewellyn St Merewether. 

building and 
development Developement applications, maintenance program for roads and parks. 
building and 
development Development applications etc. Local facilities. 

building and 
development 

development applications pending 
 
the process of waiting for decsions to be taken 

building and 
development 

Development applications.  Living in an inner city suburb, there are occasions 
where I feel we are being over developed and losing the character of our 
suburbs. 

building and 
development 

Development approval process.  Community events or perhaps links to other 
web sites with this information. 

building and 
development Development of our region, free entertainment, 
building and 
development development of public property 
building and 
development development proposals and entertainment and events 
building and 
development developments in town and things that they want to change 
building and 
development Developments, festivals and environmental initiatives. 
building and 
development General Council planning and progress 
building and 
development Have access to development applications on line. 

building and 
development 

I would like to know what restrictions apply to home 
improvements/maintenance (eg, carports, water tanks, fences etc.) through 
discussion with relevant desk staff before having to first submit an 
application/plan with a fee for a project they know will be 
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building and 
development 

infrastructure development, major commercial developments, council 
services. 

building and 
development 

INFRASTRUCTURE PLANS AND COMPLETION OF 'MISSING LINK' 
ROADS. 

building and 
development local planning 

building and 
development 

My main experience with wanting information has been to do with 
development applications. At the time I was unable to obtain the guidelines / 
control documents that council officers use in DA determinations etc. That 
was very frustrating 

building and 
development 

Progress of inner city & CBD master planning strategies & & progress & 
approvals of major development sites & infrastructure. 

building and 
development strategic planning, place based events, DA proposals, mapped DA approvals 
building and 
development The development of the city,selling of city assets,upcoming events. 
building and 
development 

Upcoming DAs for contentious development in my area. Free services. 
Children's services. Entertainment options 

building and 
development 

What does council control and what do state and Federal control.  I would like 
to be personally notified of a development adjacent to my property or would 
affect views, sun or sea-breezes. 

contact information 

what's happening in local neighbourhood. 
Council restructure - who does what. 
Best person to contact 

contact information 
1 Council policies, plans and regulations.2 Real time details of events, 
developments.3 An open forum with question and answer section. 

contact information 

What each Ward is getting from the rates paid. The waiting time on all 
community projects.How to get the 'correct' department on the first call to 
NCC. 

contact information 

1) current development or major works plans. 
2) Algorithm explaining steps to provide input and to whom.  eg who and how 
do I contact in council to give input on cycleways? Plus specifics like getting a 
DA for a house.  
3) Upcoming issues in council mee 

contact information  
contact information Contact details - who looks after what. 

contact information 

Develop a system with all the Managers to talk to one another. So they all 
know what is going on in each others departments. ITS CALLED 
NETWORKING 

contact information 

Future schedule for public park use by groups. Number of violations issued 
by rangers. Who is responsible for policing the no alcohol zones? Could we  
list names and shame parking violators? 

contact information 
I'd like to learn more about the new people in council who have taken on the 
Director roles. Plus what is happening with the Sustainability Report. 

contact information 

local events - dates, times etc 
all council facilities - dates available - opening times, and addresses 
Contact numbers of heads of departments - contact numbers 
Councilers and their contact details and what committees they are on 

contact information 
Possible contact with General Manager or Ward Aldermen when dissatisfied 
with Council Staff response to problems 

contact information the role of staff. department contacts by telephone or e-mail 
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contact information 

Where and who to contact for services and help. Expand the Pride of Place 
story, people seem to gravitate to this, explain what Pride of Place is. I have 
seen many small steps by this group gain great grounds. Find some more 
Lisa Scully's. We need more like her. 

contact information 

Which department looks after what to enable me to find the person I need to 
talk to without being passed around What's on - love knowing free things and 
fun things for the children and of course the big kids too 

contact information 

Who to speak to - often the biggest problem I have is not knowing the correct 
terminology or the right section in council to speak to about my enquiry. An 
easier to navigate website would help. I often give up and just ring up and 
most often the peron at  

Councillors 
Maybe a list of all the people or companies who have made donations to 
Councillors and how much they have donated. 

Councillors 

Original council meeting minutes. These should show motions and 
recommendations put to the meeting and the names of counsellors who vote 
for and against each one. 

Councillors qualifications of the current ward members 

Councillors 
I would like Councillors to be more accessible specifically the Lord Mayor and 
Senior Officers. 

Councillors 
Names of council members who vote on controversial issues. Hands up...... 
for and against. 

Councillors 
What councillors are doing in private workshops and  access to info in 
councilor briefings. 

Councillors matters being put before Council at the current time 
Councillors How each individual Councillor voted on all decisions at Council meetings. 
councillors The Councillors 
councillors Council performance. 
councillors local activities and infrastructure works in my neighbourhood 
councillors recycling, how to contact our representative on council 

councillors 

I would like to know just what the councillors do and how they perform. Was a 
councillor for 9 years, and to me, they are all unapproachable and it appears 
the officers of the Council make the decisions 

councillors 
A summary of Council meetings and topics discussed that may influence me 
as a rate payer. 

councillors All council meeting decisions 

councillors 

As an employee I have a good knowledge of council information and 
services, however, I have never attended a Council meeting so my only 
knowledge of how the elected council conducts meetings and their processes 
is from the council website. 

councillors 
council meeting topics,prior to meetings,and resolutions post. Available 
services.suggested changes 

councillors 
Council meetings. What is going to happen in individual wards - what work is 
to be done and when. 

councillors 
Events, opening times of Council facilities, workshops, issues Councillors are 
debating. 

councillors 

How to access information freely. Monthly list of what's on. What is up for 
discussion at Council meetings so can attend for things of personal 
importance. 

councillors 

I would like to know Council's decisions from Council meetings though 
perhaps this is already on the web site. Also a diary of what is coming up 
though this is on the web-site too? 

councillors I would like to know if the Lord Mayor is available for appointments etc 
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councillors 

I would like to know who my ward representatives are as I have no contact 
from them or with them since the last council elections. A contact for them 
would be very helpful. 

councillors 

It would be good to learn more about what committees are sitting and the 
issues tabled in those committees.  Town planning issues, development 
issues and future planning for the Newcastle region. 

councillors 
Items/agenda to be discussed at meetings and progress on matters 
previously mentioned 

councillors 

SUMMARY OF MATTERS DISCUSSED AT MEETINGS WITH 
INFORMATION WHERE TO GET MORE DETAILED INFORMATION IF 
THIS IS RELEVANT 

councillors 
The role and activities of the Consultative Committees including current 
agenda items, progress and outcomes. 

councillors The salaries that the Council members recieve 
councillors What is on the agenda? What is council talking about in their meetings? 
councillors What the business paper is for council discussion before their meeting 
current works infrasrtcure eg cycleways 

current works 
on the ground services eg road resurfacing, tree trimming, parks 
maintenence etc 

current works 
Council works program - what new council works are happening, where and 
when and why 

current works Council cleanup and services 
current works Street tree planting program 

current works 
What developments are coming up, where council rates are being spent, 
where work is being done and planned. 

current works road maintance activities - road works; how the rates are used - more details 

current works 
How rates are bing expended in each Ward, on roads, service outlets and 
community enhancement. 

current works Forward plan of works in an easily searchable format 

current works 

the Timetable of Street cleaning with the sweeper trucks and the individual 
men walking around and how efficient each is. How does Council supervise 
its contractors doing park work?  The supervision of National Park and how 
leasees(?) of that Park are man 

current works 
Activities / work in our local (ward) area. Council minutes delivered to our 
email. 

current works Local issues by Ward area. 
current works operational side 
current works works and proposed works 

current works 

Notifications of council public works. Listings of council infrastructure 
including parks, play equipment, public toilets, community buildings that are 
available for community use/ booking. 

current works 

whats happening in my ward, ie roadworks, stormwater drains being 
repaired, why delays of years take place to fix broken facilities, eg roadway 
near south Newcastle beach, surf house, run down buildings in Hunter Street, 
improvements in conducting council 

current works How Council can help to beautify the suburb that I live in. 
current works work being carried out on maintenance of council property. 
current works I would like to know their program on completing jobs in the community 
current works Forward assets. works program. listings 

current works 

Tree management and Council's responsibility/liability for footpath trees 
concerning nearby property. Council street/gutter cleaning (motorised) 
schedules. 
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current works What is happening in my suburb 

current works 
General, correct and up to date information regarding activities and proposed 
works to be performed in local area. 

current works Information for this area. A chance to give a view such as we had at the ... 

current works 
Changes at sporting and recreational facilities; up-coming cultural events; 
relevant road works/changes 

current works 
The regular clearing of fire hazardous undergrowth from Council property at 
the rear of our home. 

current works 

local history art promotions township building additions agenda for council 
meetings changes made by council in surrounding suburbia repairs and 
maintenance of council buildings 

current works 
the services that the council is responsible for, intended changes to MY 
LOCAL area. 

current works 
Road works and funding alloted to whom and why (eg name of organisation 
and its purpose). 

current works How to chase up things like footpaths being put in, proposed DA's,, 

current works 
Street planting/ cleaning as often painful experience dealing with these 
departments - telephone on-hold, tardy responses 

current works Services specific to local residents 

current works 

1) current development or major works plans. 
 
2) Algorithm explaining steps to provide input and to whom.  eg who and how 
do I contact in council to give input on cycleways? Plus specifics like getting a 
DA for a house.  
 
3) Upcoming issues in council mee 

current works 

1. How the restructuring of the organisation is affecting the operations of 
Council and the morale of the organisation. 
2. How the public right to know is being impacted by the changes to the NSW 
Planning Legislation. 
3. What emphasis is being given   

current works aCTIONS ON CRIME AND DISORDER 

current works 

Basically, communicate what is going on. Why are certain things 
(Merewether Surf House for example) taking so long. What are we doing to 
stop Newcastle CBD looking like a ghost town! Think of people who come in 
to visit Newcastle on ships etc, what would  

current works 
Council meetings. What is going to happen in individual wards - what work is 
to be done and when. 

current works Current projects Funding allocation Free Services Up and coming events 

current works 
Decisions made at Council meetings, changes in services, future plans and 
proposed work 

current works 

Exhibitions/issues/proposed events etc that are relevant to my Ward 
especially. Things that the local community should be aware ranging from 
such things as developments to entertainment etc 

current works 

How does Council determine where work is to be carried out eg the clearing 
of weeds and rubbish.  An example would be the area leading up to and after 
the railway bridge adjacent to the Tech at Mayfield 

current works how to get more trees planted in my street 
current works Local matters in ratepayers Ward. 
current works Programs they are running in my neck of the woods (Eastern suburbs!) 
current works Projects that are underway by Council officers 
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current works 

Road changes ... things in pipeline (ie I live on Gordon Ave and would like to 
know if the main road will one day be going past my house) .... I dont like 
things being sprung on us. Also say parking meters in Hamilton which would 
also affect me. Also rece 

current works Road works near my house 

current works 
Specific progress with plans and projects eg expected completion/stage 
dates 

current works Things the council does 

current works 
upgrades to our parks, sporting fields and childrens play areas. Roads and 
footpaths that need and have had attention. 

current works what is happening about my local area 
current works What is happening in my area , that perhaps things we can be involved with, 

current works 
What they plan to do in Ward 2 and when will they reopen access to Railway 
St from Glebe Rd traffic lights intersection. 

current works whats happening in the city 
current works Works schedules,DA's, Council Internal expenditure, position salaries. 

events 

like more advice about weekend functions like surfeast that is made public 
well in advance of the event---notification on fridays of an event being held on 
sat or sunday is too short notice 

events Entertainment freebies 

events 

Green and Household Renovation Waste Collection Days. 
Weekend City Parking arrangements. 
Council sponsored cultural events. 

events 
Activities council runs or supports, opportunities to contribute to development 
ideas, 

events event & festivals 

events 

Livesites and events - I know they are on but never see any information what 
they are 
environmental services- I have heard that council have a green loans 
program for smart electricity meter etc, but only through word of mouth 

events 
Free or low costentertainment eg live sites as well as informative, educationel 
activities. 

events 

Activities around Newcastle eg, children's workshops, community activities, 
green issues, public notices, cycling , walking activities, markets (specific 
dates & venues) 

events 
Planned community activities ("what's on"), other inititives impacting 
community 

events Stuff that is happening. Community activities. Services that help families. 
events Events; delivery of committed projects and programs 

events 
Events and activities happenign around Newcastle - more abotu community 
activities 

events Markets and other cultural events 
events local events. 
events live sites, activities for families 
events Community activities. 

events 
If something special is going on would like an e mail to check council web site 
for specific details 

events Single's activities 
events FREE FAMILY ACTIVITIES IE LIVE SITES 
events Free events and community events. 
events local activities 
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events 

enviro news 
socal activities 
workshops 

events 
Activities in local community and how councils supports local community 
services such as luibraries, Blackbutt , teh community greening centre 

events environmental works, community activities. 

events 

all. aged  care. transport changes, parking and parking meter changes,music 
festival involvement opportunitiesce opportunities,ideas, seminars, arts 
involvement and discussion,  workshops,performance opportunities, 
development proposals, discussions re ge 

events new services and upcoming events 

events 
BLACKBUTT RESERVE. SAFE WALKING TRACKS AND CYCLE WAYS. 
COUNCIL ENTERTAINMENT VENUES. MARKETS AND LOCAL FARES 

events Special events. Facilities that we might not be aware of 
events Events 
events Community support activities of the council 
events Local events and happenings. Building planning and environmental aspects. 

events 
Recyling, up to date decision making, events, where my money is being 
spent 

events what services are being provided what events are coming up 
events I would like to know about kids activities that are on. 
events events and services that council runs or sponsors 
events events 

events 

* What's on in the city? 
 
* The redevelopment of Newcastle. What is Council doing to aid the process? 

events activities 

events 
activities and family outings. Also up grading of shops, roads,parks and when 
they are expected to be open, as I only find out by word os mouth. 

events all activities 
events community events & festivals, things to do in newcastle 

events 

Community events. Council clean up days (e-waste etc) 
 
Events at Blackbutt Reserve 

events 
community events.  sustainability events and hints, neighbourhood based 
activities 

events Community gatherings, developments and business trends / movements. 

events Current projects Funding allocation Free Services Up and coming events 

events 

Entertainment, galleries, theatre and live sites 
 
Development plans 

events Events 

events 

events - community events, family events, festivals, art/photography 
exhibitions, environmental events. also development/repair of certain 
historical sites and tourism progression 

events Events and activities. 
events Events and services 
events Events in Newcastle 
events Events in Newcastle eg the truck show and mattara 
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events 
Events management and funding. What council can do to help fund/organise 
community events. To find out how best to get support for creative ideas. 

events events that are happening. services 

events 
events that are happening. 
Major developments 

events 
Events that the council puts on or partly sponsors 
Venues (such as The Loft) that the council funds. 

events events, community meetings 
events events, council committees 
events events, DA approval and processes 
events events, development applications, rezonings, community engagement 

events 

Events, eg Live Sites etc, landcare eg selection & care of suitable plants 
(street trees etc), clean up days, eg electronics & chemicals, community 
services. 

events events, meetings, propsed change, DA's near me, childcare, traffic 

events 
Events, opening times of Council facilities, workshops, issues Councillors are 
debating. 

events Events, sustainability initiatives, plans for cbd and art gallery. 

events 
Events, tourism opportunities, what newcastle is doing about tourism, what 
newcastle is doing about improving the city 

events events,markets, roadworks, community changes being made 
events Events/entertainment 

events 

Family activities. 
 
PLans to redevelop the CBD (I am unable to attend meetings) 

events 

Family and recreational activities available, the conflict of interests and 
investments and receipting of donations/gifts etc to councillors.  Rees has 
announced that donations by developers would be banned to state parties 
there should be similar account 

events Free Events, activites for children 
events Free, live family entertainment 
events Holiday Activaties 

events 

How to access information freely. Monthly list of what's on. What is up for 
discussion at Council meetings so can attend for things of personal 
importance. 

events 

I find local events such as livesites important and often don't get enough 
information about these - rely on friends to tell me. 
 
Community Greening Centre and volunteering such as at Blackbutt are great 
and need to be promoted more - a quarterly newslett 

events Local community activities. Business opportunitys within our community. 

events 

local events - dates, times etc 
all council facilities - dates available - opening times, and addresses 
Contact numbers of heads of departments - contact numbers 
Councilers and their contact details and what committees they are on 

events local events development applications 

events 
The free activies that are on around the town. also the important decision the 
council makes eg re opening the mall. 

events the things happening in my town, and the local business's 
events times of gallery, blackbutt, summerhill, fort scratchly. Possible fridge magnet 

events 
Upcoming DAs for contentious development in my area. Free services. 
Children's services. Entertainment options 

events Upcoming events. City improvement programs 
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events 
What's on, where its at, what facilities will be available there.  Apart from 'Live 
Sites' a lot of activities are only given a rough outline. 

events 
Youth activities and facilities 
Free activities for local residents i.e. livesites 

future plans What proposals are coming up. 

future plans 
What developments are coming up, where council rates are being spent, 
where work is being done and planned. 

future plans 
Efforts to enhance the foreshore/nobbys/newcastle beach area - i.e. safety 
and deindustrialization/beautification 

future plans long term planning 

future plans 
Progress with beautification of CBD. Strategies for addressing climate 
change 

future plans What is the 5 - 10 - 20 year plan? 
future plans Planning 

future plans 
Building extentions, requirments by council. How they are planing to promote 
Newcastle as a tourist destination, they could learn a lot from New Zealand. 

future plans 
Future plans that the council has for the city centre, museum updates, 
environmental education 

future plans What you have achieved and what is planned 

future plans 

The future of the city. I have a new born child and enjoy living and working in 
Newcastle, however I am dissapointed to bring my friends from Sydney here 
given the urban decay of the city. Newcastle has so much potential that is 
just being acknowledged. G 

future plans Upgrading the derelict buildings and retaining the rail line (light rail) 

future plans 
Updates to changes Updates to things that are being considered for change, 
in case I want to have some input 

future plans every thing that is happening 
future plans nothing in particular.  Primarily: how to get things done when needed 
future plans Planning and development 
future plans budget planning details 

future plans 
About rebuilding inner city, keeping the rail line and to do something about 
Adamstown gates. 

future plans Future plans for Newcastle CBD as currently hypothetical nothing concrete. 
future plans future ideas 

future plans 
Plans for area, Proposed mantenace work for area, Future planning 
considerations, 

future plans 

Exactly what is happening to our assets ,council buildings ,Hunter street 
P.O., Surf House Newcastle Bowling Club ,Palaise site Empire Hotel site 
Belvue Hotel Site ????? 

future plans 

what is being done to renew the city - the disused post office building and the 
empty shops along Hunter street is a disgrace and its obviously been like this 
for years. I have only recently moved to Newcastle and find this aspect of life 
very disconcerti 

future plans Planning 

future plans 

long term development and zoning ethos of the council - is the council aiming 
for high density housing to chase rate income, or are they interested in 
maintaining low density residential. before all the high density works are 
down (eg inner city) are they 

future plans Planned infrastructure timetable 
future plans Planned infrastructure, proposed developments and amenities 

future plans 

* What's on in the city? 
 
* The redevelopment of Newcastle. What is Council doing to aid the process? 
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future plans 

1)planning - both overall & for specific major projects 
2)who is responsibel for what, and how to reach that person/section quickly 
and easily 

future plans 10 year plan ......furture for Newcastle 

future plans 

Am interested in strategic long term planning in Newcastle e.g. attended a 
historical seminar with some previous town planners - that told me that 
Newcastle had a definite north-south and East-west corridor. I saw such a 
comment as indicative that Newcast 

future plans Cleaning up and revitalising the city. Wallsend to Glendale walk/cycleway 

future plans 

Community consultation outcomes - most issues seem to have a pre-
determined outcome already decided upon.  The community consultation 
process appears to be a ticking the right boxes exercise by council officers as 
required by local govt laws. 

future plans 

Councils visions, aims & supporting protocols for the regions Aboriginal 
"cultural business" placement in Council operations & dealings, as well as its 
broader interest in developing & nurturing new & present businesses, the 
arts, sciences, & the local /  

future plans 
Events, tourism opportunities, what newcastle is doing about tourism, what 
newcastle is doing about improving the city 

future plans 
Family activities. 
PLans to redevelop the CBD (I am unable to attend meetings) 

future plans FIX OUR CBD 
future plans forward programs for infrastructure improvements 
future plans Future major developments 
future plans Future plans 
future plans Future strategy / planning. Events. 
future plans gutting red tape on develoments in newcastle. cutting the rail line into the city. 
future plans Hunter Street improvements 

future plans 
I would like to find more specific information on future plans for the city and 
suburbs and the status of the planning at the time of printing 

future plans 
Immideate and short term plans for the development of Newcastle as a 
commercial and business centre. 

future plans 
Information on what the "Council's plans" are, rather than reading the latest ill 
informed ideas of a lunatic fringe elected official. 

future plans Infrastucture programs/intentions.  Support for evetns like ride to work day. 

future plans 
Long term initiatives that address important things like rising sea levels, 
urban sprawl, building community not just buildings. 

future plans Long term planning 

future plans 
Major projects. Visions for the future of the city. How will the city centre be 
revitalised? 

future plans 
major proposed debelopments for Newcastle or commercial development 
approvals in my area 

future plans meetings/info relevant to 2300 

future plans 

minutes of meetings, proposals eg the soon to be DESTROYED 
INFRASTRUCE regarding the railway line into the city and why some moron 
allowed cars to drive through the mall. The reasons for that is enough to 
make me wonder at the competence of some members 

future plans 
Overall and specific plans for the future of the CBD as well as the plans for 
the railway tracks in the CBD area 

future plans 

parking issues, what is happening, why is nothing being done to make this 
city a goer again, very depressing to us and visitors, public transport 
improvements agenda should be of concern to council, forget sydney lets us 
create local environment enhanceme 
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future plans planned infrastructure 
future plans Planning of the CBD. 
future plans plans for changes to and work on coastal and recreational facilities 

future plans 
Plans for Honeysuckle and other over-developments, council special services 
such as collction of out-dated computer parts and whtegoods, etc. 

future plans 

Plans for making the city and its community hubs more desirable to live in, 
places that offer people of all ages and backgrounds a place they can enjoy 
gathering at and meeting together. 

future plans 
Plans to improve suburb streets through traffic calming and street nature strip 
planting. 

future plans 
Progress on City/regional development & growth Council services such as 
waste/ewaste collection & disposal 

future plans 

Progress with fixing up our city... being in the tourist sector our guests are 
extremely outspoken in regard to derelict state of Hunter street and the Mall.   
It is Newcastle's shame. 

future plans Progress with Hunter Street upgrade. 

future plans 
short mid and long term plans and proposed actions and initiatives that affect 
the city 

future plans 

short, medium and long term planning prior to it being approved, also need to 
involve community members in the decision making, it does not appear to be 
a very democratic council with Tate seeming to make unilateral decisions 

future plans 
Strategic planning, for roads and info structure etc. A years cleaning pick up 
dates. Zoning changes 

future plans 

We are interested in timetable of events & activities in the city, upgrading 
projects, proposed & approved developments, plans for revitalising the city, 
e.g. the Mall 

future plans 

What council are doing about 'fixing the city'!!!! Enough is enough - get it 
sorted as it's a joke and embarrassment. Any major developments in the area 
that would effect my family. 

future plans 

What is council doing and what services/pick ups/other options for and about 
global warming. This would cover issues like changing the structure of the 
current land fill and recycable pick ups to include green waste (more frequent 
recycable pick ups) - a  

future plans 

What is going on in all of Newcastle not just the DEAD end. Where the 
combination of bad decision after bad decision has dragged Newcastle into 
being compared to some towns in NSW where crime rate & neglect have 
spoilt them. 

future plans 

What is happening regarding the re-development of the city area.  And the 
bigger picture of the growing residential area around Islington, Wickham.   
And what control has the Council over the Developer.  Also what is the 
support for the Heritage and Natio 

future plans what is happening to the cbd 
future plans what is happing in the cbd and stounding area 
future plans What is planned for our city 

future plans 

What property developments are happening. 
 
What are future plans for Newcastle. 

future plans 
What proposals the council has for future development and upgrades in the 
CBD and beaches 

future plans 

When the hell are you going to get rid of the railway in Newcastle city, do 
something about the poor condition of Newcastle city and provide more 
parking in Honeysuckle and Newcastle City. I want to know! 
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future plans 

With regards to Newcastle Herald article 'Think Big’ H2 7/11/09 pp.6-7) I 
would like to know more about 1. pocket parks. 2. Has asset management for 
NCC come to mean selling our community assets to developers? If so, could 
we have a list of what you plan  

more Entire system should be available to study. 
more What they are doing about things that are important to me. 
more everything 
more Overall general information. 
more More information in local papers. 

more 
Less consideration to website and electronic communication as there is a lot 
of residents who do not and cannot have availability of access. 

more alot of things 
more Any information about council activity is useful 

more 
Any information which is relevant to us - at times we are unaware of things 
that will impact on us until they happen. 

more 

Anything that affects me and my family.  DA in the area, road changes, 
garbage collection policy, library changes etc. etc. etc. and also anything the 
council is doing to improve recreational facilities (special interest in 
Kooragang Wetland Rehabilitatio 

more 
Anything that will affect my property and use of the foreshore, parking, 
activities 

more Changes to community 
more Council should proactively decide what is important for residents to know. 

more Councils news and opinions on local issues. More info about current issues.. 
more criteria forefilled 

more 
Difficult, I think a general "what we do and what we *can* do" in a brochure or 
newsletter, made available in public places... I'd pick it up and read it. 

more Don't know what I don't know about! 
more Don't really know enough about what goes on. 

more 

Every rate payer needs easy access to information via the net, I am a busy 
person so 90% of the information i receive is from local radio, TV or word of 
mouth. P.S. I watch FOX TV which means i don't get much local info from the 
local TV. 

more everything the counsel has to offer 
more I don't know what I don't know 

more 

I would like all council information to be more specific and more available in a 
relevant and meaningful context. Much of the information doesn't really say 
much - some would call it propaganda. For instance I was looking for 
information on the website ab 

more I would like to learn more about all council information. 
more information is probably all on the web site but needs to be easy to find 

more 
Issues that relate to my local area and general information that involves how 
the council is interacting with community. 

more 

It seems whenever I do need some information and go to the council website 
that it is so cluttered and congested that I give up because I cannot locate the 
information I seek. 

more Just being informed & included in local matters. 

more 
Just how to access things.  Sometime when I've gone looking it is hard to 
extract the specific information I am after. 

more 
just what is happening overall concepts and information that the Council is 
engaging 

more Matters of general interest and also for to rate payers. Transport. 
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more more detai;ed information; bullettin. Not PR type fluff 
more Most things to be honest 
more Strategic issues about city and its growth; Council responses to these issues. 

more 

The items that directly affect the public, not council bickering but cold hard 
facts that people might need to know. Main points first in fact form then all the 
more triviel and less important items. So if I have time I can see issues at a 
glance, if I ha 

more 

There is no one area I know in advance I would like  to know more about. So 
a  regular digital newsletter would allow me to stay informed about the issues 
I care about, and learn about issues I come across. 

more Totally depends on relevant issue at the time. 

more 

What a bad question. You are making the assumption that I know what 
information is available. However, as the council is suppose to represent the 
people of Newcastle. I suggest an open government with all council 
information made available. 

none further Happy with web 
none further happy as it is 

none further 
As time passes I am less interested in what council does.  Most of it is too 
depressing 

none further Council is already as informative as I wish. 
none further There is nothing more that I need to know at this point in time. 

none further 

This varies according to what I'm interested in at the time. I also get good 
information through the Labor Party Stockton Branch from our Ward 1 
councillor 

none further 
no particular issue - if i want to find out more about something, as a Council 
employee, I can just ask 

none further 

The Newcastle Voice program - when I signed up I thought it would be 
interesting to be a aprt of but instead I just feel as though I have been 
inundated with material, offers for consulatation meetings, workshops, survey 
etc.  These are all very time cons 

none further 
No opinion as yet, I have only just recently moved to Newcastle, but am very 
interested in the City in general. 

none further 
I seem to be able to find out the information that I need. All I have to do is 
look. 

none further 
nothing specific.I think it would be great if there was an open forum 
somewhere online where people could contribute ideas. 

none further nil extra at this time 
none further At the moment I have not any pressing problems with the council. 

none further 

Do not want to harp on the subject. I have already made my comments quite 
clear and this is what matters most to me as a resident in inner city 
Newcastle. Thank you. 

none further Enough information for me already 

none further 
I am satisfied that I have accessed the information I require from existing 
sources. 

none further I can access all information I need. 
none further i personally have better than average ability to obtain any information i want 

none further 

I would like to be better informed about general and ongoing issues. I attend 
council meetings when there is a topic / public voice that interests me. 
Currently I have no major issues with  council operations. 

none further None particulalrly 
none further Not sure 
none further nothing at the moment 
none further nothing in particular 
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none further Nothing in particular 

none further 
Nothing in particular or at the moment. However, I need to know that I can 
get information when I need it, hence an up to date website 

none further nothing specific at present 
none further Nothing specific at this time. 
none further web sites are fine if you have a computer 

policy and regulations 
1 Council policies, plans and regulations.2 Real time details of events, 
developments.3 An open forum with question and answer section. 

policy and regulations Policy and rate changes and alliances with Industry 

policy and regulations 

1. How the restructuring of the organisation is affecting the operations of 
Council and the morale of the organisation. 
 
2. How the public right to know is being impacted by the changes to the NSW 
Planning Legislation. 
 
3. What emphasis is being given to  

policy and regulations 
Code of conduct,  meeting practice and accountability and transparency of 
decision making 

policy and regulations 

Family and recreational activities available, the conflict of interests and 
investments and receipting of donations/gifts etc to councillors.  Rees has 
announced that donations by developers would be banned to state parties 
there should be similar account 

policy and regulations 

Generally I go looking for what rules are with regard to something to do with 
house / property e.g. gardens, noise, fencing, etc. Or if I need to make a 
complaint it would be good to be able to address it to a particular position 
rather then just a generi 

policy and regulations 

Hard to say, a lot of issues seem to cross between the council and state 
jurisdictions of responsibility that seem to concern me the most. 
 
Guess I dislike the inefficient 3 tier system of governance and would like it if 
we could just get rid of all state 

policy and regulations 

I'm becoming aware of the complexity of Council, its role, challenges and 
limitations. A brief on how Council works (is something already available?), 
the role and power of the Mayor and the Councillors (is anyone game to be 
so honest?)may be useful as wo 

policy and regulations 

interested to know what Council is doing and the decisions it is making. Not 
impressed by the recent Code of Conduct which acts to gag Councillors from 
informing the community about issues we think are relevant. It is good to hear 
about the activities and 

policy and regulations 

It would be handy to see Council's regulations explained in simple terms, 
briefly on the web, or in newspaper, a little at a time e.g. pollution regulations, 
companion animal, food regs, building regs, parking etc.    
 
I think it would be also good to hav 

policy and regulations Policy direction 
services bulk waste collections, library hours 
services services 
services roads, parks, 
services services 
services Changes to Council services and facilities 

services 

Changes to recycling services well before they occur. Proposed changes to 
built environments potentially impacting on heritage and local residents' 
amenity. Council initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. 
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services 

Green and Household Renovation Waste Collection Days. 
Weekend City Parking arrangements. 
Council sponsored cultural events. 

services Visiting and website 
services Community forms 

services 

Parks for children, RSPCA and all the people who are helping animals. What 
the Councils decisions were made and where the Council is spending the 
money. 

services 
waste disposal;green kerbside pickups;recycling;cleaning of footpaths and 
gutters 

services 

At this time I am overloaded with motherhood and children and limited in time 
I can spend learning about anything!  Perhaps volunteering with things and 
the Community Greening Centre, Blackbutt etc. 

services Recycling collections, exhibitions, events, planning 

services 
Free services available to the community.  Quite often it's not me that would 
benefit, but elderly neighbours and locals. 

services Green Pick up and well as paints batteries etc 

services 
Where money is spent and why. Where to dump specific goods and when - 
last electronic dump was really good. 

services 
Activities - eco rubbish pickup, etc computers, batteries, electrical. Ward 
meetings. 

services development, rates, services 

services 

about the swimming pools and family activaties that everyone can enjoy that 
is not just in newcastle cbd and close to there. have more activities in 
surrounding areas 

services 

Notifications of council public works. Listings of council infrastructure 
including parks, play equipment, public toilets, community buildings that are 
available for community use/ booking. 

services services 
services Services available, events in the newcastle area, recycling 
services beach assets 
services I think The Loft should have its own website 
services Services, Contact Information, Events, Venues & Places of interest 
services when roads are to be closed around beaches and access 
services garbage and recycling services, electronic and large waste pickups. 

services Services 
services What the Council offers for young people (youth, young adults) 

services 
services available (when and where, changes to, etc,)progress reports on 
council projects, 

services Garbage not always collected regularly in street homes. 
services council pick ups.displays and shows on council property 
services Cycleways and green rubbish disposal. Family entertainment. 
services Waste disposal especially ewaste 
services facilities ie picnic areas, resources, future planning, housing compliancy 

services 

all. aged  care. transport changes, parking and parking meter changes,music 
festival involvement opportunitiesce opportunities,ideas, seminars, arts 
involvement and discussion,  workshops,performance opportunities, 
development proposals, discussions re ge 
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services 

BLACKBUTT RESERVE 
SAFE WALKING TRACKS AND CYCLE WAYS 
COUNCIL ENTERTAINMENT VENUES 
MARKETS AND LOCAL FARES 

services Inner city parking 

services all services offered by council and  Recycling opportunities. 
services All services, particularly around environmental issues and community events 

services 

Anything that is important in the suburbs, up coming events, voluntary works 
and improvements, animal and pet information and advice, where to access 
help in particular areas, classes that are run during the day and not at night 
for self improvement and t 

services Anything to help pensioners. 

services 
Are there regulations re the hours garbage trucks can operate - re noise 
pollution at 5.36am!  If not - what can be done about it? 

services available resources 
services Changes to services when in planning stages 

services 
collection services, what is being done about Blackbutt, playgrounds and 
parks, library hours and services 

services community activities. clean up information 

services 
Community activities, green waste and other waste pick up days,community 
greening centre and its facilities. 

services Community activities, planning decisions, policy changes 
services conservation and sustainability issues 
services Council cleanup days and recycling drop-off venues 
services Council expenditure on items such as cat licence fees 

services 
council meeting topics,prior to meetings,and resolutions post. Available 
services.suggested changes 

services 

Council Services for specific groups such as  
Youth facilitiues & services 
Sport facilitiues & services 
Facilities and charges 
Aged facilitiues & services 

services Current projects Funding allocation Free Services Up and coming events 

services 

Decisions made in council meetings that impact on the community. Changes 
and improvements being made in the city for the well being of community. 
Success of council in getting State and Federal funding for local projects. 

services Disposal of batteries, electronic waste, and paint. 
services Disposal of specialised waste eg chemical, electronic, batteries. 
services E Waste collections 

services 
Environmental Education services provided on the ground to schools and 
within the community 

services 
Environmental issues, services, local issues and work affecting the local 
community,complaints, Community meetings to interact with Council 

services 
existing community groups for social, sporting, volunteering building 
regulation information council initiatives under discussion 

services Free green and bulk pick-ups. 

services 

green and waste cleanups (possibility of green garbage bin hint hint) 
 
info on companion animal services 
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services 
How council is dealing with the vast increase in the number of dogs and the 
impact of their noise on the community. 

services 
How councils supports the community, grants available and events that 
council is involved in. 

services 

How to get council to fix pot holes, install signs and police breaches. We 
need council to return to core business which roads, rubbish and rules 
enforcement. 

services How to get help with problems regarding open space usage. 
services How to get involved in different programs and have more of a say in council. 
services how to recycle all types of material 
services hunter street mall   fort scratchly  blackbutt reserve 

services 
I find it difficult to access library information on the website - it is not user 
friendly 

services 
I would like to continue getting information in the 2 specific voluntary 
organisations that I am involved with, that are basically Council orientated. 

services 

I'd like to see webcasts of council meetings (including stored videos of past 
meetings). I'd like a much better website retrieval system for archived 
minutes and agendas (the current system is appalling for this). I'd like a vastly 
improved search en 

services 
Important matters from Council meetings.The good job council does with the 
art gallery, cultural and specific events - I think the A-Z would help here. 

services info regarding residential issues 

services 

Information on the upgrades to Newcastle and future upgrades ie the 
Newcastle train line and develops that will make this city more beautiful. Also 
information on how to dispose of dangerous substances ie oil, petrol properly. 
I've rung the council befor 

services 
It really depends on what I am doing at the time, at this time not much. At 
times I may need information on waste disposal, parks or events. 

services 

local history art promotions township building additions agenda for council 
meetings changes made by council in surrounding suburbia repairs and 
maintenance of council buildings 

services Local parking 
services More detail on what materials are re-cyclable. 
services more info on servcies in my local area 
services More service information but then the current Website is quite helpful 
services More tourist information 
services neighbours rights to do with noise fences trees etc 
services Noise complaints. Recycling. 
services NRM goals 

services 

Often the type of info I want depends on my activities at the time, e.g. if I 
need to submit a DA.  However, it would be useful to know times of FUTURE 
green / bulk / electronic waste pick ups so that I can plan ahead 

services 

opening times for libraries/art galleries 
 
waste management pick up dates for collection of household rubbish and 
green waste. 

services 

overall services it provides. I have found the council quite hard to get details 
from. Where i have lived previously even provided a magnet with garbage 
pick up dates and recycling information - those things make a huge difference 

services Parks and Gardens Street Seating  The Newcastle Railway future 
services Planting of street trees 
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services 

Progress on the action on recommendations contained in commissioned 
reports to NCC. 
NCC arts, cultural and cultural development programs, policies and grants. 
Detailed information re: community consultation methods, analysis, 
evaluation and outcomes. 

services Provision of services 
services public benefit projects, youth support initiatives, strategic planning 

services 
Public events and exhibitions, more information about recycling options and 
greenwaste. 

services recreational activities 

services 

Recycling - exactly what we can recycle and how clean it needs to be.  
People in our area are still putting rubbish in their recycling bins.  Also what 
are we supposed to do with broken energy-saving light bulbs? 

services 
recycling places.  times of kerbside pickups in the future. costs of 
infrastructure maintenance so we can see where the money goes. 

services 
Recycling services, in particular for chemicals, old clothes (rags), update on 
building work in Newcastle, council initiatives on sustainable living 

services recycling. environmental. childrens activities. community events/activities 

services 

recycling, fridge magnets, yes / no on items..getting rate payers to adopt care 
of local suburb parks and gardens, land fenced and set aside for community 
vegie gardens, especially for the elderly to socialise. 
 
 list sent to all households on what suburb 

services recycling, how to contact our representative on council 

services 
Recyling, up to date decision making, events, where my money is being 
spent 

services 
Resident services - things I can tap into or use - recent example - mulcher for 
hire or mulching service available for schools? 

services 

Safe sustainable communities. Active transport bike/walk. Push-bike fixing, 
push-bike traffic skills. Push-bike RULES for the painted bike pictures on the 
roads!  No-one knows about haw to use them (except <1%). Unsign-posted 
"bike picture lanes" a 

services 
Service and facilities available, upcoming events and displays. General 
information about projects underway. 

services 

Service dates and times clearly provided for each area. 
 
Very much disapprove of Council meeting in secret so that deliberations 
cannot be published . 

services Services and events. 
services Services available 
services services available 

services 

Services available & timiframes - eg council pick ups 
 
laymans explanation of what Council does & priorities - i.e why some 
sportsfields appear to get extensive council maintenance and others get 
none/little - who decides? 

services 
services being offered in library and art gallery and any upgrades in parks 
and play grounds 

services 

Services in my area and bigger picture concepts for the future of my area 
(inner city) ways in which I can be involved in shaping the future of the city. 
Would like to hear about more action less talk. 

services 
services provided and plans.  Other questions are adhoc and need help 
finding the right information. 
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services 
Services provided and what Dept. they have. So you have an idea which 
area of council you may wish to contact 

services Services provided by Council 
services services to residents and events 

services 

services 
changes to services 
planning updates 
development applications 
cultural initiatives e.g. Live Sites 

services Services, events, plans for the Newcastle area 

services 

Sometimes I need to find out about kids holiday activities, and sometimes 
obtaining tree lopping approval, and the correct up-to-date information on 
what to do/what is available is a priority. Otherwise, asking Council officers in 
person is best when I kn 

services 
Specific information about council services - what they provide - how to 
contact etc - information about pensioner concessions 

services 
Strategic planning, for roads and info structure etc. A years cleaning pick up 
dates. Zoning changes 

services 

Tell the public about things that really matter to struggling families and 
pensioners  -  e.g. are you really planning to introduce paid parking at 
beaches, suburban local shoppinmg streets, Blackbutt etc.? 

services The services available and when. The entertainment provided by the council. 

services 
transport in the city ( I have some good ideas) also greening more footpaths, 
for every tree that is removed for any reason 3 should be replaced. 

services Water sports 
services What library hours are etc. 
services what resources are around 
services what services are being provided what events are coming up 
services What they are doing to improve or change local services 

services 

What's going on with the service reviews, particularly waste management. 
 
What has been the cost of all the recent redundancy payments to staff? 

services 

whats on in newcastle: events etchousehold services: greening centre 
activities, sustainable living 
 
council facilities: parks, pools, walking tracks, bike tracks, libraries etc 
 
decisions being made in council parking permits for residents 

services 
where & when to drop off different rubbish that can't be left at council 
dumps... paint, oils, electronic equipment, etc. 

services where to leave this such as computer monitors etc that is free 

services 

Where and who to contact for services and help. expand the Pride of Place 
story, people seem to gravitade to this, erxplain what Pride of Place is.I have 
seen many small steps by this group gain great grounds. Find some more 
Lisa Scully's. We need more like her. 

services Youth activities and facilities. Free activities for local residents i.e. livesites 
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Q.14. Type of internet connection, other – specified 
subject web_connection_other 

adsl sometimes access council website from work for specific reasons 
broadband Broadband 
broadband ADSL Mozilla 
broadband broadband 
broadband Broadband 
broadband broadband at home 

face to face 

Communicating with my family & friends. Keeping up with current affairs, 
looking up information I am interested in, down loading speeches I hear on 
Meet the Press, Talking Heads, information on politicians attitudes.Writing to 
local badies about my city,  

mass media the herald newspaper 

survey design 
This question can not be answered as it only allows one response. I use ADSL 
and Wireless 

survey design Satelite 
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Q18. Type of information desired but not found at website 
subject website_needed 
building Building 
building building and development information 
building Building restrictions in selected suburbs/streets. 
building DA for house being built next to me 
building DA info 
building DA information 
building DA's 
building das and exempt development guidelines 
building A proposed development in my area and also minutes from Council meetings 

building 

council requirements/restrictions for keeping a bee hive; 
 
planning restrictions on fitting an awning over the bedroom window; 
 
council restrictions on installing water tanks - not certain whether I found this 
one, but definitely not the other two. 

building Couoncil document 

building 
Development guidelines and rules. although I was able to find minutes of 
council meetings where DA applications had been disputed 

building Development information 
building development information 

building 

Found it difficult to find development information. 
 
Search didn't work very well. 

building General building information 
building Information about whether a DA was required or not 
building Land zoning maps 
building local building regulations 

building 
regulations regarding building sites, vehicles, signs etc blocking public 
footpaths. 

building Residential use zoning 
building to make an appointment to look at an old DA 
building what are the rules for development on zone 3a land? 
building What stage our lodged DA application was up to. 

building 

What was happening in regard to the train termination at Wickham.   And 
when is the development happening in the inner city area (pedestrian area).   
Or have the developers withdraw their project? 

building Zone of suburbs; events. 
can't remember Cannot remember 
can't remember cannot remember 
can't remember Can't recall. 
can't remember cant remember 
can't remember Can't remember 
can't remember can't remember 
can't remember can't remember 
can't remember Can't remember - possibly a function 

can't remember 
cant remember exactly but it was to do with resourses in relation to a family 
history project 
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can't remember 
Cant remember exactly, but was looking for dates of something, tried 
different tabs, gave up frustrated 

can't remember do not remember 
can't remember I do not recall 
can't remember I'm unable to be specific 
can't remember not sure 
can't remember not sure 
can't remember Sorry but I can't remember the details 

can't remember 

The previous question was hard to answer correctly. I put alot of time into 
searching the NCC web site. It is very hard to find your way about and 
requires considerable skill and experience. The search results does not give 
a real clue about the informati 

can't remember Unsure 
contact a staff member 
contact Complaints section to complain about the customer service. 
contact contact information 
contact community organisations 
contact An online forum, to talk to other Newcastle Voice members. 
contact Councillors addresses 
contact details of contacts for specific council roles 
contact local members and business's in the area (their contact details) 
contact Role of a person reported in the media 
contact Staff contact details 
contact The new administration structure 
council meetings council meeting background papers;past minutes; council policy documents 
council meetings Council meeting minutes. Not the media washed version but the originals. 
council meetings information about cuncil decision about markets. 
council meetings Information re council decisions.I did not find the site user friendly 
events Community event 
events community markets in newcastle 
events event information (time, place, cost etc) 

events 
exact details of the Mattara parade and functions.   Did eventually find it but it 
was difficult 

events Gazzetted dates Holidays, show day etc 
events I gave up trying to find "what's on in Newcastle" for the month. 
events I think it was about Live Sites 

events 
I was looking for an event that had recently been held but coudn't find 
anything about it. 

events I was seeking information regarding a council sponsored event 
events info re the mattara festival 
events information about local events 

events 

Information on Environmental Action Expo (I realise that it wasn't a council 
organised event but still an important community event, hosted at a council 
facility). 

events 
Information on events funding/management and the provision by council of 
portable stages etc. 

events information on town hall as a function venue 
events local markets 
events More infor on Anzac day parades, and park activities. 
events something to do socially in the city on a friday night. 
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events 

Sometimes it is hard to get information about events. Specific information 
about DAs etc. is not always easy to find, either. Normally the information is 
quite general - not specific. 

events Theatre venues in Newcastle. 
none Current 
none Have never used Council website. 
none I did not access the website and you do not have the facility to indicate it 
none I don't use Council's website - never even realised there was one. 
none I have not visited their website. 

none 
I wasn't I have never looked up council web site - but your questionaire didn't 
allow me to say that 

none 

It wasn't that it was difficult to find what I wanted but when I clicked on the link 
on the front page it took forever to go through to the page I wanted.  This has 
been my experience every time I have tried to access a link through the front 
page of the  

none 

Last page i didnt answer corrctly ,i dont; have the time to sit down and look at 
web site all the time. only answered the surveys,   i have never went into the 
council's web site 

none 
The web site only has static general information that does not change. Does 
not appear to be regularly updated. 

none 
These questions are obviously based on Council's desire to upgrade Council 
web site as they otherwise do not make much sense 

none 
this is a redundant section, I did not access it, but there was NO OPTION for 
this 

policy and 
regulations 

A copy of council's Media Policy, which is mentioned in the draft Code of 
Conduct that was on exhibition, but which I could not locate on the website, 
despite the fact that I am quite familiar with navigating council's website and 
with using search engine 

policy and 
regulations Council's Cycle Strategy or anything related to it. 
policy and 
regulations detailed regulations about fencing 
policy and 
regulations NCC OHS Policy 
policy and 
regulations Newcastle policy re treatment of bird pests (myrna birds) 
policy and 
regulations regulations that demolishers are required to comply with. 
services A definition of a 'pocket park'. 
services Aboriginal history of Newcastle 
services Art Galleries 
services Blocked street gutters in and around Hamilton. 
services bush regeneration 
services Council regulations about walking dogs off leash 
services Council reports, especially heritage related. 

services 
Details of councils Sister City relationships.  They were previously listed - 
however have now been deleted. 

services Details required to update my dog's contact details 
services fencing legislation 
services gardening on verge 
services Home improvement/maintenance adviceline 
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services How to renew library books. 
services How were the local parks managed? 

services 
I am looking to open bar/ restaurant in Honeysuckle Precint and I wanted 
some information. It was not available 

services 

I was looking for more information on the Strategic Advisory panels - 
information on what level of committment is involved, timeframes for the 
program, responsibilties of the panel memebers etc 

services I was looking for the location of a sporting ground. 

services 

I was wanting to find out why I was paying double rates on a subdivided 
block. The subdivision has just taken place and now there are double rates 
where once there was one rate, but, the day after subdivision, I was 
immediately rated and the rate notice w 

services 

If there was a program for street sweepers in my area. 
 
If there was a list of proposed footpath work. 

services info on details for running a home business 
services info on plantings on verge 
services Info relating to Blackbutt Reserve, Hunter Wetlands and Botanic Gardens 

services 
Information about a proposed traffic project consultation - roundabout on 
Rugby Rd New Lambton 

services 
information about newcastle voice, information about concil training 
opportunities, link to the loft's official site 

services Information about tree removal and pruning. 
services Information about walking tracks for hiking in area 
services Information on council rangers 

services 
Information on Public Parks & Sporting ovals that allow alcohol for end of 
year work christmas party 

services 

INFORMATION ON REPAIRS TO DAMAGED EQUIPMENT AT 
 
BLACKBUTT RESERVE DURING JUNE STORM 

services 
information on repairs to the bogey hole fencing and access to susan gilmour 
beach 

services Information on the date of citizenship ceremonies 
services Information on the Wallsend to Glendale walk/cycleway 

services 
Information regarding the re vitalisation of Newcastle city center and what 
council intends to do about getting the community behind there projects 

services Jobs 
services library catalouge 
services looking for animals as pets, other than dogs and cats 

services 
more information on blackbutt reserve (it used to be better) and fernleigh 
track 

services Newcastle Railway 
services parking curzon street 
services pollution issues in carrington 
services rates account info 

services 

Regulations about permanent parking of heavy vehicles in residential 
streets.(i.e. vehicle owned by resident, not tradesman on a job)On 14/10/09 I 
sent an email to "parkingservices@ncc..." on the council website but have not 
had a response. 

services Results of Bang the Table & Newcastle Voice 
services road closure form 
services Roads being being finished 
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services something about Voice 
services Sporting informations for clubs and facilities 
services Strategies for local dis-advantaged Youth 

services 
the process to go about planting small trees in the street nature strip/footpath 
area. 

services 
Traffic proposal for Lambton but it hadn't been posted yet do to overload of 
NCC IT staff 

services 

wanted to give feedback on changes to Brunker Road Adamstown, could you 
please pass this on, the problem with raised pedestrian walkways is that if 
you bring in the curb it forces cyclists in with the traffic and the cars don't give 
way, so I only support 

services What was in the buget for work outside the DEAD END of the city? 

services 
While giving these answers I looked to see if there was a map of the web 
site. 

waste dates of "anything goes" curbside rubbish pick up for my area 
waste drop off times for electronic equipment, ie old computers. 
waste How and when to dispose of gas bottles. 
waste How to dispose of unwanted white goods 
waste I wanted to find out when the next council pick up would be for my area 
waste If this week was Recycling Bins collection for my street. 
waste Information on how to dispose of dangerous substances 
waste information on noxious weeds 

waste 

information on possible recycling of computer equipment. Newcastle council 
is the 6th largest city in Australia and yet we have nowhere to recycle e 
waste. I have spoken to three different companies in Sydney who all say they 
would come to Newcastle if Co 

waste Library book and old battery disposal info. 
waste maybe uncollected bin services or local market information. 
waste Recycling service for my area 
waste rubbish disposal 

waste 

Something to do with waste services.  I think I was trying to find out if there 
was still free green waste drop off service.  As I'm sick to death of paying 
HIGH FEES at the dump. 
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Q20. Website improvement suggestions 
subject website_improve 
accuracy Any site is only as good as the information it provides - NCC needs to 

ask what is the piurpose of the  website  - I find id difficult to get really 
good specific information on this site 

accuracy but the information a was looking for wasn't specifically related to 
newcastle council activities. 

accuracy consistancy in all areas, some are very good others just average 
accuracy enhance the impartiality instead of pushing pre determined lines. 
accuracy I understand the reasons for use of "broad" terms and non-committal 

information but some things lack explanation. 
accuracy Keep it simple.....too much jargon and back slapping....use everyday, 

simply English termanology not publice service speak....old rule of 
journalism is to write everything up as if you are talking to a 12 year old 

accuracy Language used must be in simple terms not complicated 
accuracy reduce the duplication 
accuracy The information architecture is fairly accessible, however there are some 

content gaps for pages that I access. e.g. Wallsend Swim Centre's 
details are missing off the site.The My Property/Living With Neighbours 
page doesn't display. Avoid use of abbrev 

accuracy think it is fine but again being honest with the public is important 
appearance I think the corporate branding makes interesting events look boring. I 

understand the organisation wants an over-all branding but The Gallery, 
Livesites and The Loft should have their own websites. 

appearance It just isn't user friendly.  Doesn't look particularly interesting.  I suggest 
looking at other council websites for relevence 

appearance make it idiot proof. clearly state what areas on the site will provide on 
leading pages 

appearance make it user friendly for all even people who dont use computers much. 
appearance Make it user friendly ie in the design phrase include usuers for 

feedback/road testing . Don't just rely on council workers or IT to approve 
appearance make more streamlines and userfriendly 
appearance More comprehensive and more user friendly 
appearance More interaction - submit photos of Newcastle (quarterly competition?), 

"fun" elements to attract and inform younger people ie. interactive tours, 
online games with Newcastle theme. 

appearance More user friendly and easier to navigate 
appearance Photograhic slideshows attached to Newcastle's cultural landmarks, e.g., 

Civic Theatre, City hall, etc 
appearance please make your web site more usert friendly for people with disabilities 

such as learning disabilities and the vision inpeared. 
appearance Site is OK but a bit 'all over the place' 
appearance The overall layout could be more user friendly 
contact information Departmental Phone Numbers - development etc. 
contact information e-mails linked to departments/key personnel 
contact information I think if the information is not there, there should be a email facility to 

ask the question but actually have someone that gets back to you 
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contact information If there is an email contact address, have someone at NCC respond to 
emails. 

contact information more upto date contacts and more commumity resourses, have alook a 
other council websites of a similar size 

contact information please make it easy for people to provide feedback 
contact information Response to emails sent through the website would be helpful. 
contact information Specific contact details for relevant council departments 
council meetings 1) Online forums for Q&A and discussion on Council and local issues 

2) Live streaming of council meetings and events 
3) Knowledge database of questions 
4) Online customer service and help desk 
5) Councillor voting records 
6) Online ratings of council 

council meetings Ibclude recent news of council decisions 
council meetings Maybe list the Agenda for the Council meetings. 

currency a lot of the information is outdated 
currency by adding a running update window in which links to the latest updates 

are shown. 
currency Ensuring that information provided is relevant to expenditure on 

roads,basic services and local enhancement, than an unnecessary 
attention to climate variation, light bulb purchase and other minor 
attractions. Rates are paid for the provision of what ough 

currency fewer drop-down headings, strip out the brochure stuff. 
currency Have more current and in depth information. 
currency keep information as up-to-date as possible 
currency Keep it always updated with latest info and keep the navigation simple 
currency keep it up to date and current 
currency Make it easier to download forms. 
currency Make it simpler and quicker. 
currency More interesting for tourists perhaps, with maps and directions for local 

attractions, etc. 
currency Needs to be updated more frequently and take off old information as 

soon as it becomes obsolete (don't want old info - makes the site look 
sloppy, uninviting, untended and unreliable). 

currency Regular updates. Quick links between all service providers. 
currency The information is relevant when I need it. I don't cruise around the site 

looking for things. I usually go there with a specific issue in mind. For me 
its just about keeping it up to date, which it seems to do quite well. 

currency Update more regularly. More precise headings 
currency Web pages are just sources of info and data - they don't need to be 

fancy just accurate. Keep info/data up-to-date and accurate. 
currency When on a website I usually look for information via search but keep 

getting sent to old PDF files on past decisions from council. 
events bring back events calendar to front page 
events Have a bulletin board for people to advertise events 
events i had trouble using the search tool on the website..was trying to search 

the name of a community event and all these media releases came up 
from previous years and all i wanted was details of date/time this event 
was going to be on. 
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events I was looking for holiday info for my grandchildren -specific info- 
therefore i am not particularly qualified to answer this question 

events I was looking for market venues and dates.  The Newcastle website is 
better than other councils From memory the information didn't list mant 
markets 

events keep entertainment, theatre etc up to date.. especially holiday activities 
events Perhaps keep the community events section more up-to-date 
events Provide more specific information about events - preferably on the 

homepage so that it jumps out at you. 
events Relevance varies, with event activity information going out of date pretty 

quickly. 
navigation Add a wonder wheel / reverse dictionary? 
navigation As always with websites, navigation could be easier and the search 

mechanism more effective. 
navigation better cross referencing between sections - horisontal links 
navigation Better navigation, clearer indication of content (no jargon) 
navigation Better site map and plain language rather than public service jargon eg 

LEP or even local environment plan doesn't explain what they actually 
are to the average punter. 

navigation by intuitively grouping the resources that the website contains. 
 
By ensuring that as few clicks as possible are required to get to any 
particular resource. More than three clicks from the home page is very 
laborious. 

navigation Clarity and simplicity with easy to navigate headings 
navigation Clearer navigation. 
navigation Clearer navigation. Links between website pages and text wherever 

possible. 
navigation Difficult to find info, especially when it isn't there. 
navigation easier to find info eg. an A-Z guide that cross references where needed 
navigation easier to use 
navigation easy to navigate 
navigation From personal experience (as an over 50's and computer literate) I often 

find web pages are far too busy and confusing, have too many things to 
look at on each page.  I prefer the KISS principle - Keep it Simple Silly! It 
may be old fashioned but it works 

navigation Grouping and NAMING/TITLING all documents realting to a particular 
topic consistently and having them appear , or at least links appear on 
the same webpage. Overall, coherent and consistent use of keywords 
and titles of documents for greater effectivit 

navigation Hard to find categories of information - confusing 
navigation Have links that are clearer 
navigation have more links so you don't have to trawl through so much information. 
navigation Have more subheadings under each section. So if you dont find it in one 

section you can find it in another 
navigation How about a somewhat relevant category? 
navigation Improve the layout and make the linkages simpler and clearer. 
navigation Improve the search engine. Include an online tracking system for 

complaints. 
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navigation In the case of many government and corporation websites, when the 
website is upgraded it becomes more complicated and harder to find 
information. I am able to access the internet but am not highly computer 
literate.  Please make ease of access, not sophis 

navigation In this selection criteria, the jump between Neither relevant nor irrelevant 
to Very relevant is too large in my opinion. The website undoubtably had 
lots of information just that I was unable to find what I was after. Other 
than that refer to previous co 

navigation Information is not displayed in the format in which I think, hense I have 
difficulty finding info. 

navigation It could be a little more user friendly especially for those with minimal 
Internet skills. 

navigation it could be better designed and easier to navigate. 
navigation It is often not clear of where you should look for items and isses and the 

search function has to be extremely good so you don't spend all day 
searching through the wrong areas. 

navigation It is very busy with lots on the screen at one time.  When you get to a 
certain point (eg parks and playgrounds), there is no further info such as 
a map or photos or the parks. Simplify the frontpage.  At present there is 
info on the top, left and ri 

navigation Less clutter 
navigation less clutter 
navigation little easier to navigate or locate info 
navigation Make it easier for non-computer literate users to locate their information 

by having clearer understanding headings for council services and 
activities. 

navigation Make it more user friendly, perhaps different/more headings. 
navigation Make the links from the front page work! 
navigation more details , more links between website areas, 

more information on how to dispose of e-waste,  
I would like to know what the council departments are, and what each 
one handles 

navigation more subheads or links on the home page 
navigation More visually useful tools for navigating the site. 
navigation Most websites are built from the ground-up and they may be technically 

strong. However, I would like Council to search the Internet and find a 
City website somewhere which is Award-winning or otherwise know to 
be #1 in the eyes of its users - then I would 

navigation My enquiries are very specific but I do note there is an extraordinary 
amount of drop downs and links that makes initial navigation somtimes 
cumbersome and difficult.  The use of slightly different words for 
essentially the same information across various 

navigation Place information that is relevant to the community on the site and have 
a navigation process that is easy to use. 

navigation provide a complete list of policies & plans with some summary 
information, link data to map search facility 

navigation Simplify it their is too much stuff crammed in, differentiate between 
different areas more effectively and update it more regularly 

navigation Some of the links - like to the library website - seem shakey and a bit 
chancy. 
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navigation the website could be easier to navigate 
 
i feel getting feedback from those who are not familiar with the web 
would be best. if they can use it anyone can 

navigation there is some good information but dont bury it under gloss and fritz. 
Make the important stuff (eg how to contact council, what dept etc) more 
prominent 

navigation Think about what residents would like to look up  for information and 
keep it simple there were so many things on there I was confused. 

navigation To busy, requires a better menu system 
navigation Too much extraneous material on the homepage especially. Search 

engine is too blunt. 
navigation use alternate headings/topics so that people can have a better chance of 

finding info if they're not sure where to look 
navigation Very variable and often wrong. Many other councils have great web sites 

and NCC should take some pointers. Try finding Alcohol Free Zones. I 
think from memory Pitwater and Narrabri were very good. THE 
QUESTION FORCED AN ANSWER BEFORE I WAS ALLOWED TO 
CONT 

navigation Way to many links so that it is almost impossible to find where you need 
to go to find the information you seek 

navigation Who is the target market for the website? Ratepayers or visitors? Seems 
a bit confused. 

none [Note: Your Likert scale for this question needs a "Moderately relevant" 
option between "Very relevant" and "Neither relevant nor irrelevant", 
which I would have selected had this been available. In surveys, scales 
such as this need to be balanced either  

none all good; i find what i'm after. thanks 
none cant remember what it was i felt could be improved at this moment, will 

get in touch when i do. 
none Can't think of anything specific 
none Confident the site is satisfactory. 
none Council website does its job well.  I can imagine it being done better.  But 

there is so much information that it can be difficult to understand what 
people actually want from the website.  Catering for all needs is always a 
tricky subject 

none Do not have any specific suggestions at this point 
none I decided to do a quick browse then, it is adequate.  If I find problems 

with websites, I usually email when the problem occurs.  I note your 
problem form doesn't have website problem as one of the options. 

none I find it easy to navigate 
none I find it is fine the way it is... keep it simple and straight to the point. 
none I frequently use site and it is very good 
none I have only looked for a specific piece of information. 
none I have only searched for specific issues, of which I had no problem in 

locating.   I cannot speak for other issues that other people try to locate. 
none I only looked for one thing so can't comment on the rest of the site 
none I seek information to specific issues on each occasion 
none I think it very good. 
none I think it's a good easy to navigate website 
none I think it's fine. 
none I think its pretty good right now, its well laid out and easy to navigate. 
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none I think the website is very good.  I have no problems with it. 
none I was fairly happy with existing. 
none I would have preferred to answer this question as "relevant" 
none I would really have to visit the website to give an honest opinion. 

Moreover, Council forgets that not eveeryone has the internet, in fact, 
probably more than half do not. There is always this preseumption that 
regardless of age, etc, everyone has a compu 

none It is a long time since I have used it, so I am not very excited about this 
subject. My comment is that I like to do my own research on anything 
and find out about the boundaries myself without having to phone and 
ask.  Also, I tend to seek information, r 

none it's ok 
none Its quite good as is but obviously any extra information would be good, 

particularly if its in PDF format for downloading for later reference 
none No comment 
none no comment 
none no suggestions 
none No suggestions as present. 
none none 
none none 
none Not competent to comment. 
none NOT SHURE AT THIS POINT 
none not sure 
none Not sure 
none Nothing to add 
none see previous comments 
none The Council website is excellent 
none this survey is too long for me 
none was informative 
none website is easy to navigate 
promote Advertise it more.... 
promote advertise the web site on local tv 
promote Give free computer lessons 
promote Have something to "spruke" in the first place 
promote I forget about it really so maybe reminding us it is there? 
promote larger font, more user-friendly. 
promote Monthly newsletter that can download and send email reminder 
promote More publicity about it 
search A better search function.  Usually it's because I don't know the correct 

terminology for my enquiry. 
search a good search facility 
search Allow searches using the google search my site option. 
search alphabetical directory like a yellow pages for services 
search better index- search is also pretty bad 
search Better search function required. Many times i have to abort my search 

because it takes too long. 
search Better search functions. 
search continue to strive to find the most effective search terms. sometimes I've 

had to struggle to find what I wanted. 
search Give a-z listing and affective search function 
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search Good search engine 
search have a keyword search engine within the website. 
search Improve search function. 
search improve the search engine 
search improved search engine, function to identify most used information. 

BTW, your selection above should include 'somewhat relevant'. i would 
have selected that if available 

search information can take a while to find - but i understand there is a lot to 
have on the site - 

search It is still difficult to find some things quickly - an obvious site map would 
help. 

search Keep refining the search engine 
search make sure that the search function works, and delivers relevant results 
search Making the search a little easier - took a while to find info re garbage 

collections on public holiday 
search More user friendly, better search facility, keep it simple. 
search My recollection is that the 'search' element continued to return me to the 

same limited options 
search Search feature was a bit difficult to master. I was not sure which of the 

departments I needed, and it did take a while and a few goes till I found 
what I needed. Maybe a summary page (link) to what each department 
does for clarification. Sometimes the na 

search search results seem a little strange, frontpage seems busy and 
conflicting. Neeed only one menu of navigation no need to repeat menus 
or different forms of navigation makes users think the pages are different 
.e.g quick links area vs left menu vs top menu 

search see previous suggestion on what I would like to see and increase 
information on these things. Have a robust search facility 

search Simplify the home page and refine the search capabilities of the site 
search the search engine needs to be improved.  I always use a keyword search 

and find it mostly brings up mentions in council meetings which has not 
yet been useful to me. 

search The search tool is not very useful. It does not come up with what you 
expect. Each downscroll tag comes up with too many options. It needs to 
be more narrowed and organised. The home page is too full of info. 
Basically, keep it simple and organised. 

search The website has greatly improved over time, however I would suggest 
that the search engine could be improved and that people would like to 
find DA's by suburb, not numbers and dates. The library needs a larger 
visible link on the home page. 

search The website needs to be basic using large lettering for easy 
understanding. It needs to have easy access to items and have a search 
section so people can put in what they are looking for. 

search Their is so much information sometimes it takes a while to find what you 
are looking for when you do not understand the structure of Council. 
 
Having said that, it is a pretty good website compared to similar sized 
organizations, so A+ to your web team. 

search There is a lot of information on the site which is good, but it takes a while 
to learn your way around. When I do a search I never seem to get the 
info that I am looking for. 
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search To find what I want I usually have to surf around the site as the 
terminology makes sense for Council workers but not necessarily for the 
public. I don't need to know which division looks after a function, I need 
to be able to look up the function, e.g. g 

search Use people other than Council Staff th suggest how to set out the site for 
simpler accessing both by locals and visitors who are unaware where to 
locate information because they are not frequent users or have only a 
singular purpose for access 

services as before - I get frustrated accessing library site - also trying to register 
cat was a fruitless exercise 

services A-Z of services with appropriate links and multiple entry words to 
relevant link e.g. "dog""cat" or "pets" would link to the same information 
on pet registration 

services ePlanning, electronic tracker of DAs. property enquiry site (copy s149) 
services for exempt guidelines 
services have more info on all services ncc provides 
services I found it relevant because I was accessing the library catalogue.  I only 

recently discovered I could do this. 
services I have only used the council website to access the library catalogue and 

it works well at present 
services I oly go to the website to pay my rates sometimes. 
services I was looking for dates of council green and bulk waste pick-ups and 

found it easily.  Would be helpful to know what to do with broken energy-
saving light globes. 

services I would like to see the Development and Building section broadened and 
made more user friendly. ie type an address into the site and all the 
relevent details come up ie zoning constrants ie heritage area etc 
bushfire area. 

services Important information for households should be available up front and 
clear. 

services List time & dates for proposed remedial work that is to be undertaken. At 
the moment workers turn up & work begins on something & many people 
fail to understand if the work is needed &/or why. 

services More info on development applications 
services More substantial digital resources especially reports relating to 

heritage/environmental studies for local developments. These should 
online and in the public domain. 

services more user friendly. More similar to Lake Macquarie Councils. Have 
Development Tracker for DA's like LMCC and CCC, Council is behind 
the times on that one! 

services not interested in rosy pictures of the art gallery.  I just want to know the 
facts and how to engage.  so if there are evnets - when, where, rules etc.  
if there are processes to follow - what are they, how to follow them.  If 
there are policy changes, sh 

services Not sure, I only use it to access the library catalogue 
services Out of date eg Mayfield Pool on website as 'unheated' 
services Probably a location guide for council owned grounds/venues rather than 

having to enter it in to a search engine. When looking for sports grounds 
you get given booking form and other irrelevant info. 

services provide a forum. prodide the option for opt in newsletters and RSS 
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services Provide a link to the other local councils around Newcastle's, such at 
Lake Macquarie, Port Stephens, Maitland, Wyong & Cessnock. This 
would assist people who not sure which LGA they live in. There was a 
link to the Hunter Regional Councils organisation o 

services provide more information on changes or building work on the council 
web to do wth local area also what our local member is doing. 

services The site is one of the better council websites within the region. 
Improvements such as a DA tracking system, a digital drop box for 
letters and other general communications with Council would be greatly 
apprechiated. 

services The website is effective although more information on council projects 
and updates on what is happening would be great - a tourism page or 
something that brings together all the things that are being done to 
attract people to the city would be great 

services tracking of DAs through the decision-making process 
services Wuold like a broader picture of Council activities withouit the bulldust. 
speed It doesn't seem to be structured all that well - and it is very, very slow. 
speed It is often quite slow. 

 
The layout could be improved, to make things easier to find. 

speed The site performs VERY slowly - particularly in presenting search results. 
It seems it needs to collect the entire list of results before it starts 
displaying them. The information in the search is not very descriptive. 
There are no guidelines for how to  

speed Create an inspiring & contempoary design & layout; easy access to 
information; faster uploading of web-site; improve content by including 
more relevant & contemporary information / matters of interest. 

speed each time I have used it there seems to be problems going quickly to the 
area I want 

speed It seems to require an enormous amount of computing power. Everytime 
I log on (either at home or work), my computer immediately starts to 
work at 110%, the fan comes on, and everything slows down. Not sure 
what the problem is, but it's obviously the hard- 

speed Site is too slwo to download - so reduce complex graphics/images so it 
downloads faster. 

speed Study other highly regarded websites to make intranet links very clear. 
 
Trial staff from different departments entering a wide range of search 
terms to see whether info provided is accessible and appropriate. 
 
Minimise pictorial content so users on slow  

speed Take much of the information from the primary website;increase the 
speed for up to date information. Ensure all past information dates and 
events past are quickly removed from the site.A section commenting on 
current issues as they emerge eg if there is a 

speed The library catalogue is often very slow and could be sped up. 
 
Having more information (or links) about Newcastle 

speed the search feature did not work at all - it took a long time to find what i 
was looking for. if I had been less motivated i would have given up. 
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Q21. Ways to increase online communication with Council, 
other – specify 
subject Q21. online_increase 
building and 
development 

accessing information about dev applications lodged with council and commenting 
thereon 

building and 
development 

building and development of CBD proposals and building restrictions and rules for 
CBD 

building and 
development 

Information on prperties I do not own ie zoning and non personal info. 

building and 
development 

Obtaining the results of exhibitions. 

building and 
development 

prgress of DA that neighbour lodges 

contact information 
Accessing councilors and managers with replies from Emails and other 
communications 

contact information comments; complaints 
contact information complaints 
contact information Lodging a noise complaint 
contact information nOTIFYING OF CRIME OR VANDALISM 

contact information 
Voting on issues, Voting at elections, adding comments to proposals under 
consideration. 

contact information Webcasts and videos of council meetings, accessing archived material 
contact information would it be possible to have direct e-mail contact  with our ward representatives 
events "What's on?" activities for families etc 

events 
Actviies on around town eg timing of when the cruise ship sun princess came to 
town 

events Community events 
events Community events 
events Community events 
events Events 
events events notification 
events family activities that are in the outer suburbs of newcastle 

events 
obtaining information about activities and whats on or showing in Newcastle. I 
routinely do this when visitilng other towns or cities. 

jobs Jobs 
jobs EMPLOYMENT 
jobs More jobs 
none Don't use I nternet 
none Not on Internet 
policy Accessing info about Council, Council policies, information about Newcastle 
policy getting more info on council rules 

services 
Checking dates for recycling - eg, electronic goods recycling weekends, household 
dangerous goods colleciton weekends 

services Collection services, baths cleaning times, public holiday closures 
services Community attractions 
services could not use box in previous question. SSERVICES FOR SENIORS 
services Everything 
services finding general information 
services general enquiries 
services General Enquiries 
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services 
General information about council's dealingvs with problems, growth, etc in the City 
area 

services green waste should be free and a green in should be supplied 
services Greening Newcastle 
services History of our town 
services improvements to cycling facilities 
services Information about services 
services It must be for information for ratepayers and residents not bullshit 
services opening hours of council facilities eg. pools, libraries 
services Order new library books, that have yet to be bought. 
services Parking permits 
services parking permits 

services 
parking permits (online would be much easier than having to come into the office to 
pay) 

services Parking permits for ALL inner city residents 
services Parks and street cleaning 
services pay library fines 
services places where a Companion Card is accepted 
services recycling 
services Reports and studies - feedback and review. 
services Roads 
services roads, local services and transport enhancement 
services suggestion box 
services tourism in Newcastle 

services 

Unsign-posted "bike picture lanes" are too narrow & Road Rules 153 & 247 advise 
not to ride in them. They are car-door-opening-death lanes. When passing parked 
cars, 30m beforehand, check for cars, then move into the next lane safely, away 
from door openi 

services Virtual Tour of venues for hire 

services 
would use all of these if provided with an idiot sheet to drive through it all. amust be 
user friendly in the extreme!! 

works program 
Details on tree planning,a clear timetable of work being undertaken by council 
workers 

works program Getting recent information 
works program oN line is good, if I have a need 
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Q23. Why not interested in proposed online account. 
subject why_no_online_account 
computer do not own a computer 
computer do not own a computer - as a carer i don't have time to go to library 
computer Do not possess a computer. 
computer don't have a computer 
computer Don't have a computer. 
computer Don't own a computer 
computer Hackers. We have debit payment. 
computer I do not have a computer 
computer I do not have a computer nor intend to have one. 

computer 
I do not trust the security of internet information & prefer to deal with a real (accountable 
) person. After all, I am an OLD FASHIONED PENSIONER. 

computer I don't have a computer. 
computer I don't have a computer. 
computer no computer 
computer No computer. 
computer Unable to use a computer and don't have one. 

face to face 
I am basically not a user of computers. I am the sort of person who likes to have face-to-
face enquiries, account payments, information etc.. 

face to face 
I do not use our computer. I would rather speak to a staff member. I find using the 
computer in the past for similar services confusing and time consuming. 

face to face 

many of the older generation do not have computer knowledge or have computers,if a 
letter is in the paper re water tank laws contact is usualy by computer no computer then 
it is a trip to town and ask for a copy which would be expensive for the enquirer a 

face to face 

My dealings with council are minor.  I don't think security is an issue with anything I can 
think of at the moment.  In the remote chance your 'secure' system is compromised I 
could be subject to identity theft and suffer loss.  I prefer to deal face to f 

face to face Rather use face to face contact 

face to face 
Subject to human error and may be difficult to rectify this error. I like discussing issues 
with Council Officers. 

face to face 

we prefer face-to-face contacts and dialogue. On-line systems are increasingly 
distancing and alienating and allow Council to evade its upfront accountabilities to real 
citizens 

no need 

already pay rates on line and try to access library catalogue and my account. If you are 
fair dinkum, create an independent position of ombudsman like some other Councils to 
honestly deal with all types of grievances. 

no need Am not involved in the type of activity 

no need 
As an elderly couple we use the Internet as little as possible & an online account has no 
appeal. 

no need 
As I don't have a computer at home, I don't like to waste time using the computer at work 
for personal use 

no need 

As stated previously, I am not interested in this electronic means. It has only over years 
cost jobs. If a mistake is made in transmission, it can be lost forever. An acceptance of 
receipt of communication is only by good faith and on numerous occasions h 

no need Because I like to pay at my local Post Office. 
no need Because of my age, I am not computer literate. 
no need Can't work a computer. 
no need do not do any business online 
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no need Do not find it necessary 
no need do not have internet connection; do not propose to have internet connection. 
no need Do not use internet much. Can see no advantage. 
no need Do not use online banking anywhere 
no need Does not interest me 
no need don't have access to website, e-mail 
no need Don't have Internet and am also vision impaired. 
no need Don't have the Internet. 
no need dont need it at present 
no need Don't think I'd use it 
no need Don't use the Internet. 
no need fine 
no need Happy and current system of direct debit. 
no need Have no interactions with Council that could be dealt with this way. 
no need have no need 
no need Have no need for registration system. 

no need 
I am happy with the current about of contact and usage I have with council and their 
facilities 

no need 

I am not totally uninterested  but would like to know more about how it would work before 
I could form an opinion. Proposals on paper often sound good but in practice don't 
always work. 

no need I can not manage computers. 
no need i do not have time 
no need I do not intend to use a computer. 

no need 

I don't believe that council funds should be wasted on such projects. It would only really 
be a benifit to property developers and business people with similar interests. Council 
should be about providing service to the majority, not the rich minority. 

no need I don't envision needing that service in the near future 
no need I don't fully understand 

no need 

I don't need it - I built a home last year so don't need any more information - however I 
would have been interested last year to help with problems concerning fencing, 
footpaths and flooding restrictions. 

no need I dont pay accounts by internet 
no need I don't see how it would be relevant to me. 
no need I don't think I would it for that purpose 
no need I don't use any online banking or direct debting 
no need I don't use online. 
no need I doubt that I will have any business need for such a service. 
no need i find goverment web sites to hard to navigate 
no need I find the current facilities / situation satisfactory to my needs. 
no need I have enough registrations, usernames and passwords it is overload 
no need I have no need for such a service from NCC. 
no need I have no need. 

no need 
I have no reason to use it. I do not submit development applications, have pets or pay 
rates. I rent the property I live and will continue to do so for many years. 

no need I haven't an online account. 
no need I need more information. 

no need 

I only do  a small number of surveys online as i do not have the time to do everything at 
home as well as a survey every week. What would this online account do to better my 
time and or contact with council?? 
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no need I only pay rates (direct debit) and can't foresee using other services. 
no need i said that I was slightly interested! 
no need I simply do not use online and websites. 
no need I spend time with real people in the real world, not sitting at a computer. 

no need 
I work alll day online - i don't won't to have to come home and then di this in my free time 
- i prefer to read mial and newspapers 

no need I would have no use for it at this time 
no need I would not use it for any of those activities 
no need I would want more details of its operation before committing. 
no need I'm not on the Net. 

no need 

just make it all publically accessible, especially for DAs so other people can see whats 
going on, of cause not everything can be made available to public but so many web 
pages need an account / password its getting crazy. 

no need 
More expense than is needed to service the commuity, council is again giving in minority 
groups 

no need 
my current bpay bank service covers my needs plus the councils website is there should 
i require information 

no need No comment 
no need no need 
no need No need for any current service 
no need No use 
no need No use for it 
no need non user of online banking 
no need Normally, the only business I have with council is in regard to payment of rates. 
no need Not always available. 
no need Not Applicable to me 
no need Not computer savvy. 
no need not that good on those systems 

no need 
Only because it is unlikely I will be lodging any development applications - so i will never 
need to use such a system 

no need only on prepaid internet for research 
no need only pay council rates via existing banking services 
no need Prefer not to use online. 
no need prefer to pay rates at the post office or directly at council 
no need saves time money resources, electronic records are readily kept and accessible 
no need too impersonal 
no need Unlikely to use it much. 

no need 
we are slightly interested. Our primary interest is in getting prompt and customer 
oriented responses to any interaction we have with Council. 

no need We live in a retirement village and do not have any contact with council 
no need we would prefer a printed newsletter 
no need Would not have a use for it 
no need Would prefer to use bpay 
no need Wouldn't tell me anything 

security 

although i am encouraged by the internet and what I get obtain by using it, I still like to 
converse with real people to find out whats going on in the real world and not whats 
recorded in cybespace 

security because it can end up taking longer than going into the dept and doing it. 

security 
Because it sounds like bullshit and you have not made any effort to explain what you 
mean. Council should concentrate on providing services for ratepayers and residents. 
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security concerns about security and I have no need for the service 
security doesnt sound like it has any real purpose 
security Don't like computers 
security Don't like Internet banking or online payments due to security issue. 
security Don't trust security issues... 
security Expense, trouble, time consuming, lack of security. 
security hate computers 
security have an teenager who lives on the computer 

security 
I am not confident that adequate security exists to protect personal information, or 
financial details, such as account numbers. 

security 
I currently don't use any services that require a SECURE registration. If I used more 
NCC services I might register. 

security I deal best with people not machines 

security 
I do not use the Internet and I like human to human interaction before any other 
communication. 

security I do work for the legal profession, to ensure its privacy I am not online. 
security i don't feel comfortable about it.  Prefer face to face, one to one personal interaction. 
security I don't trust an online account 
security I don't trust Internet security. 
security I don't trust the internet for personal details. 

security 

I find online is very impersonal and is time consuming. I find it much easier to talk to 
someone face to face. I am also concerned that data and information can get lost if 
computers crash. As you can probably tell I  am more a person to person type. 

security 

I have concerns about on-line security and privacy.  Would the process be managed and 
the data be stored off-shore by a foreign company? If so what happens if my details are 
leaked the company would be outside Australian jurisdiction. 

security 
I like to be able to talk to a person that I can understand.I do not always have access to 
a computer. 

security 
I prefer to do my business on a face to face basis where there is a person accountable 
for the information provided. 

security 
I prefer to have face to face contact, so that when things do not happen as promised, I 
have a face and name to hold accountable. 

security 
I refuse to use the internet for anything to do with banking where I would have to give 
details of any banking accounts 

security 
I will not conduct any financial transactions online for security and privacy reasons, I 
don't trust online banking etc. 

security 

I would do any of these activities very infrequently, and so would be uncomfortable in 
doing it online.  Government activities always involve suitable amounts of structure, and 
asking questions enables us to get it right. 

security I would prefer to deal with someone face to face on these matters 
security I would rather deal face to face 
security I wouldn't trust it 

security 

If the secure registration is for users looking for confidential inforamtion eg a specific 
development progress) then this would be a bonus but only if that registration lasted for 
the life of the need for privacy. ie specific registrations for specific n 

security 

Main reason is security of information.  
 
While I like the idea of a broad range of information and services being available online, I 
have little confidence in the ability for local councils in general to manage that 
information securely enough for my liking. 
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security 

Not being offensive or specific and only to answer the question I believe some Council 
officers already hide behind the scenes and are reluctant to become involved personally 
with the work I present.If we lodge everything electonically I believe Council O 

security Not relevant.  Would not use it. Prefer in many situations to interact with a person. 
security Not sure about security 
security not sure if i would use it. also concern about internet security 
security security 
security security of information 
security Security of personal information 
security security reasons 
security There is no social interaction. Security. 

security 
There needs to be more confidence in Councils operations to be interested in that type 
of service. 

security 
Too complex - As we get older this will become a problem. We would prefer current 
billing system. Even direct billing payments can be hard to remove. 
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Q25. Suggestion to improve communication from Council 
subject Q25. comments_better_informed 

advertising 
A Newcastle City Council notice in the Saturday Newcastle Herald would be 
the best in my opinion. 

advertising 
Actually the services (garbage etc) and community events are quite well 
covered, maybe more publicity for special events would help. 

advertising 

advertise in many media formats not just online, you do not think to visit the 
council webpage everyday, its more likely visited only when needed. For 
example a live site event is more likely found out about via radio, newspapers, 
TV not just browsing the council website for fun. Visit the website for details 
once you've heard about it via other media. 

advertising Advertising is sufficient 

advertising 
again area of media that has high penetration within the community not remote 
avenues 

advertising Herald ads are best for me. 

advertising 

How about a column in the free papers. I find the occasional big ads in the 
Weekender too flashy, not particularly informative and not the best use of rate 
payer's funds. The ads look like you are trying to sell something, rather than 
provide information to the community. 

advertising How about a weekly Council spot on NBN? 
advertising Monthly flyer in saturday newspaper that I can stick on the fridge 
advertising More notices in the daily paper or in the local TV news. 

advertising 

Newspaper flyers (Star, Post), local radio, a weekly combined regional councils 
segment on TV, perhaps towards the end of the news broadcast on Thursday 
or Friday evenings, as per past practice. 

advertising 

Newspapers, but for a short time, do some advertising to let people know it is 
there. I didn't know. Radio too. Get people involved in the breakfast radio 
shows to tell people what is happening, and where to get information. 

advertising 

Perhaps a couple of pages in the White Pages phone book AT 
THE  FRONT of the book, not page 419, eg, when I've already looked at 28 
other pages to be led to page 419. 
This could be adopted by all the councils in that particular phone book. 

advertising 

Set daily air time on local T.V. e.g. 5:55pm each evening.and set daily air time 
on local radio ABC1233 e.g at 7:15am. Especially on Fridays so that weekend 
activities may be broadcast. 

advertising 

Specific area in the paper each weekend with events for the next two months ( 
ALL events, including what is on at the Loel gallery, what is on at honeysuckle 
etc 

enews 

1) I would be happy to register for email updates from council in much the 
same way I get these surveys. 
2)This would be even better if I could get just the info I wanted by being able to 
tick particular interests.  eg council meeting agendas but not sports events. 
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enews 

1. More extensive newsletter; email subscription to events/services selected by 
resident; larger & more prominent community info spaces/boards in libraries & 
other community NCC spaces/buildings. 
2. THE PREVIOUS QUESTION RE: COMMUNICATION METHODS DOES 
NOT ALLOW FOR THE RESPONDENT TO NOMINATE A MIXTURE OF 
COMMUNICATION METHODS (EG. PHONE AND EMAIL), NOR DOES IT 
ALLOW FOR THE FACT THAT A RESPONDENT MAY PREFER DIFFERENT 
COMMUNICATION METHODS FOR DIFFERENT ISSUES 
 
* ALSO, THE QUESTION RE: ONLINE ACCOUNTS DOES NOT ALLOW FOR 
AN "INTERESTED" RESPONSE (IT JUMPS FROM "VERY INTERESTED" TO 
"NEITHER INTERESTED NOR DISINTERESTED" WHICH WOULD SEEM TO 
SKEW RESPONSES. IF ALLOWED, I WOULD HAVE NOMIBATED 
"INTERESTED". 

enews 

A frequent digital newsletter. It can be as simple as a title and lead sentence 
that links to the relevant article on the site. Just something to scroll through and 
pursue as needed or interested. 

enews 
an email service one can sign up to , to receive emails regarding the many 
activities and proposals which council has in their system... 

enews 

As I am sure there is already quite a lot of information in the papers and tv 
maybe something different like billboards or message boards in there local 
areas. Electronic, email news letters, people could register online if you would 
like to receive councils news eletter. 

enews 

At times we have discovered that an event has been on and we didn't know.I 
would suggest a section/diary in The Herald on Saturday of what is on in the 
coming week or at least in the free papers.We use the internet for private 
emails etc but not for checking websites.There seems to be lots of printed 
information for some services eg Livesites but not for others. 

enews By email 

enews 

Customised email newsletters, or a customised web interface, that remembers 
what I looked at and for last time I visited. 
 
Optiond for RSS feeds on certain subjects, or links to facebook pages for 
certain subjects (like the Civic Precint facebook site). 

enews email 
enews email 
enews Email 
enews email 
enews email 
enews email check web site all that required 
enews email community alerts regular 
enews email events for the nest week 
enews Email newletters 
enews Email news letters to residents 
enews email newsletter 
enews email newsletters 
enews EMAIL TO RESIDENCE OF ANY IMPORTANT INFORMATION 

enews 

i get my rates notice emailed now so i miss out on all the flyers that are 
included in the mailed envelope. regular email updates via newcastle voice or 
subscribed email 

enews if people could join a regular e-mail update 

enews 
If we were able to indicate specific areas of interest, then we could receive 
emails or sms texts to keep us up-to-date 
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enews Just through an email or 1233 Radio ... 

enews 

Keeping council's website information up to date and accessible (with relevant 
navigational links) would be most helpful (e.g., the recently exhibited draft Code 
of Conduct and draft Code of Meeting Practice weren't posted on the Public 
Exhibitions area of the website until after the half-way mark of the public 
exhibition period, and I couldn't even locate council's Media Policy on the 
website at all. I only found the nomination form for council committees via the 
link sent by Newcastle Voice - I couldn't find any link to it from the council 
homepage when I checked during the nomination period). 
Using email instead of traditional paper mail is far better for me, and would 
save council money (and resources) in paper and postage costs. Council 
should adopt the practice  of responding to correspondence in reciprocal form 
(so if I send something by email, I get an email response). 
I do think some of the comparisons in the survey are misleading. It's silly to 
have to rank things like the website and face-to-face as preferred means of 
communication, because each mode of communication is suited to particular 
purposes and participants. Such ordinal ranking doesn't distinguish between 
quantitative and qualitative use. Just because I may have rated something last 
(because I don't use it as often), doesn't mean that it's not extremely useful or 
important on the occasions when I might use it. 

enews Monthly E Newsletters of areas of interest within Council that I nominate. 

enews 
Newsletter to be emailed out to registered users. (Maybe you already have this 
service in place - I might just not be aware of it) 

enews 
Personalising interest emails to rate payers to minimise the information by 
email 

enews 
Register for specific categories and receive emails for those; have these 
available on the web-site (as generally exists) 

enews Regular email newsletters 

enews 

Regular emails-specific to my ward would be helpful. 
BRIEF summaries of council meetings. I do not read the Newcastle Herald and 
so tend to miss out on some of council's deliberations-hence email and internet 
is VITAL to me. 

enews rss feeds? announcements via Octaapod email list 
enews targeted subscription service informing of services only interested in. 

enews 

the option to sign up for mail outs (email) would be good - you probably need to 
snail mail the invite though as I aviod the website as much as possible - it 
blows 

enews Via E-mail 

enews 

we get the live sites emails and they're great.  Maybe include a list of email lists 
you can join for different topics (events, environmental news, children, older 
people etc) in with the rates notice so people can get the emails they are 
interested in. 

enews WEEKLY E-MAIL TO SUBSCRIBERS 

enews 

With an online account (through the website) residents could select from a 
range of options (tick boxes) that they want to be kept informed of.  Email 
updates (with news and attachments as applicable) could then be provided - 
e.g., a resident might indicate they are interested in being emailed the annual 
report or management plan etc, or they might like to be informed of when 
certain events are occurring (leisure or amenities/services), or items seeking 
public consultation.  I would suggest for logistics and cost reasons this be 
restricted to electronic media (ie, e-copies of annual reports etc), not hard copy 
in the mail. 
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face to face 

Bring back Community Forums to Blue Gum Hills (western newcastle) where 
you currently have the lowest group of people joined up on Newcastle Voice. 
Listen to the concerns of the constituents before its too late. 

face to face Bring back forum meetings with attending Ward Councillors. 
face to face Community forums and web site 

face to face 
I wonder how many people know how easy it is to attend a Council meeting ,I 
found it extremely easy. 

face to face 

Make council meeting accessible - fix the dodgy sound system + provide 
reasonable (ie comfortable) seating. At the moment, anything longer than 45 
minutes in the visitors gallery is very uncomfortable (and I'm only in my 30's!). It 
makes you feel unwelcome. 

face to face Practical contact will never be surpassed. Forget the electronic hogwash. 

face to face 

Retain community forums instead of removing them - Stockton one has been 
good and stopping it has been a mistake - otherwise replace it with a similiar 
effective forum 

face to face 

We really like that you still have people on the ground floor talking directly with 
the public.  Please do not change this.   Newcastle should not go down the 
road of inpersonal as this is one of councils best features.  Do not let 
management consultants or white shoe developers change for change sake. 

honesty BE honest and OPEN 

honesty 

Could you please review the language in the Counciul clean up brochures.  It is 
threatening and bullying.  YOU WILL BE FINED IF statements are not 
necessary.  Also the MUST MUST MUST language is inappropriate. We are 
being treated like morons.  Generally people put their rubbish out according to 
the timescale - even if it is not collected according to your timescale! 

honesty 
Council's brochures and newsletters have a propaganda feel to them rather 
than being properly informative. 

honesty 

I find the Lord Mayor columns a waste. Its more a space for the Lord Mayor to 
highlight what he feels is important rather than what actually is important to a 
wider audience. I would prefer to see it replaced with more general information 
about council. 

honesty 

It really is up to citizens to access information of events and services that 
appeal or are necessary to them.  Communication should be kept simple and 
accessible by all not just via internet. Glossy brochures "selling" the council's 
initiatives are a waste of resources. 

honesty just more honesty about up and coming proposals 

honesty 
lord mayoral column in local paper should address key issues not the trivial 
matters that are usually addressed. 

honesty more relevant information the better.  Less spin 
honesty Notification and consultation as written in local Council requirements. 

honesty 

Open-up...we are residents not criminals. 
I especially don't like those bulk waste collection direct mail pieces that 
threaten us with FINES WILL APPLY if we don't comply. 

honesty 
Perhaps revise the OH&S document provided at the desk.I  
t too ponderous and bureaucratic - hard to make sense of. 

honesty 
Regular, clearly commuicated information - cut all the bureaucratic spin. Keep 
community event information updated. 

honesty 

The most important thing is that all communications are clearly seen to be from 
the council I think that all flyer etc shold have a presentation that clearly shows 
they are from the council 

letterbox a seasonal liftout in the local paper 
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letterbox actually, the letterbox drops re special waste pickups are really good.... 

letterbox 

communication with rate payers must be quite costly, I think as much as 
possible should be on line, however, news notices together with rates notices 
for those without internet access at home should continue.  The present letter 
box leaflets for rubbish pick up dates is essential. 

letterbox 
Council services and community events information could be sent out with the 
annual rates notice or an annual letterbox drop. 

letterbox 
Events and services - by rate notice or a quarterly mailout and then on the 
website.  As I said, not everybody is connected to the internet. 

letterbox Gererally OK, but maybe regular newsletters. 

letterbox 
I prefer to get information by mail, I find it difficult to concentrate on websites 
and even emails if there is too much information on them. 

letterbox 
Information with rate notices works well for me but for people who rent local 
television and radio coverage would be best. 

letterbox letter box drop. 
letterbox Letter box drops 
letterbox mail it's much easier to compare notes with our neighbours 

letterbox 
mailing information with rates notices, through newcastle voice, infomration at 
community facilities such as libraries 

letterbox Monthly newsletter. 
letterbox more newsletters 
letterbox Newsletter, delivered to individual Mail Boxes. 
letterbox Newsletters 
letterbox newsletters to houses 
letterbox ny mail 
letterbox posting a monthly flyer/brochure of activities and events in the mail. 
letterbox Regular updates/newsletters with rates notices. 
letterbox Resurrect Council News 
letterbox Send out information for people who don't use Internet. 
letterbox Sending out regular newsletter either by mail or e-mail 
letterbox special newsletters delivered to letterbox monthly 
letterbox Through local newsletters. 
letterbox Via newspapers or letter drops 

mass media 
A quick NBN community notice of where/when to access details of current 
issues. 

mass media 
a regular information service, mail, column or radio spot - but knowing when it 
is going to be done would be helpful 

mass media Accurate information in press, mail and b rochures 
mass media actually be positive and communicate more in the papers and tv 

mass media 
Be aware not everyone has easy access to computers so don't force on line 
accounting 

mass media better use of local newspapers 
mass media By regular summaries of Council matters in the press 
mass media free newspapers and NBN 

mass media 
I am accessable by computer though to cover the broader community ,free 
papers and local radio and newcastle herald 

mass media I rely on mail or letter box drops. Also radio, tv and papers (herald - post) 

mass media 
Information should be pitched for every ratepayer and resident to use as they 
see fit. It should be free and clearly available 

mass media 
It is a hard task, that I do understand but the web is great, local papers and 
council owned venues provide forums for displays 
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mass media local newspaper 
mass media Local radio, newspaper, tv news. 
mass media Make greater use of the media 
mass media Newcastle Herald. 
mass media perhaps more details in local papers 

mass media 

Personally, I am familar with computers and on-line communication, but I am 
aware that a large majority of rate-payers around my age group (and even 
much younger, eg. two of my daughter-in-laws with primary aged children) do 
not WANT to have anything to do with computers etc.   Thus, I am concerned 
that Council will lose 'favour' with those wanting written, phone, or face-to-face 
communication modes. 

mass media Place up to date information in both the Star and Post newspapers. 

mass media 

These things need to be broadly marketed to the community by way of TV and 
radio.Everybody watches the 6 o'clock news and those that don't have the 
news passed on by word of mouth or at work the next day. 

mass media 
This a good start but i guess the more info the council can get out there the 
broader community would appreciate.This a good start tho. 

mass media TV 
mass media TV and letterbox drop. 
mass media TV, local paper. 

mass media 

Use as many channels as possible with the aim of reaching the largest 
audience possible. Lots of older people don't use the net; I seldom read the 
free newspapers, but I do read the Newcastle Herald - generally on line. The 
quarterly newsletters are a real winner: you can put them in your hand and 
consider several issues side by side. 

mass media utilise NMH newspaper better 
mass media Utilise the free press and Community communication. 
mass media Via the Radio and internet 
none "Voice is a very useful tool. 
none Cannot offer any suggestion atthis time 
none Can't think of anything specific 
none carry on 

none 
Consider information available at present is sufficient if willing to check or 
enquire. 

none 
Council could demoish the Lynches Prawn shed and return to public parkland 
as doccumented 

none 
Council has obviously made recent attempts to improve its communication with 
residents - keep up the good work 

none Council is already OK. 

none 
Councillor Tate seems to be doing an excellent job. 
Jodi Makay seems to be doing the best she can. 

none covered it really 
none Doing a good job...certainly aware of more things happening 

none 
From the Council contacts I have, I do not really require any further information 
that I can get from these 2 sources. 

none Generally happy with the level of onfo from the media and lobraries. 
none Happ as is. 
none Happy with current methods and cant think of any other ways at the moment 
none I am as informed as I wish to be. 

none 

I am fairly happy with the contact. What I don't want to see is a hugh amount of 
council resources used on  unnecessary communications eg forums. I feel the 
telephone  or the website should be the first calls for residents. 
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none 
I am happy and well informed - but perhaps I am more alert to NCC updates as 
I am an NCC employee, and inherently interested in the council services etc. 

none I am happy with the present arrangements 
none I am satisfied with Council's communication in newspapers and on the website. 
none I believe Council's information service is good. I can see no need to add to it. 
none I believe I am well informed re: all the above. 
none I believe you are doing ok 
none I don't really feel uninformed - maybe I don't know what I'm missing! 

none 

I feel I am able to access the information I need to find and I think Council does 
a good job in keeping the public informed. It's the people without access to a 
computer who are often disadvantaged as they only rely on newspapers and 
brochures for information. This is fine for community events but not so good for 
council services. Maybe a single card, similar to the waste pickup leaflet 
Council drops in letterboxes, with the contact phone numbers for everyday 
things that people need to contact Council about would be good. Like the 
number to ring if your garbage didn't get picked up, or for tree trimming, 
childcare etc. 

none i feel that which exists at the moment is adequate 

none 
I have not been in Newcastle long enough to make detailed comment. So far I 
am fairly satisfied with what I have read/ made use of. 

none 

I haven't had many dealings with Council but I think they do a good job with 
notifying of green waste pickups etc.  Now I know there is more information out 
there I will be looking closely in the local papers, notice board and website to 
see what events are coming up. 

none I think Coucil's current metods are satisfactory. 
none I think Council is doing OK as far as keeping me informed 
none I think that the council does a satisfactory job of this with what they do now. 
none I think we are fairly well informed. 

none 
I'm reasonably satisfied with any council information I require, especially 
through library branches. 

none In my opinion the Council does a very good job in Communication 
none It seems to be done quite well at the moment 
none It's cool, just keep up the good work ncc 
none It's OK like it is. 
none keep up the good work 
none keep up the good work. 
none Ok as is now for me. 

none 

On the third page I keyed 'don't know' against 'follow up'.  This should be 
interpreted as not applicable.  I am generally happy with the quality and 
quantity of information from Council. 

none 
Our agging population needs to be able to interact with Council without having 
to do a computer course or outlay money for Internet services. 

none Overall, Council is doing well. 
none pleased with it as it is 
none Pretty good as it is, thank you. 
none quite happy 
none Quite happy with all media services. 
none relatively happy with current availability 
none See previous comments 
none sorry, no suggestions 
none thank you 
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none The current mix of communications from Council is sufficient. 

none 

Too difficult, my needs maybe entirely different to the needs of others.  I sort 
out my needs when they occur.  There is more to life that worrying about whats 
happening in local government. 

none 
we are informed by management as to what goes on . community events are 
advertised and we are aware of these 

none 
We think Council is doing a reasonable job overall in keeping the community 
informed. 

none 
you are doing fine, but then again, peoples expectations to perform miracles 
will always be an issue. 

none You do a pretty good job as it is 

nv 

Am happy with the idea of the Newcastle Voice as a communication tool that 
offers some opportunity for feedback. 
Would like to hear more feedback about these tools.  I wonder as do others I'm 
sure, whether surveys are of any use. 
Do like the idea of regular (? quarterly) face to face chats. 

nv 
As I said before, I'm happy with the e-mail newsletter, but these surveys are 
definitely too long..... 

nv 

Brief specific officers on discussion with the public and providing information. 
Make officers more willing to discuss development with developers rather then 
protecting the interests of only existing residents or rate payers.  
This survey appears to have started as a Customer service ie the front counter 
questionaire and I have become confused where it was going. 
I believe you have not received anything about behind the scenes services with 
this questionaire. 

nv Can these survey's be a little shorter 

nv 
I am satisfied about the level of communication currently in use by Council.  
Newcastle Voice is a valuable addition. 

nv 

I sometimes see "ward meetings" or "community meetings" advertised in the 
press. 
As I am not willing to stand up in front of a crowded room to voice my opinion, I 
do not attend these. I do know however, that people who have their own 
agenda, and are willing to stand up do so. It concerns me sometimes, when I 
read in the press, Council or a Councilor claims that "the rate payers" want 
"such and such"  
Is this "the rate payers want......" message come from public meetings, where 
the vocal minority voice their opinion heard, or does the information collected 
via means such as "the Newcastle Voice" also included ? 

nv 
 
I think the Newcastle Voice is fantastic. 

nv 

I think this information was provided in the survey.  However, VOICE is an 
excellent means of giving the opportunity to the community for feedback.  I 
think Libraries would be most valuable location to provide general information. 

nv In person, through the mail, Newcastle Voice. 
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nv 

Keeping council's website information up to date and accessible (with relevant 
navigational links) would be most helpful (e.g., the recently exhibited draft Code 
of Conduct and draft Code of Meeting Practice weren't posted on the Public 
Exhibitions area of the website until after the half-way mark of the public 
exhibition period, and I couldn't even locate council's Media Policy on the 
website at all. I only found the nomination form for council committees via the 
link sent by Newcastle Voice - I couldn't find any link to it from the council 
homepage when I checked during the nomination period). 
 
Using email instead of traditional paper mail is far better for me, and would 
save council money (and resources) in paper and postage costs. Council 
should adopt the practice  of responding to correspondence in reciprocal form 
(so if I send something by email, I get an email response). 
 
I do think some of the comparisons in the survey are misleading. It's silly to 
have to rank things like the website and face-to-face as preferred means of 
communication, because each mode of communication is suited to particular 
purposes and participants. Such ordinal ranking doesn't distinguish between 
quantitative and qualitative use. Just because I may have rated something last 
(because I don't use it as often), doesn't mean that it's not extremely useful or 
important on the occasions when I might use it. 

nv Newcastle voice or other similar e-mail newsletter/communication 

nv Newcastle voice works well 

nv 

ranking of communications priorities (previous question) very difficult to answer 
as it depends on what the commuunication is about. For general information a 
brochure in the rates notice is ok. But for interactive communication with the 
council mail would be least favourable. 

nv Seems to be getting better thru site like this 

nv 

Since the Voice structure is in place, it may be useful for it to be used to 
provide very brief info on relevant council (and community?) events as well as 
a portal to remind and encourage people of the need to reduce our energy use 
- given Council's claims of leadership in the sustainability stakes 

nv 

Some of the options in this survey did not fit with my preferred response eg not 
interested and then very interested. Seems to be a big gap in between these 
two responses. Maybe insert 'interested'? 

nv 

Technology is the way forward fro busy informed people,but 
professional,competent media people and a user friendly website are vital. The 
Newcastle Voicde is an excellent innovation to hopefully replace the moribund 
community meetings. 

nv 

The question below was silly! I I don't use the internet how would I be 
answering the question in the online survey! 
 
Please list which of the following relates to your situation. Please select one 
response only. 

nv 

This comment is not so much about ways of keeping informed. But i would like 
to say how nice a day it was a Hamilton food fare on Sunday the 15th Nov. I 
was there with my mother and we had a great time out in the street eating good 
food and we felt a really good community vibe down there. Im 25 years old and 
i believe we need more community pride not just for our cbd but the whole of 
Newcastle. Oh and it was also great to see the Newcastle Voice team down 
there looking great as always. 

nv this service is a good start 
nv Through Newcastle Voice 
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nv 
Trouble with Newcastle Voice - sometimes the questions are questionable and 
need clarification/rewording to make their intent clear. 

nv Your correspondence from the Voice is ample. 
problem-solving Allow payments of less than $20.00 per transaction. 

problem-solving 

answer and reply to allcommunicatoins not by either "no answer" or by the 
usual "buck" passing 
 
The person contacted finds the answer and communicated directly back to the 
enquirer/ratepayer 

problem-solving 

Be more prepared to help rather than hinder. The council allways seems to and 
look for "you cant do that" reason to your enquiry and then buck pass any 
questions rather than see, Yes we can sort that problem out easily by ........ 
You never get any consistency with requests and information 

problem-solving 

Council staff to have a more cooperative attitude to dealing with architects and 
the construction community. Council staff to have more knowledge of council 
policy. One example of poor communication I can recall was a planning officer 
insisting that a new development be set back from the front boundary on 
Council St, Cooks Hill, despite this not being a policy requirement and with 
adjoining buildings have no set back. 

problem-solving 

Council would be better served by recognising that it is a servant of the 
ratepayers and not vice versa. In my opinion, Council staff are not skilled in 
effective interactions with the public and need training in dealing with the public 
to ensure that mutually satisfactory outcomes result when someone has the 
need to deal with Council and its staff. 

problem-solving 

councils should have AMNISTY for pets pick up by them, after new years eve,( 
about 3 weeks) i known people who couldnt aford to pay to get their pets ( esp 
PENSIONERS) from pound, just heartbreaking... 

problem-solving 

ditto. the mess at the mall. even if a majority of car polluters thought this a 
great idea it totally STUFFED up the CONCEPT of the mall. Take a look at 
what Wollongong has done. Left this a pathetic immitation of a mall. Now it is 
not even pedestrian friendly. 
 
It would be nice to know the SUB-urban RETARDS that thought this a great 
idea.  Hopeless and pathetic. 

problem-solving 

Firstly, glad to see you took up my suggestion for the previous button on all 
questions.....although it seems not to be working properly.....if you use the 
previous button to correct the previous answer, it then seems to jump the 
question you were at before you clicked the previous button....it then does not 
allow you to answer the 'next' question as it has been jumped and will not 
return (make sense ?  try it) 
On another note, I am an old fashioned girl and like the paper hard copy to 
read (although this goes somewhat against my Green thinking but I do recycle 
everything) and an actual person on the phone or at the counter answering my 
questions or enquiries. I find though in all levels of government that written 
information, oral information and internet information get too 'clever'. My 
biggest suggestion (and I have mentioned this all the way through the study) is 
to keep things simple. People do not want to read too much jargon or pages 
and pages of information. The use of 'new' termanology can be very confusing 
to those who have been late to embrace computer literacy... 
I think that placing pamphlets and newsletters at places that are more 
frequently visited like banks and post offices, may help in not only putting 
information within easy reach for residents but also make it not such a tedious 
task to call or call into the main office to access information....if they wish then 
to take it further they can by phoning or accessing the web site. It is such a 
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wide ranging issue because of all the services that council provides....to a 
certain degree each area of service could/should be looked at separately to 
best decide the approach. I prefer the written form.....newletters, pamphlets 
etc....I like to read them at leisure, mark in my diary (or not). 
 
I think including in the rate notice mailout is a good idea, although it would need 
to be the first each year....maybe also a magnet that lists important dates, 
recycling points and dates (bulk waste and green waste), phone numbers etc, 
that would be on the fridge for all year... 
I have lots of ideas, too many to list.....where to start and where to end is my 
problem 
You are doing a great job. Keep it up 

problem-solving 

For communications with Council (like previous question) I would have different 
preferences for communications to Council (enquiries from me) compared with 
receiving information from Council ie I'd like to get a good response to my 
enquiries over the phone - but I wouldn't rate the phone as a mechanism to 
receive information. 

problem-solving 

For me personally, I find the web and then being able to talk with someone by 
phone/face to face very important. After that community radio is good ie 1233 
ABC (wish they were FM instead of AM).  
 
I don't read papers very much and when I do I rarely seem to bother reading 
what either of the local Mayors have written. 

problem-solving have the staff know what they are talking about 

problem-solving 
I put face-to-face last, as my last experience in visiting Council was very 
negative - lethargic staff who don't give a toss. 

problem-solving 

I think Council and Councillors need to work together more to share the 
communication. There seems to many cross-currents occuring that seem to 
contradict each other. Greater transparency as to roles and contact 
responsibilities within council also. 

problem-solving 

I think sometimes the public is told too much.  You can't please all the people 
all the time, and I think the head of the council and the councillors should make 
more decisions, that is what they have been elected to do.  THere is too much 
debate and nothing is happening in Newcastle and we are going backward. 

problem-solving 
In the last question it was hard to rank the preferred communication method as 
the methods I prefer is dependent on what I am communicating about. 

problem-solving 
It is not council services that annoys me.  It is the waste of money on non 
productive staff 

problem-solving 

Just be attentive to the basic reality of what Local Government has to provide 
for each ratepayer, tenant, owner and others encompassed within the 
framework of Local Government. 

problem-solving make a decision and go forward 
problem-solving More workers fewer bosses 

problem-solving 

Newcastle Council sharing of information is better than I have experienced in 
the UK, but the demographic locality is probably a little smaller but the 
geography larger. 
 
I feel the Council helping the local community deal with anti-social behaviour 
and drunkeness is the key activity I wish tosee Council help with supporting the 
Police and dealing with problems quickly and not hiding behind "Not our job or 
we have no resources" Safe City is what I would like to be able to say about 
Newcastle.... 
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problem-solving 
PROVIDE A SPECIAL TELEPHONE UNIT (MULTISKILLED)to handle spread 
of services provided and who to talk or contact within council. 

public locations 

1. More extensive newsletter; email subscription to events/services selected by 
resident; larger & more prominent community info spaces/boards in libraries & 
other community NCC spaces/buildings. 
 
2. THE PREVIOUS QUESTION RE: COMMUNICATION METHODS DOES 
NOT ALLOW FOR THE RESPONDENT TO NOMINATE A MIXTURE OF 
COMMUNICATION METHODS (EG. PHONE AND EMAIL), NOR DOES IT 
ALLOW FOR THE FACT THAT A RESPONDENT MAY PREFER DIFFERENT 
COMMUNICATION METHODS FOR DIFFERENT ISSUES 
 
* ALSO, THE QUESTION RE: ONLINE ACCOUNTS DOES NOT ALLOW FOR 
AN "INTERESTED" RESPONSE (IT JUMPS FROM "VERY INTERESTED" TO 
"NEITHER INTERESTED NOR DISINTERESTED" WHICH WOULD SEEM TO 
SKEW RESPONSES. IF ALLOWED, I WOULD HAVE NOMIBATED 
"INTERESTED". 

public locations Advertis ein schools and shopping cetres etc - not everyone goes to the library 

public locations 

Billboards or posters - even those big flashing traffic signs - about community 
events coming up?  Definitely promotion on some of the major roads around 
the city - maybe outside the works depot on Turton Rd etc. 

public locations 

Brochures/posters at the Library, on the Council website. 
 
Sending letters /mail to all ratepayers is a tad expensive & wast of paper & I 
would be happier to have the money spent on something else. 

public locations Community noticeboard on fee to air TV and by email. 
public locations Council presence at other events around town 

public locations 

I would like to be able to see short succinct information all over the city in 
places, where people most often congregate, on large face level glassed in 
boards. The backs should have the most used ways to be able to contact our 
council, police etc. 

public locations 
I would like to see coming sporting events displayed at the grounds - eg on big 
billboards. Likewise entertainment 

public locations improved interpretive panels around the foreshore/city 

public locations 
Not interested in on-line info, as I only use it for work purposes only. 
Newspaper or billboard useful 

public locations 

Perhaps also using Schools as a mode of dissemination of information for 
families.  A link to School holiday activities etc from school websites or 
alternatively having a family brochure each year/quarter that people can pick 
up about family activities and encourage use and early bookings. 

public locations 
Provide information to schools that can be bought home with students for any 
child related activities. 

public locations 

Public institutuions should support one another's communication.  E.g., use 
schools and surf clubs & community centres to disseminate info pertaining to 
certain areas, the art gallery and the civic theatre should have info on all 
cultural events and issues pertininng to the arts culture in Newcastle. 
The Newcastle Herald is NOT a good place for this info - it is such a low-end 
newspaper, no one I know gets it regularly.  The writing is poor, the stories are 
simplified, the analysis is vaccuous, if present at all.  Same with the free papers 
- they real hit or miss info sources - half the time, they get put in the bin unread. 

services About parking metres. 
services consolidated community calendar 
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services 
Create a community events calendar for every function and community event 
that happens in the city. 

services It would be nice if councillors responded to requests by members of the public. 

services 
make more events family friendly, as well as more disabl\y parking and more 
wheel chair and vision impeared friendly events 

services more cycleways! 

services 
Name and position should be readily announced by council officers so that 
refer back for consultation and followup consultation is possible. 

services 

Need regular information of what is on in NCC area, calender of events that run 
throughout the year. Promotions that link to these events involving retailers in 
the events. 

services 

Provide more information and services for seniors and juniors. If we are to keep 
illness at bay and keep fit we need affordable facilities for those groups. No use 
encouraging people to be more active if there are noaffordable places to be 
acitve in. How about more tennis courts, school gyms and swimming pools at 
affordable prices with instructors???? 

services 
Specific officers to send emails or phone regarding individual and specific 
events. 

services 

Unsign-posted "bike picture lanes" are too narrow & Road Rules 153 & 247 
advise not to ride in them. They are car-door-opening-death lanes. When 
passing parked cars, 30m beforehand, check for cars, then move into the next 
lane safely, away from door opening zone. 

timeliness 
"What's On" column in papers or radio or TV so we know before it happens - 
not after when seen on TV News. 

timeliness 

Be a lot more open & detailed about what is happening & going to happen. 
Councils web site & dedicated column in newspaper I Think would be the best 
coverage. 

timeliness 

be timely. please give me adequate notice of event. the voice has a habit of 
telling you about a coming event after it has happened. take the ego out of 
correspondence. 

timeliness 

better improve the comms of some of the departments as i have had no follow 
up on some of the emails i have sent accountability of the departments to 
respond to complaints within a quicker time frame also someone needs to keep 
track of these and see that they are actioned 

timeliness 

Council needs to ensure that as much notice is given as possible when 
workgroups and meetings are planned.  
Short lead times make it very hard for working people to attend meetings, and 
will ensure that only unemployed, and retired people are able to attend. 

timeliness 
Delete old information quikly. Opdate current info.eg any changes to times and 
places. 

timeliness 

Even on-line info / Newcastle Voice update is not as prompt as one would wish 
as often insufficient time is given for people to diarise / plan involvement. eg 
Info / invite re the sesquicentary of local govt celebrations in Ncle. What's 
happening with the museum? The sign at Honeysuckle says it is opening in 
2009???? 

timeliness get back to people that email them for info 

timeliness 

happy the way it is set up, but the information should be simple to read. A  
broshure with basic DA requirements for all Zones, that would help during 
property purchases. 
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timeliness 

Having a better updates page on the website for recent news and events. The 
site is not the best for loading up quickly. What about news about how events 
went? For instance there was no publicity in newspapers, radio or print about 
the Slender Strand of Memories concert, the first Newcastle musical 
commission in over 50 years.  This was appalling in our sesquicentenary year. 

timeliness 

I really would like to be able to contribute ideas without having to go to 
meetings. I don't have time to go to the meetings, but I'd like to think I could 
contribute ideas and feedback that was actually noted. 

timeliness 

I think there needs to be more stuff sent out in the mail or put up on notice 
boards. Things I would like to attend often occur without me knowing until I 
read about how it went. 

timeliness Make sure the information is sent out in time. 
timeliness ncc already provides a lot of information; but it must be kept up-to-date 
timeliness Online email enquiries have 50% success rate (out of 2) 
timeliness Overall more effort in communicating what is coming up 
timeliness Please consult with residents BEFORE making important decisions 

timeliness 

Please don't call me at home or my mobile. If I need the info I will look for it on 
the website. If I feel like it, i'll read it in the newsletter. Don't start hassling the 
neighbours like companies. Thanks for all the good work. 

timeliness 

Post planned services and events on website as well as the current channels. 
Increase notification time. Fat as Butter for example, was a well organised 
event but suffered backlash from lack of consultation. 

timeliness 

Publicise Rememberance Day activities on public land before the event instead 
of reading about it in the next day paper. When do plantings change in Civic 
park? 

timeliness regular communication with ratepayers 
timeliness Respond to enquiries in a timely manner 

timeliness 
The technology & media available should be adequate but needs critical 
attention / updating. 

timeliness vote labour out of council, then things will happen. 
website a better environment website 

website 

A website that  does all the things you have suggested i.e online accounts, 
community events and most importantly specific and easy to access specific 
information about services. 

website 
Better online serves. The internet is the way forward andit should be usedto its 
full potential. 

website 
Can you please note all dev applications on your website and e-mail people in 
the street if you have their e-mails 

website Council websites. 

website 
Fix up confusing and slow (at times non-responsive to requests to acces info in 
"search") website.Not user-friendly! 

website 
Having a better web site, and more up to date info on what is going to happen 
to Newcastle City apart from rot away! 

website 

I get extremely upset by the amount of paper resources the council uses on 
fliers and pamphlets that are delivered to my house. I think an overall revamp 
of the internet-based information council provides, with separate web-sites for 
entertainment and events is much more relevant and efficient. 

website 

I guess generally the newsletters, flyers and papers and things cover it it's just 
not about things we are interested in. For specific information the website is our 
first port of call. 

website I just feel that the less paper that is used in communication the better. 
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website 
I like being able to use websites for info on all sorts of things.  However, regular 
newsletters would help in being able to find out whats on. 

website I like using the website however I also like talking to real people... 

website 

I think major events should use print and electronic media plus web. Other info 
should be web based. This would save on paper as the web provides a 
constant reference source which can't be thrown into the bin. 

website internet needs to be easy to find what you want 
website keep moving along the technical road! 

website 

Keeping council's website information up to date and accessible (with relevant 
navigational links) would be most helpful (e.g., the recently exhibited draft Code 
of Conduct and draft Code of Meeting Practice weren't posted on the Public 
Exhibitions area of the website until after the half-way mark of the public 
exhibition period, and I couldn't even locate council's Media Policy on the 
website at all. I only found the nomination form for council committees via the 
link sent by Newcastle Voice - I couldn't find any link to it from the council 
homepage when I checked during the nomination period). 
Using email instead of traditional paper mail is far better for me, and would 
save council money (and resources) in paper and postage costs. Council 
should adopt the practice  of responding to correspondence in reciprocal form 
(so if I send something by email, I get an email response). 
I do think some of the comparisons in the survey are misleading. It's silly to 
have to rank things like the website and face-to-face as preferred means of 
communication, because each mode of communication is suited to particular 
purposes and participants. Such ordinal ranking doesn't distinguish between 
quantitative and qualitative use. Just because I may have rated something last 
(because I don't use it as often), doesn't mean that it's not extremely useful or 
important on the occasions when I might use it. 

website Make sure items  that are said to be on the web, are actually on the web. 

website 
Maybe provide fast-tracks for the top-10 services or queries on your website. 
Clear, plain-English. 

website 

Most information I would prefer to seek anonamously without any identification 
process and with quick access. A secure login may be good for some things, 
such as property related details. 

website Please make the website work more efficiently. 

website 

Provide information online that can be accessible from an interactive map 
interface. Other councils have maps that let you see where garbage is 
collected, where parks are, swimming pools, librarys etc and by clicking on 
them you can access info such as openning hours or make bookings. You can 
also turn on only those maps you are interested in. 

website Ratepayers would use a variety of ways but I would prefer the inernet 

website 
regularly updated website. actually i think the website is pretty informative and 
easy to navigate as is 

website 

setup on line services ASAP 
 
have used at other councils eg Manly, Nth Sydney and is very good 

website Social networking sites 

website 

The last question would have been better to rate each item not rank them all. 
Lake Mac has a great DA tracking option on their site. 
Emails should be able to be tracked. 
It would seem that I can still not keep a copy of my response. 

website 

The Live sites information is well distributed and effective. It provides a good 
template for council to consider when distributing other information. Online info 
is most welcome. 
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website 

There were questions about the formats on website - eg videos.  The content 
dictates the format, so the answer to the question on how useful that would be 
depends on what's in them.   
 
I'd recommend doing user testing on the website, to see what people are trying 
to do and what their issues are. 
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Q27. What you think of Newcastle. 
subject comment 

cbd 

"An attractive city-" certainly does not refer to CBD, however harbour, beaches, 
bushland etc make Newcastle a beautiful place. 
Safety- always true for me, but then I don't go to CBD on weekend evenings 
Newcastle must be one of the most desirable places in Aust. to live.  We, as a 
community do not seem to appreciate/promote/make the most of what we have 

cbd 

* Newcastle has enormous potential because of its location but real (rather than 
lipservice and p.r. exercises) environmental initiatives are (or at least appear to 
be) community driven rather than government driven 
* sadly Newcastle no longer feels safe and in practical terms is not, particularly 
at night 
* empty shop fronts an derelict office spaces (specifically in the main street) 
create terrible ambiance 
* the mall particularly should be vibrant - all major cities have vibrant and 
dynamic malls, heavily patronised and busy but with the safety issue in the 
evenings and general daytime tawdriness it creates a really bad impression 
particularly on visitors/tourists and is basically depressing to inhabitants . . . eg 
there is no weekend culture - everyone goes to Darby or Beaumonts Sts for 
weekend breakkie and strolling/shopping 
 
If as nothing other than a tourism and p.r.exercise the revialisation of the mall 
and Hunter street should be a priority 

cbd 

[1] Council appears to be just another vehicle for a political party. 
[2] Located far enough away from Sydney. 
[3] Although some my comments not fully supportive, it is a good place to live. 
[4] Do not feel safe on Friday & Saturday nights in the CBD City  area 

cbd 

1. City central areas are untidy, unsightly building and lands, council needs to 
solve this poor appearance for visitors and local residents.  
2. Beach front walkways need to be widened, walkway surfaces, adjoining 
fencing/barriers need to be maintained appropriately  (defects and painting). 
3. 50 KPH city/suburb roads require traffic calming treatments with adjoining 
nature strips planted out with appropriate trees. 

cbd A city with great people and potential but FIX UP THE CITY CENTRE!!! 

cbd 
a good place to live but the state of the CBD is a great worry. Too much litter is 
ignored and anti social behaviour at night is a safety issue 

cbd 

A great city to live in, though the city centre DESPERATELY needs revitalising, 
as we are all aware.  The heritage buildings (old PO for example) which have 
been neglected must have something done about the situation.  Providing ease 
of transport across the level crossings should be a priority - light rail would be 
wonderful - and freeing up parking would make a difference.  Who wants to visit 
the city to shop when free parking is available in the centres.  More restaurants, 
cafes, boutique shops, VIABLE markets (as in farmers' markets)and more 
people living in the city - cheap accommodation for students? - could help 
make the city a livelier place to be.  Now, we never take visitors through the 
mall, but only along the foreshore or around the beaches and scenic spots.  
Hunter Street is an embarrassment, sadly. 

cbd 

A great City, except for parts of Hunter Street? We need to fix this asap, with 
special consideration to how a tourist visits and views the place. Eg: 
backpackers arrive on train and bus to the east end. In the future, they become 
the cashed up tourists! 
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cbd 

A great place to live but we need to work on the CBD area to make it more 
attractive and user friendly. Cut train line at Wickham but put a light rail or tram 
system in so that workers, uni students, back packers, etc can get to the inner 
city. 

cbd 
All the above responses apply to being, for 30+ years, an inner-city dweller, on 
age pension. 

cbd 

Architecturally and commercially we need to be watchful that we don't 
transform Newcastle into just another place with similar buildings and the same 
traders as one would find anywhere; fading to grey culturally and becoming 
evermore bland and uninteresting. 

cbd 

Are schools the provenance of local government?  Newcastle is an attractive 
city, however development is slow and seems to be "bogged down". 
Innovations are often not encouraged. The CBD is a disgrace. Development is 
either full on and misguided e.g. Honeysuckle development that is 
overcrowding the foreshore or non-existant e.g.Hunter Street. Creative 
initiatives to develop the city are slow to be taken up or the councillors 
collectively can't make a decision quickly. 

cbd 

As a retiree, I find Newcastle has a good balance of lifestyle and infrastructure.  
I would like to see some progress on making the city precinct a more user 
friendly place. 

cbd 

as mentioned before I am concerned that the city has been allowed to run 
down the way it has - there is no justification for this and it makes the city look 
quite depressed and certainly needs to be rejuvenated. Allowing cars to drive 
down Hunter mall is hardly the way to go - the publicity stunt of the mayor 
driving along it was quite silly. I can see some things are being done mainly by 
the renew newcastle scheme but this is not council driven so a lot more could 
be done by them to change the whole of Hunter street. Also not allowing trains 
to run to Newcastle would definitely be a backward step - a fast efficient train 
link to Sydney would improve things immensely 

cbd 

Beaches & Foreshore are great.  City centre & West end are an 
embarrassment - unfortunatley these are the only areas seen by most tourists 
passing through this city. 

cbd 
Best kept secret, but REALLY needs to revitalise the west end and find a 
solution to transport sagas 

cbd Born here in 1932.Great town. Hunter Street must be fixed. 
cbd CBD is an embarassment 

cbd 

Change is too slow. We have the potential to be a beautiful city but the CBD 
needs a major revamp urgently. Tourism needs to be developed especially 
around the harbour - we need a wharf to offload cruise passengers!  The 
expansion of the university into the city is brilliant! Cut the rail line and get some 
decent light rail/trams happening please!!! 

cbd 

CITY CENTRE IS HORRIFIC abandoned. Lots of drunk young kids. Too many 
empty buildings A long term master plan of the city should be commissioned. 
International architectural and town planning competition. 
 
To include sustainable principles,low buildings with open stairs, revitalise the 
centre, plan roads and trams....infrastucture for the next  50- 100 years. 

cbd 

City centre needs rejuvenation and quickly. There is a perception that it is dirty, 
slum-like especially with the derelict buildings. Hunter Street is a disgrace. I 
have watched tourists especially getting off cruise ships. What is there for them 
to do (except for the art gallery) to do in the city? I would be interested to see 
their comments on the on-ship evaluation about Newcastle as a destination. 
Thank goodness they can be bussed out to the vineyards!! 

cbd Clean up Hunter Street and I'll be even more proud of it. 
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cbd 
Cleaning up the city - and attracting residents and biusiness to the city - should 
be a top priority. 

cbd 

Clings to CBD as "the hub", denying its "fringe" geographical position in the 
city. Chose polluting buses over clean light rail/tram (State Govt. under 
pressure from oil companies). Is not democratically/truthfully represented to 
state govt. about rail re-use or an unneccessary dam to be paid for by us 
instead of the intended beneficiaries. Newcastle is a wonderful place at risk of 
being "developed" into a mini-Sydney except for good accessible public 
transport, adequate police numbers, education & health funding. In other words 
neglected by State Govt. due to poor representation. 

cbd 

demolish the West End and start again, it's appalling. Replce heavy rail with 
light raila nd incorporate merewether beach, the Junction and Hamilton in an 
inner city loop. More lighting in CBD and better use of free space. 

cbd 

Dirty - Bad Transport connections - no Vision for future other then getting rid of 
train link & replacing with pouluting old buses - and unsafe at night. I have not 
gone into the centre at night by myself for many years I used to go regulary to 
shows at night. 

cbd 

DO SOMETING ABOUT THE INNER CITY it is  a DISGRACE   I am ashamed 
to take VISTORS there    CLEAN it up . LEAVE THE RAIL LINE THE CITY 
WILL REGRET , IT THEY TAKE IT UP-----  I USE THE TRAIN INTO THE CITY 
WERE EVER POSSIBLE and RIDE MY BIKE EVERY TIME i GO TO THE 
BATHS ETC OR JUST A RIDEfor fitness 

cbd 

Does not 'feel safe' at night time around late closing pubs. Pubs should close at 
1 am. 

cbd 

Fantastic place to live but the city centre really needs to be revitalised, the re-
opening of the mall has really improved the atmosphere but more needs to be 
done. 

cbd 

Feeling safe in Newcastle City after dark scale one to ten -0 piss pore and 
while this will remain is because Council thinks the area is safe my answer to 
that in one word BULLSHIT 

cbd Feels safe - in the daytime. Love it! 

cbd 
Fix Hunter Street - apply a hot mix surface to Hunter St to eradicate the horse 
and cart on cobble stones feel when driving along that rough stretch of road. 

cbd fix it 
cbd FIX OUR CITY! 

cbd 

fix the inner city and open up the rail line to the harbour and watch Newcastle 
thrive as a cultural,community,tourism & business hub. Keep it as is and watch 
the city centre die a slow painful,violent death. 
 
Please push the issue and lobby the state & federal politicians to get off there 
butts and overlook there small minded political persuasions and make 
Newcastle city centre grand and vibrant again. MAKE IT HAPPEN. I want my 
kids to see Newcastle as I saw it when I was young. 

cbd 

Generally a great place particularly in suburbs and foreshore, but totally let 
down with city area and the waste of time and money trying to maintain it as a 
commercial centre. Totally redevelop that area and we will become a modern 
vibrant city 

cbd 

Great place to live.  We don't have to 'market' the city to attract more people.  
Pace of change is just right.  Traffic flow can be improved a lot as  RTA and 
NCC haven't changed their thinking to keep up.  Hunter St west streetscape 
should be priority.  And rail must be retained to keep Newcastle as the hub of 
the lower Hunter valley. 
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cbd 

Has a great natural environment currently being dragged down by condition of 
the inner city and presence of rail line in it's present form. It is a great place to 
live. 

cbd 
Honeysuckle and Newcastle Port area needs to be completed (Honeysuckle) 
and cleaned up for tourism. 

cbd 

Hunter Street needs to be cleaned up and look more attractive to visitors as it is 
a main entry route. Remove the rail line from the city. The coastline needs to be 
looked at and planned for the future with better ammenities and tree shade 
areas. 

cbd 

I assume this survey is for greater Newcastle.  The state of buildings in the 
Hunter & King Street areas is awful.  I am disappointed the City does not 
expect and enforce building owners to clean up the buildings or demolish those 
that are beyond recovery. 

cbd 

I believe Newcastle has the potential however we need to get on with 
developing the unsighly streets of Newcastle and encourage industrial and 
commercial development rather then push it away. 

cbd 

I don't know anyone among my friends who says they feel safe in the city.  It is 
plain scary at night coming out of the Civic theatre to have a group of young 
drunk men accost you on the street. Since the Wolf St. cinema is gone - I don't 
meet friends there and have lunch in the city any more. There is no 
entertainment to draw people in.  The city markets died for us as they had no 
fresh fruit & vegetables and easy access parking.  The suburban shopping 
centres provide free parking and easy SAFE access to facilities. I wonder (like 
others) if less money were spent on honeysuckle and more attention given to 
the dying city. There are no cinemas and nice venues in the city itself to draw 
people there. And it is still UNSAFE. 

cbd 

I grew up in Sydney then moved to Perth for 5 years before moving to 
Newcastle and I think Newcastle has so much to offer.  I really wish that they 
had decided to develop the centre of Newcastle to make it a true CBD 
encouraging business there instead of places like Charlestown.  It is such a 
beautiful city that shouldn't be wasted. 

cbd 

I have lived here all my life, I love it and have no intention to leave.  
BUT... and there is always a but!  
my main concerns for Newcastle has been its inability to halt the decay of the 
CBD and west end. Is like a healthy apple with a rotten core.  
While it is easy to drive around it is a joke for public transport. I am a strong 
believer in stopping the heavy rail before the West end but only if there is 
alternate transport link to the top of town 

cbd 

I have returned to live in Newcastle after being away for 24 years. I have 
chosen to make Newcastle my long term home. I love the laid back people and 
friendly community. 
I love the city but it is a shame that it is generally run down. It is an 
embarrassment to show visitors around.  
I remember walking around the city as a teenager in the 1980s but would not 
allow my children to do so now. 
We live in Fletcher, which needs better public transport services and local 
amenities. 

cbd 

I have worked in the cityfor 40 years and have watched it fall apart, it's rundown 
and I avoid taking visitors to Hunter Street as it's a shambles. I shop in Hunter 
Street as I feel sorry for the few traders remaining 

cbd 

I live in Dawson Street. During the day, I feel safe but at night or on the 
weekends it is noisy with drunks swearing and yelling as they leave the hotels. 
In 22 years of living here our car has been vandalised 4 times and broken into 
numerous other times. 
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cbd 

I love Newcastle but I really feel like we should be taking advantage of this 
opportunity to regenerate our city fulfill it's potential as a great city - especially 
the inner city CBD area. 

cbd 

I love Newcastle, and I'm very proud to live here.  I have lived overseas, and 
returned to Newcastle because it's a fantatic place to settle down and raise a 
family.  Please, Please do something urgently about the inner city of Newcastle 
- it desperately needs help.   When I was a kid newcastle CBD and the mall 
area was so vibrant ... and an exciting place to visit.  Sadly not anymore! 

cbd 

I love this city but am probably bias as I am a born and bred Novocastrian but 
fell very sad and embarresed when I take visitors into the city with it's 
dilapidated buildings and graffiti abounding. We have much to offer with our 
great beaches and harbourside and parks it is just Hunter/Scott and King Sts 
that are a real eyesore that we need to do something about. 
 
We also need to sell our city and all it has to offer to northern hemisphere 
visitors much better. Having been on an overseas trip recently where we met 
many from England Scotland etc they were unaware of where we were, what 
we had to offer and that it is still a great place to visit even during our winter 
time ( August/Sept) which is their longest holiday break 

cbd 

I loved Newcastle but now after returning from the UK I am disappointed in 
it.The graffiti is bad especially on the rail corridor into Newcastle and rubbish 
abounds some streets. Some areas are looking grotty. The foreshore is 
becoming overdeveloped and Lee wharf should become a shipping terminal for 
passenger liners. Save our rail. Can you tell me why...you build a university put 
in a new train station and then when you want the uni to come to Newcastle 
you take out the rail.....Does not make sense to me..... 

cbd 

I moved to Newcastle from Sydney 9 years ago but the longer I live here the 
more parochial I find Newcastle. It does have some attractive features and is 
certianly less polluted than Sydney . i worry that the council is very pro-
development and is destroying the uniqueness that orginally atrracted me from 
Sydney. Some buildings that have been allowed ot go up such as the  Crown 
Plaza - which really destroys the communities access to the foreshore are a 
crime and unfortunately I can see more of the same happening, purely for 
commercial returns sacrificing what is best for the community. The city area is 
unsafe and my teenage son is very scared to be down there after 5pm. The 
new development in Newcastle Mall sounds appalling and is going to destroy 
that unique city centre. There is no need for yet another large shopping mall in 
Newcastle, espeically when you lose the caharacter of city in the process. I can 
never understand why parking fees are charged on weekends - if you are trying 
to encourage mroe people to come into the city area ? No wonder previous 
attampts at making the Newcastle Mall a happening place, have failed. 

cbd 

I think it is a wonderful city and place to live. It does have problems with the city 
centre and the council should be pressing the state govt. to provide the 
pedestrian access to the foreshore that GPT wants so that they do their 
development and then the city centre would be on the way to recovery. 

cbd 

I think it is on the verge of (a) being a fantastic vibrant city with soul or (b) 
allowing quick development to solve the derelict West End problem. Lots of 
litter around the Foreshore on the weekend. Attractive city with the exception of 
the ugly high rise around the Newcastle Hospital site. 

cbd 

I think its atrocious the state of the city itself in Newcastle. We could have a 
major tourist attraction through cafes and major Melbourne type situation but it 
is pathetic the state of the shops in Hunter Street etc ... other than that I love 
Newcastle. I just think the above situation is embarrassing. 
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cbd 

I think Newcastle area is O.K. however the inner city, particularly the old post 
office, and lots of sites that are earmarked for future development continue to 
be a problem overall for the city. Something should be done about this. 

cbd 

I think Newcastle is in an appalling state, anyone that goes up Hunter st is 
sickened by the boarded up shops and pothole roads. The city needs to spend 
time on upgrading its cbd roads and beautifying the area. When you go to other 
towns it is obvious that our town lacks these things, it is not a welcoming site at 
all.I feel embarrassed when people come from overseas to visit and drive up 
Hunter st it is a disgrace. 

cbd 

I think that the city need to become more attractive but ensure that its heritage 
is not lost. The city is currently dying and needs to be revitalised more than in 
the past as many people are being accomodated in new accomodation close to 
the city. 

cbd 

I think that the NCC needs to be tougher on Graffiti, and not allow the buildings 
in the city be the defaced by these vandals.  IT IS MOST DEFINATELY NOT 
ATTRACTIVE AND MAKES THE CITY DIRTY AND UNATRACTIVE. 

cbd 

I think the city looks dreadful at the moment. I hardly go into the city now for 
shopping or even to visit cafes. I tend to go to Westfield or Darby st for example 
for these needs. I used to live in the City and it was a much more vibrant and 
safer place nearly 20 years ago. I think the Council has spent too much 
emphasis on developers saving us from ourselves than showing leadership. 
Also as I catch buses to get around I find the public transport around Newcastle 
wanting. I feel that if the train line is ripped up we will lose facilities, not gain in 
the long run. 

cbd 
I would like to see all the abondoned and deralict buildings dealt with. They are 
revoulting. 

cbd 

If it keeps going the way it is, could be the next marketable Ghost town. We 
really need to clean up the west end. Business is never going to survive if 
people don't go to the city, and it is too dfar away from the main population, 
with Charlestown, Kotara etc being the main points. Would be a fantastic living 
area, and tourism spot if it didn't look like the Earthquake was yesterday! 
 
BUT, to be fair, some things are moving. All involved with the Fernleigh Track 
should be applauded for sticking ot their guns. This is a fantastic resource, and 
we should strive to make others. People getting out, walking/bike riding and 
keeping fit can only help the whole community. 

cbd 

If you did up the city as a mall.... with more parking stations, get rid of the 
parking meters, lose the rail line, improve the city security, (security cameras, at 
least someone put up more than one!!) then I think people would start to return 
to town. 

cbd 

is a great place to live. hunter street especially from civic down is distgusting 
with derilect shops and buildings. it is an embarresment to take visitors to town. 
beaches,parks, foreshore are a credit to council. 
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cbd 

its sadly insular and is suffering the effects of years and years of neglect and 
complacency. John Tate should be ashamed. He has been on council for two 
decades and watched it decay and done nothing but leap onto boards .. to do 
equally little there. Whats more he wilfully ignores conflicts such as being part 
of the HDC that recommended moving the legal precinct to the Civic area.. into 
land and buildings owned by Council!!. It took an ex Novo living in Melbourne to 
breathe any life into Hunter Street. And he did it from Melbourne!! Abandoned 
derelict buildings. Look at the Empire, Palais, Kensington, Surf House, Royal, 
The toy shop in ..Perkins? Brown? St, the Post office, The Store.... the who;e 
block opposite Holden on Stewart Avenue. The centre of town is less safe than 
Bagdhad from dusk on the weekend. I would not venture out on Hunter St 
alone at night. And I am a 50 yr old male. I have and will venture out in New 
York, London.. (but probably not George St in Sydney) Newcastle is making 
some progress.... Honeysuckle is slowly getting there... but why oh why are 
those wonderful sheds not used.... full of museum gear I am told,,,,, WHY? And 
why did the west end site close? When are we ever going to have a museum? 
How much of a cock up is this?.. Enormous..! 

cbd 
Its time to get things happening in the CBD and closing the rail line is not going 
to achieve anything to this end. 

cbd 

lack of planning of access to cbd will result in congestion as residential 
population increases. 
uncoordinated traffic lights makes moving around cbd and ncle east slow and 
tedious. 
developers close off streets and parking spaces inconveniencing locals 
the location of state transit bus terminal at ncle railway station is unsuitable as 
the scott/watt st lights are not suited to turning buses 

cbd 
Love it!!! Love living here. Hope that we can improve it's CBD area especially 
Hunter Street... 

cbd 

Make a decision and go forward with city redevelopment - its currently ugly and 
no-one likes going to the CBD. Find ways to make housing more affordable and 
do something to alleviate the rental crisis. 

cbd 

Much of Newcastle CBD is an eyesore with burnt out derelict buildings.  
 
All too common alcohol/ drug fueled violence in the city after dark, many 
bashing are not reported to police. 
 
Revitalize the city but not with more night clubs. It would be great if the old post 
office could be taken over by NCC, it would make a grand art gallery. 

cbd must get the top of town done up 
cbd need to develope the center take away the railway line 

cbd 
Need to do more to make Newcastle city more attractive and make visitors and 
locals visit more often 

cbd 

Need to revitalise the city centre, get rid of the railway that is dividing the city 
into two halves - the haves nd the have nots. I realise this is primarily a State 
Gov't decisoin, but Council must lobby to make it happen.  
Also, support young people's right to have a social life. he rantings of Mr B and 
his ilk are destructive and embarrasing for a city the size of Newcastle. We 
need a vibrant night life if we are to be taken seriously as a livable city and 
tourist destination 

cbd Needs more work from West End to Est End (The Store building to Civic). 

cbd 

needs to do alot more work in and around the city centre foreshores to make 
this a viable assett for now and the future also keeping in touch with its outer 
suburbs 

cbd 
Needs to take notice of community - Keep rail line! Need to clean up city centre 
- Its not a nice place to go with derelict buildings - Owners need to be forced to 
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act or get big fines. 

cbd 

newcastle  is a wonderful  place to  live , 
 
 we have a lovley  forshore ,but our hunter street area 
 
 is a place of embaresment, when my chrildren were little we would  love to  go 
for a walk down hunter street, now it is a dirty  untidy  eye saw 

cbd 

Newcastle CBD and East are nice, but Newcastle West is horrible. We enjoy 
our CBD apartment immensely. A butcher shop and a deli are needed in the 
Mall. 

cbd 

Newcastle CBD had decided to be a underdeveloped, which was good. The 
recent development increase has had benefits, but it is loosing its character. 
The CBD needs a large backpackers to bring in people who exist in the city, I 
work int he east end of Hunter St, and the backpackers are always around. It 
bring a good vibe to the place. I hope the the shops at the Royal site also bring 
people into the area, because it seems that the apartments do not do this. The 
suburbs are great, but the violence I sometimes see (in the day light hours) 
makes me sick. 

cbd 

Newcastle CBD is a disaster and should be developed as a tourist precinct, not 
a hub.  At least half the commercial area should be rezoned residential or 
turned into free parking.  Marketown should be the shopping precinct.  There 
will never be the demand for services that used to exist, the CBD is now 
irrelevant with regional centers filling the role.  NCC it seems is a pawn in the 
developers hands and has little say in maintaining/improving the lot of existing 
residents. 

cbd 
Newcastle City (Hunter Street) is an absolute eyesore - Council needs to make 
property owners accountable for neglect. 

cbd 
Newcastle City has a very good infrastructure and the free buses in the city 
should be used more, which saves us from pollution. I love Newcastle. 

cbd 
Newcastle has a great economic future but needs to improve its city centre so 
that it is an integrated and attractive retail, business and leisure hub. 

cbd 

Newcastle has 'gone off' in the twenty years I've lived here. Public transport has 
declined markedly and access to community places seems to be under threat 
due to parking meters, booze culture, and a disinterest in the value of 
pedestrian traffic. The city centre has been hollowed out in favour of the bland 
and faceless Honeysuckle precinct, so the sense of a city centre with a 
distinctive sense of place is going fast. The abuse of the old post office building 
and the determination to move business and people from the 'old' city centre 
makes for a car dominated rat race with few places for citizens to promenade. I 
think Newcastle is currently up the wrong street and I'd love to see a return to a 
truly vibrant city in place of one that trumpets the word but which is empty of life 
except in motor vehicles. We need to keep the train line and to revive reasons 
for people to return to the city for work, business and play. 

cbd 

Newcastle is a great city to live, Beaches, parks (some are good), foreshore 
access is getting better. But the city centre needs more life... Make it a 
University city! Bring the students into town and improve public transport that 
links the City to the University. Fix up the Merewether / Dixion Park beaches 
improve the public access... 

cbd 

Newcastle is a great place to live,however it is unfortunate that the the city 
center and the beaches infrastructure has been allowed to die and degenerate 
to the extent it has.Lack of transport is also a major problem. 
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cbd 

newcastle is a great place to live. however it is let down by the untidiness of the 
hunter street mall and the empty shops.. why isnt someone fixing the old post 
office... and many other derelict buildings in hunter st!! do something about the 
railway line into newcastle. replace it from wickham with light rail and  a cycle 
way.. it works everywhere else in the world!!! john tate is a great fellow but we 
need a decisive decision maker!!. 

cbd 
Newcastle is a great place to live. Unfortunately, Hunter st is a poor 
advertisement for our city. It is unsitely during the day and unsafe at night! 

cbd 
Newcastle is a great place with beautiful beaches, but the inner city doesn't feel 
safe anymore at night. 

cbd 

Newcastle is a great place, would not live anywhere else but please get the 
CBD developing. Take little notice of self-interest group and resident's group, 
they have held this city back for decades. Cut the railway and open up the city. 

cbd 

Newcastle is a wonderful city,however, to much focus is on appeasing big 
business men and the need for developments against the long term population 
needs. Honeysuckle should have had far greater open space and access to the 
waters edge for all people. You can not have apartments without green space 
for people and children. Let alone those others who live in the others suburbs 
and hinterland who wish to come to the foreshore. This was not planned for the 
growth of the next 50 years let alone 100 years. It should be called 
Colenoscopy Drive for it will be like driving up someones back passage 

cbd 

Newcastle is fab - I've lived here all my life - everything is here in terms of 
environment - any sport or activity you want to do is generally available 
somewhere.  it doesn't have the variety of nightlife that a big city has, but 
Sydney is not that far away if you want to see something special that's not 
coming to Newcastle.  Getting around is fine if you have a car - you can get 
most places in the region in under an hour.  Can I just say that I am really over 
the obsession with the CBD of Newcastle?  Attempts to make it the centre it 
was in the 70's will never be successfull.  It will never be a shopping destination 
again.  Newcastle's centre of gravity has moved a lot in the last 40 years - why 
drive past an enormous shopping centre to get to the city?  The CBD can be a 
business district during the week and it should be a tourist centre the rest of the 
time with shopping to complement the tourism aspect - having different kinds of 
artists or crafts people selling their own locally made things in the shops in the 
top section of town would be something to draw people to something unique. 
the rents will have to be lower to make this work - the shop owners need to get 
over this, or resign themselves to turning these buildings over to residential 
redevelopment.  You can't charge premium rent when the storeowners cannot 
generate the turnover required to make it worthwhile. In any case, why replicate 
charlestown square or westfield?  I have worked  in the CBD for over 20 years 
and I rarely shop there - I might go to the chemist at lunch time or something 
but even if I see things in shop windows, I don't have time to look at lunchtime 
and I would never bother to travel into town yet again on the weekend to shop 
when I can go to any of the major shopping centres for the same distance -and 
they have the major supermarkets where I can do all my shopping in the one 
trip 

cbd 

Newcastle is my home but Hunter Street is an embarassment. We cannot 
promote a vibrant modern city when the main street looks like it belongs to a 
ghost town. 

cbd 
Newcastle is the city of my choice and I love it. The centre of the city requires 
much attention but things are improving. 
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cbd 

Newcastle needs a real city centre to attract locals and visitors alike. It has the 
foreshore/honeysuckle which is great but I think people don't come to the CBD 
for much as they can go to other suburbs for shopping and many facilities. 
Much of the CBD needs the old disused buildings to be renovated and 
redeveloped for people to come to the city of Newcastle. There needs to be 
more rental housing at reasonable prices. The whole of Hunter Street needs to 
be revamped and promoted to promote the Historical centre of Newcastle and 
renovate the empty ruined buildings. 

cbd 
Newcastle needs the inner city revitalised - perhaps fining owners of derelict 
and other properties who do not maintain the premises properly. 

cbd 
Newcastle west looks a mess, is a major disappointment when driving into the 
city its needs major commitment and funds from council. 

cbd 

Over development of the harbour is destroying what could have been a 
fabulous city.  A city is not just about large development it's about a sense of 
place and recreation for its inhabitants. 

cbd Please clean up Hunter Street. 
cbd please do something with the dead shops in hunter street. 
cbd REQUIRES THE NEWCASTLE CBD TO BE FIXED NOW 

cbd 

room for improvement - no more high rise along waterfront. More pedestrian 
crossing at railway - keep railway - clean up West End. The store front is filthy. 
Why not put markets at the Store - it already had parking and bus routes 

cbd The best city to live but the CBD needs to be revitalized now 

cbd 

The bus shelters at DJs is a terrible Isaw (sic). It is an embarrassment. The 
streets in Newcastle CBD need a good wash. Such a good look for tourists - I 
think not. 

cbd 

The CBD is a disgrace and an embarrassment. Get rid of the uneven pavers 
that always look dirty. The area around the Brewery always smells like rotten 
food it doesn't  impress visitors. 

cbd 

The CBD is a disgrace and reflects years of inaction and incompetence by 
those who have had a responsibility for looking after the city. Unfortunately the 
decision makers, particularly local councillors lack the skills, education and 
knowledge be effective custodians of this city. 

cbd 

The CBD needs to be renewed.  Trying to compete with suburban 
malls/shopping is not the answer (not suggesting that this is the 
current/proposed approach, just that there is no point trying to make ‘retail’ 
happen when it probably wont succeed – the malls are too convenient by 
comparison).  I think a mix of commercial, education (move parts of the 
university there over time), boutique retail, cafés, restaurants, galleries, 
apartments and town housing might be sustainable.  This will only work if it is 
easy to get into and park there. 

cbd 
the cenre of town is dead.  there are too many big shopping centres which ruins 
street fl 

cbd 

The centre of the city is a disgrace, especially Hunter Street, the parks, most of 
them are very poor. I am involved in Tourism and I hear from the people that I 
am in contact with regarding these 2 items in particular. 

cbd 

The city center is a disgrace, pull it down and start again and get rid of the west 
end. dirty and ugley. Stop talking about it and do something. Look at how long it 
took to decide on Surf House. Newcastle council is far too slow at moving 
ahead. Woollongong is miles ahead of Newcastle 
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cbd 

The city centre is a dump. The beaches and harbour don't have the facilities 
available that they should have, they think a bit of a sand and water is all we 
need. Put some restaurants, shops, function centres, and similar facilities all 
the way along the coast. Not just a crap kiosk and a surf club that no one is 
allowed to use. Thanks Peter Garrett & Labour for screwing up Nobby's also. 

cbd the city itself is extremely un-inviting 

cbd 

The current state of the city centre and newcastle west detracts from the feel of 
the city.  People are increasingly inclined to focus on themselves and their own 
needs, decreasing a feeling of community.  It is becoming much busier and 
more cutthroat, especially on roads and in public spaces.  Newcastle is at that 
'awkward teenager' stage where it is not big enough to promote investment and 
redevelopment in the city centre but is too big to have a small town feel where 
everyone knows everyone.   
 
Things for the future - decrease car dependence, promote neighbourhoods and 
local centres, resist commercialism, encourage environmental sustaintbility, 
support communtiy facilities such as the community greening centre and 
blackbutt. 

cbd 

The overall lok of Newcastle is poor. Many other parts of the world are doing 
simple things like planting out roundabouts and verges at corners, or other 
actions that bring life and cleanliness to the spaces. Concrete and grass is so 
dull, requires upkeep and has other environmental downsides. The city could 
be spectacular but instead is an eyesore in many many parts. One major 
problem is that the beaches and the foreshore are well kept and alive. To get 
there however we have to pass through unkempt, bland and rubbishy areas. 
There is no passageway that we could use to gain access via a pleasing 
lookway. 

cbd the run down state of newcastle city centre is a very real concern 

cbd 

The state of the actual CBD is appauling, and is at the point where it now 
deters people visiting from the Newcastle/Lake Macquarie area and outer area 
tourists. Nightlife and entertainment have also slumped to a point where you 
have a better chance of a good night out in Maitland than in our regional centre. 
I appears harder for local entertainment venues to book decent acts with the 
current trading restrictions not imposed in neighbouring LGA's. More night life 
options are required to keep residents (other than retirees) in the newcastle 
area. Small capacity wine bars, like that found in Melbourne would be an 
excellent opportunity to get some life back into our CBD and cater for the 30-50 
demographic. 

cbd 

The top of town needs to be revitalised urgently.     Just reopening the mall was 
not sufficient.    We need to go back to the days when there was residential 
flats above the shops in Hunter St and this brought a feeling of vitality to the 
town.     If necessary let businesses operate rent free for a period of three 
months to get more commerce up and running in the street.     The eventual 
income generated would more than make up for the initial shortfall. 

cbd 

Too many derelict buildings, inner city needs to be revitalised, ugly innner city. 
 
beautiful beaches 
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cbd 

Too much focus on driving as only form of transport - Should work on 
integrated public transport, dense population centres and better cycle facilities - 
Bikes are not allowed on buses like they are all through Europe and in 
Canberra - a smaller city than Newcastle. Why? 
 
City centre streets need a complete overhall, with more pedestrian/vehicle 
shared zones like in the mall currently. It seems to work very well with slow 
traffic. 
 
If government takes some bold initiative and gets into debt spending on 
beautifying the city, linking the harbour to Hunter St (level crossings) changing 
policies and encouraging development, then given time, private investment will 
follow. 

cbd 

Town centre needs spruce up & west-end is disgrace!  
 
Railway line has to end at Wickham & Adamstown railway gates MUST be 
replaced by under/overpass! 

cbd 
urgent need to clean up the main city area for incoming tourists/cruises and 
locals then we can all be proud to live in newcastle and show it off 

cbd 

We desperately need to do something about Hunter Street. It is embarrassing. 
Several new members at playgroup, who come from other cities, are too 
embarrassed to take relatives down the main street. They do love Honeysuckle. 
We need to start seriously fining people who let their building remain in 
appalling conditions. Pull down some of the buildings that are beyond repair 
and make them into car parking such as the old Hunter Water site. Give people 
a limited time to fix heritage buildings up. We have already lost too many 
important sites in Newcastle. 

cbd 

We have spoilt an opportunity for a wonderful ambience at Honeysuckle. 
 
We need proper bike paths. 

cbd we need to fix the cbd 

cbd 
We should be preserving our heritage sites. EG Post office, nobbys should 
never be in the hands of private developers 

cbd 

We still need to get the CBD cracking, it must feel safer, cleaner, get more artist 
etc into the old buildings become more tourist and traveler orientated. Have a 
list of arts and artists, craft people, hand made goods etc on the council 
website. 

cbd 

Would be better if it was modernised (i.e. less cranky people whinging about 
every proposal that would actually make the city better)but i like it a fair bit 
anyway.  It would also be better to get a much higher building density like 
chatswood or parramatta around the newcastle west area to justify putting in 
more public amenities.  plus get rid of the rail line 

cbd would be going places if hunter street was done up and around the coast 

cbd 

Would never take visitors down Hunter Street. It is an absolute disgrace to our 
city. I understand the problems you have with the derilict buildings but 
something has to be done quickly. How can any Novocastrian be proud of that? 
I think you need a theme, and repair and update the buildings according to this. 
eg on Foreign Correspondent recently they were reporting from a little island off 
Copenhagen. There was a lot of semi detatched buildings, all the same style, 
and each one was painted a different colour. It looked quaint and very inviting. 

city culture Homogeneous community with a very anglo-australian culture. 
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city culture 

I am disappointed that opportunities to further our city are quite often quashed 
by a handful of nay sayers eg the Nobby's development and the proposed 
markets at Wickham (how many Newcastle people travel to Sydney to the 
markets?)  I remember a petition being circulated against the Entertainment 
Centre which thankfully was ignored. 

city culture 

I like it - I think it is a city that is still dealing with changes in its persona - older 
Novacastrians sometimes appear less tolerant and able to embrace change 
than their peers in other cities 

city culture 

I like it to be a sleepy town. The old city centre is never going to become vibrant 
again, so we should be creating meaningful community centres further west. 
Keep the rail, and more bicycle friendly roads 

city culture 

I love Newcastle, but am concerned there is no real path for the future.  Policies 
seem to be formulated for individual gain and not for the benefit of the 
community as a whole. 

city culture 

I love this City but we are in serious trouble!  
There's no doubt Newcastle is made up of passionate people who love this 
place & it isn't short of culture, talent, creativity or visionaries.  However 
Newcastle & its surrounding region has always suffered a very deep identity 
crisis.  There is a deliberate avoidance or disregard of the Aboriginal cultural 
platform & the disrespecting of its First Peoples & their rights.   
Because this City has not (at the very least) embrace its Awabakal family, we 
can't worked out a way to therefore settle into the magnetic cross-cultural mix 
race of people, despite the superficial "yobbo, hoon, sports obsessed" persona 
we depicts.   
There is also a distressing concern with how an attitude of disrespect has 
filtered down through the generations, manifesting in the youth through 
violence, aggressive vandalism & self destructive behaviour. 
Essentially from the conversations & media stories over the years, this City has 
been suffering a type of depression coupled with a strange embarrassment 
about how this Newcastle looks & how its being represented.   
We are definitely at a critical point to find a way forward together with the 
necessary support of Local City Councils (plural) with inspiring manifestos for 
this region as a whole. 
Of course the general remark about Newcastle is that it has "great potential"!  
The question remains as to whether we will ever see ourselves living out our 
potential in its entirety. 

city culture 

I wasn't sure of your meaning of "feels like a real city".  I think Newcastle is 
more like a large rural town in the way people retain their friendliness and we 
don't have the hustle and bustle - except on the main roads during peak hour. 

city culture 

I would like to see more community events not just in Newcastle but in other 
areas such as wallsend, I think Live sites is wonderful but would like to seee 
more on Sat and Sun. 
 
Friday nights are to difficult for family events after school and work. 

city culture 

It has a chip on its shoulder, complains constantly about itself and often only 
describes itself as a positive alternative to Sydney.  It has in fact got 
considerable culture, beautiful environment and significant positive 
development.  It doesn't need counsellors selling their souls to help us get 
ahead with developers. 

city culture 

It has great natural beauty.  Planning has no regard for local character or life 
style more about jobs and money. There are very creative people in this town 
that should be given a voice. 
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city culture 

It is a relaxed and pleasant place to live. Newcastle residents do not 
necessarily understand how fortunate the majority of people are and have a 
chip on the shoulder attitude re the supposed "Sydney gets everthing" 
mentality. This fails to recognise the difficult life that many Sydney citizens face 
as Sydney becomes less and less sustainable. Compared to citizens in rural 
and regional communities Novocastrians have excellent access to services 
such as health, transport, education etc.The Newcastle Herald has too much 
say in what is supposedly best for Newcastle and its citizens. It has lost the 
voice that it once had in terms of championing the public interest and tends to 
be the champion of vested interests such as the Hunter Business chamber. 

city culture 
It is a shame the foreshore area of Newcastle and harbour has been overtaken 
by high rise welath. Newcastle was built on low income hard labour. 

city culture 

It should be more willing to accept new ways of making a living such as 
renewable energy, developing technology and other research.  The 
environment is good enough to attract top people in many intellectual fields. 

city culture 

It would be great if we could: Get rid of the rail line into Newcastle and get light 
rail.Get a new local State member. Make ourselves a marginal seat (State and 
Fed). Have the Council be more efficient, more pro-active, less negative. 

city culture It's better than Sydney. 

city culture 

It's not like any ordinary city. It certainly needs a lot of work in the inner city in 
regards to infrastructure maintenance and ecologically sustainable 
development to improve the outward appearance to visiters. It should also 
support the arts community to a greater extent to bring more vibrancy to the 
inner city in the way of performance, music etc. 

city culture 
its pretty good to live in...except you always need money to do something, 
except for the beach 

city culture 
need to keep the rail line and needs leadership with a vision for a sustainable 
future for Newcastle, like what City of Sydney are doing with their 2030 plans 

city culture 
Needs to focus on strengths, building on these and less on what it does or 
doesn't have. 

city culture 

Newcastle has a lot of opportunity and could be a great city, but I think the 
biggest problem is that the elected council is always blaming State or Federal 
governments for issues that it finds too hard to deal with. I also think that too 
many people have a Not in my backyard attitude to new things but then expect 
someone to do something to improve the place. 

city culture 

 
Newcastle has an identity crisis.  It originally was the BHP coal and steel town.  
And has been using this brand for the last 80 years.  But now it needs to 
reinvent itself, and this is the transition period, its been going on since the 80's 
and it won't be over for a long time. 

city culture 

Newcastle has been decimateed buy the control of Sydney bureaucrats who 
function to a different drum and impose upon Newcastle ideas and directions 
not acceptable to this community. The "joke" of the Rail line[30 study] politically 
insensitive appointments to statutory bodies and poor knowledge and funding 
to the city has seen it go backwards as greater centralisation has occurred from 
Sydney bureaucrats. 

city culture 

Newcastle has enormeous potential to be an attractive city matching the great 
lifestyle that it offers. Unfortunately the combination of un-willingness and 
incompetence at state level is matched by the ego-centric priorities of the 
residents and the business community who are both lacking vision and 
common sence to masterplan for the future. 
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city culture 

Newcastle is a great city with a good lifestyle, friendly people and good 
facilities, but there is a CAN'T DO mentality among many of the local buiness, 
community groups and government organisations and stuck in the past. 
Newcastle loses many great minds and companies to Sydney and Europe due 
to this.The NCC is changing for the better, but its years behind on innovation 
and governance. 

city culture 

newcastle is great but it needs some sort of identity,we still have the stigma 
ofbeing a dirty city ,polution,bhp.we should be pushing how wonderful the 
developement of university skills or the coal loaders no polution ,the working 
harbour,watching large ships entering the harbour on a daily basis.not the city 
centre which is not very attractive. 

city culture 
Newcastle is great! But neglected by State and Federal Government. Council is 
OK except for sectional interests. 

city culture 

Newcastle is in the thrall of too many single-issue pressure groups. 
 
Too many 'ratepayers' who think only of their 'patch' and not enough 'citizens' 
who consider the good of the city as a whole. 

city culture 
Newcastle often misses out on funding. I know this is not the councils fault, but 
the ramifications follow through unfortunately. 

city culture 

Newcastle seems to be a city of extremes:The city itself is extremely 
unattractive with run down buildings, poor traffic flow and poor (+ expensive) 
parking. The bushland and beaches by comparison are extremely beautiful, 
clean and attractive to visit.The city has a lot going for it, however also has 
much room for improvement. Cessation of the trainline at Wickham I think 
would help to beautify the city and assist traffic flow through the newly 
developed areas including Honeysuckle and the highway. 

city culture 

Newcastle should think about what sort of city it wants to be in say ten years - 
be bold in this vision (for example totally green) and become a unique city of 
the future, a world class example - we have the advantage of not being to big, 
so implementation would be easier that our larger neighbours. 
 

city culture quite conservative and monoculture (white anglo (and I am too)) 

city culture 
Satisfactory place to live. What is required is more involvement from residents 
in local activities including sportimg amd community. 

city culture 

sometimes its parochialism is nice , in that people are friendly, but there are too 
many small factions working against each other in many areas of community 
life. there is not much informed opinion on Classical Music so those of us locals 
who want it, are not supported by the community. The local taste is low-brow 
except for a few people. i often feel mediocrity is applauded 

city culture 

The business community should display greater social responsibility in their 
decisions about their businesses, with less whinging to the government and 
asking for hand-outs.  Organisers of community events might be better 
coordinated & more inclusive (eg, surfest& others be a platform for cultural & 
business activities). 

city culture 

The expanding Newcastle area needs more hospitals, aged care facilities, 
disabled accomodation, childcare placement and appropriate transport to all 
ppoints and youth hostels for short and long-term stayers. 

city culture 

the ruling party has had its way for over a century. the residents have to live 
with the results. it is a textbook example of 'a safe labor seat'. newcastle has 
been sold out at every opportunity. until it becomes a marginal seat what will 
change? apathy rules our city. 'opportunity lost' should be our motto. 
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city culture 

The unfortunate thing holding Newcastle back is the useless clowns in 
Macquarie street (state Gov.) If these people weren't cutting back on services 
and making the council provide them, Newcastle council would be finacially 
better off. If the state Govt. give us 19th century railway gates instead of 
overpasses, i'm sure we wouldn't have this rail corridore crap.......keep the rail 
thanks, and put lots of heat on the Minister for Hunter, because she's just a 
pupet for the Govt. in my opinion. By the way it's a shame to see historic 
buildings rot but I think the council is doing its best like most councils, with the 
amount of extra work/services it has to provide because our state leaders only 
think there is one city in NSW (it's big , ugly and starts with 'S') 
 
Thanks I feel so much better now    :) 

city culture 

to many minority groups with too much to say slowing down progressive 
business and spends / wastes time and money with so called bullshit heritiage 
issues. 

city culture 

Too many ego's, both within and on council, Too many vocal minorities 
stagnate development, Too many uncultured licensed venues, City and Council 
Unsustainable as it is, transport network really sucks, Council operations need 
to lead by example - check the unsustainable activities occuring at 
management and operational levels. 

city culture 
Too much consideration given to green and environmental issues to go forward 
at steady rate. 

city culture 

Too much infighting between interest groups. Noone (especially the local 
pollies at all levels) has the courage to make the big decisions to move the city 
forward.  So many people want it to stay like it was when they were a kid 50 
years ago.  So many people are fearful of anyone or anything from outside the 
area.  It's like the place is caught in a 1950's mindset.  Newcastle has become 
a "can't do it, won't do it, don't do it" city! 

city culture 

We are being treated like crap by the Sydney Politicians and the Local 
politicians who are controlled by their Sydney masters. The council don't have a 
clue and we will never progress until we secede from NSW. 

city culture 

We are governed by Sydney and political puppets. Newcastle needs vision,not 
greedy developers. Because of this we look like any city anywhere, losing 
identity,thanks to poor vision and Sydney arrogance. 

city culture 

We need more employment opportunities, like regionalisation of government 
functions, or specialised functions like CSIRO. Newcastle Council should be 
lobbying state & federal government for this as unemployment is a lot higher 
here than the rest of the state. 

coastal strip 

1. City central areas are untidy, unsightly building and lands, council needs to 
solve this poor appearance for visitors and local residents.  
 
2. Beach front walkways need to be widened, walkway surfaces, adjoining 
fencing/barriers need to be maintained appropriately  (defects and painting). 
3. 50 KPH city/suburb roads require traffic calming treatments with adjoining 
nature strips planted out with appropriate trees. 

coastal strip 

Beaches & Foreshore are great.  City centre & West end are an 
embarrassment - unfortunatley these are the only areas seen by most tourists 
passing through this city. 

coastal strip 
Beautiful beaches without too much crowding from residences, development 
etc 

coastal strip 

Newcastle is a great city to live, Beaches, parks (some are good), foreshore 
access is getting better. But the city centre needs more life... Make it a 
University city! Bring the students into town and improve public transport that 
links the City to the University. Fix up the Merewether / Dixion Park beaches 
improve the public access... 
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coastal strip 

Newcastle is a great place to live,however it is unfortunate that the the city 
center and the beaches infrastructure has been allowed to die and degenerate 
to the extent it has.Lack of transport is also a major problem. 

coastal strip 

Rename the city "Newcastle Beaches" 
Focus on Liveability and Tourism by:1) Getting the drunks and hooligans out of 
town and allowing non pub businesses, tourism and residents to flourish 
2) Deindustrializing by: promoting natural landscapes through replanting 
getting cars out of the dunal areas 
extending Pacific Park unimpeded to Newcastle Beach  
Knock down Newcastle Surf Club Concrete Bunker 
Open access to Nobby's with a (non commercial) Whale Watch Platform 
Naturalise this landscape with a Nobbys National Park (to help counteract 
Newcastle's industrial persona 
Replace the 1950s style "Coastal Driving Boulevarde" in the LEP with a 
foreshore walking/cycleway instead. 
Commit to promoting the foreshore walkway/cycleway (as opposed to e.g. the 
diversion of pedestrians/cyclists on the foreshore promenade for a larger 
carpark at the Ocean Baths!) 

coastal strip 
Stop the high density housing and "McMansions" that show no consideration 
for neighbours. Merewether to Bar Beach stretch is the best spot in the world. 

coastal strip 

The cost of living is comparable to any where in Ausralia. Newcastle has so 
much potential particularly the beaches the Ocean Baths. People love the Fore 
Shore. BUT WANT THE RAIL LEFT ALL THE WAY TO NEWCASTLE 
STATION!!!! 

great place 

[1] Council appears to be just another vehicle for a political party. 
[2] Located far enough away from Sydney. 
[3] Although some my comments not fully supportive, it is a good place to live. 
[4] Do not feel safe on Friday & Saturday nights in the CBD City  area 

great place A great lifestyle that will be there for some time yet 

great place 
A GREAT PLACE TO LIVE & RAISE A FAMILY. GREAT EDUCATION AND 
EMPLOYMENT PROSPECTS. 

great place 
A great place to live. Has potential to be much better if stakeholders in 
leadership positions could cut red tape to make plans happen. 

great place 

A totally under estimated city in which to live. I think that Newcastle Council 
does not do enough advertising of the natural and cultural advantages that is 
offered here. 

great place 
AS a relative newcomer (3years) I am very happy here - would like to see 
green waste bins avaiolable for every household (and smaller general waste) 

great place 

As a retiree, I find Newcastle has a good balance of lifestyle and infrastructure.  
I would like to see some progress on making the city precinct a more user 
friendly place. 

great place 

Because of its size, neither too big or too small, the city has distinct advantages 
over larger cities. However the cultural life of the city is lacking in a number of 
respects, lack of adequate community venues for e.g. theatre etc, and certainly 
lacking cinemas. 

great place 

Best place to live for natural assets (beaches) and proximity to other interesting 
diverse places of interest.  Concerned that NCC dithers on certain decisions 
(more particularly previous Lord Mayors and aldermen) and has not adequately 
planned to fund ongoing infrastructure maintenance and has wasted money on 
some projects (Ocean Baths facade). 

great place born here - live here - die here; great place, great future, great people 
great place Born here in 1932.Great town. Hunter Street must be fixed. 
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great place couldn't think of anywhere i'd rather live at this point in my life 
great place Dont tell others how good it is to live here. Keep the prices and rents down. 
great place fasbulous 
great place Feels young, lively and progressive. 
great place For a city it's not a bad place to live 

great place 

Friendly. Help others - still has the idea of community. But infrastructure's very 
run down. Pleased with improvements in the Mall. 

great place good place to lilve 
great place Good place to live 
great place Great Lifestyle and environment for families 
great place Great place 
great place great place average council 
great place Great place to live & work. 
great place Great place to live but like most can be improved 
great place Great Place to live!! 

great place 

Great place to live.  We don't have to 'market' the city to attract more people.  
Pace of change is just right.  Traffic flow can be improved a lot as  RTA and 
NCC haven't changed their thinking to keep up.  Hunter St west streetscape 
should be priority.  And rail must be retained to keep Newcastle as the hub of 
the lower Hunter valley. 

great place Great, I am still here 
great place Have lived here all my life (67 years) and am proud to call Newcastle home. 

great place 

I am very happy to live in Newcastle, it is convenient and attractive. I hate to 
see heritage buildings neglected. The new flats on the Royal site are very 
boring - surely we could have done better? I'm worried that we will become 
more and more suburban without a distinct identity. The music and theatre are 
what distinguishes us from a country town and makes it feel more like a real 
city. 

great place I am very happy to live in Newcastle. 

great place 
I am very proud to live in Newcastle, the Hunter is the best area to live in 
Australia. 

great place 

I came to Newcastle 30 years ago and it was a dump.  No city I know has 
changed so much in that time.  I will never leave as this is the best.  No 1 
problem graffiti.  Something serious needs to be done about that - why do we 
not concentrate more on catching graffiti 'artists' and then introducing them to 
the concept of consequences?  And it is no longer safe to be about after dark. 
But all in all, great job. 
PS.  Don't lose the best mayor we've ever had and are ever likely to have. 

great place i don't want to leave newcastle 

great place 

I enjoy living here, and have had my children grow up here. I have come from 
Sydney where I grew up, find Newcastle a more relaxed place to live, but very 
much poorer in public transport availability. That was the first thing I noticed 
when I relocated here, how difficult it was to get around. 

great place I enjoy my lifestyle and am able to live it with great ease in Newcastle 

great place 
I enjoy Newcastle with its easy access to beaches, vineries, art/craft/drams 
venues. 
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great place 

I have lived here all my life, I love it and have no intention to leave.  
BUT... and there is always a but!  
my main concerns for Newcastle has been its inability to halt the decay of the 
CBD and west end. Is like a healthy apple with a rotten core.  
 
While it is easy to drive around it is a joke for public transport. I am a strong 
believer in stopping the heavy rail before the West end but only if there is 
alternate transport link to the top of town 

great place 
I have lived here for 40 years and I never wish to leave.It has everything I need 
for a great life. 

great place 

I have visited Europe and Asia a number of times. I still think Newcastle is one 
of the best places to live. 

great place 
I like living here.  I am saddened by the lack of vision that wants to remove our 
railway. 

great place 

I like living in Newcastle because it is small enough to have a friendly 
atmosphere where people know each other and not as much traffic as a larger 
city, but large enough to have all the services I need 

great place 

I like Newcastle because it's not too big and not too small.  I am finding it more 
and more congested with traffic, and traffic related impacts.  Better public 
transport and biking opportunities might assist here. 

great place 
I love it because it's not a "real city" and life does not have to be fast paced and 
does not revolve only around economics, but the beach and family too 

great place I love it but visitors don't 

great place 
i love it! 
seriously,remove the rail! 

great place 
I love living in Newcastle -  services and facilities of a city without the frenetic 
pace of capital cities and you can easily get to clean, beautiful, open space. 

great place 

I love Newcastle, and I'm very proud to live here.  I have lived overseas, and 
returned to Newcastle because it's a fantatic place to settle down and raise a 
family.  Please, Please do something urgently about the inner city of Newcastle 
- it desperately needs help.   When I was a kid newcastle CBD and the mall 
area was so vibrant ... and an exciting place to visit.  Sadly not anymore! 

great place 

I love Newcastle, but there s still much to be done in the way of Economic 
Development as well as community development & policing. I no longer feel 
safe in my suburb. 

great place 

I love Newcastle. Please do not let it become like Sydney - too large, expensive 
and overbuilt. I would like to think that a large green belt area surrounds 
Newcastle in which no housing or roads exist. As a working port Newcastle has 
an added attraction which breathes life into the city. 

great place 
I love Newcastle. Would like more transport from Broadmeadow station to 
suburbs. 

great place 

I love Newcastle's beaches and parks and most people can be happy here with 
the services and transport in Newcastle. I do not agree with the changes that 
are proposed for Newcastle Railway Station. If you are old, disabled, young 
that is the easiest Station to access and it is close to the beaches and the 
central business district. Not everybody owns a car you know. 

great place i love Newy, lets keep it alive...... get rid of the rail.. 
great place I love our city and want it to progess to being an attractive place to be proud of. 
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great place 

I think it is a great place i have moved here from the country and have my 
inlaws moving out from the uk next year to retire. I would like to see more 
community spirit and pride in our Newcastle. 

great place 
I think Newcastle is a fine city, beauty everywhere, parks, beaches, walks, 
mountains, Hunter vineyards, etc. Just leave Newcastle Station please. 

great place 
I think Newcastle is unique in every way, great city, great people, and just the 
right size. 

great place 
I think we are lucky to live here. Transport could be better. Otherwise, it's quite 
good in every way. 

great place  
great place i wouldnt want to live anywhere but newcastle 
great place i'm here; i like it; i'll travel a while; though probably retire here. it's good 

great place 

It is a great city. 
Look after it, 
and stop running it down 

great place It is a great place to live! 
great place It is a great place to live. 

great place 

It is a relaxed and pleasant place to live. Newcastle residents do not 
necessarily understand how fortunate the majority of people are and have a 
chip on the shoulder attitude re the supposed "Sydney gets everthing" 
mentality. This fails to recognise the difficult life that many Sydney citizens face 
as Sydney becomes less and less sustainable. Compared to citizens in rural 
and regional communities Novocastrians have excellent access to services 
such as health, transport, education etc.The Newcastle Herald has too much 
say in what is supposedly best for Newcastle and its citizens. It has lost the 
voice that it once had in terms of championing the public interest and tends to 
be the champion of vested interests such as the Hunter Business chamber. 

great place 
It might be a little less multi cultural but in most other ways its sure better than 
Sydney! 

great place It needs to appreciate what it has available, man made & natural enviroment. 

great place 

It's a beautiful old, large town that is "growing" into a 21stC city. Good roads 
and signs, better shopping and street scapes, more community involvement, 
and careful promotion and develeopment of our natural resources (coastline & 
hinterland!) will ensure a bright future for Newcastle... 

great place its a nice quiet place to live 
great place It's allright, but sometime it's a bit frustrating 
great place Love it 

great place 

LOVE IT -  WOULD NOT LIVE ANYWHERE ELSE  -  HAS SOOO MUCH 
POTENTIAL BUT IT IS BEING HELD BACK BY BEING A LABOUR PARTY 
STRONGHOLD WHICH GIVE THE FEELING OF THE POOR COUSIN  -  
NEEDS BRAVE AND INNOVATIVE LEADERS WHO DONT BELIEVE IN 
YEARS OF CONSULTATION AND STUDIES ON WHAT TO DO WITH THIS 
GREAT CITY  -  FIX OUR CITY  -  JUST DO IT 

great place 

Love it but it is the 6th largest city in Australia, so has problems with crime, 
graffiti and pollution.  Big opportunities to make it a standout city moving 
forward with lots of cycleways and clean energy. 

great place 
Love it!!! Love living here. Hope that we can improve it's CBD area especially 
Hunter Street... 

great place 
Love the place, just a few areas that require attention, especially in the tourism 
area 

great place love this city 
great place Lovely place to live. 
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great place 

me and my family like living herer - a good spot to end my days 

great place 

Moved here from Sydney in the 70's.  I love it.  I love the access to cinemas 
(need an arthouse one), beaches, golf courses, art galleries, restaurants.  I 
recommend it to everyone I meet elsewhere in Australia and overseas.  My 
favourite thing about Newcastle is Merewether Baths!! 
 
The views around all the beaches are just world class. 

great place My family has been here since 1868! 

great place 
Newcastle has the advantages of both city and country without the 
disadvantages.  The facilities are excellent without the crowds. 

great place 

Newcastle is a great place to have a family and bring up children - and if you 
have a car everything is close by - schools, shops, sporting venues, theatres, 
beaches, restaurants, hospitals, etc - even wineries and mountains are less 
than an hour away! 

great place Newcastle is a great place to live. 

great place 

Newcastle is a great place to live. I have lived and travelled widely and I always 
love coming home. Accessibility to the beach, climate and people make it great. 
Rip up that railline and rejuvenate the city and it could only get better!! 

great place 
Newcastle is a great place to live. Unfortunately, Hunter st is a poor 
advertisement for our city. It is unsitely during the day and unsafe at night! 

great place 
Newcastle is a great place with beautiful beaches, but the inner city doesn't feel 
safe anymore at night. 

great place 

Newcastle is a great place, would not live anywhere else but please get the 
CBD developing. Take little notice of self-interest group and resident's group, 
they have held this city back for decades. Cut the railway and open up the city. 

great place 

Newcastle is a happy place to live but education in traditional style for 
traditional values. People are afraid to express their real feelings in public. 
Echoes of the past.... 

great place Newcastle is a lovely place to live without the hustle of a bigger city. 

great place 

Newcastle is fab - I've lived here all my life - everything is here in terms of 
environment - any sport or activity you want to do is generally available 
somewhere.  it doesn't have the variety of nightlife that a big city has, but 
Sydney is not that far away if you want to see something special that's not 
coming to Newcastle.  Getting around is fine if you have a car - you can get 
most places in the region in under an hour.  Can I just say that I am really over 
the obsession with the CBD of Newcastle?  Attempts to make it the centre it 
was in the 70's will never be successfull.  It will never be a shopping destination 
again.  Newcastle's centre of gravity has moved a lot in the last 40 years - why 
drive past an enormous shopping centre to get to the city?  The CBD can be a 
business district during the week and it should be a tourist centre the rest of the 
time with shopping to complement the tourism aspect - having different kinds of 
artists or crafts people selling their own locally made things in the shops in the 
top section of town would be something to draw people to something unique. 
the rents will have to be lower to make this work - the shop owners need to get 
over this, or resign themselves to turning these buildings over to residential 
redevelopment.  You can't charge premium rent when the storeowners cannot 
generate the turnover required to make it worthwhile. In any case, why replicate 
charlestown square or westfield?  I have worked  in the CBD for over 20 years 
and I rarely shop there - I might go to the chemist at lunch time or something 
but even if I see things in shop windows, I don't have time to look at lunchtime 
and I would never bother to travel into town yet again on the weekend to shop 
when I can go to any of the major shopping centres for the same distance -and 
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they have the major supermarkets where I can do all my shopping in the one 
trip 

great place 

Newcastle is great place because it is not too big like the capital cites such as 
Sydney but you still have all the things you need around you. Great sense of 
community. 

great place 
Newcastle is great! But neglected by State and Federal Government. Council is 
OK except for sectional interests. 

great place Newcastle is like paradise in comparison to London! 
great place Newcastle is my city where I was born and the best in the world 

great place 
Newcastle is the city of my choice and I love it. The centre of the city requires 
much attention but things are improving. 

great place 
Newcsatle is a lovely place to live although it is getting crowded and 
infastructure has not kept pace with population 

great place Nice & clean & friendly 
great place nice place with a good lifestyle. 
great place Shhh...don't tell everyone. 
great place Suits all my needs. 
great place The best kept secret in Australia... and we want to keep it like that! 
great place There are so many activities to do in Newcastle 

great place 

We enjoy living here very much, it has a lot to offer - cultural, sporting, 
educational. There's a good community spirit. There's quite a lot of energy 
which could be more recognized and made us of. I think it has a good future. 

great place 

What can I say - it's the best place I know. It has a great community, an 
excellent lifestyle, wonderful public assets (beaches, parks, bushland), and 
offers all the benefits of a regional city, without the downsides of a large 
metropolis. 

heritage 

I think Newcastle still has a long way to go. In particular, public transport in 
Newcastle is terrible and not convenient at all - the bus routes need a 
significant overhaul.  
I also believe Newcastle needs to spend more of restore its heritage sites 
instead of letting the building rot. 
 
In the inner city at night is also surprisingly unsafe - I lived in Sydney for a 
number of years but found it safer at night than Newcastle's inner city 

heritage 

I would like the FIX OUT CITY signs to be taken down it is given Newcastle a 
bad name I think Newcastle is a beautiful city with a wonderful harbour and 
unique heritage places that other cities and places in Australia envy...Promote 
this and the visitors will come. 

heritage 

It is a great place to live, but is getting a bad name with the antisocial behaviour 
which seems to be creepimng into the CGB.  Too much grafitti which the 
council should not have to pay for. Cuncil seemt o take too long in making 
decisions.  Need to look after heritage buildings. 

heritage 

It will be good to see the inner city of Newcastle revitalised in the coming years, 
while at the same time, maintaining the natural heritage and history of the 
region. 

heritage 

Needs a huge overhaul in law and order - zero tolerance. 
Parking meters deter people from the city - too many meters. 
Beautiful heritage buildings razed. Newcastle post office is a disgrace to the 
council. Foreshore blocked by huge buildings. Keep the railway. 
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heritage 

Needs to get on with the HDC plan and improve fast transport links beyond the 
city. Start a congestion tax to minimise car use. Improve cycleways. More 
skateparks and places for kids like the Loft. Shoot the whingers... more 
development outside the heritage East End. Clean up and look after beaches. 
Bring back the aspiration for a 24 hour economy. It's a great place, but too 
small and too often a political football. 

heritage 

Newcastle Council has let the city down in regard to maintaining, and offering 
access to our valuable heritage buildings, as well as the horrific manner in 
which the city centre has been maintained.  Further, the Council has always 
appeared very city centric (a contradiction) when it comes to funding and 
focussing on programs to the west of the city. 

heritage 

Newcastle has excellent sporting, parklands, beaches, etc natural feature and 
heritage sites but appears to be underused or not promoted.It is a friendly city, 
however dispite all facilities, it has grafitti and hoodlum problem especially in 
the city area. You don't feel safe.  
 
There appears to be a lack of Police presence especially at night. There 
appears no effective govermental and council policy to tackle the grafitti issue. 
It would appear Newcastle Council has a greater problem then other councils in 
this State.  I notice a number of buildings in Hunter Street are tagged or have 
been tagged. 

heritage 

Newcastle is indeed  a fantastic city but is governed by people with no vision as 
to what makes a great and vibrant city. Current pro development, anti heritage 
will rip out the soul of the city which is what it needs to attract visitors and great 
companies to the city centre. Current government is completely backward in its 
thinking on public transport - another vital component of any great city, at this 
rate in 50 years time Novacastrians can look forward to being as gripped by 
traffic problems as Sydney. Too much reliance on what is currently amazing ie. 
beaches and not enough innovation and support behind great things that could 
mark Newcastle as the best place to live and work ie Renew Newcastle 
initiative. Niche thinking, not mass market thinking is what will make our city a 
stand out. 

heritage 

Newcastle is not embracing its heritage..   The council is allowing too many 
beautiful Federation and pre federation homes to be demolished and awful 
multi dwelling boxes without any character to be built in the place of the house 
that did have character..     Why is the coundil allowing the beauty of yesteryear 
be lost..   These buildings should be treasured and preserved...   There are too 
many ugly modern buildings being allowed to be built..   When a person 
travelles overseas it is the history of architecture that is the draw card...   the 
rate that Newcastle is being modernised there will not be any history to be 
appreciated. 

heritage 

Newcastle's greatest asset is its people and community spirit. It is a place 
where people know and care about their neighbours and definitely pull together 
in times of crisis. What it seems to lack is a definite, co-ordinated vision for the 
future! None of the ideas so far seem to be linked by a single concept. Instead 
it looks like a hotch potch of disconnected ideas that doesn't fit together. Where 
is the 'big picture', the timeline, the protection of our heritage, the image for a 
21st century city? Quite often it appreas as if decisions, especially planning 
decisions, are made 'on the hop' with little reference as to what that will mean 
for Newcastle as a whole. At the moment we have an old CBD that is dying and 
we are told that the rail should be cut, a new CBD where shops are empty, a 
plan to bring some uni faculties into town but no transport to get them there, the 
Wickham School is to be uni accommodation but what happens to the people 
that already live there? It really does seem like Newcastle is on a boat which is 
at the mercy of the latest prevailing wind because there is no captain or 
navigator. This is my town but we seem to be lurching from one ill conceived 
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idea to another. My real fear is that those who stand to gain the most money 
are the ones influencing what happens rather than what is actually good for 
Newcastle and Novocastrians. 

heritage 

The developer is king and our heritage is being destroyed. How could 
Newcastle Council allow our beautiful Newcastle GPO to be sold off? Why does 
the Council not fight for the retention of heavy rail to Newcastle? Provide under 
& overpasses as do other cities! 
 

heritage 

The inner city is sadly a disgrace.  It looks awful when you drive down Hunter 
Street and see closed, boarded windows, graffiti everywhere and abandoned 
shops.  The water front is more attractive however there seems to be a desire 
to block the views and provide the same to just a few select people who can 
afford real estate in the area, it is a shame that the people driving can not see 
the beauty of the harbour as well as these few lucky people with homes here.  
Our heritage homes are also not preserved well and often fall into disrepair 
before anyone takes care of them.  It is a shame we then seem to want to pull 
them down. 

heritage 
I value the heritage buildings of Newcastle. I'm disappointed that developers 
and council appear not to value heretage as I do. 

performance culture 
Appalling local council. Needs of the community not listened to - developers 
always win - filthy inner city - no pride of place. 

performance culture 

Are schools the provenance of local government?  Newcastle is an attractive 
city, however development is slow and seems to be "bogged down". 
Innovations are often not encouraged. The CBD is a disgrace. Development is 
either full on and misguided e.g. Honeysuckle development that is 
overcrowding the foreshore or non-existant e.g.Hunter Street. Creative 
initiatives to develop the city are slow to be taken up or the councillors 
collectively can't make a decision quickly. 

performance culture 

Best place to live for natural assets (beaches) and proximity to other interesting 
diverse places of interest.  Concerned that NCC dithers on certain decisions 
(more particularly previous Lord Mayors and aldermen) and has not adequately 
planned to fund ongoing infrastructure maintenance and has wasted money on 
some projects (Ocean Baths facade). 

performance culture Both the elected council and management need to think outside the square. 
performance culture Can't make a decision! 
performance culture great place average council 

performance culture 

I love it!  First visited in 2001, got a $70 fine for paying my Parking Fee in the 
wrong Parking Machine! Put in a very polite letter to explain, a STANDARD 
LETTER was send to me, they DID NOT RETURN my cheque to me.  
PARKING  in the city is my BIGGEST GRIPE.  SPOTLIGHT sets a BRILLIANT 
example, FIRST TWO HOURS ARE FREE!   
 
Be great if DJ and City Council took the same approach!! 
 
I have made ealier comments on Parking.  
 
Note: PARKING in CHILDERS in QLD, THEY HAVE a BRILLIANT SOLUTION 
to parking along a busy road! 

performance culture 

I love Newcastle but think overall it is getting to be a little tired and needs some 
new life I feel that sometimes people who have been doing a quite good job 
wont let new , younger people feel welcome and capable in decision making for 
the city. True, we need older minds for experience but we also need people 
willing to float NEW ideas 
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performance culture 

I moved here from Sydney 12 years ago, I wish I had moved here 20 years 
ago. I feel that some of the current and last Independant "elected Councilors" 
have let this town down. (the Lord Major not included in this bunch. This may 
be considered a political statement, but it isn't. 
It seems to me that some Councilors just want to  fight the Council for what 
seems enjoyment, and this is what lets this town down. 
(I am not a member of any political party). Unfortunately they keep getting re-
elected.... sigh 

performance culture 

I think that in the past 12 months we have come a long way, there is now an 
open door at NCC, which we have not had for a long time. I beleive that the 
management teams are finally ready to listen and engage with the residents. 
They seem really grateful for ideas from the residents and business 
people.there are people who have great ideas on how we can inprove the 
city(CBD area), we must have a town centre that is vibrant and we have good 
bones to build on. The harbour and beaches so close to our retail and civic 
areas is really quite amazing, we should build on this. I have been a resident of 
the city and retailer in the city for 30years, the number of times that outsiders 
say, " don't you people know how great this place could be is quite amazing, we 
don't seem to realize how good a patch we have. We need to develop a pride 
of ownership  and I think that the Pride of Place is a good way of starting. 

performance culture 

I think that we are badly treated by our state governmant and i think our council 
seetles for the lowest common denominator in both culture and development. I 
think Honeysuckle is shabby and I think that we have sold out on the Mall. We 
have a beautiful park which is a municipal carpark and I must jump out of the 
way of hoons in cars when I walk there with children. I think that we a culturally 
stuck in a backwater 1950;s attitudes which can be attractive in some nostalgic 
ways but do little to make us a progressive city. 
When I lodged a submission about the openong of the mall it was not even 
acknowledged. I do not htink this town will be a shining example of planning for 
the future but will remain a good place to live due to its natural beauty which we 
as inhabitants are doing our best to ruin, Merewether is overdeveloped with 
concrete nd house which will be come obselete in the future and The Hill is fast 
becoming like it. I see no new usable open space being created to compensate 
for the denser development. We are relying totally o the beach adn King 
edward aprk. Honeysuckle does not even have aplaying field for workers at 
lunch time. We have a roundabout or two which are useless for lunch tim and 
we ahve a cycly path with trees ppalnted in it. Our cycle paths are a joke. I 
would love to cycle more but cannot compete with cars.  
We are a city which suffers from mundane planning compromises and our 
council seems to be intimidated by developers with poor designs. I know that a 
lot of the blame must be laid at the door of the State Government but we must 
show more backbone. 

performance culture 

I think there's a lot of stupid decisions made by the council basically. And I think 
a lot of people think this. It's like no one actually really thinks about some 
decisions properly... 
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performance culture 

It has so much protential and I would have given it a higher over all rating if it 
wasn't for the city itself. They are building tomorrows slums.  Just look at how 
dreadful that little stretch including the crown plaza and the apartment block 
east of that looks!  They are cheap 'cornflake' boxes, that will be ready to 
demolish in the next few year.  Also, it has been such a shame that Newcastle 
hasn't taken a leaf out of what Perth and not built right on the waters edge, 
instead left a few hundred metres of public space.  You drive around Perth and 
it is a beautiful city because of this.  Compare Perth to Brisbane and 
Newcastle!  Such a shame.  With regards to our problems with our DA 
approval, one of the people that complained lived in Lake Macquarie.  The 
house we were building was in Adamstown.  Why would council take into 
consideration a complaint like that?  
 
 Why did I have to answer to his questions just because he previously owned 
an adjoining property and 'had an interest' in the area!  Crazy! 

performance culture 

It has the potential of becoming the most sort after in NSW. Sydney is 
becoming too crammed.  We need a bullet train from 
Canberra/Sydney/Newcastle.  It has natural beauty. Be careful not to 'buggar it 
up"! Use visionary Artitects and Town Planners, keep control over the 
developer.  AND GET ON WITH THE JOB. 

performance culture 
It is a great city that seems to be impaired by lengthy delays in planning both at 
the locval and state government levels 

performance culture 

It would be a much better city if decisions were made more quickly and 
councillors did not react to individual whingers or political pressure and listened 
more to the majority who are trying to improve the city. 

performance culture 

It would be great if we could: 
 
Get rid of the rail line into Newcastle and get light rail. 
 
Get a new local State member 
 
Make ourselves a marginal seat (State and Fed) 
 
Have the Council be more efficient, more pro-active, less negative. 

performance culture Keep up this work to find out improved solutions. 

performance culture 

King and Hunter Streets are a disgrace. Foreshore Nobbys end beautiful. 
Honeysuckle too many high rises causing alley way (shade). Council listens too 
much to the Hill People not the general rate payers. 

performance culture 

More confident than I have been for some time about our future. A dynamic 
new General manager and Council has much to do with this. However, we 
continue to be shamefully neglected by government, especially at the state 
level. 

performance culture more transparency 

performance culture 

My family came to Newcastle in 1855, my mother & her large family were born 
here, my father came here at the age of 24.  
 
All contributed to the development of the area including the commercial & 
religious values. 
 
They all loved this city deeply & would have been disturbed by the neglect at all 
levels in the city's heritage & beauty.  
 
It is my opinion we lack strong governance at all levels. As people we do not 
fight for what we have & constantly " leave it up to others " or those who are 
most vocal. Too much of "wadda we want" instead of what can we give back. 
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" ASK NOT WHAT THE CITY CAN DO FOR YOU BUT WHAT YOU CAN DO 
FOR YOUR CITY" with thanks to JFK. 

performance culture 

Need to attract more serious commercial and government investment. 
 
Need a higher commitment and action to development and growth, rather than 
repeated studies and proposals which linger, but never come to anything - eg 
current situations: rail line action, surf house development, Newcastle Bowling 
Club site, Post Office 

performance culture 
Needs leadership of people to make logical & sensible decisions & take action 
re those decisions without all the time wasting that goes on. 

performance culture needs to get off its ass and do something 

performance culture 
Newcastle council should be completly independant of state and federal politics 
and be made up of community groups rather than elected councillors. 

performance culture 
Newcastle has been the greatest place in New South Wales but is becoming 
run down and outdated due to the approach of its officers 

performance culture 

Newcastle is a beautiful city, but it doesn't seem to be well managed - eg. Surf 
House, lack of maintaining some facilities, making decisions about train line 
and city development. Frustrating! 

performance culture 

Newcastle is a friendly place to live. I am tired of our city council delaying on 
important issues such as: Merewether surf house, Newcastle Post office, the 
railway line, Nobbies headland etc.  We need better park equipment for our 
children, more gardens along our roads! Our pool facilities are declining. Our 
CBD is in a state  of disreput! Public toilets are embarrasing!! Our natural 
environment is beautiful yet our town does not match this!!!! We need stronger 
council leaders who are unaffraid of making tough decisions!!!!! 

performance culture 

Newcastle is a great city with a good lifestyle, friendly people and good 
facilities, but their is a CAN'T DO mentality amoung many of the local buiness, 
community groups and government organisations and stuck in the past. 
Newcastle loses many great minds and companies to Sydney and Europe due 
to this. The NCC is changing for the better, but its years behind on innovation 
and governance. 
 

performance culture 

Newcastle is being held back by a dithering Council that won't make decisions 
and is impeding progress of a wonderful city. It needs to manage for the 
majority and not pander to narrow interest groups. Ditto re Newcastle's state & 
federal representatives 

performance culture 

Newcastle is being left behind, all other centre (LM PS Hunter) are all going 
ahead, Newcastle is being held back the tourists all go to other centres when 
they come 

performance culture 

Newcastle was a beautiful city but sucessive councils have contiued to cater for 
the minority and let Newcastle die from forcing people away from the city by 
poor access and stupid parking meters which are as finally addmitted by the 
mayor are revenue raisers 
Where people have to continually pay for the in town Yuppies/renters having 
money spent on non needed facilities in the Dead End but continually 
neglecting the other beautiful areas of the city 
Having a visitors information centre where there is no parking and where most 
Novocastrians dont even know whwere it is 
 
Try parking a caravan in Hunter Street  
Informatin centers should be where visitors can access them -not everbody has 
net access 
 
Hexham and on the link road near the freeway  particulrly when the proposed 
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link to branxton is completed with free parking for visitors including toilets/food 
& drinks to help subsudise the centres 

performance culture 

People should help one another more. Council should be a catalyst for getting 
the city to work together through goodwill and inspirational leadership. Council 
Officers should be professional and remember that they are public servants of 
the community not there to feather the nests of local developers. Newcastle is 
more important than we think, and we can only really know if we learn and 
respect its history, and stop trying to clear fell it. Its a beautiful place, but 
completely unacknowledged. 

performance culture 

Positive: I have lived here all my life and I think Newcastle is a great place 
overall.  
 
Improvement needed: The thing which most blights Newcastle (and probably 
other Councils too) is that there is a need for a rapid process of community 
involvement and we can do it. There seems to be an over-emphasis on the 
need for democracy (consensus) and community consultation. In 10 years time, 
people will look back and ask "How come it took so long to get action on XXX?" 
And the XXX could be a) Merewether Beach Clubhouse b) restaurant on 
Nobbies c) rail line d) derelict Hunter St buildings d) redevelopment of the Mall 
e) rail bridge at Adamstown f) grandstands at Marathon Stadium. 
 
As an example of a rapid process, let's take Merewether Clubhouse. Posting a 
single sheet summary of the Pros and Cons of the building and its upkeep to 
each Ratepayer, with a Post Paid Reply asking them whether they want 
Council to Keep it, Sell it or Demolish it would have provided a very easy and 
quick test of the "whole of the community" sentiment. 

performance culture 

The 6th biggest city in Australia!!! We are lacking in facilities and an overall 
plan. Honeysuckle is the only development of note and the present council just 
fiddles around-Look at Merewether beach surf club and area. 

performance culture 

The more the community is invited into partnership with Council the more it will 
improve. The existing community organisations must be valued and reatined. 

performance culture 

This survey was too long. Newcastle needs a fresh approach with less 
beauracracy. Getting rid of a layer of government would help.To save on costs 
amalgamation of local councils should be commenced. 

performance culture 

Too much red tape preventing developers from being held accountable for 
delapidated buildings. 
 

performance culture 

U think the Council functions despite itself, but it is not forward thinking, roads, 
footpaths, infrastructure is appalling. Who would want to go to Newcastle City  
The upper part of the town is a disgrace and some roads have been down 
since the Great Depression. My family have contributed to Newcastle's heritage 
since the 1830s and I am ashamed of the way the Council performs 

performance culture 

Unfortunately I think there is a focus on 'developing' the city by building more 
units, while not giving attention to the infrastructure required to support the 
additional population. The corporate sector appears to have an enormous 
influence and the Council seems unwilling to rein in the irresponsible owners of 
decaying buildings for example. Council seems eager to sell anything and 
everything to developers who either construct high rise apartments or allow 
their heritage properties to deteriorate over many years. There is no real plan 
for the future, the immediate income derived from the sale of assets for 
example is all that matters, and the residents are the losers. 

priorities 
AS a relative newcomer (3years) I am very happy here - would like to see 
green waste bins avaiolable for every household (and smaller general waste) 
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priorities Could be cheaper rates for pensioners. 

priorities 
Friendly. Help others - still has the idea of community. But infrastructure's very 
run down. Pleased with improvements in the Mall. 

priorities 

From a tourism point of view I feel the City does a poor job in promoting the 
wonderful things in the City and its surrounds. I base this comment on visiting 
several Tourist Information Centres (Sydney and north to Byron Bay)and 
finding virtually no reference to Newcastle. 

priorities 

Great recreational facilities. The city needs to be improved, and encourage 
people back. Care should be taken with Newcastle's image in the light of so 
much coal developement. It would be a shame to be viewed as a dirty industrial 
city again. 

priorities 
Have i made my point clear enough. Spend more money on improving the 
services in Ward 4 

priorities 

I am very happy to live in Newcastle, it is convenient and attractive. I hate to 
see heritage buildings neglected. The new flats on the Royal site are very 
boring - surely we could have done better? I'm worried that we will become 
more and more suburban without a distinct identity. The music and theatre are 
what distinguishes us from a country town and makes it feel more like a real 
city. 

priorities 

I don't want Newcastle to "feel like a real city" - I prefer a local, smaller 
community atmosphere. I don't want overdevelopment with Newcastle ending 
up as a "mini-Sydney" or the likes. Traffic is growing and there aren't enough 
cycleways and pedestrians aren't given enough consideration. I ride my push-
bike and often have to wait for a car at traffic lights on minor roads, as my bike 
doesn't register the at light system so the lights don't change to green for me, 
only for cars.Living in Mayfield with small kids, I deeply despair at the state of 
local parks. Whilst we have ample open space, the facilities/playgrounds are 
very poor. Seeing a lovely playground like Lambton Park being upgraded, when 
it was already amply provided with play equipment, whilst my local park 
(Dangar Park) has a tiny, inferior fit-out of play equipment, really angers me. 
There is an imbalance in the areas that are serviced - richer areas (e.g. Dixon 
Park) get better services/equipment, whilst run-down areas are left by the 
wayside. Council appears to want Newcastle to be developed into a city like 
Sydney, even though Sydney is highly unlivable and not at all affordable. I grew 
up there and am happy to escape its confines - I don't want Newcastle to follow 
its dreadful path. 

priorities 

I feel that too many people just throw litter on the ground and that the suburb I 
live in is very dirty, particularly the amount of bottles and rubbish near the 
Junction Hotel. Otherwise it is a beautiful friendly city. 

priorities 

I guess it is feeling more like a real city if by that you mean overdevelopment, 
chopping every bit of vegetation down, cramming houses on blocks and putting 
traffic lights everywhere so it takes 20 mins to drive 3kms. In which case we are 
on the move and will be a real city in 10 years - a suburb of Sydney! Not what 
makes newcastle attractive. Natural environment is about last on the list of 
priorities. 

priorities 

I love Newcastle but it needs strong leadership to keep improving facilities 
without losing the aspects that make it a great place to live - the city centre 
needs to be improved without losing some of the lovely old buildings already 
there. Attention needs to also be paid to Western Newcastle which seems to be 
a neglected area. 

priorities 

I love Newcastle, but there s still much to be done in the way of Economic 
Development as well as community development & policing. I no longer feel 
safe in my suburb. 
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priorities 

I think council makes an effort, but I think violence amongst young people is an 
issue and I think many people don't value the beautiful natural environment we 
have, my firends and neighbours here are great 

priorities 

I think the arts community is undervalued, with too much emphasis placed on 
sport. In my personal experience the 2am lock-out and 'clean-up' of Maitland 
Road has made the city more dangerous. This city seems to have vocal 
minority who advocate financial success and restrictive preventative strategies 
instead of exploring left-of-centre but proven successful ways of tackling 
problems that may elevate our status as a cultural and community role-model. 

priorities 

I think the Council has way too much power and does not include the 
community in its consultation.  I love living in Newcastle but I feel the Council 
does not give residents an input into the city and the future. 

priorities i think there could be more programs to get the community together more 

priorities 

I used to think Newcastle had some nice parks until i travelled to Perth. Now 
that's a city with parks to be proud of. Ours look pale in comparison. Perth's 
free city travel (CAT) transport links also made it feel very welcoming- unlike 
Newcastle's inner city. 

priorities 

I was born here and still love my city. I am certainly not against growth but I am 
concerned the city's housing especially apartments, are expanding faster than 
the city services and the infastructure can support. I hope we can keep the 
balance right between growth, environment and lifestyle because at the 
moment its great but I feel it has the potential to become the opposite of the 
very reason people move here for. 

priorities 

I'd like to see more green recycling bins around, I ahve alot of trees in my 
backyard and have to put the leaves in the normal refuse bin. It's a bit sad 
really because Gosford City COuncil has a green bin for everyone and 
Newcastle doesn't. 

priorities 
If you are going to do things everybody should get the information in the mail 
box because not everybody has a computer or Internet. 

priorities 

Is a good place to live, however needs new development similar to 
Honeysuckle. Rail line between Wickham and Newcastle needs to be removed 
ASAP. More accomodation needed e.g Novotel, Holiday Inn etc. 

priorities 

It is a city of extremes eg Hunter Street is still a disgrace while the 
Foreshore/Honeysuckle is a great asset to the city (and only a block between 
the two areas). 

priorities 

It is a good working city.  But lets face it...why focus on the Newcastle CBD and 
try to attract shoppers when there are shopping malls that more adequately 
meet consumers needs. 

priorities 

It is a great place to live however transport services can be ordinary, pollution 
issues are a problem with kooragang Island especially being so close to the city 
and residents especially the coal loader, Orica and Cargil, it is perceived as a 
city not interested in climate change with the coal export business that is rapidly 
expanding when alternative energies should be pursued - I would like 
Newcastle to become a city leading alterbnative energies rather than being part 
of the problem 

priorities 
It is growing up and needs to be managed. People's wellbeing should be top 
priority before developers' greed. 

priorities 

It would be a better place if we did take a holistic look at development like the 
Beaches Plan and the council didn't take so much account of single (and very 
loud) voices like Mr L and Ms H who with their letter writing and complaining 
are holding Newcastle back. 
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priorities 

It's starting to really look like a clone of Sydney in it's over development of 
Honeysuckle and the threat of concentration of high rise at Newcastle Beach.  
The development of the city should not just be about generating money but 
seek to sustain a vibrant and interactive community - the new developments 
just do not encourage that type of interaction.  I am not against highrise - 
location is the key though. 

priorities 

Knock down the east end of town and rebuild. It is like a war zone. introduce a 
real CCTV system in town to assist with the gangs, drunks and violence 

priorities 

lacks innovative modern buildings. 
 
unsophisticated in valuing and developing rail/lightrail public transport systems 

priorities 

Like most cities we are addicted to car culture & hollywood consumerism. 
 
We need to get sustianable with healthy active transport, Unsign-posted "bike 
picture lanes" are too narrow & Road Rules 153 & 247 advise not to ride in 
them. They are car-door-opening-death lanes. When passing parked cars, 30m 
beforehand, check for cars, then move into the next lane safely, away from 
door opening zone. 

priorities 

Love it but it is the 6th largest city in Australia, so has problems with crime, 
graffiti and pollution.  Big opportunities to make it a standout city moving 
forward with lots of cycleways and clean energy. 

priorities 
Merewether Surf Club development should be stopped. This is a good example 
of council not listening to its residents. 

priorities 
More progress, more culture and more business development that does not 
compromise the environment or group of people 

priorities Need to clean graffiti up regularly. 

priorities 
Needs more beachside cafe's, bars and restaurants, and a B&B/cafe at Nobbys 
- that would turn it into a tourism gem. 

priorities Needs to attract more business in order to increase job opportunities. 
priorities needs to be a lot more progressive 

priorities 

needs to be more colourful in night lighting,get rid of railway and put in green 
corridor, instead of having built a getto of buildings on the foreshore with 
everyone looking into each others windows, on beautiful tall modern statement 
to the world building surrounded by a botanical park would have been far more 
exciting and modern, then the concrete maz being built there now,, also please 
lay some fresh concrete around the edge of the old world pool at newcastle 
ocean baths,, kids are cutting their feet on the old worn jagged sharp 
concrete,,i love newcastle and want to see it as australias best city. 

priorities Needs to be more pro active in community friendly developments 

priorities 
Newcastle is not an area east of Dairy Farmers'. It is an area of inner city 
potential and the realities of the suburbs that encompass MOST OF Newcastle. 

priorities newcastle need more cultural things to do 
priorities newcastle needs a administrator 

priorities 

Newcastle needs to lift its standards because it looks and feels a dirty uncouth 
and unsafe neglected country town with appalling public transport and few 
facilities. Have a look at Geelong and Hobart for better examples. 

priorities 
Newcastle needs to look at how the other councils around it are promoting 
themselves. Newcastle is not doing itself any good by staying behind the times 

priorities newcastle should be more family and disably friendly 
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priorities 

Newcastle should be more proactive in attracting tourists to the area, run down 
buildings eg. surf house and the post office are very unattractive, love to see 
more cycle ways and walking trails in the city, maybe councillors look at 
European cities which have attractive inner city areas and good public 
transport. Like to see the university play a greater role in the life of the city. 

priorities 
Newcsatle is a lovely place to live although it is getting crowded and 
infastructure has not kept pace with population 

priorities 

On page 1, if Council services mean updating archaic toilets, in particular at 
Smith Park, Hamilton North, it would be great. Especially during the summer 
time where the fields are used for cricket. They are a total disgrace not only for 
locals but visitors from Sydney. 

priorities 
Planning in the inner city is being controlled by developers who don't wish to 
work within existing development guidelines.  Honeysuckle is a joke. 

priorities 

Please, we desperately need a big entertainment venue, quality of the Civic. 
What we have is not suitable for the likes of Andre Rieu and concerts of that 
class. It's a hopeless venue for the older people. 

priorities 

Poor town planning has stuffed up the transport system, & continued focus 
upon roads rather than cetralised transport hub establishment. If the rail gets 
cut it makes zero logic to cut it at Wickham - follow the logic and it says 
establish a new central station near Hamilton/Broadmeadow and delete the 
whole spur line if it goes at all! 

priorities 
Proud ofPathways to Sustainability. Looking forward to it occuring again 
sometime. 

priorities 

THE CITY CENTRE NEEDS MAJIOR ATTENTION, REGENERATION, 
REVITALISATION, BUT NOW WE MUST QUESTION IF THERE IS A 
CENTRE ANYMORE? or now just a suburb of the greater area of Newcastle- 
Lake Macquarie City 

priorities 

The developments that have been instigated in Newcastle have been big 
business minded, rather than best for sity . Consider Kotara shopping centre, 
honeysuckle, the Crown Plaza abomination. The councils in fighting and lack of 
direction has resulted in decisions not being made, stagnation taking 
over....look at hunter st. A city needs a vibrant centre, not a vandalised corridor 
of uninviting shops. We need more state/federal govt infrastructure such as Tax 
dept, sited close to the CBD. We need public transport that is coordinated and 
efficient, not adhoc and cheap. It shouldnt take 4buses and 2 hrs to travel from 
Fletcher to Charlestown by public transport, when it is a 15min drive. We 
should have our own Bondi beach culture, along Merewether / Bar beach would 
be perfect. 

priorities 

The 'fix our city' campaign is an insult to our intelligence. This cynical campaign 
does not represent the wishes of Newcastle people. The unelected Hunter 
Development Corporation are attempting to hold way too much sway over too 
many local planning issues. The city looks appalling and it's not the fault of the 
rail line that they wish to cut. It is clearly because developers have kicked out 
the tenants and are sitting on their empty assets, period. Could this not be 
solved with some tax reform - ie claiming losses on empty assets that mar our 
city. 

priorities 

THERE IS DOG BEACHES, PARKS AND WALKS EVERYWHERE. WHY DO 
DOGS HAVE TO BE OUT THE FRONT OF SIDEWALK CAFE'S AND AT 
OUTDOOR FUNCTIONS (EVEN ANZAC DAY).  THERE IS PLACES WHERE I 
DO NOT WANT TO BE EATING WITH DOGS OR STEPPING IN THERE 
MESS. DOG OWNERS HAVE TAKEN GOODWILL BEYOND THE LIMITS OF 
FAIRNESS. 
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priorities 

There is very limited open space for companion animals (dogs) to be off lead.   
I would like to see more cycling infrastructure - on-road and off-road cycleways 
and bike parking at shopping centres and major facilities. 
Public toilets are few and far between in parklands and places like the 
Fernleigh Track. 

priorities Think about the young people of the future. 

priorities 

Too much emphasis on 'heritage' and not enough on progress. e.g the proposal 
to open Nobby's to the public with a restaurant, etc. My kids may never go to 
the lighthouse because it's heritage listed and therefore can't be touched. Who 
cares what it looked like 30 years ago? We need to make Newcastle a great 
place to live NOW.  
 
See also the train line through the middle of town - that needs to be torn up 
asap. 

priorities 

Unfortunately, Newcastle is not a safe city and does not value diversity as 
much as it could do...an inherent problem in the attacks on multicultural 
students from the University.  It is also not clean, unpolluted and as healthy as I 
anticipated when moving here 6 years ago.  With the building of the new coal 
loader that goes above the roadway on Kooragang Island that will leave 
residue everywhere.....the gateway to Port Stephens and Newcastle from the 
Airport.  I am appalled.  It is like driving through an industrial eyesore now and I 
am considering leaving Newcastle within the next few years to ensure my 
children's health in the long-term.  I also do not believe that the architectural 
heritage of Newcastle and its surrounds is appreciated - look at what has 
happened to the Post Office and other buildings in the CBD.   
I certainly hope that with the new industrial work on Kooragang that 
considerations of another earthquake and other possible implications with 
traffic and potential impacts of collision have been appropriately considered. 
Driving along that road now fills my head with visions of the Granville Train 
Disaster.  Maybe pessimistic.  Maybe realistic.  
Newcastle is moving forward, unfortunately sometimes the tangents are not 
where we planned. 

priorities 
proud ofPathways to Sustainability. Looking forward to it occuring again 
sometime. 

priorities 

We love living in Newcastle and enjoy the natural environments including the 
beaches and bushland.  NCC has not earned a good reputation for balancing 
it's nature, heritage and development.  Seems the minority voice is heard over 
the good of the city! 

priorities 

We need a berthing wharf for cruise ships. We need to tidy up the inner city.  
Get information out to the wider community about activities available for 
everyone. 

priorities 

We need emphasis on the beautiful heritage buildings. 
We need a  art gallery extensions 
we need the museum to be built. 

priorities 

We need more opportunities for the community and families to get out and 
meet each other such as improved parks that cater to all ages and abilities 
such as that at Speers Point Park 

priorities 
we need to continue to address the upgrade of our sporting facilities. a healthy 
community is good for everyone - sport grearcy assists in this regrard 

priorities 

We need to remember that the City isn't just the CBD and beaches but is also 
the western suburbs. We need more recreation (bike tracks, etc) in the western 
suburbs. 

priorities 

when facilities for newcastle are proposed,don't make cost the number one 
consideration,otherwise everything becomes cheap and nasty looking and 
needs replacing quicker, which ends up more expensive in the long run. 
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priorities Your trying 

safety 

all roundabouts should be free of greenery as it blocks the view of oncoming 
traffic. Roundabouts are supposed to be a road safety feature, not a landscape 
feature 

safety 

Dirty - Bad Transport connections - no Vision for future other then getting rid of 
train link & replacing with pouluting old buses - and unsafe at night. I have not 
gone into the centre at night by myself for many years I used to go regulary to 
shows at night. 

safety 

I love Newcastle, but there s still much to be done in the way of Economic 
Development as well as community development & policing. I no longer feel 
safe in my suburb. 

safety 

I moved to Newcastle from Sydney 9 years ago but the longer I live here the 
more parochial I find Newcastle. It does have some attractive features and is 
certianly less polluted than Sydney . i worry that the council is very pro-
development and is destroying the uniqueness that orginally atrracted me from 
Sydney. Some buildings that have been allowed ot go up such as the  Crown 
Plaza - which really destroys the communities access to the foreshore are a 
crime and unfortunately I can see more of the same happening, purely for 
commercial returns sacrificing what is best for the community. The city area is 
unsafe and my teenage son is very scared to be down there after 5pm. The 
new development in Newcastle Mall sounds appalling and is going to destroy 
that unique city centre. There is no need for yet another large shopping mall in 
Newcastle, espeically when you lose the caharacter of city in the process. I can 
never understand why parking fees are charged on weekends - if you are trying 
to encourage mroe people to come into the city area ? No wonder previous 
attampts at making the Newcastle Mall a happening place, have failed. 

safety 

I think Newcastle still has a long way to go. In particular, public transport in 
Newcastle is terrible and not convenient at all - the bus routes need a 
significant overhaul.  
I also believe Newcastle needs to spend more of restore its heritage sites 
instead of letting the building rot. 
In the inner city at night is also surprisingly unsafe - I lived in Sydney for a 
number of years but found it safer at night than Newcastle's inner city 

safety 
I wish that I could go for a walk with my family on a summers night and feel 
safe. 

safety 
I would like to feel safer especially when attending evening functions which I 
tend to avoid. Leave rail line to Newcastle alone. 

safety 

It is sad that parts of Newcastle are unsafee in which to walk day or night. I was 
born in 1948. Growing up I would or could walk anywhere/anytime safely in the 
Greater Newcastle. Now, I would have to be more careful. 

safety 

it would be much better if the streets were free of drunks.The language and 
appaling behaviour after 8 pm is disgusting, it would be great to see a 
policeman. I am ashamed of newcastle when we have interstate visitors. we do 
not take guests out at night. 

safety 

It's a pretty good place to live, but there's room for improvement.  It'll be better 
when we stop expanding the coal terminals and start using alternative 
energies, and have improved the cycling facilites so that it is safe and easy to 
get around. 

safety 

its sadly insular and is suffering the effects of years and years of neglect and 
complacency. John Tate should be ashamed. He has been on council for two 
decades and watched it decay and done nothing but leap onto boards .. to do 
equally little there. Whats more he wilfully ignores conflicts such as being part 
of the HDC that recommended moving the legal precinct to the Civic area.. into 
land and buildings owned by Council!!. It took an ex Novo living in Melbourne to 
breathe any life into Hunter Street. And he did it from Melbourne!! Abandoned 
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derelict buildings. Look at the Empire, Palais, Kensington, Surf House, Royal, 
The toy shop in ..Perkins? Brown? St, the Post office, The Store.... the who;e 
block opposite Holden on Stewart Avenue. The centre of town is less safe than 
Bagdhad from dusk on the weekend. I would not venture out on Hunter St 
alone at night. And I am a 50 yr old male. I have and will venture out in New 
York, London.. (but probably not George St in Sydney) Newcastle is making 
some progress.... Honeysuckle is slowly getting there... but why oh why are 
those wonderful sheds not used.... full of museum gear I am told,,,,, WHY? And 
why did the west end site close? When are we ever going to have a museum? 
How much of a cock up is this?.. Enormous..! 

safety 

need to complete Newcastle at the moment we have derelict buildings, areas 
which are not safe to walk in at night, unruly behavious penetrating inner city 
suburbs - focus on the "green and blue" of our city as well 

safety 

Need to revitalise the city centre, get rid of the railway that is dividing the city 
into two halves - the haves nd the have nots. I realise this is primarily a State 
Gov't decisoin, but Council must lobby to make it happen.  
Also, support young people's right to have a social life. he rantings of Mr B and 
his ilk are destructive and embarrasing for a city the size of Newcastle. We 
need a vibrant night life if we are to be taken seriously as a livable city and 
tourist destination 

safety 

Needs to put "talk" into ACTION. More cycleways/walkways-better public 
transport eg FREE ring bus for the CBD Honeysuckle area-ALL the time.Better 
and safer "night economy" LESS mass Pubs which attract excessive boozers to 
the city on friday and saturday nights-and cause excessive crime/assaults etc. 
Encourage smaller venues for food and alcohol-with live music/jazz etc NOT 
more LOUD NOISY venues which only cater for young boozers who want to be 
deafened by their loud rock music!! 

safety 

Newcastle has everything we want here the only problem is 
the Transport system and Health service We need Law & Order desparately 

safety 

Newcastle has lots of potential but needs to get its act together on safety, 
public transport, environmental policies, reducing greenhouse gas emissions 
and being more friendly towards younger people - younger people would be 
more involved in council if it wasn't so targeted at older people! 

safety 

Newcastle is a great city when measured by its natural beauty and its people.It 
is my birthplace as a fifth generation novacastrian however i have lived in and 
visited many other cities in australia and around the world.i always walk away 
from those places thinking why cant my hometown be like that.an example 
being i would readily walk down the CBD in just about every city at night in 
Australia(and many overseas) and feel safe but not at home it just to 
dangerous.additionaly hunter street is an embarrassment.i avoid taking visitors 
along that strip.council seems reluctant to tackle the hard issues eg clean the 
city,get tough on vandals(graffitti)work with police to make the city safe at 
night.i could go on.it disappoints me greatly 

safety 

Newcastle is a great place to live however the city centre especially Hunter St 
and the mall leaves a lot to be desired. It does not feel safe at night and its 
embarresing to take visitors along Hunter St in its present state. 

safety 

Newcastle overall is a nice place but there are some problems that need to be 
sorted out before I would encourage people to move here. It is very unsafe at 
night and the public transport is appalling. 
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safety 

NOT safe (I work in mental health so I know the extent of this city's drug and 
alcohol problem)... I don't think the city can change that, really, though I did like 
a return to earlier closing hours.  Now if you could just get a law through that 
stopped early opening, we might start making some headway into the alcohol 
problems.  Drugs, of course, are another matter.Bus services to Maryland, 
Fletcher and Minmi are WOEFUL.  If I want to travel from home to work 
(Charlestown) on a bus, I have to travel ridiculous distances and times, and on 
three separate buses.  So no, Newcastle is not easy to get around. 

safety 
Not safe for international students or anyone who is different and the council 
doesn't appear to do anything about it. 

safety 

Our city is being shaped by vocal residents, the media and others with no 
understanding of what it takes to be an exciting, bustling city. A successful 
daytime and night time economy are a must. People of all ages need to be 
encouraged to recreate in our beautiful city and to feel safe while doing so. The 
lack of appropriate policing, transport and cctv make our city feel un safe. The 
media also plays a big part in this. Lets encourage the masses to come back to 
newcastle both day and night and manage these people properly so we have a 
bustling and vibrant city that we can be proud of! 

safety 

Re safety - depends whether we're talking day or night Re easy to get around - 
depends whether one owns a car or has to rely on public transport, as some 
areas are better provided for than others 

safety 

Safety - Do not feel safe in the "city" on a Friday, Saturday or even Sunday 
night. 
The greenness of the city is a bit of a farce when I have seen most of the trees 
in my area cut down in the last 5 years or so and there is no consistency in the 
planting of street trees.  Also residents just seem to cut down trees when there 
is so much carryon by the Coucnil arborist about some trees while the overall 
planning seems to be ignored.  We could be a more treed city with little fuss. 

safety 

The city has traffic and transport problems also very unsafe areas because of 
hotels and some clubs not caring what happens when drunken patrons leave 
their premises. 

safety 
The comment about feeling safe. Its hard to feel safe if you go up Hunter street 
at night. This issue must be addressed. 

safety 
There is far to much enphassis on drinking venues and catering for badly 
behaving drunks 

safety 

Unfortunately, Newcastle is not a safe city and does not value diversity as 
much as it could do...an inherent problem in the attacks on multicultural 
students from the University.  It is also not clean, unpolluted and as healthy as I 
anticipated when moving here 6 years ago.  With the building of the new coal 
loader that goes above the roadway on Kooragang Island that will leave 
residue everywhere.....the gateway to Port Stephens and Newcastle from the 
Airport.  I am appalled.  It is like driving through an industrial eyesore now and I 
am considering leaving Newcastle within the next few years to ensure my 
children's health in the long-term.  I also do not believe that the architectural 
heritage of Newcastle and its surrounds is appreciated - look at what has 
happened to the Post Office and other buildings in the CBD.  I certainly hope 
that with the new industrial work on Kooragang that considerations of another 
earthquake and other possible implications with traffic and potential impacts of 
collision have been appropriately considered. Driving along that road now fills 
my head with visions of the Granville Train Disaster.  Maybe pessimistic.  
Maybe realistic. Newcastle is moving forward, unfortunately sometimes the 
tangents are not where we planned. 

safety 
Would benefit from better political representation and improved law 
enforcement 
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survey design 

Newcastle comprises a diverse range of socio-economic areas and 
opportunities and services and facilities are not evenly distributed across the 
whole LGA so that it seems difficult, if not pointless, to comment on these as if 
they are constant across the whole of a generalised "Newcastle" as in the last 
question. 

survey design 
survery too long and you should display how many questions of Questions so 
you know how much longer 

survey design 
the questions are too black and white 
each one requires their own space for comment 

survey design 

this has nothing to do with newcastle, it is about your survey - what does "not at 
all uninterested" mean?  how do you expect people to answer this - is this a 
joke? Why not say are you interested or not interested? 

survey design 

This perception survey is contextless. Most of the points really require a 
"..compared to ..." eg: Newcastle .. is clean and unpolluted (compared to Byron 
Bay? Chernobyl? Lake Mac?) 

survey design 

This survey was too long. 
Newcastle needs a fresh approach with less beauracracy.  
Getting rid of a layer of government would help. 
To save on costs amalgamation of local councils should be commenced. 

survey design 

Why was reputation questions included at end of survey? 
Reputation was not mentioned in introduction to survey - seems sneaky and an 
afterthought. 

survey design 
YOU SAID THIS SURVEY WOULD TAKE 5-10 MINUTES. NOT IMPRESSED. 
NOT DOING ONE AGAIN 

survey design Your surveys are too bloody long.  I lost interest 

transport 

1. City central areas are untidy, unsightly building and lands, council needs to 
solve this poor appearance for visitors and local residents.  
2. Beach front walkways need to be widened, walkway surfaces, adjoining 
fencing/barriers need to be maintained appropriately  (defects and painting). 
3. 50 KPH city/suburb roads require traffic calming treatments with adjoining 
nature strips planted out with appropriate trees. 

transport 
a better public transport network is essential. Newcastle is too reliant on the 
motor car. Retain the railway line into Newcastle station. 

transport 

A great place to live but we need to work on the CBD area to make it more 
attractive and user friendly. Cut train line at Wickham but put a light rail or tram 
system in so that workers, uni students, back packers, etc can get to the inner 
city. 

transport 

An almost unique and attractive aspect of Newcastle which has the potential to 
be built on (such as the future connection to the airport as has been a key 
strategy in other world cities [San Francisco, Vienna, Brussels, etc,] is the 
RETENTION OF HEAVY RAIL TO NEWCASTLE STATION 

transport 

as mentioned before I am concerned that the city has been allowed to run 
down the way it has - there is no justification for this and it makes the city look 
quite depressed and certainly needs to be rejuvenated. Allowing cars to drive 
down Hunter mall is hardly the way to go - the publicity stunt of the mayor 
driving along it was quite silly. I can see some things are being done mainly by 
the renew newcastle scheme but this is not council driven so a lot more could 
be done by them to change the whole of Hunter street. Also not allowing trains 
to run to Newcastle would definitely be a backward step - a fast efficient train 
link to Sydney would improve things immensely 

transport 
Best kept secret, but REALLY needs to revitalise the west end and find a 
solution to transport sagas 
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transport Cannot believe the poor condition of the roads 

transport 

Coming in by train looks ghastly. The future of the city as a city is dependant on 
cutting the train line and cleaning up the approaches. Opening to the harbour is 
essential to its future. Please do something about it. 

transport Could do with improved transport eg buses. 

transport 

demolish the West End and start again, it's appalling. Replce heavy rail with 
light raila nd incorporate merewether beach, the Junction and Hamilton in an 
inner city loop. More lighting in CBD and better use of free space. 

transport 

Dirty - Bad Transport connections - no Vision for future other then getting rid of 
train link & replacing with pouluting old buses - and unsafe at night. I have not 
gone into the centre at night by myself for many years I used to go regulary to 
shows at night. 

transport Don't cut the rail line. 

transport 

Don't lump sporting facilities with parks - there is an imbalance - lots of 
emphasis on sport, not much on parks and gardens (more tree lined streets 
and long shady walks please). Blackbutt is lovely, but what else can we do? 
 
Getting around is great if you have a car, ridiculous if you have to use public 
transport.  It used to take an hour to catch a bus from the city to the university! 
Also, I am not impressed with the local attitude to bicycles, my husband was 
nearly run off the road by a bus, and there were other events which caused him 
to conclude that buses do not tolerate bicycles.  So for the last 15 years we 
have been taking our bikes out of the Newcastle area to ride them. 
 
It has never felt particularly safe to walk in the evening near the foreshore. 
I think it is an extremely plain to ugly city.  The only beauty it has is its location 
beside the beaches.  If it was transplanted to a more mundane site, others 
would realise this too.  Where are the tree lined streets, and useful/attractve 
public spaces? Try standing on a hill and looking across the suburbs, rather 
than out to sea or over a beach.  Walk down suburban streets and notice how 
little shade is provided.  Where are the small comfortable areas in the business 
districts for staff to meet and have their lunch outside? There are areas of 
Sydney between the city and the airport, which used to be ugly, now they have 
lovely tree lined streets, old buildings which have been reworked into the fabric 
of life, planter boxes, little parks which are safe to use, and have quite a 
European feel.  Newcastle is still bare, dusty, stark, and made worse by 
replacing many of the (could be charming) brick buildings with larger 
(ugly)concrete ones. The whole town seems to be a car thoroughfare, rather 
than areas to enjoy on foot (with car access). 

transport 

Feel city divided over proposal to close rail line between Wickham and 
Newcastle.  Concerned that those in favour don't use public transport and 
refuse to recognize problems this would cause for those solely reliant on public 
transport.  Replacing rail crossing at Stewart Ave with underpass and providing 
pedestrian underpasses at (say) Wickham rail station, Worth Place and Perkins 
St, also retain level crossing at Merewether St, would cost far less than 
proposed transport interchange at Wickham rail station.  If rail into city 
removed, Newcastle will eventually face same problem as overseas cities 
(notably in USA) with lack of suburban train services right into CBD. 
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transport 

fix the inner city and open up the rail line to the harbour and watch Newcastle 
thrive as a cultural,community,tourism & business hub. Keep it as is and watch 
the city centre die a slow painful, violent death. 
Please push the issue and lobby the state & federal politicians to get off there 
butts and overlook there small minded political persuasions and make 
Newcastle city centre grand and vibrant again. MAKE IT HAPPEN. I want my 
kids to see Newcastle as I saw it when I was young. 

transport 

get rid of cars in the city. Instead of vandalizing the rail line CLOSE OFF ugly 
Hunter st between Wickham and Civic. THAT would be an improvement. not 
sucking up to sub-urban car obsessed mentally challenged drivers. 
 
Make the city pedestrian friendly not chocking on poison spewing cars. Plant 
trees down the middle and bring more cafe's, restaurants, venues eg 
Jazz/blues etc or other divers forms of entertainment.  
 
Newcastle is DEAD compared to what Wollongong has achieved in its CBD. 

transport 

Get rid of the trains and provide a deacent shopping enviorment and more 
access across the rail coridoor complete with a supermarket 

transport 

good beaches, need light rail from woodville junction to nobby's. that will open 
hamilton up and save the traffic congestion & the noise in the city at night that 
the rail brings. 

transport 

Great place to live but it desperately needs to improve transport options.  Better 
public transport, cut the rail line, install light rail or trams and massively 
increase bicycle tracks to provide a viable alternative to the car for trips 10km 
and less.  with more high rises being built, traffic and parking will be shocking 
just like Sydney if this isnt done urgently. 

transport 

Great place to live.  We don't have to 'market' the city to attract more people.  
Pace of change is just right.  Traffic flow can be improved a lot as  RTA and 
NCC haven't changed their thinking to keep up.  Hunter St west streetscape 
should be priority.  And rail must be retained to keep Newcastle as the hub of 
the lower Hunter valley. 

transport Heaven help the CBD if we scrap the city rail! 

transport 

I enjoy living here, and have had my children grow up here. I have come from 
Sydney where I grew up, find Newcastle a more relaxed place to live, but very 
much poorer in public transport availability. That was the first thing I noticed 
when I relocated here, how difficult it was to get around. 

transport 

I have been away from Newcastle for four years and am somewhsat 
disappointed by what I have found since my return. There is an air of 
complacency and self satisfaction that does not auger well for the progress and 
development. I do not get a sense of a city working together but rather self 
interested groups such a the cycling movement working to achieve it's own 
agenda at the expense of others. At the same there is a huge dependancy on 
the motor vehicle  with a reluctance to explore puiblc transport options. Life is 
too easy in this town - people do not have to work very hard to have a good 
lifestyle - I wonder if tis contributes to the air of complacency and self interest?. 

transport 

I have concerns with paid parking proposals - paid parking is a pain! We do not 
have to follow the Sydney trend. 
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transport 

I have returned to live in Newcastle after being away for 24 years. I have 
chosen to make Newcastle my long term home. I love the laid back people and 
friendly community. 
I love the city but it is a shame that it is generally run down. It is an 
embarrassment to show visitors around.  
I remember walking around the city as a teenager in the 1980s but would not 
allow my children to do so now. 
We live in Fletcher, which needs better public transport services and local 
amenities. 

transport 
I like living here.  I am saddened by the lack of vision that wants to remove our 
railway. 

transport 

I like Newcastle because it's not too big and not too small.  I am finding it more 
and more congested with traffic, and traffic related impacts.  Better public 
transport and biking opportunities might assist here. 

transport 
i love it! seriously,remove the rail! 

transport 
I love Newcastle. Would like more transport from Broadmeadow station to 
suburbs. 

transport 

I love Newcastle's beaches and parks and most people can be happy here with 
the services and transport in Newcastle. I do not agree with the changes that 
are proposed for Newcastle Railway Station. If you are old, disabled, young 
that is the easiest Station to access and it is close to the beaches and the 
central business district. Not everybody owns a car you know. 

transport i love Newy, lets keep it alive...... get rid of the rail.. 

transport 

I think the city looks dreadful at the moment. I hardly go into the city now for 
shopping or even to visit cafes. I tend to go to Westfield or Darby st for example 
for these needs. I used to live in the City and it was a much more vibrant and 
safer place nearly 20 years ago. I think the Council has spent too much 
emphasis on developers saving us from ourselves than showing leadership. 
Also as I catch buses to get around I find the public transport around Newcastle 
wanting. I feel that if the train line is ripped up we will lose facilities, not gain in 
the long run. 

transport 

I think we are lucky to live here. Transport could be better. Otherwise, it's quite 
good in every way. 

transport 

I think you will choke Newcastle with cars if you terminate rail at Wickham. I for 
one will not use interchange,because of time and inconvenience. I will handle it 
by useing my car and I know others who think similarly. 

transport 
Insufficiant bus services, Newcastle town/Mall needs fixing, the Harbour side 
should's have been built out, and the train line should't be cut. 

transport 

It does need cleaning up and a mall with light rail running through it. I have 
been to Melbourne recently and was very impressed with their light rail/tram 
system. 

transport 

It is difficult to re-develop Hunter Street with the rail line intact but for the sake 
of the City it must be done and transport terminated at the closest Wickham. 
Then the City itself can move into the future. 

transport it needs more off road cycleways/shared paths 

transport 

It would be great if we could: 
Get rid of the rail line into Newcastle and get light rail. 
Get a new local State member 
Make ourselves a marginal seat (State and Fed) 
Have the Council be more efficient, more pro-active, less negative. 
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transport 

It's easy to get around if you have a car.  Public transport leaves a lot to be 
desired but at the same time people often don't bother to find out where their 
closest bus stop is and when the buses run - we need to do much more as a 
community to provide and facilitate public transport. 

transport 

My main concern with Newcastle is the inadequate public transport with hourly 
bus services, costly parking and totally unreasonable parking officers who give 
no-one a fair go when they know the reason for the infringement. 

transport 

Needs to take notice of community - Keep rail line! Need to clean up city centre 
- Its not a nice place to go with derelict buildings - Owners need to be forced to 
act or get big fines. 

transport 

Newcastle good be a better city for all if the rail line is left as is, and the bus 
service improved, as we live 10 minutes out of the city and have only 1 bus that 
passes our street. This bus takes 1hour and 10 minutes to get into Newcastle, 
ridiculous. When we first moved here we could catch a bus that took 30 
minutes as you can see things are going backwards in this department, do not 
stop the rail into Newcastle. Maybe these people who want the rail terminated 
should start using public transport for a month or 2 and see how difficult it 
would be to use daily, instead of their air conditioned cars. 

transport 
Newcastle has everything we want here the only problem is 
the Transport system and Health service We need Law & Order desparately 

transport 

Newcastle has great facilities and wonderful people but would truly benefit from 
a more reliable & less expensive transport system as well as a Copenhagen 
style cycleway to encourage people to 'ditch' their cars and enjoy the truly 
beautiful city we live in! 

transport 
Newcastle is a agreat city , we need to develop a plan to improve our Railway 
and public transpoty. 

transport 

Newcastle is a beautiful place , there are a lot of things that would make it 
better, I would like to talk to someone about transport in the city, this could be 
the making of newcastle to bring more people into the city. More people, more 
shops, more shops, more people etc etc. 

transport 

Newcastle is a great place to live. I have lived and travelled widely and I always 
love coming home. Accessibility to the beach, climate and people make it great. 
Rip up that railline and rejuvenate the city and it could only get better!! 

transport 

newcastle is a great place to live. however it is let down by the untidiness of the 
hunter street mall and the empty shops.. why isnt someone fixing the old post 
office... and many other derelict buildings in hunter st!! do something about the 
railway line into newcastle. replace it from wickham with light rail and  a cycle 
way.. it works everywhere else in the world!!! john tate is a great fellow but we 
need a decisive decision maker!!. 

transport 
Newcastle needs to have a rail line into the city like all other major and 
developing cities. It needs to stay!! 

transport 

Newcastle seems to be a city of extremes: 
- The city itself is extremely unattractive with run down buildings, poor traffic 
flow and poor (+ expensive) parking 
 The bushland and beaches by comparison are extremely beautiful, clean and 
attractive to visit. 
The city has a lot going for it, however also has much room for improvement. 
Cessation of the trainline at Wickham I think would help to beautify the city and 
assist traffic flow through the newly developed areas including Honeysuckle 
and the highway. 

transport not enough cycling paths 

transport 

Public transport is a State issue but but consideration of smaller buses for 
linking to major sites could be considered. As an example try to get to 
Shortland from Kotara via public transport early in the morning. 
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transport public transport is poor 

transport 

Public transport is very poor. The bus network is below standard. The proposal 
to cut the rail line with technologically advanced buses promised is very poor; 
the rail land will be sold to developers with no buses eventuating. I worry when 
I consider how Newcastle will cope in a carbon economy. Newcastle's planning 
strategy is focus on cars only - what will happen when petrol is too expensive 
for every day use by middle class families? The train line will seem like a good 
idea when fuel runs out. 

transport 
Public transport overhaul majorly needed. Free bus services would majorly 
effect impact on environement. 

transport 
Public transport services (esp buses) should be improved, i.e. more regular 
services to more places. 

transport 

Re safety - depends whether we're talking day or night 
Re easy to get around - depends whether one owns a car or has to rely on 
public transport, as some areas are better provided for than others 

transport 

Stop the stuffing about and realise that the future of public transport is rail and 
bus or maybe light rail BUT NOT private motor vehicles. Make a decision on 
the future of rail into the centre of the city. Where is the evidence of the so 
called 'integrated public transport' plan???? 

transport 

The bus stop in the city is an utter disgrace. It is the main city centre major stop 
and it looks like a 3 world bomb has hit it. I catch the bus there but never sit 
down or come close to the dividers. It is shocking. 

transport 

The cost of living is comparable to any where in Ausralia. Newcastle has so 
much potential particularly the beaches the Ocean Baths. People love the Fore 
Shore. BUT WANT THE RAIL LEFT ALL THE WAY TO NEWCASTLE 
STATION!!!! 

transport 

The public transport in Newcastle is appalling. Global warming and peak oil is 
becoming more of a reality year by year and Newcastle continues to discuss 
ripping out the rail line to replace it with a less sustainable transport option that 
limits its connectivity regionally.  
I can't understand why a tram-train option is not implemented???? 

transport 

the rail needs to changed to stop at hamilton(newgas sight, but its heavily 
polluted)then onto light rail that stop for cars and waits for a gap. and the intro 
of an e bike system(paris has good example) that can be used next to the rail, 
along the same corridor.All those horrible fences and grafitti could come 
down.and the eyesore that is across from the foreshore would be gone. 

transport 

The removal of parking metres and the return of trams would see the city 
rejuvenated. A cruise ship terminal at Throsby Basin (opp. HDWB) would make 
us even better than we are now - a wonderful lifestyle city. 

transport 

The traffic is getting as bad as Sydney. The highrise overdevelopment around 
Newcastle beach is spoiling the city. Public transport is dreadful leading to 
everyone wanting to use their car. The coffee shops and suburban shopping 
strips are great and the harbour foreshore out to Nobbys is world class 
beautiful. 

transport 

The transport is not great if you don't have a car.  And will become worse 
without the train line all the way into town.  We need to extend the limits of the 
train service to the newer estate areas (like Fletcher, Cameron park etc) and 
the circle across the city (from Carrington through Hamilton to The junction and 
then to Newcastle) and from Fletcher etc to Glendale, Cardiff also to Wallsend 
and Uni to waratah.  Then people could considering ridding of their car.  At the 
moment even if you live close to a station and want to give up the car you can't 
because the places you need to get to don't have train or effective bus 
systems. 
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transport 

Too much focus on driving as only form of transport - Should work on 
integrated public transport, dense population centres and better cycle facilities - 
Bikes are not allowed on buses like they are all through Europe and in 
Canberra - a smaller city than Newcastle. Why? 
 
City centre streets need a complete overhall, with more pedestrian/vehicle 
shared zones like in the mall currently. It seems to work very well with slow 
traffic. 
 
If government takes some bold initiative and gets into debt spending on 
beautifying the city, linking the harbour to Hunter St (level crossings) changing 
policies and encouraging development, then given time, private investment will 
follow. 

transport 
Was better before all the parking meters were installed...now feels like 
becomming an outer suburb of Sydney. 

transport 

Would be better if it was modernised (i.e. less cranky people whinging about 
every proposal that would actually make the ciy better)but i like it a fair bit 
anyway.  It would also be better to get a much higher building density like 
chatswood or parramatta around the newcastle west area to justify putting in 
more public amenities.  plus get rid of the rail line 

unrealised potential 

* Newcastle has enormous potential because of its location but real (rather than 
lipservice and p.r. exercises) environmental initiatives are (or at least appear to 
be) community driven rather than government driven 
* sadly Newcastle no longer feels safe and in practical terms is not, particularly 
at night 
* empty shop fronts an derelict office spaces (specifically in the main street) 
create terrible ambiance 
* the mall particularly should be vibrant - all major cities have vibrant and 
dynamic malls, heavily patronised and busy but with the safety issue in the 
evenings and general daytime tawdriness it creates a really bad impression 
particularly on visitors/tourists and is basically depressing to inhabitants . . . eg 
there is no weekend culture - everyone goes to Darby or Beaumonts Sts for 
weekend breakkie and strolling/shopping. If as nothing other than a tourism and 
p.r.exercise the revialisation of the mall and Hunter street should be a priority 

unrealised potential 

[1] Council appears to be just another vehicle for a political party. 
[2] Located far enough away from Sydney. 
[3] Although some my comments not fully supportive, it is a good place to live. 
[4] Do not feel safe on Friday & Saturday nights in the CBD City  area 

unrealised potential A city going places.....slowly. 

unrealised potential 

a city of huge potential but is at the whim too often of poorly informed 
development - Crown Plaza - an absolute disgrace despite Sartor and planning 
laws etc. It has everything that should be able to make it an attractive place to 
live and work but too often looses sight of heritage and culture. 

unrealised potential 
A great place to live. Has potential to be much better if stakeholders in 
leadership positions could cut red tape to make plans happen. 

unrealised potential 

Because of its size, neither too big or too small, the city has distinct advantages 
over larger cities. However the cultural life of the city is lacking in a number of 
respects, lack of adequate community venues for e.g. theatre etc, and certainly 
lacking cinemas. 

unrealised potential 

Bursting with potential but afraid to embrace change. Wasted opportunities 
seem the norm as Council is not strong enough to safeguard the city's heritage 
(I'm thinking of the GPO here, as well as plenty of other beautiful, rotting 
buildings in the city). Renew Newcastle is a fantastic scheme that I am 
incredibly proud of. Losing the Showcase Cinema in a city this large is a crime. 
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Live Sites is brilliant. Keep it up! 

unrealised potential 
Bury the simmering resentments, move forwards. 
 

unrealised potential 

Business is good.Government is very lack luster. We need to be more vocal 
and fight for what's ours. 
 

unrealised potential 

Change is too slow. We have the potential to be a beautiful city but the CBD 
needs a major revamp urgently. Tourism needs to be developed especially 
around the harbour - we need a wharf to offload cruise passengers!  The 
expansion of the university into the city is brilliant! Cut the rail line and get some 
decent light rail/trams happening please!!! 

unrealised potential 

Clings to CBD as "the hub", denying its "fringe" geographical position in the 
city. Chose polluting buses over clean light rail/tram (State Govt. under 
pressure from oil companies). Is not democratically/truthfully represented to 
state govt. about rail re-use or an unneccessary dam to be paid for by us 
instead of the intended beneficiaries. Newcastle is a wonderful place at risk of 
being "developed" into a mini-Sydney except for good accessible public 
transport, adequate police numbers, education & health funding. In other words 
neglected by State Govt. due to poor representation. 

unrealised potential 

Considering all the coal that leaves the Port of Newcastle isn't there some 
income available to the city from this activity?  If there is I don't where it gets 
spent because the city is such a mess.  We need to encourage those big tourist 
ships into the port - a more attractive terminal would make sense.  Also, we 
need an injection of funds into the town but not Constantine style -  please no 
Park Lea style markets or recycling venues or multi storey public housing 
ghettos.  We need quality development. Also I thoroughly enjoy going to both 
Newcastle and Merewether baths and I know they're expensive to run but 
Merewether in particular needs MUCH better facilities - you can't even find a 
place to put a towel and bag - there's no hooks on posts, hardly any seats near 
the baths and certainly no cafe. Let's get something happening there and a 
better cafe at Newcastle Baths - it's such a great spot.  Maybe a good cafe 
would bring in some income to the council at those baths. Newcastle's a great 
place to live but I don't think too many non-Novacastrian know this and our city 
centre, graffiti, and antisocial people wandering the streets drunk/drugged 
doesn't help. Let's clean up and get into this new century. 

unrealised potential 
Could be great. Newcastle CBD an eyesore and sad looking city, rundown and 
derelict. Why? Should be vibrant. 

unrealised potential 

Could be the jewel in the crown of NSW but will never be  until the Labour party 
parties stop taking the votes for granted, the Liberal Party look upon Newcsatle 
as a lost cause and overlook funding for the region and both parties continue to 
be Sydeny Centric 

unrealised potential 

Councillors need to stop bickering and get on with addressing Newcastle's 
needs now. Councillors should have some minimum qualifications in 
communication/meetings and big picture. 

unrealised potential 

Currently our city seems mired in some conflictual issues without an 
overarching guiding vision. Yet this is a time when strong and intelligent 
leadership can set this city up as a vibrant and resilient model of a city facing 
the great challenges of our future - economic, social and environmental. I'd like 
to see a vision such as "Newcastle - The Smart and Sustainable Heart of 
Carbon Valley" Sustainability must be central to the future of any place - 
without it civilisations collapse, and we are not immune. Newcastle already has 
a profile as a city that has shown interest in sustainability and acted on the 
beginnings of changing our ways, so why not capitalise on this and take it 
seriously. Not to do so is to "fiddle while Rome burns". The Carbon Valley idea 
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comes from Crucible Carbon, based on the concept of California's Silicon 
Valley. It is a play on the Hunter Valley's current contribution to a global 
problem, and the need for a different response. It is also about the Transition 
we have to have, so why not aspire to a branding that foreshadows the 
inevitable and make it a strength that we all stand to gain from? 
This is geographically meaningful, aspirational, warm, educational, positive and 
covers the great challenges and opportunities that we must face if we are to 
have any future at all.  Let's be bold and brave, and begin to act as if it matters. 

unrealised potential 

Great city, let down by council not improving the built environment. City Centre 
LEP/DCP was a backwoods step (due to excessive setbacks). Council needs to 
facilitate development not prevent it. Support small businesses. Flexible in 
implementing planning controls where it is obvious and logical that are variation 
is acceptable. Staff not being self-rightous and unwilling to compromise. 

unrealised potential 

great city..hard to make friends..moving ahead innovately but very, very slowly 
(ie honeysuckle took 20 yrs in the process), public transport (trains - not always 
feeling safe). 

unrealised potential 
great place lots of potential just finds it difficult to get it right Woolongong 
appears to succeed and we don't 

unrealised potential Great potential to be an example city but lack vision and leadership. 
unrealised potential Has a lot of potential 

unrealised potential 
has great potential but the council is hell bent on building highrises everywhere 
without the proper infrastructure being put in place first. 

unrealised potential 
Has great potential if not ruled by developers but works together to create a 
vibrant and creative place to live 

unrealised potential Has lots of potential! 

unrealised potential 

has so much potential. Major issues that needed: effective plan to reduce 
greenhouse emissions (e.g. better public transport), to clean up Hunter street, 
make sure the railway line continues to the heart of the city for our future 
needs, and deal with drinking/violence issues associated with youth binge 
drinking. 

unrealised potential 

Having just spent 5 days each in Christchurch and Queenstown New Zealand, 
Newcastle has a long way to go towards many areas: playgrounds (let kids play 
and have fun), outdoor cafes which allow and provide hitching brackets and 
water for socialised dogs (get with it Newcastle!) There's more but I don't have 
time right now. 

unrealised potential 

Having made many trips to Melbourne, my opinion of Newcastle is that it is a 
backward city, run by incompetent people, no forward thinking, can't make a 
decision, a total waste of space. Necastle has the potential to be a fantastic 
city, but it will never happen with the current establishment. You just have to 
look at inner Newcastle it is a disgrace and an embarrassment, and how long is 
it going to take to make a decision about the rail lines. If I didn't have 
commitments here I would move to Melbourne in a flash. 
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unrealised potential 

high potential squandered by sectional interests who want the quick $. No 
genuine collaborative leadership that focuses on the interests rather than 
positions. dumb uninformed debate that rapidly descends into name calling and 
polarisation of positions as opposed to searching for common ground and 
constructive positive engagement. Respect for alternative positions. 
Money talks and the residents walk. NCC still plays favourites. Our natural 
coastline between Nobby's - merewether is world class, huge international 
tourism potential spoilt by grotesque skatepark with illegal graffiti. 
 
Rename/reinvent Newcastle - rename council "Surf city Council" a la Coast 
Coast council-  express steam train (surf city express) to Nctle station (R) for 
tourists who can stay in high class and/or modern family accommodation 
opposite Newcastle station and beach, go on the whale walk to top of nobby's 
regardless if restaurant there, use CBD as hub to port stephens, vineyards. 
Essential prerequisite safe city not dominated by grog interests and retaining 
decisive influence on NCC through continuing political donations. We would 
become another sanfran.  happy days. 

unrealised potential 

I am often sadden by what we have lost, such as many of our once beautifully 
maintained parks, but I do understand that these are not financial viable nor 
environmental freindly to waste resources planting annuals etc.  I would like 
Newcastle to embrace smart technologies and move into the furture.  Sell up 
old decaying assets and invest in financial viable infastructure. I'm happy to see 
change, but we've got a long way to go. 

unrealised potential 

I believe newcastle could take a lot more risks in environmental development.  
The latest exhibition over the weekend at city hall was appalling.  There was 
not inovative or inspiration or ideas of environmental sustainability. 

unrealised potential 

I chose to move here to be close to beaches and to buy a house.  I am just 
completely disappointed in the lack of facilities and the decline of the city (and 
that has nothing to do with a train line).  This could be such a great go ahead 
city with so much to offer.  Yet we stagnate.  Lets try voting in Liberal or at least 
anything other than labour. 

unrealised potential 

I have a very positive view of living in Newcastle but this is tempered by 
inaction on a number of scars such as Newcastle West, the  the rail line and 
safety in the CBD at night. 

unrealised potential 

I have been away from Newcastle for four years and am somewhsat 
disappointed by what I have found since my return. There is an air of 
complacency and self satisfaction that does not auger well for the progress and 
development. I do not get a sense of a city working together but rather self 
interested groups such a the cycling movement working to achieve it's own 
agenda at the expense of others. At the same there is a huge dependancy on 
the motor vehicle  with a reluctance to explore puiblc transport options. Life is 
too easy in this town - people do not have to work very hard to have a good 
lifestyle - I wonder if tis contributes to the air of complacency and self interest?. 
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unrealised potential 

I love this City but we are in serious trouble!  
There's no doubt Newcastle is made up of passionate people who love this 
place & it isn't short of culture, talent, creativity or visionaries.  However 
Newcastle & its surrounding region has always suffered a very deep identity 
crisis.  There is a deliberate avoidance or disregard of the Aboriginal cultural 
platform & the disrespecting of its First Peoples & their rights.   
Because this City has not (at the very least) embrace its Awabakal family, we 
can't worked out a way to therefore settle into the magnetic cross-cultural mix 
race of people, despite the superficial "yobbo, hoon, sports obsessed" persona 
we depicts.   
There is also a distressing concern with how an attitude of disrespect has 
filtered down through the generations, manifesting in the youth through 
violence, aggressive vandalism & self destructive behaviour. 
Essentially from the conversations & media stories over the years, this City has 
been suffering a type of depression coupled with a strange embarrassment 
about how this Newcastle looks & how its being represented.   
We are definitely at a critical point to find a way forward together with the 
necessary support of Local City Councils (plural) with inspiring manifestos for 
this region as a whole. 
Of course the general remark about Newcastle is that it has "great potential"!  
The question remains as to whether we will ever see ourselves living out our 
potential in its entirety. 

unrealised potential 

I think Newcastle has a huge amount of untapped potential and requires some 
creative thinkers and strong leaders and decision makers to help it reach its 
potential. Hunter St looks like something out of a third world country. It's an 
utter disgrace that the main street of our beautiful city should let it down so 
much. 
 
The cultural activities with Live Sites and Renew Newcastle are a huge asset 
and should be continued, promoted and supported - they are actually making a 
difference in this town. 

unrealised potential 

I think Newcastle has a huge amount of untapped potential and requires some 
creative thinkers and strong leaders and decision makers to help it reach its 
potential. Hunter St looks like something out of a third world country. It's an 
utter disgrace that the main street of our beautiful city should let it down so 
much. 
 
The cultural activities with Live Sites and Renew Newcastle are a huge asset 
and should be continued, promoted and supported - they are actually making a 
difference in this town. 

unrealised potential 

I think Newcastle has a lot of potential but is stifled by its poor culture and 
community.  People do not seem to have respect for others or there 
surrounding.  The city is rundown, there is broken glass everywhere and graffiti.
 
There is no heart to Newcastle with the large malls in the suburbs the city 
centre is poor for the size of the population it services.  Different shop hours 
(late nights and free parking during this time may help to revive it). 
More walking tracks and bike tracks would make Newcastle a better place to 
live and connect recreational areas together (eg Glenrock is great, but some 
what isolated and difficult to get to other than to drive).  The Fernleigh track and 
Nobby's Headland, Glenrock and Blackbutt are great city assets. 
We should encourage higher density living, cafe/restaurants/shopping areas in 
the centre and more bike and walkways to create a more vibrant city. 

unrealised potential 
I think Newcastle has great potential but more could be done to improve 
recreational areas and urban hubs. 
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unrealised potential 

I think Newcastle has so much potential that is wasted or ignored and we need 
a more progressive council to move us forward and make best use of our 
natural and inheritant features 

unrealised potential Improvement gets bogged down in talk, not action. 

unrealised potential 
Incredible potential, but not realised yet.  Could be the best city in Australia with 
the natural resources & potential lifestyle on its doorstep. 

unrealised potential 

It has incredible potential. 
 
 It's benefit is, its a big town and a small city. 
 
Please dont overdevelop it. Developers should be encouraged to sink their 
money into some of the derelict but historically significant sites. 

unrealised potential 

It has so much protential and I would have given it a higher over all rating if it 
wasn't for the city itself. They are building tomorrows slums.  Just look at how 
dreadful that little stretch including the crown plaza and the apartment block 
east of that looks!  They are cheap 'cornflake' boxes, that will be ready to 
demolish in the next few year.  Also, it has been such a shame that Newcastle 
hasn't taken a leaf out of what Perth and not built right on the waters edge, 
instead left a few hundred metres of public space.  You drive around Perth and 
it is a beautiful city because of this.  Compare Perth to Brisbane and 
Newcastle!  Such a shame.  With regards to our problems with our DA 
approval, one of the people that complained lived in Lake Macquarie.  The 
house we were building was in Adamstown.  Why would council take into 
consideration a complaint like that?  Why did I have to answer to his questions 
just because he previously owned an adjoining property and 'had an interest' in 
the area!  Crazy! 

unrealised potential it is a good place to live but it could be a lot better. 
unrealised potential Just to see Newcastle shining again. 

unrealised potential 
less talk  & more action for this deserving city. 

unrealised potential 

Need new local Minister who would help the people and Councils in her 
Electorate and make sure we get the money back that is produced in 
Newcastle and the Hunter. 
 

unrealised potential 

Newcastle  has the potential to be one of the best places in the world in which 
to live. Unfortunately development is strangled by a myriad of self-interested 
negative people. The closure of the rail-line is a must for the future of the City 
but the abovementioned people seem to get all the say and none of our elected 
politicians have enough guts to do anything to prevent them allowing the city to 
realize its incredible potential. GPT is vital to the revitalisation of our city and we 
should be pulling out all stops to ensure that their development proceeds. 

unrealised potential 

Newcastle City will never go ahead whilst we have people that do not look 
forward - Need people with initiative - 
 
We certainly do not have that on our Council - Not much has been done since 
the earthquake - Example being S & W Miller building - Hunter Street - 
Newcastle West 
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unrealised potential 

Newcastle could be a great city.We need to promote Newcastle as a major 
tourist destination. Newcastle has a lot of history from the early days when the 
first settlers were here, and the convicts who built the pool at nobbys plus lots 
more. We have the best beaches and all within close distance from Newcastle, 
even the earthquake and how the Novacastians rallied and rebuilt the town. We 
have some very large cruise ships coming to are beautiful city and we don't 
promote it enough. Westend right through to Nobbys needs more affordable 
accomodation, coffee shops, gift shops, and access to the foreshore. Light rail 
would open up all the are around Westend, Carrington, the harbour and 
nobbys. Newcastle is a great place and we need to inform the rest of the world, 
it would bring a lot of revenue for are GREAT CITY. 

unrealised potential 

Newcastle has a lot of potential, but often gets only lip service and delays. The 
Merewether Surf club building was allowed to rot as it stood, ripping up the train 
line into the city keeps getting rasied even though the community has made it 
clear we want it to remain, the markets at the Hunter Street Mall were an 
unresearched, unmitigated failure.  Too much happens without longterm 
planning.  The natural environment of Newcastle is beautiful, so why don't we 
have integrated public spaces joining, for example Bar Beach with Empire 
Park, that would include play equipment for babies through teens, shade 
structures, fencing, parking, and amenities like toilets and bbqs all in the one 
plan?  Why do performers inside the Civic Theatre have to fight the noise of a 
Live Site performance in Wheeler place on a Friday night?  Whose job is it to 
COORDINATE the events in the area so they not only don't conflict, but 
actually COMPLEMENT one another?????  It's just insane.  There's obviously 
some money around, and some good ideas, but they don't THOUGHTFULLY 
applied far too often.  Newcastle needs to reinvent itself - get rid of what doesn't 
work - like the tired, OLD, and ill-attended Mattara Festival - and embrace and 
RUN WITH a new vision of itself. 

unrealised potential 

Newcastle has grat potential but I don think that it is being realized because of 
disunity in Council. Too much is expected and given to deveopers. 
Development has the upper hand on preservation and conservation 

unrealised potential Newcastle has great potential but is often hampered by a vocal minority. 

unrealised potential 

Newcastle Has HUGE potential and is a great place to live but we need to 
move forward very very quickly and catch up to the rest of the great cities in the 
modern world. Forget the studies and the minority groups holding back all the 
potential> Its about time this council OPENS ITS EYES and look at what can 
be achieved with a WE CAN DO THAT attitude 

unrealised potential 

Newcastle has incredible potential because of its beautiful natural environment, 
history and community connections, however, it's full potential has not been 
realised due to the greed of developers who continue to build apartments with 
little development constraints enforced by council on the way in which they 
build. They need to be more regulated by council to ensure they are renewing 
historic buildings in an appropriate way and not just knocking down to rebuild. 
In addition, Newcastle requires forward-thinking and creativity in its approach to 
redevelopment and renewal so as to provide an independent and proud 
foundation for its future. 

unrealised potential 

Newcastle has lots of potential but needs to get its act together on safety, 
public transport, environmental policies, reducing greenhouse gas emissions 
and being more friendly towards younger people - younger people would be 
more involved in council if it wasn't so targeted at older people! 

unrealised potential 

Newcastle has more potential than just about any other city, but is held back by 
the minority. Listen to the majority probably the people busy working not the 
ones at Uni or on welfare! 
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unrealised potential 

Newcastle has so much unrealised potential, but it is disappointing that a very 
smal minority ruins the city for others. Senseless vandalism and graffitti 
detracts from the city and has removed a large portion of the citys character. 
While council can only do so much to stop this, maybe having less vacant 
buildings in the city would be a good start. Might I suggest that developers be 
given incentives to redevelop existing structures rather than creating new 
buildings. Alternatively, knock these eyesores down and provide additional 
single level parking. 

unrealised potential 

Newcastle has the most potential of any city in Australia. Unfortunately, 
Council, the Media and the Community think that Newcastle's problems can be 
solved with a "silver bullet" (city markets/opening mall to traffic/GPT/light 
rail/etc.). 
The solutions that are given for Newcastle's problems are conservative, 
backward-looking and rely on huge public investment. All we will get in this 
welfare-dependent city is more expectation that the state is supposed to 
provide everything. The city just needs to relax a little. We are at risk of thinking 
that everything needs to be solved right now. Newcastle will develop and 
change with time and we should simply let the city develop organically. 

unrealised potential 

Newcastle has the natural potential, size & location to be a great city, but like 
the rest of NSW is weighed down by poor state & local governance ie lack of 
visionary leadership, which has allowed developers & multinational companies 
to dictate & dominate community structures & consequently squash community 
spirit. 

unrealised potential 

Newcastle has the potential to be a great city for locals and tourists. 
Newcastle's CBD must be revitalised I hate to think what will happen when 
David Jones closes and the old Newcastle Post Office breaks my heart 
everytime I look at it! The Newcastle Region Art Gallery is a wonderful asset 
what a shame only 1 percent of this fabulous collection can be shown at any 
one time. It's expansion should be a matter of urgency! 

unrealised potential Newcastle is a city of unfulfilled potential. 

unrealised potential 

Newcastle is a happy place to live but education in traditional style for 
traditional values. People are afraid to express their real feelings in public. 
Echoes of the past.... 

unrealised potential 

Newcastle is not realising its potential - the combination of land- and seascape; 
ease of getting around; young population; art gallery collection; health services; 
university - to be a city that values learning (very low rate of high school 
retention is a real worry), and doesn't seem to be trying to attract 21st century 
industries (health bioengineering; art/ICT; technologies for aging in place, etc), 
and leverage off the knowledge base of the university's star performers and 
faculties. 

unrealised potential 

People in council sitting in way of development need to retire, The Newcastle 
Post Office Building, Merewether Surf Club, The Lighthouse Restaurant Idea. 
All these projects chould have gone ahead years ago. Stop making our city 
look so run down and crap!!! 

unrealised potential 

Potential to be the most attractive City in NSW if not the Coiuntry. But needs to 
replace its "That'll do attitude" with we can do better. Start with reviving the Old 
City buildings especially the Post Office which is an eyesore. 

unrealised potential 

The above questions were not clear. Some input will be about the LGA and 
other about the Peninsula. There was no room to comment to support the 
rating. Newcastle has great potential and lots going for it that are currently 
unharnassed. It is a place driven by vested interests and has no LGA or 
regional plan. Newcastle is a once great city going backwards because there 
are too many holding on to the apron strings of the past. It has been going 
backwards for 30 years whilst other locations are leaping forward. The Gold 
Coast has a growth rate equal to half Newcastles population and economy 
every year! 
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unrealised potential 

The city of Newcastle is mistreated on many levels. It is dirty, shabby and run 
down. It is such a shame. So much mony is generated through our coal export, 
Newcastle should look prosperous.  
I am very proud of the research work at our university. 

unrealised potential 
The progress and potential of Newcastle is too often held back by a vocal 
minority and red tape. 

unrealised potential Too many problems to list. 
unrealised potential Unrealised potential 

unrealised potential 

We have come home after 25 years in Wollongong.I thought Newcastle was 
streets ahead of W'gong but now we are back, not so.W'gong got rid of rail 
crossings in the CBD years ago, development has advanced considerably even 
since we left 10 years ago (despite the W'gong Council's political problems). 
Why can't Newcastle get things done?  We also spent time in the Wyong 
Council area where a DA has to be acted on within 2 years.Here it is 5 
years.Surely if the development is ready for approval etc, 2 years should be 
long enough to DO something!! So tired of hearing excuses why various 
developments have fallen over. Parking is a real issue.We refuse to go into 
town and pay for parking if it can be avoided eg we don't go to the Foreshore 
area during the week.We are lucky that we can walk there if we wanted but not 
for a group of people.Again in W'gong, there is (still?) fixed time parking (eg 2 
hours) after which a fine applies.So much more people friendly and it still gets 
car turn-over which is what we are told the system in Newcastle is about.Not a 
revenue earner? So many positives about Newcastle but a long way to go. 
Geelong is a city which seems to have moved ahead, surely many more cities 
where we could pick up ideas. I would love to see Newcastle get ahead in my 
lifetime but I doubt it.The local MPs don't seem to have enough clout to insist 
that Newcastle gets the recognition it deserves eg $1 tax on each tonne of coal 
that goes out of the port would bring in the money that could make a real 
difference to the Hunter region but no, any royalties go to the State govt and 
thence to Sydney's benefit.Yet we put up with the inconvenience of coal dust, 
trains, etc. 
 
Thanks for the chance to say something. 

unrealised potential we have huge potential as a 'city'. 
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